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FOREWORD
On behalf of the conference advisory and editorial boards I welcome you to the 15th Coal Operators
Conference (Coal2015). Since its beginning in 1998 it has seen authors presenting papers on a wide
variety of topics. The availability of past papers on line at http://ro.uow.edu.au/coal, currently has
provided the industry with all the latest on new and current innovations, cutting edge research,
developing technologies in different aspects of coal mining operations. These are relevant to safe,
economic and efficient mining operations, and contribute to the professional development of mine
employees. At present there are 545 papers on line, which are papers published in 14 proceedings.
These papers have attracted around 80 000 downloads since going online in 2008. The figure below
shows the number of papers and the attendances for each conference.
An additional 41 papers will be added on
line from this conference. These papers
are mostly from Australia but include
papers from China, Czech Republic,
India, Iran, Japan, and USA.
For a number of years, the International
Longwall News (ILN), now known as
International Coal News (ICN) website
has been providing publicity coverage for
the conference. This support is deeply
appreciated and thanks to Lou Caruana
for
maintaining
support
for
our
conference. I look forward to the
continuation of this support.
Special thanks to the editorial panel members and the paper reviewers; Dr Ali Mirza for typesetting the
conference proceedings; Peter Vrahas of Eventico for his conference general management and efficient
administration of the conference website; The University of Wollongong printery staff Gerard Toomey for
designing the conference proceedings cover page, Garry Piggott and Maria O’ Hearn for printing the
conference proceedings, and Uni-Centre for catering. Finally, sincere thanks to authors, and participants,
who form the backbone of the conference success.
All papers are peer reviewed to maintain the conference’s high standing and recognition.

Professor Naj Aziz
Conference chairman and convenor
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COAL MINE HEALTH AND SAFETY REGULATORY AND
ENFORCEMENT APPROACH, NEW SOUTH WALES,
AUSTRALIA
Rob Regan1
INTRODUCTION
The approach of the New South Wales (NSW) Mine Safety Operations Branch (the Inspectorate) is
based on achieving safe work outcomes by controlling the physical work environment in mines through:




competent people
fit for purpose plant and equipment, and
safe systems of work

The Inspectorate’s aim is to ensure that the mining industry operates atbest practice in engineering
safety and health standards. It is the expectation that industry operators will take responsibility for
leading safety efforts by implementing and continuously improving safe systems of work. It is expected
that mine workers will take on responsibility for contributing to improvements in safety and health and for
complying with the safe systems of work.
This is achived using:












a comprehensive regulatory framework that requires consultation and collaboration between
mine operators, employees, employee unions and the regulator
strong proactive powers for inspectors
specific regulations that address the technical engineering requirements to control the electrical,
mechanical and mining engineering necessary for safe mining
codes of practice that recommend the best known ways and greater detail to control the
hazards and risks of mining
mining design guidelines for controlling critical risks
Australian and international Standards for detailed engineering and procedures necessary for
controlling these risks
legislated requirements for the competency of managers and supervisors of electrical,
mechanical and mining engineering and management of mines
legislated requirements for employers to ensure their employees are competent to undertake
the tasks required by the employer
legislated requirements for the competency of electrical, mechanical and mining inspectors
continuous training of inspectors to ensure the technical and practical knowledge and
experience for a strong capability to advise mine operators in management of risks, and
a problem solving approach by the Inspectorate to risks arising at mines
HISTORY

Coal was first discovered in Australia in NSW in 1791 and the early exploitation of resources was
achieved with convict labour.
The abolition of the convict system resulted in a reduction of convicts in the industry so that by 1847
there were only a few in NSW mines.

Director Mine Safety Operations, Chief Inspector NSW Department of Trade & Investment, Regional Infrastructure & Resources,
E-mail: safetyalert@minerals.nsw.gov.au, Tel: 0249 316458
1
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Miners were employed from Great Britain to fill the need for non-¬convict labour. These miners had used
industrial action to improve conditions in Britain. They carried on action in NSW. This led in 1854 to the
passing in NSW of the first Act for the regulation of coal mines.
British mining acts and associated regulations and the progressive amendments which were made
became models for the legislative control of mining in Australia and New Zealand.
The amendment, repeal and replacement of coal mining Acts has occurred progressively. The stimulus
for change has arisen in a number of ways including development of mining technology, a better
understanding of the inherent risks of mining, industrial action for improved working conditions and
implementation of recommendations of inquiries into mining disasters.
From the introduction of the first Act for the “Registration and Inspection of Coal Mines in the Colony of
NSW”, in November 1854, successive legislation was introduced to prescribe controls required to
improve safety in mines (Regan and kininmonth, 2009).
The critical activities requiring improved technology and management were;











Mine ventilation by fans instead of furnace fires.
Regular inspections for detection of methane.
Watering of dry and dusty places, stone dusting including explosion suppression with stone dust
and water barriers.
Use of explosives including prohibition of gunpowder and the introduction of permitted
explosives for gassy and dusty mines.
Use of electricity in coal mines.
Competency certification of managers, mining supervisors, electricians and winding engine
drivers.
Appointment of a certified manager to every mine employing more than twenty employees.
The issue of a summary of the Act to all employees.
Appointment of Coal Mine Inspectors in 1875 followed by an Electrical Inspectors in 1908.
Appointment of a Chief Inspector in 1897.

Since the 1912 Coal Mines Regulation Act, improvements have upgraded these same basic mining
engineering safety requirements and added;








Systematic timbering rules,
Use of cutting and welding apparatus.
Water reticulation to the mining place,
Installation and use of belt conveyors in mines.
Fire precautions and fire fighting organisation,
Gas monitoring, and
Preparation of rules and schemes for prescribed activities specific to an individual coal mine

In 1999 the Coal Mining (General, Underground and Open Cut) Regulations (NSW government,1999)
established the concepts of duty of care and risk management into coal mining legislation.
The revised Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 (NSW Gov, 2000) was passed. This replaced
the 1983 Act and reinforced the duty of care and risk management responsibilities for coal mining
employers. This was updated to the NSW Work Health and Safety Act and Regulation(NSW Gov, 2011).
The Coal Mine Health and Safety Act 2002 further strengthened the requirements for duty of care and
risk management.
NSW has recently updated the coal, metalliferous and quarrying safety legislation to a nationally
consistent act and regulation, the Work Health and Safety (Mines) Act 2013 and Regulation 2014. It
makes provisions for all mining in NSW and maintains the health and safety standards of the previous
legislation. This legislation commenced on 1 February 2015.

11 –13 February 2015
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NSW MINE SAFETY OPERATIONS
Mine Safety Operations has nine regional offices and a Technology Centre. The main office is at
Maitland in the Hunter Valley. The Mine Safety Technology Centre is at Thornton, east of Maitland.
Mine Safety Operations is responsible for supporting and encouraging health and safety compliance to
meet community expectations for some 2000 mining operations, 6,000 mineral claims and 700
exploration licences in NSW.
There is a huge diversity of mining techniques, people, procedures, locations and working conditions.
The bulk of the mineral claims are for opal mining which have different needs from the mining
operations.
The mining operations range from heavy mineral sands, through a range of open cut clay, gold, copper
and other mineral mines, extensive coal mines in the Hunter and Illawarra, to large underground gold
and base metal mines in central and far western NSW.
Mine Safety Operations is independently funded by a levy imposed on the owners of mining operations
in all sectors in NSW. The levy is controlled by the Mine Safety (Cost Recovery) Levy Act of December
2005. The levy is to be set to be no greater than 1% of the value of wages and salaries paid by
employers to their employees including contracting companies and their employees. The monies are
collected via the workers compensation insurance systems that cover the mining, onshore petroleum
and exploration sectors in NSW. The monies must be used only for the administration and enforcement
of mine safety in NSW. The levy has been set between 0.85% and 0.95% of wages and salaries
resulting from budgets ranging from $23 to $27million per annum.
There are 108 positions including 55 full-time field officers, eight senior inspectors, one chief inspector,
10 specialist technical inspectors, 19 technical service officers and 15 administrative officers.
The NSW Coal Mining industry has some 35 underground coal mines and 34 open cut coal mines.
There are nine coalmining inspectors and 5 mine safety officers dedicated to coal mines. In addition
seven mechanical and seven electrical inspectors and mine safety officers have responsibility for all
types of mines
CONTROLLING THE WORK ENVIRONMENT
Relationship of NSW WHS Acts and Regulations, Codes and Standards and guidelines
In NSW the WHS Act 2011 and Regulation provide the minimum health and safety requirements that all
employers must meet. The WHS (Mines) Act and Regulation require specific provisions as stated in the
objectives. These are additional to the WHS Act. Failure to comply with the provisions of the Acts and
Regulations is subject to enforcement action including advice, improvement notices, prohibition notices
or prosecution.
Due to the technical detail required to ensure safety in certain high risk work places including mines and
particularly underground coal mines, Codes of Practice have been developed to establish electrical,
mechanical and mining engineering requirements.
The Codes of Practice provide information about the best known ways to achieve satisfactory safety
standards for the particular hazard that they deal with.
A Code of Practice is not mandatory, however a mine operator that does not follow the code must show
that it is applying an equal or better practice to control the risk associated with the hazard. If an
inspector forms the reasonable opinion that the mine operator is not following a practice that is up to the
standard of the code, the inspector is able to require the mine operator to follow the code or be in breach
of the notice that is served on the mine operator.
Objectives of NSW Health and Safety Legislation
Should there be a short lead in saying how or what means the mines safety operations group was
formed . See last page of this paper in Page 21.
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The Mine Safety Operations unit of the Trade and Investment, Regional Infrastructure and Resources
has the opportunity and responsibility to maintain the mining industry’s corporate technical and practical
knowledge. This is what the Inspectorate will continue to work on this to assist the unions and mine
operators to protect workers.
Mine Safety Operations undertakes the regulatory function for health and safety Acts for mining,
explosives and onshore petroleum activities, and works to ensure that the industry satisfies community
and government expectations for safety, health, mine subsidence and resource extraction. These Acts
are the Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (WHSA), the Work Health and Safety (Mines) Act 2013, the
Explosives Act 2003 and the Petroleum (Onshore) Act 1991 (POA).
There are six objectives of the key health and safety legislation in NSW that Mine Safety Operations has
been established for and provided with powers and functions to enforce achievement of:





















a balanced and nationally consistent framework to secure the health and safety of workers and
workplaces
securing the objectives of the Work Health and Safety Act at mines, including securing and
promoting the health and safety of people at work at mines or related places
to protect workers at mines and other persons against harm to their health and safety through
the elimination or minimisation of risks arising from work or from specific types of substances or
plant
to ensure that effective provisions for emergencies are developed and maintained at mines
to establish a scheme for ensuring that persons exercising certain functions at mines are
competent to do so
to establish the Mine Safety Advisory Council
to provide for worker safety and health representatives in coal mines
to facilitate interstate regulatory co-operation
to establish Boards of Inquiry
to provide for enforcement powers that are in addition to those in the Work Health and Safety
Act 2011.
Mine Safety Operations is provided with powers and functions to secure these objectives and
provide for fair and effective workplace representation, consultation, co-operation and issue
resolution in relation to work health and safety
encourage unions and employer organisations to take a constructive role to promote
improvements in work health and safety practices, and assisting persons conducting businesses
or undertakings and workers to achieve a healthier and safer working environment
promote the provision of advice, information, education and training in relation to work health
and safety
secure compliance with the Acts through effective and appropriate compliance and enforcement
measures
ensure appropriate scrutiny and review of actions taken by persons exercising powers and
performing functions under the Acts
provide a framework for continuous improvement and progressively higher standards of work
health and safety, and
maintain and strengthen the national harmonisation of laws relating to work health and safety
and to facilitate a consistent national approach to work health and safety in NSW.

To further ensure the achievement of the objectives of the legislation, Mine Safety Operations, duty
holders, officers, workers and other persons must have regard to the principle that workers and other
persons should be given the highest level of protection against harm to their health, safety and welfare
from hazards and risks arising from work or from specified types of substances or plant as is reasonably
practicable.
As the regulator’s delegates Mine Safety Operations also has through its inspectors the following
legislated functions:
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to advise and make recommendations to the Minister and report on the operation and
effectiveness of the Work Health and Safety Act (the Act)
to monitor and enforce compliance with the Act
to provide advice and information on work health and safety to duty holders under the Act and to
the community
to collect, analyse and publish statistics relating to work health and safety
to foster a co-operative, consultative relationship between duty holders and the persons to
whom they owe duties and their representatives in relation to work health and safety matters
to promote and support education and training on matters relating to work health and safety
to engage in, promote and coordinate the sharing of information
to achieve the objective of the Act, including the sharing of information with a corresponding
regulator
to conduct and defend proceedings under the Act before a court or tribunal
any other function conferred on the regulator by the Act.

Inspectors have the following functions and powers under the Acts:










to provide information and advice about compliance with this Act
to assist in the resolution of:
work health and safety issues at workplaces
issues related to access to a workplace by an assistant to a health and safety representative
issues related to the exercise or purported exercise of a right of entry
to review disputed provisional improvement notices
to require compliance with the Acts through the issuing of notices
to investigate contraventions of the Acts and assist in the prosecution of offences, and
to attend coronial inquests in relation to work-related deaths and examine witnesses.
SAFE SYSTEMS OF WORK

The Acts and Regulations place requirements on mine operators to establish implement and apply
health and safety management plans to control all the prescribed major hazards that arise at their mine.
They must also prepare such plans for any particular major hazard that is peculiar to their mine. No
mining can take place until such plans are implemented. Once mining commences it is the inspector’s
function to apply his powers to drive implementation and application of these plans as well as
compliance with the legislation in general.
Management plans and systems
There are a number of control and management plans comprising the safety management system
requirements to develop safe work methods, and how to deal with high risk activities:
.
Safety management system
This is the primary plan that the mine operator must prepare and implement; its contents are prescribed
in the WHS (Mines) Regulation 2014.
If no functional safety management system or any part relevant to mining operations is established, such
mining operations are not to take place.
The approach specifically calls up each of the NSW WHS Act key requirements of Consultation, Hazard
Identification, Risk Assessment, Risk Management, Information Provision, Instruction and Training,
Supervision, Monitoring, Reviewing and Revising.
The outline and policy are required to be submitted to the Inspector of Mines and to the Industry Check
Inspector who can object where the system is deficient. The inspector can then issue a prohibition
and/or improvement notice to ensure a satisfactory standard is achieved.

12
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The following are major components of the Safety Management System.









Health and Safety Policy
Management Structure for operation
Management Register for operation
Contractor Management Plans
Principal Hazard Management Plans
Principal Control Plans, including a Health Control Plan
Specific Control Measures
Emergency Management Plans, and

Procedure and arrangement details for these plans and measures
Contractor management plans:
These address both mine operators and contractors to the mine operator.






Contractors must either prepare a plan and obtain the mine operator’s written agreement that
the plan is consistent with the SMS for the mine, or
Contractors must review the relevant parts of the mine SMS and give the operator written notice
that the contractor’s arrangements for managing health and safety are consitant with the SMS.
Contractors are defined as those conducting a business or undertaking at a mine, i.e. general
mining and construction but not those engaged in a delivery, office equipment service, office
cleaning or catering business or those specified in a regulator published Gazette order.
It is the duty of both the mine operator and contractor to ensure that contractors comply with the
Contractor Management Plan and the requirements of the Acts and Regulations

Principal mining hazard management plans
The nine Principal Mining Hazards (PMH) to be considered are prescribed in Schedule 1 of the
Regulation. They are:










Ground or strata failure
Inundation or inrush of any substance
Mine shafts and winding systems
Roads and other vehicles operating areas
Air quality or dust or other airborne contaminants
Fire or explosion
Gas Outbursts
Spontaneous combustion
Subsidence

PMHare also identified by a mine operator’s own identification and risk assessment.
A separate plan must be prepared for each separate principal hazard and each must be considered
individually and cumulatively with other hazards at a mine.
The plans must






provide for the management of all aspects of risk control in relation to the PMH
be set out and expressed in a way that is readily understandable by persons who use it
describe the nature of the PMH, how it relates to other hazards, analysis used to identify it,
record of most recent risk assessment, investigation and analysis methods to determine control
measures, all control measures, arrangements to provide information, training and instruction
refer to design principles, engineering and technical standards, and
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set out reasons for adopting or rejecting each control measure considered.

Principal control plans
Schedule 2 of the regulation prescribes matters to be addressed by each of the four plans.


Health
controlling exposures and impairments and monitoring health hazards and health of workers

Mechanical engineering
o
consider the life cycle of plant and structures, reliability of mechanical safeguards, work
practices and competency of workers, possible injury to workers working on plant or
structures, ignition sources, mechanical energy sources, plant fires and toxic or harmful
substances

Electrical engineering,
o
consider the life cycle of plant and structures, reliability of electrical safeguards, work practices
and competency of workers, possible injury to persons caused by direct or indirect contact with
electricity or working on electrical plant or installations, ignition sources and fires, and

Explosives
o
Consider unintended detonation, characteristics for intended use and places of use, charging
and firing activities, theft, misuse, deteriorated or damaged explosives, handling misfires,
manufacturing, storing, transporting and delivering and accounting of explosives and ejection
of flyrock.
o

Emergency Management Plan (Emergency Response Control Plan)
The mine operator must prepare an up to date emergency management plan including the following
matters having regard to the nature, complexity and location of the mining operations and the risks
associated with those operations:













emergency control structure
key personnel, internal and external
consult with primary emergency services and workers
resources and equipment
rescue training
procedures including evacuation and accounting for all persons at the mine, control points for
utilities, in event of ventilation failure for more than 30 minutes, fire fighting, emergency sealing
from a safe place and for safely inserting inertisation equipment
training of workers in relation to the plan
testing of plan
regularly review the plan
copy available at the mine
provide copy to consulted emergency service organisation

Ensuring effective provisions for emergencies is one of nine objectives of the WHS (Mines) Act. This
means that the Emergency Management Plan is of critical importance.
High risk activities
The High Risk Activities are prescribed by schedule 3 of the Regulation and include:


All mines
o
Electrical work on energized equipment

Underground mines
o
Development of a new mine entry
o
Connected voltage becoming greater than 12,000 volts
14
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Underground coal mines
Working in an inrush control zone
Roadway or drift without intersection for 250 metres
Shotfiring
Sealing part of a mine, other than in an emergency
Conduct of hot work in a hazardous zone
Driving underground roadway that is wider than 5.5 metres
Widening underground roadway to more than 5.5 metres
Use of high voltage plant and cables in a hazardous zone
Formation of non-conforming pillars
Secondary extraction or pillar extraction, splitting or reduction
Shallow depth of cover mining
Mining in outburst control zones
First applications of explosion inhibitors
Use of explosives designed for use in coal mines
Use of explosive not designed for use in coal mines
First use of a vehicle with a fire-protected diesel engine
First use of an explosion barrier other than a water barrier or bagged stone dust
Coal mines other than underground coal mines
Highwall mining, entry of persons
All coal mines
Emplacement areas
Highwall mining
Barrier mining

A mine operator is not permitted to commence any of theses activities without preparation of suitable
plans and notification to the inspector and industry check inspector and observing a waiting period, while
the plans are examined.
The principal hazard management plans and high risk activity notifications are required for the











Prevention of unplanned falls of ground or strata,
Prevention of inrushes of mud, water, gas,
Prevention of gas and dust explosions,
Prevention of electric shock and burns,
Prevention of fires,
Prevention of uncontrolled explosives blasts,
Prevention of injury and death from unintended operation of equipment,
Prevention of high pressure hydraulic fluid injection
Provision of electrical safeguards with a correct safety integrity level (reliability vs failure on
demand or failure per hour), and
Prevention of health risks from airborne pollutants such as diesel particulate matter, diesel
exhaust gases and coal and silica dust

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
The management system approach is systematic, rigorous and auditable involving:





System safety engineering
Hierarchy of risk controls
Hazard reduction precedence
Provision of information used to provide:
o
Fit for purpose equipment
o
High focus on hazardous area equipment
o
Competent people
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Proper procedures

System safety is a compilation of engineering analyses and management practices that:










Uses consultative processes
Identifies hazards in the system
Determines underlying causes of hazards
Develops engineering and management controls to eliminate the hazards or mitigate their
consequences
Verifies the controls are adequate and in place
Monitors the system
Puts appropriate supervision in place
Provides information, instruction and training to employees, and
Reviews and revises the system.
COMPETENTENCY LEVELS

Mining management, supervisors and workers
Mine operators must ensure that each person is competent to undertake the duties, tasks and functions
required of them by the mine operator and the mine safety legislation.
The legislation requires competence standards to be set and met by persons undertaking various roles
at a mine.
The mine operator must ensure only competent people are employed to perform specified functions
such as the mining, electrical and mechanical engineering managers, underground mine supervisors,
supervisors of mining crews, electrical, mechanical and ventilation engineers, electrical and mechanical
tradespersons, quarry managers and shotfirers (blasting explosives users).
Likewise any contractors must ensure they employ only competent people to undertake these functions.
To oversee the setting and assessment of competency standards a Mining Competence Board is
constituted with an independent chairperson, two employer representatives, two employee
representatives, between two and four persons who have expertise in the development and assessment
of competence of people performing functions at mines, and two officers of the Department appointed by
the Minister.
The Mining Competence Board sets examinations through examination panels convened by inspectors
of the Department, electrical, mechanical and mining, and assesses the competency of persons through
written examinations in mining practices and mine safety legislation and an oral examination by two or
three examiners, being one inspector and one or two competent persons from the mining industry.
Before a person is permitted to sit for the examinations they must have at least three years experience in
or about a mine. If a person has a tertiary qualification in mining engineering at university degree or
technical and further education advanced diploma level they are not required to be examined in mining
practices but must sit a legislation examination and oral examination.
Certificates of competency are granted if the person passes the written examinations with at least 65%
overall and at least 60% in any one examination paper and are recognised as competent in the oral
examination. The oral examination assesses competence in all aspects of the (legislation specified)
function for which they wish to obtain a certificate. Candidates often pass the written examinations but
are not recognised as competent after the oral assessment. Candidates are permitted three attempts at
the oral examination once the written examinations are passed before they must resit the written
examinations. There are strict requirements governing the granting of certificates of competency with
penalties for false and misleading statements regarding experience and qualifications, use of other
person’s certificates and forged certificates.
Workers must be assessed after training in the functions or activities they are to undertake as part of
their work at a mine, e.g. continuous miner operator, longwall shearer operator, longwall chock operator,
shuttlecar driver, roofbolter operator, fire officer, roadway dust sampler, etc
16
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INSPECTORS OF MINES
A person may be appointed as an inspector only if the regulator is satisfied that the person has:


appropriate knowledge and skills, and adequate experience in mining operations to effectively
exercise the functions of an inspector, and

the qualifications prescribed by the regulations or qualifications that the regulator determines to
be equivalent of those qualifications, i.e.
o
the qualifications required to be nominated to exercise the statutory function of mining,
mechanical or electrical engineering manager or quarry manager at the mine to which the
person’s inspections will relate

Powers and functions of inspectors
Inspectors have several powers under the WHS Act 2011and the WHS (Mines) Act 2013.


Advice

The inspector has a duty to bring concerns regarding health, safety or welfare to the attention of mine
operators when an inspector obtains any information or becomes aware of any practice at a mine that
may, in their opinion, be relevant to the continued safe operation of a mine or the health, safety or
welfare at work of the people who work at a mine. The inspector must, as soon as possible, advise the
most senior person in the management structure of the mine who is at the mine.


Proactive improvement or prohibition notices

This enables an inspector to act on information received or observed about any matter or activity that is
not yet taking place but is in the inspector’s opinion not being planned to be undertaken with the
necessary standard of safety or health. If the inspector is of the opinion that a mine or any part of a mine
or any matter, thing or practice at a mine or connected with the control or management of a mine is, or is
liable shortly to become, dangerous to the safety or health of any persons employed at the mine the
inspector may serve on the operator of the coalmine a notice:




o

o
o
o
o

stating that the inspector is of that opinion, and
giving particulars of the inspector’s reasons for being of that opinion.
The inspector may, by way of that notice:
impose upon the operator such prohibitions and restrictions, and require the operator to carry
out such works or do such things:
as appear to the inspector to be necessary for the purpose of safeguarding the safety or health
of the persons employed at the operation, and as are set out in the notice, or
direct that operator to cause the mine or any part of the mine:
to be evacuated immediately, or
to be closed, either indefinitely or for such period as is specified by the inspector, or
give such directions as appear to be necessary, or
both impose prohibitions and restrictions and give directions.

The inspector may require any notice to be complied with immediately or within a period specified in the
notice. Any notice served remains in force until it is varied or revoked by the inspector unless it sooner
expires.


Reactive improvement notices

If an inspector is of the opinion that any person:
a.
b.

is contravening any provision of the Act or the regulations, or
has contravened such a provision in circumstances that make it likely that the contravention will
continue or be repeated, the inspector may issue to the person a notice requiring the person to
remedy the contravention or the matters occasioning it within the period specified in the notice.
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An inspector may specify a period that is less than 7 days after the issue of the improvement notice if
satisfied that it is reasonably practicable for the person to comply with the requirements imposed by the
notice by the end of that period.


Reactive prohibition notices

If an inspector is of the opinion that at any place of work there is occurring or about to occur any activity
which involves or will involve an immediate risk to the health or safety of any person, the inspector may
issue to the person who has or may be reasonably presumed to have control over the activity a notice
prohibiting the carrying on of the activity until the matters which give or will give rise to the risk are
remedied.


Power of entry

Inspectors have powers to enter any premises they have reason to believe is a mining place of work or
associated with a mine.
The inspector may enter the premises without notice and then notify the mine operator unless that would
defeat the purpose of the inspection. Entry may be at any time the mine is worked. If necessary,
reasonable force may be used for the purpose of gaining entry to a mine if the regulator gives written
authority to the inspector. Inspector may apply for a search warrant if the inspector has reasonable
grounds for believing that a provision of Act or the regulations has been or is being or is about to be
contravened in or about any premises.
Powers on entry
When an inspector goes to a mine he has the power to do any of the following:

make searches, inspections, examinations and tests (and take photographs and make video
and audio recordings),

take samples of substances or things which in the inspector’s opinion may be a risk to health,
require any person in or about those premises to answer questions or otherwise furnish
information, require the mine operator to provide the inspector with such assistance and
facilities as is or are reasonably necessary to enable the inspector to exercise the inspector’s
functions,

require the production of and inspect any documents in or about those premises, take copies of
or extracts from any such documents, dismantle any plant or other thing on the premises for the
purpose of examination, take any plant, substance or other thing (or any sample of any
substance) from the premises. Having taken a thing an inspector may:
o
move the thing from the place where it was taken, or
o
leave the thing at the place but take reasonable action to restrict access to it, or
o
if the thing is plant—dismantle it.
Access may be restricted by:





sealing a thing and marking it to show access to it is restricted,
sealing the entrance to a room where the thing is situated and
marking it to show access to it is restricted.
keep any plant, substance, sample or other thing taken that:
o
may reasonably be required as evidence in proceedings for an offence , or
o
might, if not so kept, be used to continue or repeat the offence.

An inspector may, by notice in writing served on a person, require the person to do any one or more of
the following things:
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to give an inspector, in writing signed by the person (or, in the case of a body corporate, by a
competent officer of the body corporate) and within the time and in the manner specified in the
notice, any such information of which the person has knowledge,
to produce to an inspector, in accordance with the notice, any such documents,
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to appear before an inspector at a time and place specified in the notice and give either orally or
in writing any such evidence and produce any such documents.

An inspector may inspect a document produced in response to his notice and may make copies of, or
take extracts from, the document. An inspector may take possession and retain possession for as long
as is necessary for the purposes of the Act, of a document produced in response to his notice if the
person otherwise entitled to possession of the document is supplied, as soon as practicable, with a copy
certified by an inspector to be a true copy. An inspector may require a person whom the inspector
reasonably suspects has committed an offence against this Act or the regulations to state the person’s
full name and residential address. The inspector may request the person to provide reasonable proof of
the person’s identity.
An inspector may take a police officer to accompany and take all reasonable steps to assist an inspector
in the exercise of the inspector’s functions in executing a search warrant, or if the inspector reasonably
believes that he may be obstructed in the exercise of those functions.
Inspector to consult with employee’s local check inspector
An inspector who is proposing to undertake an inspection of a place of work with respect to a matter that
may affect the health, safety or welfare of employees at the place of work: must, to the extent that it is
practicable, consult a representative of the employees or an industrial organisation of employees whose
members are employed at the place of work, and must, if requested to do so by the representative, take
the representative on any such inspection.
Duty to notify the regulator of certain incidents:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

A mine operator of a mine must ensure that the regulator, and at a coal mine an industry safety
and health representative, is notified immediately after becoming aware that a notifiable incident
arising out of the conduct of any business or undertaking at the mine has occurred.
A person conducting a business or undertaking at a mine must ensure that the regulator is
notified immediately after becoming aware that a notifiable incident arising out of the conduct of
the business or undertaking at the mine has occurred.
Notice under this section must be given in accordance with this section and by the fastest
possible means.
The notice must be given:
by telephone, or
in writing.

Example. The written notice can be given by facsimile, email or other electronic means.


Notifiable incidents
o
the death of a person
o
a serious injury or illness of a person prescribed by the regulations, i.e.
a. an injury or illness requiring the person to have immediate treatment as an in-patient in a
hospital,
b. an injury or illness requiring the person to have immediate treatment for any of the following:
o
the amputation of any part of his or her body,
o
a serious head injury,
o
a serious eye injury,
o
a serious burn,
o
the separation of his or her skin from an underlying tissue (such as
o
degloving or scalping),
o
a spinal injury,
o
the loss of a bodily function,
o
serious lacerations,
c. an injury or illness requiring the person to have medical treatment within 48
d. hours of exposure to a substance,
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e.

a fracture to a person’s bone other than a bone in the person’s hand (including a finger) or foot
(including a toe),
f.
a condition prescribed as a serious illness for the purposes of section 36 of the WHS Act, or
o
a dangerous incident prescribed by the regulations, i.e.
a.
an incident in relation to a workplace that exposes a worker or any other person to a serious
risk to a person’s health or safety emanating from an immediate or imminent exposure to:
i)
an uncontrolled escape, spillage or leakage of a substance, or
ii)
an uncontrolled implosion, explosion or fire, or
iii)
an uncontrolled escape of gas or steam, or
iv)
an uncontrolled escape of a pressurised substance, or
v)
the fall or release from a height of any plant, substance or thing, or
vi)
the collapse, overturning, failure or malfunction of, or damage to, any plant that is required to
be authorised within the meaning of Part 4 of the WHS Act, or
vii)
the collapse or partial collapse of a structure, or
viii)
the collapse or failure of an excavation or of any shoring supporting an excavation, or
ix)
the inrush of water, mud or gas in workings in an underground excavation or tunnel, or
x)
the unintended interruption of the main system of ventilation in an underground excavation or
tunnel, or
xi)
the loss of control of heavy earthmoving machinery (including any failure of braking or
steering), or
xii)
the unintended activation, movement, or failure to stop of vehicles or machinery, or
xiii)
a collision involving a vehicle or mobile plant, or
xiv)
damage to, or failure of, any part of a powered winding system or a shaft or shaft equipment,
or
xv)
damage to any plant or structure, or
xvi)
a failure of ground, or of slope stability control measures, or
xvii)
rock falls, instability of cliffs, steep slopes or natural dams, occurrence of sinkholes,
development of surface cracking or deformations or release of gas at the surface, due to
subsidence, or
xviii)
a vehicle or plant making contact with an energised source having a voltage greater than 1,200
volts (other than testing equipment applied to energised equipment in accordance with the
WHS Regulations),
a. a fire in the underground parts of a mine, including where the fire is in the form of an oxidation
that releases heat and light,
b. an electric shock to a person (other than a shock from an extra low voltage source),
c. any initial indication that any underground part of a coal mine is subject to windblast, outbursts
or spontaneous combustion,
d. the unintended overturning of any vehicle or of plant weighing more than 1,000 kilograms,
e. ejection of rock from blasting that falls outside the blast exclusion zone (being the area from
which persons are excluded during the blasting).
The mine operator must take all reasonable steps to ensure that the regulator, via the inspector of the
mine, is notified after becoming aware of an incident, other than a notifiable incident, if the incident
results in illness or injury that requires medical treatment suturing wounds, treating fractures, bruises
and second and third degree burns. Similarly the industry safety and health representative is notified in
case of an incident at a coal mine.
The time frame is 7 days after becoming aware of the incident or 48 hours after becoming aware that the
incident resulted in an illness or injury.


High potential incidents
incidents that would have been dangerous incidents had a person reasonably been in the
vicinity at the time, and
o
detection of methane in the general body or air at 2.5% or greater
o
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an unplanned fall of a roof or sides that impedes passage, extends beyond the bolted zone or
disrupts production or ventilation
a failure of ground support where persons could potentially have been present
the burial of machinery such that it cannot be recovered under its own tractive effort
a progressive pillar failure or creep
a sudden pillar collapse
an electric arc occurring in the hazardous zone in an underground coal mine that is directly
observed or that leaves visible evidence on an electric cable
the failure of the explosion-protection characteristics of explosion-protected plant while that
plant is in-service in an underground coal mine
a misfire or unplanned explosion of an explosive or explosive precursor (but not in the case of
a misfire at a mine other than a coal mine if the misfired explosive can be fired without any
significant risk to a person
an unplanned event that causes the emergency evacuation of more than once person from the
mine or part of the mine
an unplanned event that causes less than 2 exits from an underground mine to be available for
use
any indication from monitoring data of thee development of subsidence which may result in
any incident referred to in clause 179 (a) (xvi) or (xvii), i.e. a failure of ground, or slope stability
control measures or rock falls, instability of cliffs, steep slopes or natural dams, occurrence of
sinkholes, development of surface cracking or deformations or release of gas at the surface,
due to subsidence
an injury to a person (supported by a medical certificate) that result in or is likely to result in the
person being unfit, for a continuous period of at least 7 days, to perform the person’s usual
activities at the person’s place of work
the illness of a person (supported by a medical certificate) that is related to a work process and
that results in or is likely to result in the person being unfit, for a continuous period of at least 7
days, to perform the person’s usual activities at the person’s place of work.

Investigation notices
An inspector investigating any matter whether notified to him or not may issue an investigation notice to
the mine operator if it is necessary to issue the notice in order to facilitate the exercise of the inspector’s
powers.
An investigation notice extends the time for non-disturbance of a site for a period, not exceeding 7 days,
as specified in the notice. The notice may be renewed more than once by an inspector by issuing a
further investigation notice.
The inspector may, after consulting with an industry check inspector (employees WHS representative),
notify the operator of a mine that the scene of the incident may be released less than 24 hours after the
notification of the relevant incident.
Despite the strong powers of the inspector and the role to fairly but firmly enforce compliance with
satisfactory standards of health and safety, I expect inspectors to have a relationship with industry
stakeholders such that the inspector is the first person mine operators, industry check inspectors, union
officials and workers will call when planning an activity or when they have a problem.
The Mine Safety Operations approach is to extend the capabilities of mine operators by:






Sanctioning or stopping the “vulnerable” mines
Directing the “rule followers” to be better organised
Encouraging the “robust” to achieve credible systems through involvement and information
Partnering the “enlightened” to demonstrate the value of leadership with committed employees
Championing the “resilient” to achieve mines truly prepared for any contingency
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Assisting the mining industry to eliminate unsafe work practices and achieve a safe working
environment,
Enabling industry and stakeholders to demonstrate commitment to the principles of duty of care
and due diligence and adopt a systems approach to managing risks, and
Implementing positive and clear safety interventions with continuous improvement for better
safety and health management

Mine Safety Operations has the responsibility is to administer the legislation firmly, fairly and
consistently, for example by







appropriate licensing and certification; but with greater emphasis on assessment, education,
advice, persuasion and enforcement of acceptable health and safety standards in the legislation
and other sources
checking the applicability of industry standards
coordinating the improvement of standards
where necessary retaining a leading role in standard setting
monitoring industry compliance and taking appropriate enforcement action where it does not
comply

The enforcement process is a relationship between assessment, investigation and application of
directive powers and functions in the legislation.
Assessment or investigation can lead, with or without enforcement, to improved standards and to
greater conformity with standards through standard improvement, education and information transfer,
which are processes of encouragement.
Prosecution is one form of sanction in the overall process of enforcement. It is used to demonstrate
that serious incidents are not acceptable and will be dealt with by use of the strongest measures
available in the legislation. It is reserved for the most serious non-compliance outcomes as it is an often
lengthy and adversarial process that requires enormous resources, skill and dedication both of the
organisation and individual inspectors and investigators.
The Department Mine Safety Operations unit maintains this ongoing enforcement approach because our
serious injury and fatality rates are not zero for long enough periods.
Enforcement of the legislation is the strategy for obtaining or maintaining conformity of operations with
acceptable standards. Enforcement responses range from giving advice and expressing concern orally
through to giving directions in writing as detailed above. For serious incidents or repeated
non-compliance prosecution, and suspension or cancellation of ‘right to mine’ may result. Responses at
the earlier end of the spectrum have the advantages of immediacy. The latter responses invariably take
greater time and resources to give effect to.
The appropriate response will depend on the particular circumstances, the relevant provisions and the
appropriate exercise of legislative discretions. The broad range of sanctions available allows the
Inspectorate to tailor responses to particular circumstances including the breach, the actual or possible
consequences of the breach and the relative immediacy of any danger.
Responses may be directed to the mining company, company directors, the mining engineering
manager, particular mine workers, contractors, suppliers or combinations of these people.
CONCLUSION
The enforcement principles adopted by the Department are to:
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protect the safety and health of the mining workforce and those who may be affected by mining
in a firm, fair and reasonable way consistent with community attitudes
co-ordinate development, review and promulgation of acceptable standards
examine that compliance with acceptable standards for the management of health and safety is
accepted and the primary responsibility lies with mine operators
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ensure that sanctions, applied from the wide range of available responses, are applied
consistently, fairly, commensurate with the seriousness of a situation and should escalate where
previous responses have not been complied with
ensure that non-compliances should be met with timely and effective responses but n the
first instance, subject to the seriousness of a situation, a cooperative response is preferred

This is done by:






by maintaining a database and records of non-compliances and of Department action
checking to ascertain remedial actions taken by industry and maintaining records of the
remedial action
supporting the enforcement policy through assessment and investigation programs
identifying and solving specific problems in the industry, and
developing and maintaining the competency of inspectors and adopting operating procedures
to effectively administer the strategy

Improvement
The Department will know the strategy is successful while safety performance measures show
continuing trends of improvement.
These are









a continuous reduction in serious incident rates
more and longer periods fatality free
an increased ability to counsel industry, rather than apply penalties
more time spent on assessment and verification, major hazard identification, risk assessment
planning, risk management, emergency preparedness planning, targeted safety campaigns,
practical workshops, guidelines and investigation of problems rather than reaction to serious
incidents and breaches of legislation.
implementing solutions to specific problems.
a reduction in the number and type of certifications, notifications and exemptions required by
legislation.
continued management, recruitment and training consolidation of inspectors to enable delivery
of the programs.
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MINING LEGISLATION -THE QUEENSLAND PERSPECTIVE
Andrew Clough1
ABSTRACT: Following a series of coal mine disasters in the 80s and early 90s in Australia, a trend to
move away from prescriptive to risk based legislative frameworks for mine safety gathered significant
momentum. In one Australian jurisdiction, the state of Queensland, two mine safety Acts built on the risk
based approach were introduced in 1999 - one for coal mines and one for metalliferous mines - which
have led to arguably the best safety performance in a mining jurisdiction in the world. The approach
relies on a single integrated safety management system for each mine, anticipation of hazards, control
of risk and prevention of incidents. The legislation has high standards of duty and awareness
requirements for everyone involved in the industry, and it demands extensive knowledge at the mine site
about managing risk and the need for workforce involvement on mine sites. Formal risk management
competencies are required by legislation for many of those holding management and other statutory
positions in mines. This paper will cover how the risk based legal framework operates and the role and
approach of the mines inspectorate in regulating mine safety under this type of framework.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
On the 7th August 1994 an explosion occurred at the Moura No 2 underground coal mine in central
Queensland. Rescue attempts of the 11 trapped miners were abandoned after a second more violent
explosion 18 hours later. The mine was sealed from the surface and the bodies of the 11 miners were
never recovered. This was the third disaster that had occurred in the Moura district over the previous 20
years resulting in a total loss of 36 lives.
The Wardens inquiry into the Moura No 2 explosion was held in 1995 and a number of significant
recommendations were made including a recommendation to revise the existing Coal Mining Act and
regulations.
The Queensland Government committed to investigating each of the Wardens recommendations and a
number of task groups were formed consisting of representatives from Government organisations, mine
management, union bodies and the general workforce. The results of the task groups and subcommittee
investigations have had impacts into the areas of legislative changes, operational changes and research
activities.
A MOVE TOWARDS RISK BASED LEGISLATION
The Wardens inquiry saw no inherent objection to introducing self-regulation at mines. The Warden
however commented that self-regulation must, however, be established within a framework of legislation
that prescribes minimum requirements in respect to safety. It seems that high probability, low
consequence matters might be suitably addressed by self-regulation but that low probability, high
consequence matters should remain subject to prescriptive legislation.
The Coal Mining safety and Health Act (CMSHA) Qld Government 1999 and the Mining Quarrying
Safety and Health Act (Qld Govt, 1999) were passed in 1999. The approach adopted in both Acts was
one of self-regulation and advocacy of greater consultation between workers and employers. This was
termed Robens style legislation in that the new legislation was structured around the findings of the UK
1972 Robens Report on Safety and Health at Work (Sefety and Health at Work 1972a)CMSHA1999
and the Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act (Gld Govt, 1999) provide the framework for the
legislative management of Safety. Both these Acts outline the goals or objectives of the legislation and
provide the broad principals. The Acts are underpinned by specific Regulations, Codes of Practice,
Recognised Standards and Guidance notes. Safety and Health Management Systems developed by the
employer in consultation with the work force form the next tier of the scheme.
The Acts provide for placing safety and health obligations on those persons whose decisions affect the
safety and health of others. The manner in which those obligations are discharged is through taking a
systematic risk based approach to managing the hazards in the workplace. This necessitates consulting
Chief Inspector of Coal Mines,
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with the workforce on safety and health matters and also providing ways to monitor the effectiveness of
the systems.
This paper present further detail on the legal framework and policies that support the safe operation of
the mines in Queensland. Specific reference will be made to the CMSHA) and the underpinning
regulations and policies although the material presented here is applicable to both Acts.
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE ACT AND HOW IT INTENDS TO ACHIEVE THESE
The objectives of this Act are:
(a) to protect the safety and health of persons at coal mines and persons who may be affected by
coal mining operations;
(b) to require that the risk of injury or illness to any person resulting from coal mining operations be at
an acceptable level; and
(c) to provide a way of monitoring the effectiveness and administration of provisions relating to safety
and health under this Act and other mining legislation.
To ensure that risk is at an acceptable level, the legislation requires that management and operating
systems must be put in place for each coal mine. The systems must incorporate risk management
elements and practices appropriate for each coal mine to:







Identify, analyse, and assess risk;
Avoid or remove unacceptable risk;
Monitor levels of risk and the adverse consequences of retained residual risk;
Investigate and analyse the causes of serious accidents and high potential incidents with a view
to preventing their recurrence;
Review the effectiveness of risk control measures, and take appropriate corrective and
preventive action; and
Mitigate the potential adverse effects arising from residual risk.

This approach is in line with the Australian and New Zealand Standard AS/NZS 4360:1999 Risk
Management.
CONSULTATION AND COOPERATION
The Act seeks to achieve cooperation between coal operators, mine management and coal workers to
achieve the objects of the Act.
Cooperation is an important strategy in achieving the objects of the Act and is achieved at an industry
level by:
(i)
(ii)

the establishment of the coal mining safety and health advisory committee
the appointment of industry safety and health representatives

Cooperation is achieved at a coal mine level by:
(i)
(ii)

the election of site safety and health representatives; and
the process of involving coal mine workers in the management of risk.
SAFETY AND HEALTH MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The CMSHA prescribes the requirements for the development of a safety and health management
System. The CMSHR (Qld Govt, 2001) prescribe many of the components that must be included in the
safety and health management system. The CMSHA has the force of legislation in that there is a
requirement to comply with the procedures contained within.
It is the responsibility of the most senior officer employed by the operator who has responsibility for the
mine Site Senior Executive (SSE) to develop the safety and health management system.
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The safety and health management system must be:








Be a documented and auditable system for implementing the organisations OHS policy
Define the management structure necessary for safety and health
Outline the processes and resources needed to manage the mine so that risk is at an
acceptable level
Deliver the strategy and plan to ensure that the mine is run safely
Include principal hazard management plans and standard operating procedures;
Contain a plan to regularly review and continually improve so that risk to persons at the coal
mine is or an acceptable level; and
Whenthere is a significant change to the coal mining operations of the coal mine—contain a
plan to immediately review the safety and health management system so that risk to persons is
at an acceptable level.

The prescribed structure of the safety and health management plan must be consistent with the
Australian and New Zealand Standard AS/NZS 4804:2001 Occupational health and safety management
systems.
Principal hazard management plans are developed to manage hazards that could result in multiple
fatalities. The regulations prescribe the minimum principal hazard management plans that must be
developed for underground coal mines.
These are;








emergency response;
gas management;
methane drainage;
mine ventilation;
spontaneous combustion;
strata control; and
inrush management

Each principal hazard management plan outlines the preventive controls required to lower the possibility
of an incident occurring, the monitoring controls to ensure the preventive controls are effective, first
response procedures to mitigate the effects of an incident if the preventive controls should fail and
emergency procedures to recover from an incident.
SELF-ESCAPE AND MINES RESCUE
Self-escape in the event of an emergency is a first response component of principal hazard
management plans and is also prescribed under regulation.
An underground mine’s safety and health management system must provide for the self-escape of
persons from the mine, or a part of the mine, to a place of safety.
The system must be developed through a risk assessment that includes a consideration of at least the
following matters;
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the location of devices for assisting self-escape;
the number of devices, including self-rescuers, to be distributed throughout the mine;
selecting and marking the location for reserve self-rescuers;
the number and location of changeover stations and refuges;
selecting and marking escape routes;
communication equipment and ways of using the equipment;
training persons in self-escape; and
fitness of coal mine workers to enable self-escape.
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It is a legislative requirement that an underground mine also has emergency response strategies for
mines rescue services.
Mines rescue strategies must include a mines rescue agreement with the Queensland Mines Rescue
Service. It must also include a system of providing mutual assistance to adjacent mines and be capable
of being implemented whenever a person is underground.
The final legislative requirement is that underground coal mines must be capable of being safely sealed
in the event of an emergency and provide for means to inertise the underground atmosphere in the
event of an underground fire or explosion.
The Queensland Mines Rescue Service provides a jet engine that can introduce exhaust gasses into the
mine to inertise the atmosphere.
COMPETENT MANAGEMENT AND TRAINING
There are a number of measures in the Queensland legislation to ensure competent management.
A Board of Examiners is established under the Act to examine and issue statutory certificates to certain
statutory position holders. A written examination in Mining Safety Law is required followed by an oral
examination to determine required technical knowledge to safely perform the function.
There is also a requirement that all supervisors have training in risk management.
Training schemes must be established for the workforce. Each person who performs work at a coal mine
must be trained and assessed against a national competency standard.
DISCHARGE OF OBLIGATIONS
The Act provides for placing safety and health obligations on those persons whose decisions affect the
safety and health of others. All coal mine workers or other persons at coal mines or persons who may
affect safety and health at coal mines or as a result of coal mining operations, have safety and health
obligations.
The following class of persons also have obligations under the legislation:









a holder of the mineral tenure;
a coal mine operator;
a site senior executive;
a contractor;
a designer, manufacturer, importer or supplier of plant for use at a coal mine;
an erector or installer of plant at a coal mine;
a manufacturer, importer or supplier of substances for use at a coal mine; and
a person who supplies a service at a coal mine.

There are three ways in which a person may discharge their safety and health management obligations;
1.

If a regulation prescribes a way of achieving an acceptable level of risk, a person may discharge
the person’s safety and health obligation in relation to the risk only by following the prescribed
way.
2. If a recognised standard states a way or ways of achieving an acceptable level of risk, a person
discharges the person’s safety and health obligation in relation to the risk only by:
(a) adopting and following a stated way; or
(b) adopting and following another way that achieves a level of risk that is equal to or better than
the acceptable level.
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3. If there is no regulation or recognised standard prescribing or stating a way to discharge the
person’s safety and health obligation in relation to a risk, the person may choose an appropriate
way to discharge the person’s safety and health obligation in relation to the risk.
However, the person discharges the person’s safety and health obligation in relation to the risk only if
the person takes reasonable precautions, and exercises proper diligence, to ensure the obligation is
discharged
A recognised standard is made by the Minister and states ways to achieve an acceptable level of risk to
persons arising out of coal mining operations.
The requirement for a person to take reasonable precautions and exercise proper diligence is
fundamental to the concept of self-regulation using risk management principles.
INDUSTRY SAFETY AND HEALTH REPRESENTATIVES AND SITE SAFETY AND HEALTH
REPRESENTATIVES
There are a number ways in which worker representation on safety and health matters is facilitated
through the legislation. At an industry level, the union representing the majority of coal mine workers
may elect, after ballot of their members, up to three persons to be Industry Safety and Health
Representatives.
An Industry Safety and Health Representative has the following functions;







to inspect coal mines to assess whether the level of risk to the safety and health of coal mine
workers is at an acceptable level;
to review procedures in place at coal mines to control the risk to safety and health of coal mine
workers so that it is at an acceptable level;
to detect unsafe practices and conditions at coal mines and to take action to ensure the risk to
the safety and health of coal mine workers is at an acceptable level;
to participate in investigations into serious accidents and high potential incidents and other
matters related to safety or health at coal mines;
to investigate complaints from coal mine workers regarding safety or health at coal mines; and
to help in relation to initiatives to improve safety or health at coal mines.

The Industry safety and Health representative has considerable powers under the Act including the
ability to suspend operations if he believes that there is an unacceptable level of risk.
At a site level coal mine workers at a coal mine may elect up to two of their number to be Site Safety and
Health Representatives for the mine for the term decided by the coal mine workers.
The Site Safety and Health Representative for a coal mine has the following functions—





to inspect the coal mine to assess whether the level of risk to coal mine workers is at an
acceptable level;
to review procedures in place at the coal mine to control the risk to coal mine workers so that it is
at an acceptable level;
to detect unsafe practices and conditions at the coal mine and to take action to ensure the risk to
coal mine workers is at an acceptable level; and
to investigate complaints from coal mine workers at the mine regarding safety or health.
THE ROLE OF THE REGULATOR

The Chief Executive appoints officers to be Mines Inspectors. Inspector’s functions include;
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Inspecting, auditing and monitoring coal mines
Investigating accidents
Provide help, advice and assistance
Ensure corrective actionis taken
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Investigate complaints and
Issue directives and recommend prosecutions as necessary

Inspectors are highly experienced industry professionals with tertiary qualifications. They are also
holders of statutory qualifications and are highly trained by the department.
The inspectors have considerable powers under the legislation to ensure that corrective actions are
taken at mines to achieve an acceptable level of risk.
Where it is necessary for a compliance action to be taken against persons who have safety and health
obligations under this Act, the department has developed a compliance policy to give guidance on the
appropriate action.
The compliance policy recommends five possible levels of action from simply providing advice up to a
prosecution under this legislation.
THE COAL MINING SAFETY AND HEALTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE
One of the objectives of the Act is to provide a way of monitoring the effectiveness and administration of
provisions relating to safety and health under the Act and other mining legislation.
The Coal Mining Safety and Health Advisory Committee primary function is to give advice and to make
recommendations to the Minister about promoting and protecting the safety and health of persons at
coal mines. To achieve this, the committee must periodically review the effectiveness of the Act,
regulations and recognised standards.
The committee is a tripartite arrangement appointed by the Minister and has representatives from
Government, coal mine operators and industrial organisations representing coal mine workers.
As soon as practicable, but within 4 months, after the end of each financial year, a report must be
prepared and given to the Minister outlining the committees operations for the year.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has outlined how the risk based legislative framework is applied in Queensland to manage
the risks at coal mines. The paper provides an overview and for the sake of brevity, has omitted some
aspects of the legislative framework.
This Robens style legislation adopted after the Moura No. 2 disaster has led to a dramatic improvement
in mine safety in the state. It has now been twenty years in Queensland since there has been a major
underground disaster.
There still remain challenges however in ensuring that the current provisions are not diluted in the
pursuit of cost savings in difficult economic times. It is also imperative that the lessons learnt from the
past disasters that shaped this legislation are not forgotten by subsequent generations.
The Queensland legislative framework has been effective in assisting coal mine workers to return home
safe and healthy every day.
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MINING ENGINEERING: WHAT THEY DIDN'T TEACH YOU AT
UNI!
Joe Clayton1
INTRODUCTION
I understand this is a technical conference but I’m not a technical person. I was thrilled when Naj asked
me to present a paper at my old alumni but I explained that it won’t be full of technical detail.
I have been in mining now for 38 years. I started as a “Fed” underground and am now a CEO of a mining
services business, the SubZero Group. I have been made redundant five times. I have lived in
Wollongong, Singleton and Muswellbrook in the Hunter Valley, Collie in South West WA, Gunnedah in
North West NSW, Lihir Island in PNG, Melbourne, Perth, Adelaide, the Central Coast of NSW and
Sydney. My kids went to eight different schools. I have managed mining operations in all the mainland
states of Australia, New Ireland Province PNG, South Kalimantan, East Kalimantan and North Sulawesi
in Indonesia. I have directly reported to Chinese, Japanese, American, Malaysian, Indonesian, English
and Australian bosses. The Chinese boss did not speak a word of English. Mining is not for the
fainthearted.
THE EARLY DAYS
I was fortunate enough to do my degree all part time while working fulltime in an underground coal mine
in Wollongong. I lived at North Beach and could ride my pushbike to work at Kemira Colliery, half way up
Mt Kiera Road, and to Uni. Where else in the world can someone do that? Then I was silly enough to
move away to Collie in WA when I finished Uni!!
I worked in Kemira as a “Fed” for 4 years and worked on every shift in every panel in an AIS Collieries
cadetship. A fantastic grounding in dealing with shiftwork and people. It is so important that mining
engineers understand the impact of their decisions on the workforce and the only real way to achieve
that understanding is to spend time working on shift and operating equipment. It should be compulsory.
Kemira still had a pit pony in 1976 and one of my first jobs was to build a stable underground while
working in “Cocky’s” outbye crew. A significant part of the old Coal Mines Regulation Act 1912 was
devoted to management of horses underground. When the stable was completed a Mines Inspector
came underground and carried out air speed and volume tests for the stable and decreed it did not meet
the regulations and had to be removed. So we took the stable out and installed a crib room for the
workers in the exact same spot. The same Mines Inspector came underground and passed it! Not good
enough for a horse but suitable for men. I knew at that point I was in an interesting industry.
In those days man management was a skill passed down from the Undermanagers to the trainees and
Deputies. I remember my Undermanager In Charge, Ron Peace, saying to me one day “We have set up
a little test for you and will discuss how you handle it afterwards. Not telling you any more detail but you
will know when it happens.” As it turned out they set up a demarcation issue underground with the crew I
was working with and the Union Delegate, who shall remain nameless, got pretty irate about what
happened. I sorted out a mutually agreed solution which got the union delegate even angrier. At shift
end he challenged me in the bath house to sort it out in the carpark. I kept a cool head and convinced
him he was older than me and may not be up to it but also that we would both be throwing away our jobs
over such a relatively minor incident. I was known at the time as being pretty volatile on the rugby field
and wasn’t used to taking a backward step. But this was work and was different. Ronny was very
pleased with the outcome. The issue being, I could have thrown away my job and Ron was prepared to
let me do that in the course of allowing me a great life lesson. Where does that happen in industry now?
Are you prepared to allow your staff to grow in that way?
When I was 22 and a new father we had a fall in the main travelling road to the panel in which I was
working. To recover the fall people would scramble up on the top of the fall and roof bolt the newly
exposed roof then remove the fall material. We did all the tests for ‘Baggy” roof and it appeared all was
safe but, while passing equipment up to two operators on top of the fall, the lip gave way and buried me
leaving, luckily, only my head exposed. Also luckily we were in a seam that had a coal roof. If it was rock
Interim CEO and Excutive director, SubZero group limited, E-mail: jclayton@subzeroservices.com.au, Tel: +61 437763477
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I don’t think I would have survived the initial impact. All the tools were buried so the crew scratched me
out by hand and had Entonox ready for pain relief. To everyone’s astonishment I got up and walked
away. The Deputy sent me back to the crib room to have a cup of coffee to which I protested loudly that I
was fine and should keep working. He insisted. I made a coffee and when I went to drink my hand
started trembling so much I couldn’t keep the coffee in the cup. Shock had set in and the Deputy knew it
would happen.
This episode made me seriously reconsider a career in mining. Over a week I did a lot of soul searching
about where I wanted to go in life. I realized mining was really all about people, being able to operate in
teams to overcome extreme, at times dangerous, work challenges. It is personally extremely rewarding.
It builds life long bonds. It is the closest I have come to the camaraderie of a winning rugby team! Hence
I am still in the game.
I stayed in for the people issues and the different experiences I would not have had in a conventional
office job. This is an eclectic collection of those experiences.
ETHNICITY
I am often asked the difference between Japanese and Chinese management.
Japanese senior management admit they like bottom up management so they don’t have to make, or
take responsibility, for any critical decisions. As an example, I needed a new fleet of 300 tonne
excavators. I carried out a review of all excavators on the market in that class, short listed three brands,
completed a detailed suitability review of each for capital and operating costs, selected one brand and
negotiated terms. I did a paper to my boss explaining the process and the reason for the selection. The
report recommendation stated an order would be placed in two weeks’ time and if he was not happy with
the recommendation he should inform me before the order was placed. I did not hear from him and
placed the order and the payments were approved.
Whereas the Chinese do things by “consensus”. The Chinese version of consensus is the boss is
always right and do what you think he wants.
I was running an exploration program for a Chinese company and had to select a project management
group to run the program. An Owner’s Selection Team of eight people were appointed, five of whom
were non-English speaking Chinese who had no idea what an exploration program entailed. We
mutually agreed a set of weighted criteria for the selection. Of course, as with everything Chinese, the
cost was the heaviest weighted criteria so basically the best price would win anyway. After five
proponents were short listed and presented to the selection panel (with everything translated) two
proponents were shortlisted. The final hurdle was a request for each proponent to take 20% out of their
costs to win the work. One of the proponents said they could not work in the circumstances and pulled
out of the race. All respect. Five people on the panel were astounded and three people completely
understood. The company that won the contract was basically endorsed by Beijing Head Office and the
local Chinese staff did everything in their power to appoint that company even though that company had
never previously managed an exploration program. The result was an inordinately overpriced and
problematic exploration program. The Project Management Company was cheap but, due to their lack of
acumen in the field, they allowed cost and time over runs in all areas of the project.
Another good example of ethnicity is the difference between Australian and Indonesian equipment
operators.
In Australia where you have a less experienced dozer operator the best way to lift his productivity is to
put him alongside an experienced operator. The less experienced operator will do everything he can to
lift his performance to the level of the experienced operator. A natural competitive Australian instinct.
Do the same thing in Indonesia and the experienced operator will slow down to match the less
experienced operator because he doesn’t want the other person to “lose face”. It is based around the
Muslim/Indonesian culture of respecting everyone and not standing out from the pack.
I was working for an Australian Contractor in Indonesia. The company put in place a new MD who
wanted to rebrand the company and called the program “We Make a Difference”. At my weekly senior
staff meeting I talked about the program and suggested we could get some caps made up with the
slogan in Indonesian and select an employee of the week to be awarded a cap. I was reasonably new in
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Indonesia at the time and didn’t yet speak Bahasa so I asked them to translate “I Make a Difference”. A
raging argument ensued. Eventually I asked the supervisor with the best English what was going on. He
explained that in Indonesian culture people didn’t want to stand out and they called people who did a
very derogatory term that roughly translated in English to “You are different”. He said I was proposing to
select the best operator for the week and make him were a hat that proclaimed “I am a Dickhead”.
Everyone at the table dissolved in laughter and the campaign was dropped on the minesite.
The campaign continued at the corporate level with every staff member receiving a multimedia DVD with
an upmarket roll out of the new slogan and campaign in both English and Bahasa Indonesian. At that
time half the workforce of the company, 2,000 people, were Indonesian. Surely the translator for the
DVD would have alerted the production team to the problem? Such a waste of resources and energy.
I am lead to believe I broke a long held taboo and employed the first female operator in PNG. After a few
months in the role she started losing a lot of time so I asked the human resource manager to sort it out.
He asked me to attend the counselling session as I might not believe him when he explained the reason
for her losing time. The operator told us straight faced that a witch doctor had been paid to put a hex on
her by some jealous male operators. The hex made her very tired and she couldn’t even accept food
from her mother in case it had been hexed. When quizzed on what she was doing about it she had hired
her own witch doctor to remove the hex but no-one could know as someone may hire another witch
doctor to re-apply the hex. She committed that she would be hex free in a further 10 days. Sure enough
she was in fact back in full swing in ten days.
The human resource manager was a national trained at university. He told me that all PNG nationals
believed in witch doctors which made them real! Self-fulfilling prophets!
CAMBERWELL COAL
My first role as Mine Manager was at Camberwell Coal in the Hunter Valley in 1990. Camberwell was
the first mine constructed since the early eighties rush of coal mine construction. It was the first mine in
the Hunter to have only one union, no seniority, pay by the number of skills not by the size of the
equipment and eight and a half hour shifts. It was a break through operation with no seniority or
demarcation. We trained operators and tradesmen in Targeted Selection and included them on
employment selection panels, a first for the industry. We completed a full week induction for all
employees and filled them full of management theory. In my previous roles I had found that workers
didn’t understand management “speak”. To counteract this we taught the operators and tradesmen
management theory and carried out role plays so they would understand what it was like to be a boss
and to understand the pressures on their supervisors. We put the operators first by inverting the
traditional organisation chart. The senior managers were at the bottom called the “Foundation Team”.
The supervisors were in the middle and called the “Support Team”. Operators and tradesmen were on
top and called the “Winning Team”. The new approach was based on sound human resource principles
of the two factory theory of Frederick Herzberg, Theory Z of Abraham Maslow, the ABC of Management
by Elliott Jaques and Socio-Technical Systems of Fred Emery. Have any of you heard of these?
Camberwell had an “Open Store” without storemen. Anyone could enter the store and everyone was
trained to book out stores stock to maintain inventory levels. Prior to the mine opening a pallet of port
was in the store for two weeks and not one bottle was stolen.
We called our system “The Camberwell Way”. In the first year of operation we were the lowest cost
operator in the Hunter and won the Sentinels of Safety Award. My time at Camberwell is one of the
highlights of my career. I still bump into people I worked with at Camberwell and invariably it is like
catching up with family. No matter how long it has been we are immediately in tune. That is the magic of
treating people like adults, setting the right work culture and entrusting people to do the right thing.
LIHIR GOLD MINE
Lihir Gold Mine would be the most unique open cut mining operation in the world. The mine is in a
dormant caldera. Not extinct just dormant! This produces ground temperatures of 1500 C, noxious gas
outbursts, boiling groundwater and old exploration drill holes producing geysers spewing Sulphuric Acid
50 metres into the air. On top of this 1998 produced over six metres of rain. This was the start of the
mine so we were mining the soft leached oxides so there was no rock for road building. The island had
plenty of suspended coral material which we used to build the roads. Coronus material is thixotropic so it
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sets like concrete if let alone after being compacted into a road surface. But when driven on straight
away it will never set.
We had an indigenous workforce of four hundred and fifty with about twenty expatriate
staff/management. Fifty percent of the workforce were local Lihirians who had never operated mining
equipment and many had never driven a car. We taught them to operate one hundred and fifty tonne
trucks.
The stop work
In my first month we had to retrench some troublesome souls and after setting it up with meticulous
planning it all turned to trouble. I had a stop work meeting and about 300 Nationals in the meeting area
at the mine looking for trouble. After 4 hours of talking, night shift drifted off to bed so I knew we were
starting to get on top. An hour later day shift drifted off to work. We were left with a core of people who
were being retrenched. I had a pay office there doling out the payout cash and people gradually started
to take the money and leave. I was left with the last, and most emotional, 3 Nationals. Eventually they
succumbed and took the money but had to be transported to the airfield 20 minutes away where an
airplane was on standby to fly them back to Moresby. All Nationals have bush knives which are two foot
long machetes with which they can inflict a lot of damage. They were leaving the island so they had all
their possessions including their bush knives! I felt I couldn’t delegate the risk to anyone else so I drove
them to the airport myself. Immediately they were in the car I asked them all about their families and got
them talking about their kids and their villages and told them all about my family and where I grew up. I
kept them talking for the full twenty minutes all of which I could feel the sensation of a bush knife coming
through the back of my seat and skewering me. One of the longest twenty minutes in my life! But at the
airport they embraced me like an old buddy, said goodbye, got on the plane and I never saw them again.
The strike
About six months into the role we had a project defining three week strike over an Expat being belittling
of the same hexed female National operator in the story above. The workforce took over the mining
camp as their stronghold and built a road block between the town and the mine and manned it and
threatened to defend it with Molotov cocktails. Helicopters were hired to fly people over the roadblocks to
work so the staff could keep the ROM crusher in work. Ten mercenaries were hired through the local
police sergeant and I had them on a one minute alert on my two way. They were only a deterrent and
never to be used. They cruised around in a blacked out police troop carrier so people knew they were in
town.
Three weeks into the strike a meeting was called at the local Landowners’ Group compound. The
compound was U-shaped with tiered seating on one side the back of which opened onto a grass lawn
that ran about 20 m back to a backdrop of dense jungle. The other two sides contained offices which
included a barred window pay office. All my expats were looking extremely twitchy and nervous so I
went to the meeting on my own. On arrival no-one was in sight but over 15 minutes about 250 people
melted out of the jungle and filled up the seating with not a word spoken. It was absolutely awesome to
witness. The meeting commenced and I was supported by about six senior National staff who were
standing with me. During the proceedings a young sizable National got very agitated and started down
the stairs next to seating while threatening me. My adrenalin started pumping and I was asking myself “If
I hit him I will get wiped out and if I don’t hit him he will clobber me”. But he lost his footing and started to
stagger into me, arms akimbo, so I just chested him off and he fell backwards onto the floor at which
stage two of the senior Nationals got stuck into him, then half a dozen of the other nationals got stuck
into them. The place just erupted. My senior Nationals surrounded me and managed to get us into the
barred window pay office and locked the door and we had a window seat for the mayhem that was
playing out in front of us. The Police Sergeant was screaming down the two way “Clayton do you need
the guns?” and I was screaming back “No I am safe don’t let them out of the troopy!” Eventually I made it
to safe ground. My Expat staff couldn’t believe I didn’t have a scratch on me. They were standing about
five hundred metres back up a hill looking into the meeting and saw the whole drama unfold and thought
I was gone for sure.
That meeting actually ended the strike. We met again two days later at the same place and signed a
mutual agreement to end the strike. It was like a football grand final. Everyone cheered and clapped and
every worker stood in line and shook my hand. Over the next 12 months we increased the truck fleet
productivity by 38%. Once sorted the workforce became extremely loyal and worked with me to improve
the mining.
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INDONESIA
Papua New Guinea is a soft landing for a first time Expat. Australia ruled PNG until 1975 and the locals
remember that as a very prosperous time as they like and respect Australians. PNG has the same court
systems, school systems, government institutions and banks as Australia. Indonesia has none of that
and they dislike upstart Expats telling them what to do.
Java Man roamed Indonesia over a million years ago. Early Indonesians cultivated rice at 800BC and
traded with India and China at 300BC. The Majapahit Dynasty ruled Java and were the first to beat
Kubla Khan’s army in the Thirteenth Century. Indonesians began trading with Europeans in 1512. They
have a long proud history and do not take kindly to brash Australian engineers lauding it over their
people. They are an industrious and complicated people who deserve respect and consideration.
Illegal miners
The first mine I managed had an illegal miner problem. Within five kilometres of strike length ahead of
the opencut mining operations there were 32 illegal 20 t and 30 t excavators stealing our subcrop coal. A
security post at the main intersection with the highway and the mine access road counted the number of
8 t road truckloads of illegal coal hailed each day. Some days they hauled more coal than the mine. An
illegal barge loading port was upstream of the mine’s port. The illegals only used one tug to tow the coal
barges (to our two) so routinely became stuck on the ever moving river delta at the mouth of the tidal
river. We had to hire a third barge to tow the illegal barges off the river delta so we could get our coal
through!
The line of demarcation between our mining operations and the illegal operations manned by our
mercenaries, named Brimob, who were paramilitary hired through the regional General. The line
consisted of ATCO huts, lighting plants and armed security 24/7. This was during the East Timor crisis
and the mercenaries used to joke that the government hired them to shoot at Aussies in the jungles of
Timor while Aussies hired them for protection in the jungles of Kalimantan! No problem. They worked for
whoever paid and rotated between roles!
Every three months we would bring police from Jakarta to impound the illegal excavators in a police
station three hours away by road. It would take the illegals two or three days to bribe the impounding
police at the station and regain their equipment. In that time we would move the lighting plants, ATCO
huts and guns a kilometre up strike and reclaim part of our mine before the illegal excavators moved
back to site.
This was a contract operation and the illegal activity actually completely changed the mine plans on
which the contract was costed. Because the illegals were dozing back overburden from on top of the
subcrop coal then took the coal we had to move the same dirt but mined less coal. This accelerated the
mining rate along the strike length to maintain the coal schedule which created a thinner operating pit
and a longer waste haul. The main haulroad to the port was a regional logging road shared by us and
the illegals. The local town residents would not let the illegals haul during the day to keep the dust down
because the illegal port was on the other side of town. So at 8pm each night we would have 40 illegal
haul trucks entering the haul road all at once and stopping us getting on the road for half an hour or
more. We also had to maintain the haulroad. Haulroad maintenance is based on the number of axle
loads. Higher axle loads, higher maintenance. To make our trucks run efficiently with good haulroads,
the illegals were also running more efficiently and we were paying for it!
It is the one and only time I submitted a variation claim on a contract for illegal mining.
Swamp mining
At another operation in Indonesia we mined coal less than 20 metres of mud in a swamp, below sea
level on a small island with 3.5 metres of annual rainfall. Below the mud was 10 metres of rock which we
treated like gold. Without this we could not operate. Large cells were built out of the rock in mined out
areas of the pit adjacent to the operating face to create a two truck haul to the nearest edge of the cell to
dump loads of mud. Long hauls to the far side of the cell were not necessary because the mud simply
ran there and saved us haul trucks. It turned out to be a very low cost operation but quite complex waste
haulage scheduling. The rehabilitation plan entailed allowing the rehabbed waste area to be inundated
by the ocean. Areas were built up above the water level for birds to roost. A unique part of this operation
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was building a coal haul road with a water buffalo underpass! Also a ten foot python was caught behind
the workshop.
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
This has taken many guises. In Indonesia the locals struggled to accept Expats drinking alcohol in the
camps. To compensate I implemented a fifty cents darg per beer. When enough money was collected
we would by equipment for the local orphanages. Every regional town in Indonesia has at least one
orphanage. We made sure it was a media event so the locals knew we were helping. It allowed us to
build relationships with the wonderful, selfless people who managed these institutions.
In North Sulawesi I convinced the local Bupati (Mayor) to donate rice paddies to the two local
orphanages and we hired people to teach the kids how to grow their own rice and to grow pepper on the
walls of paddies as a cash crop. It underpinned the independence of the orphanage from relying on
donations as well it gave the kids life skills and self-respect.
Recently in Australia I was involved with a similar exercise but on a much bigger scale. In Gunnedah I
had a Community Donation budget of $1,000,000 per year for five years. We advertised for Community
Fund Committee volunteers. Over sixty people applied and we chose ten people from a cross section of
the whole community. I stepped back from the process leaving our Stakeholder Manager to facilitate the
group. A Charter was developed by the Committee and advertisements were placed for community
groups to apply for funding. In the first year over one hundred applications were received. The
committee members then ranked these applications individually then came together and agreed a
consensus ranking of the projects. The first fifteen projects managed to gain funding.
This was the community telling the mining company where the community funding was best needed. It
wasn’t wasted on football jumpers or pressure from council for projects. The community groups put
together budgets, funding applications that sold their dream to achieve success and then managed their
projects. They went from lamington drives and dreams to self-empowered reality. Strong resilient
communities can be built on the back of the transitory mining industry.
CONCLUSION
The mining industry can throw up some extraordinary and unique challenges. My challenges pale into
insignificance with the great mining engineering and social feats achieved throughout the world. But they
were my challenges. When some of the old buggers who have worked in these situations get that far
away look in their eyes I hope I have given you a glimpse behind their thoughts.
There are people here yet to have their epiphanies and make the world a better place through their
considered application of mining engineering. When that has played out for you, I hope you too get the
opportunity to come back here and ramble on to the next generation.
Thank you for this wonderful opportunity.
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ESTIMATION OF UNIAXIAL COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF
COAL MEASURES OF PRANHITA-GODAVARI VALLEY, INDIA
USING SONIC LOGS
Makesh Shanmukha Rao1, Gudlavalleti Uday Bhaskar2 and
Shivakumar Karekal3
ABSTRACT: The Singareni Collieries Company Limited (SCCL) carries out exploration and exploitation
of coal deposits of Early Permian Barakar Formation in the 350km long NNW-SSE trending Pranhita
Godavari Valley located in the state of Telangana, India. Empirical studies undertaken by SCCL
established an exponential relationship between Vp obtained from sonic logs and UCS determined on
core samples of sandstones of from all parts of Godavari Valley. Polynomial and exponential
relationships are also established between Vp and Tensile Strength (TS) and Vp and Young's Modulus
(E) respectively. The empirical relationships can give a major opportunity to understand the implications
of regional and local geological and geotechnical conditions on planning and managing various types of
mines.
INTRODUCTION
The uniaxial unconfined compressive strength (UCS) is an important mechanical property of the rock
mass having several implications in planning and designing both underground and opencast coal mines.
UCS is usually determined on core samples obtained from exploratory boreholes and tested either in the
field or preferably in the laboratory. McNally (1987 and 1990) has the unique distinction of establishing
empirical relationships between compressional wave velocity (Vp) obtained from sonic logs and UCS
determined on core samples collected from various coal mines in Australia. These studies paved the
way towards generating a continuous strength profile of the interburden strata between coal seams
using Vp-UCS relationships. Turvey and Hanna (1998) highlighted the importance of UCS predicted
from Vp logs to evaluate the immediate roof and floor conditions of longwall mines to determine roof
bolting requirements. These studies help improve productivity in difficult geomining conditions and
evaluating blasting requirements and rippability in open cast mines. Studies by Payne and Ward (2002),
Payne (2008) carried out at Crinum mine; Australia delineated roof strata into geomechanical units along
the main gate sections which helped define mining conditions and roof support requirements. Hatherly et
al., (2001, 2004), Gordon (2002), Hoelle (2004) and Stam et al., (2012) extended the studies to various
coalfields of Australia. Hatherly (2013) reviewed the Vp-UCS empirical studies made by several workers
in Australia and USA and concluded that site specific empirical estimates of Vp-UCS are established all
over Australia and extensively used in all types of coal mining. Butel et al., (2014) have further improved
Vp-UCS correlations at Hunter Valley, Australia. Pell et al., (2014) have extended the Vp-UCS empirical
studies to the coalfields of New South Wales and Queensland, Australia. Vp derived UCS contour maps
can be created for use in a number of important mine planning and design applications. The Vp obtained
from sonic logs are therefore a very important and even a key component of roof control in underground
coal mines of Australia. The experiences and benefits gained by the Australian coal mining industry
clearly document a great need to extend sonic logging to other coal basins of the world to make mining
safer and more productive.
FIELD STUDIES
A similar uptake of geophysical logging was made by Singareni Collieries Company Limited (SCCL) a
state owned public sector carrying out detail exploration and extraction of coals of Early Permian
Barakar Formation of Godavari Valley located in the state of Telangana, India (Figure 1).
SCCL introduced tri-receiver Full Waveform Sonic (FWS) logging in 2007 to obtain the complete
geotechnical spectrum of the interburden strata of coals and complement the testing of core samples
1
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and laboratory studies. SCCL has so far carried out sonic logging in about 600 closely spaced boreholes
of various exploration blocks of Godavari Valley. UCS and TS determined on core samples of 10
boreholes and YM determined on core samples of four boreholes were empirically related to Vp
obtained from sonic logs.

Figure 1: (a) Outline of Pranhita-Godavari Valley, (b) Nomenclature and Correlation of Coals.
Queen Seam (QS) is the datum of section (locations in Figure 1, modified after Uday Bhaskar et
al., 2002 and 2011)
The empirical equations thus developed were further successfully tested using the subsequently
generated UCS and TS values of core samples of about forty boreholes from different coal exploratory
blocks of Godavari Valley. Empirical relationships established between Vp from sonic logs and UCS, TS
and YM provided bed-wise geotechnical characteristics of interburden strata. The procedures followed
to derive the empirical equations to estimate geotechnical properties from Vp are discussed in the
following pages.
SCCL uses a tri-receiver full waveform sonic probe made by M/s Robertson Geologging, UK to generate
the elastic wave velocities. This probe consists of a piezoelectric transmitter operating at 23 kHz and
firing at approximately 2ms intervals. Data is received at 4μs interval by the three receivers located 20
cm apart along the body of the logging tool. The distance between the first receiver and the transmitter is
60 cm. The probe records the full sonic wave-train at all receivers simultaneously. The source/receiver
pair distance is sufficiently large to ensure that first arrivals are waves refracted along the borehole
walls, rather than direct rays. A water or mud-filled (and uncased) hole is required to ensure adequate
acoustic coupling. Two centralizers are used to ensure the vertical movement of the probe. Propagation
of sonic waves through coal measures and determination of UCS are extensively reviewed by Oyler et
al., (2008), Stam et al., (2012) and Butel et al., (2014)
WellCAD software is used to interpret the sonic data. Data from three receivers are processed to pick up
the arrival times of compressional (DTP), shear (DTS) and Stoneley (DTSTN) waves through
velocity/semblance analysis which are shown as dark and thick black stripes in Figure 2.
Arrival times are converted into the respective Vp, Vs and Vstn wave velocities, which are in turn
compared with acoustic mean amplitude (AMA), single point resistance (SPR), neutron (NEUT), density
(DENS), natural gamma (NGAM), short normal resistivity (SNR), self potential (SP)), caliper (CALP)
logs. Such an approach improves the reliability of depth estimates and geological interpretation of
geophysical logs. The compressional wave velocities (Vp) obtained from the tri-receiver full waveform
sonic probe (FWS) is used to empirically estimate UCS and TS of sandstones. Figure 2 also shows the
comparison between geotechnical properties estimated from Vp logs and those determined on core
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samples at laboratories. UCS_VP, TS_VP and YM_VP are the uniaxial compressive strength, tensile
strength and Young's Moduls estimated from Vp logs respectively. UCS_SCC, TS_SCC are UCS and
TS determined on core samples at SCCL laboratory respectively. UCS_CMRI and YM_CMRI are UCS
and YM determined on core samples at the Central Institute of Mining and Fuel Research of India,
Dhanbad, India.

Figure 2: Interpretation of Lithologies and Geotechnical properties of Barakar Formation using
Geophysical Logs, Borehole RG-1199, Adriyala Longwall Block, Ramagundam area
The empirical studies relating Vp of sonic logs and laboratory determined geotechnical properties were
initiated using the data of Adriyala longwall block, Ramagundam (Figure 3). The coal-bearing Barakar
Formation of Adriyala longwall block shown in Figure 2 is about 170m thick and contains seven
correlatable coals. The Seam-II resolves the Barakar into lower and upper sequences. The lower
sequence is mostly made up of well sorted, compact fine to coarse grained quartzose sandstones with
cement. The Vp of sandstones of lower sequence is around 3750 m/s to 4000 m/s. The grey to greyish
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white sandstones of upper sequence is mostly very coarse to pebbly, porous and friable whose Vp
varies from 3000m/s to 3500 m/s. SS-80 and SS-30 constituting the overburden of Seam-IA and
Seam-IV respectively have minimum and maximum Vp of 3000m/s and 4000 m/s respectively. The
interburden strata of coals also contain 1m to 2 m thick very fine grained sandstones which are very
hard, compact and silicified whose Vp varies from 4500 m/s to 6500 m/s. The determination of UCS of
these sandstones is difficult because they are usually fractured and not intact.
McNally (1990) and Oyler et al., (2008) concluded that the correlation of Vp of sonic logs and UCS
determined on core samples depends on how well the depths and thicknesses obtained from core and
geophysical logs tally with each other. They framed broad guidelines and procedures to improve the
correlation between Vp and core data which are followed in the present study. Sonic data is initially
correlated with geophysical logs followed by core data (Figure 2). The determination of UCS and TS on
core samples was carried out by SCCL at its own laboratories. UCS and YM are also determined at
Central Institute of Mines and Fuel Research of India (CIMFRI). Vp values were selected from
homogenous zones of thickness greater than twice the sonic tool receiver spacing. The core samples
falling close to the Vp values were selected for laboratory testing. The average of three test values of
UCS, TS and YM were considered.
GEOLOGICAL SETTING
The Pranhita-Godavari Valley is a major north-northwest-south-southeast trending belt on the
Precambrian platform extending over 470km in strike length from Eluru on the east coast of Andhra
Pradesh in the southeast of India through the State of Telangana in the central parts to Boregaon of
Maharashtra in the northwest (Figure 1). It is the largest single Gondwana basin belt of ‘Crevice’ type of
platform rift zone containing 4,000 m to 5,000 m fluviatile sediments of Early Permian to Early
Cretaceous (Ramana Murty and Parthasarathy, 1988). The major southeast part of the valley lying in the
States of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh, India is called the Pranhita-Godavari Valley and the
northwest part falling in the State of Maharashtra is called the Wardha Valley. The Godavari Valley
having a strike length of 350km covers an area of about 17,000sq. km whose stratigraphic succession is
provided by King (1881), Raja Rao (1982), Raiverman et al., (1985), Ramana Murty and Madhusudan
Rao (1996) and Lakshminarayana (1996). Based on geological and geophysical data the valley is
divided into four sub-basins from north to south as Godavari, Kothagudem, Chintalpudi located in
Telangana and Krishna-Godavari located in Andhra Pradesh (Raja Rao, 1982; Ramana Murty and
Parthsarathy, 1988) (Fig. 1a). 'Mailaram High’ disposed transverse (northeast-southwest) and located in
the southcentral parts of the valley is a major tectonised zone of basement rocks of Middle/Upper
Proterozoic Pakhal and older gneissose group and was uplifted during the Early Jurassic
(Lakshminarayana, 1996). Asifabad High' is another such tectonised zone located in the northcentral
parts of the valley.
In this valley, the potential coal deposits occur essentially in the Early Permian Barakar Formation and
partly in the Late Permian Lower Kamthi/Raniganj Formation. These are separated by 100 m to 500 m
thick non coal-bearing strata of the Barren Measure Formation mostly made up of medium to coarse
grained sandstone and shales/clay. The Barakar is resting conformably over the Talchir Formation along
the western margin of the valley and at a few places on the eastern margin. Structural disturbances
resulted in the occurrence of Barakar in different pockets or coalbelts/coalfields. The Barakar of 250-300
m thickness is divisible into the Lower and Upper Members. The 70 m to 120 m thick Lower Member
(Basal Barakar) is devoid of coal seams and consists of medium to coarse grained sandstones with
lenses of conglomerates and a few shale bands. The Upper Member (coal bearing) has a maximum
thickness of 200m and exhibits a cyclic repetition of sandstone, shale and coal seams (Ramana Murty
and Madhusudan Rao, 1996). Workable coal seams of two metres to 30 m thickness vary in number
from two to eight and on an average three to four seams occur in the sub-basins.
Rao et al., (1989, 1992 & 1996) applied single point resistance and gamma logs to identify and correlate
coal seams of Godavari Valley and detect geological faults within the sedimentary strata. Rao et al.,
(1996), Uday Bhaskar (2006) and Uday Bhaskar et al., (2002 & 2011) resolved the Upper Barakar into
Lower and Upper sequences and established regional extent and correlation of coals from one
sub-basin to the other of the valley (Figure 1b). The lower set of coals coalesce at selective portions of
the valley to form major composite seams locally known as combined Ross-Salarjung-IIIA, combined
IV-III-IIIA and Thick Seam and King Seam at Belampalli, Ramagundam, Manuguru and and
Kothagudem respectively. The top set of coals is locally by different names including Seam-II, LB, I, IA.
These coals exist as independent entities in northern parts of Godavari sub-basin and coalesce at the
southern parts of Godavari where the seam is referred to as Queen Seam (QS) and extends further
south into Kothagudem and Chintalpudi sub-basins (Uday Bhaskar et al., 2011).
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Figure 5: Comparison of Laboratory determined UCS and UCS obtained by different equations
(1), (2) and (3), Borehole RG-1199 (Index in Figure 2)
Studies continued by considering 1005 data points of Kakatiyakhani and Adriyala longwall blocks of
Bhopalpalli and Ramagundam areas mines respectively (Figure 4b). This combined data set produced
the exponential relationship:
UCS_ADRKTK = 0.0798e0.0014Vp

R2 = 0.72

(2)

where UCS is in MPa and Vp in m/s.
Equation (2) was developed in the year 2010 (Figure 3b).
Equation (1) and (2) when tested produced UCS values similar to laboratory determined UCS values
for Vp of 3000 m/s to 4000 m/s (Figure 5). Equation (2) is close to the laboratory determined UCS values
for Vp of 4000 m/s to 6000 m/s but the UCS was still greater than laboratory determined UCS values
overall. Studies were continued by generating some more data of Vp of 4000 m/s to 6000 m/s from the
Opencast-II of Ramagundam and Koyagudem mining blocks to produce the following exponential
relationship:
UCS_ALL = 0.1401e0.0012Vp

R2 = 0.73

(3)

where UCS is in MPa and Vp in m/s.
Equation (3) as shown in Figure 3c was developed during 2012.
Equation (3) incorporating Vp up to 6000 m/s fits quite well with the laboratory data and performs better
than (1) and (2) at Vp range of 4000 m/s to 6000m/s. Results thus reflect that the wide range of data
increases the accuracy of cross correlation studies. Equation (3) is good enough to predict the UCS
values of various exploratory blocks of SCCL.

Figure 6: Comparison of Vp derived and Laboratory determined UCS values of various blocks
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Figure 6 displays the UCS profile derived using equation (3) and laboratory determined UCS values of
various exploratory blocks. It is concluded that the data from geophysics and laboratory tally very well
with each other.
Figure 6 indicates a broad consistency in the UCS values of sandstones from one block to another of the
various Godavari sub-basins. The UCS of sandstones of the upper sequence (US) are around 10 MPa
and those of the lower sequence (LS) are 10 MPa to 30 MPa. 'X' in Figure 6 are very fine grained
sandstones silicified whose UCS ranges from 40 MPa to 100 MPa. The Figure can not depict their true
values because the upper limit is scaled to 40 MPa.
The fractures in sandstones would have a tendency of holding more water due to which Vp decreases.
Accordingly, the Vp derived UCS values will be less than the UCS determined on dry samples as
observed in the case of borehole SR 112 of Rampur block shown in Figure 6. In this case the laboratory
determined UCS is around 10 MPa to 15 MPa against the Vp derived UCS of around 6MPa around the
depths of 470 m to 490 m of SR112. UCS determined on dry core samples would be greater than the
UCS of sandstones saturated at insitu conditions. Figure 7 shows the core samples of fractured
sandstones at depths of 487m. The impact of fracturing on UCS values is also well depicted in the UCS
map shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7: Sandstones fractured around 487m depth, Borehole SR 112, Rampur Block

Figure 8: UCS map of overburden strata of King Seam, Rampuram Block. '0' is the datum
Figure 8 displays the UCS map of overburden strata of the King Seam of Rampuram block including the
impact of fracturing on UCS values. Overburden strata of King Seam have an UCS of 10 MPa to 15 MPa
which is reduced to 5 MPa to 7.5 MPa at SR-112, and it is concluded that this is due to the saturation of
fractured sandstones with water (Figure 7). Vp logs document such sensitive structural features
influencing the strength of rocks whereas the UCS determined on dry core samples might not record the
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impact of insitu conditions. Differences between the laboratory determined and Vp derived UCS can
therefore be visualised as differences in laboratory and insitu conditions.
Figures 9 and 10 enable classification of the Permian sequences based on the UCS values. The Middle
Permian Barren Measure having a thickness of 200 m to 250 m is resolved into Upper and Lower
sequences dominated by UCS values of 3 MPa to 5 MPa and 5 MPa to 10 MPa respectively. Early
Permian coal-bearing Barakar Formation of 200 m thickness is also resolved into Upper and Lower
sequences dominated by UCS values of 5 MPa to 15 MPa and 15 MPa to 20 MPa respectively.
Sandstones of Barren Measure are poorly sorted, less compact and less cemented and friable than the
sandstones of the Barakar. Sandstones of the Barren Measure are also more kaolinised and are prone
to weathering into clay bearing rocks which seem to influence UCS values. Competency of Permian
sequences increases in the descending order. Figure 8 also indicates regional consistency and near
parallelism of the various beds making up the Permian sequences. UCS maps can be very useful to plan
and manage the opencast mines.

Figure 9: Vp derived UCS Map of Permian Sequences of Adriyala Longwall block, Ramagundam

Figure 10: Classification of Permian Sequences on the basis of UCS values, Adriyala Longwall
block, Ramagundam. (a) and (b) Upper and Lower sequences of Barren Measure. (c) and (d)
Upper and Lower sequences of Barakar Formation
TENSILE STRENGTH (TS)
Tensile Strength is the maximum resistance offered by the rock to tensile loading. Due to practical
difficulties tensile strength was determined by the indirect Brazilian method, wherein the cylindrical rock
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sample was placed horizontally between the bearing flat platens of a testing machine and subjected to
failure by compressional loading as shown (Figure 11). TS measurements were carried out as per IS
norms IS: 10082-1981 by CMFRI and also by SCCL. According to the norms the length to diameter ratio
of the intact cylindrical rock sample was maintained 0.5. Tensile Strength was calculated by the
following formula.
TS (MPa) = 0.636 x P/Dt
Where, P is load at failure (kN), D is diameter (mm) of the rock sample and t is thickness (mm) of the
rock sample.

Figure 11: Testing setup for measuring Tensile Strength
Figure 12(a) shows the polynomial relation between Vp from sonic logs and laboratory determined
Tensile Strength. The Figure 12(b) shows the linear relationship between laboratory determined TS and
UCS. The respective equations are as follows. 762 data points are considered in the study.
TS = 9.1109E-007Vp2 - 0.0047Vp + 6.2757
UCS = 9.5729 * TS

R2 = 0.76

R2 = 0.95

(4)
(5)

where TS and UCS are in MPa and Vp is in m/s.
Equations (4) and (5) give similar values of Tensile Strength.
(a)

(b)

Figure 12: (a) Sonic P-wave Velocity (Vp) versus Laboratory determined TS of Sandstones. (b)
Laboratory determined UCS versus Laboratory determined TS of sandstones
Figure 2 shows that the laboratory determined and Vp derived values of Tensile Strength tally very well
with each other.
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CONCLUSIONS
Uniaxial unconfined compressive strength (UCS) can now be empirically estimated from sonic
geophysical logs and can be used in planning and designing both underground and opencast coal
mines. It is found that the laboratory determination of UCS and TS being a regular affair offers a
continuous scope to monitor and improve the relationships. A continuous down-hole profile of UCS is
obtained from the Vp logs providing a visualisation of strata strength. Data from multiples boreholes can
be modelled to provide a full UCS picture of the behaviour of the strata along strike and dip. Geological
and geotechnical layering and the areas which have particular geotechnical significance are identified.
These models provide better strata characterisation than that based on point-wise geotechnical testing
of core samples. The generation of these models give a major opportunity for geological and
geotechnical characterisation on local to regional scales to understand the implications of regional and
local geological conditions on mine planning. Vp and UCS maps of interburden strata of coals bringing
out the spatial distribution of weak and fissile horizons and the thick strong beds that can cause periodic
weighting.
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ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE TO ESTIMATE THE HORIZONTAL
ANISOTROPY OF HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY IN COAL SEAMS
Mahdi Zoorabadi1&2, Winton Gale3 and Serkan Saydam4
ABSTRACT: The horizontal hydraulic conductivity anisotropy of coal seams is a controlling parameter
for designing gas drainage boreholes. The ratio between the maximum and minimum horizontal
hydraulic conductivity (RkH-kh) and the orientation of maximum horizontal conductivity defines this
anisotropy in horizontal plane. This paper presents a new analytical procedure based on the field stress
data and geometrical properties of coal cleats to calculate these two parameters. The application of this
procedure for a real case in Eastern of Australia resulted in an average ratio of 20.9 for RkH-kh and
orientation of NE for maximum horizontal conductivity. The comparison between these results with the
measured values validated the accuracy of proposed procedure to estimate the anisotropy of horizontal
hydraulic conductivity of coal seams.
INTRODUCTION
Hydraulic conductivity of coal seams is a key parameter for successful designing of gas drainage
operations. For gas drainage, the pore pressure (reservoir pressure) is lowered which causes
desorption of gas molecules from coal matrix. Then the free gas flows toward drainage borehole through
coal fractures (cleats) and its diffusion within coal matrix. Contribution of diffusion to the fluid flow in coal
seam is negligible compared to flow throughout cleat network (Robertson and Christiansen, 2008).
Therefore, coal seam is simulated as fractured reservoir with respect to fluid flow. Similar to all fractured
rocks, hydraulic conductivity of coal seam is an anisotropic character and flow rate of gas and water
mixture (two phase flow) would be higher in the direction with higher hydraulic conductivity.
For practical applications, anisotropy in hydraulic conductivity can be explained by two ratios; 1) ratio
between maximum and minimum horizontal conductivity and 2) ratio between maximum horizontal
conductivity and vertical conductivity (RkH-kV). RkH-kh controls the orientation of drainage boreholes.
Massarotto et al., (2003) found that the reported RkH-kh of coal varies from 1.8 to 17. They performed
triaxial permeability tests on Permian coals from Bowen Basin, Queensland, and Sunan Basin, China.
Based on these experiments, they reported a range of 1.35 to 19 for RkH-kh. Furthermore, they found
that the RkH-kV varies from 0.11 to 4 for Permian coal.
In this paper, an analytical procedure was introduced to estimate RkH-kh based on cleat geometry and
in-situ stress. The new procedure was applied to a real case which is located in Eastern Australia. A
comparison was made between estimated value and results obtained from field interference tests.
METHODOLOGY
In practical applications, water flow within rock joints (rough surfaces) is simulated as laminar flow
through two parallel plates, (cubic law) (Snow, 1969). Based on this assumption, hydraulic conductivity
of individual joints is obtained as:
(1)
where, g is the gravitational acceleration, ϑ is the kinematic viscosity and aj is the joint hydraulic
aperture. This formulation can be extended to a joint set with spacing of S as:
(2)
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Snow (1969) introduced the first comprehensive analytical method for hydraulic conductivity of jointed
rocks:

∑

(3)

where, k is hydraulic conductivity tensor, n is number of joint sets, ak and sk are hydraulic aperture and
spacing of kth joint set, δ is the Kronecker Delta and nik and njk are direction cosines of the unit vector
normal of each joint set in the x, y and z direction. Rock joints are considered as infinite plane; therefore,
they extend all over the considered volume of rock mass (objective volume) and intersect its boundary.
Orthogonal geometry (Figure 1) is common to simulate the network for cleats within coal (Robertson and
Christiansen 2008). Then Snow’s formulation can be further applied to the cleat network to estimate its
hydraulic conductivity tensor.

Figure 1: Schematic orthogonal geometry for coal cleats (Modified after Robertson and
Christiansen, 2008), ah is hydraulic aperture and S is spacing
The orientation and spacing of cleats can be measured by using defect logs, acoustic scanner and field
mapping. As can be seen from Equation (3), hydraulic aperture of cleats is the main controlling
parameter (hydraulic aperture gets power of 3). Nevertheless, there is no direct method to estimate the
hydraulic aperture of rock discontinuities. Zoorabadi et al., (2014) proposed empirical formulations to
estimate the hydraulic aperture of rock discontinuities at different depth (Figure 2).
In this method, approximate acting stress on each discontinuity set is determined firstly by considering
the orientation of that discontinuity set and field stress orientation (Figure 3). Then equivalent depth
(Zeq) for each discontinuity set can be estimated as follows:

/

(4)

where σ is the applied stress on the discontinuity set of i and γ is the unit weight of rock mass.
Following the calculation of the equivalent depth for each discontinuity sets, the hydraulic aperture is
calculated using following equation (Zoorabadi et al., 2014).
250 1

.

(5)

where ah is hydraulic aperture of rock discontinuity considering applied stress.
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Figure 2: Variation hydraulic aperture of rock fractures by depth (Zoorabadi et al., 2014)

Figure 3: Approximate acting stress on each discontinuity set as a function of field stress
orientation and orientation that discontinuity set
CASE STUDY
The above mentioned procedure was applied to a real case. This case was a mining project which was
located in Eastern Australia. Detected cleats in different boreholes were statistically analysed to
determine the orientation and spacing of cleats. Figure (4) shows contours diagrams of detected cleats
in different scanned boreholes. Furthermore an average spacing of 0.53 m was estimated for cleats.
50
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Figure 4: Contour diagram of all cleats detected by acoustic scanner
In this study, the average depth of coal seam was 225 m. Field stress measurement and borehole
breakouts analysis demonstrated that the direction of maximum horizontal stress was NE. Based on the
field measurements the tectonic factor for this site varied between 0.7 and 1. The data which was
published by Nemcik et al., (2005) gave approximately the same range for the tectonic factor at depth
around 200 m. By considering the elastic modulus of 3 GPa for coal and by using the concept of tectonic
stress concept (Nemcik et al., 2005), the ratio between maximum horizontal stress and vertical stress for
this site would be between 0.8-1.
Before starting of interference tests, the step-rate-test was performed to determine the maximum
allowable flow rate. Moreover the inflection point on water pressure – flow rate curve of step-rate-test
provided an estimate for the minimum stress within coal seam (Figure 5). Using this method, the ratio
between minimum horizontal stress and vertical stress for this project was determined from 0.26 to 0.36.
Combination of filed stress orientation and magnitude with orientation of cleats, resulted in equivalent
depth of and hydraulic aperture for cleat sets as in Table 1 (using Equations 4 and 5).
Table 1: Geometrical properties of discontinuity sets for depth 150 m (100-200 m)
Cleat Set

Dip/Dir

Dip

C1
C2

287
231

81
75

Spacing
[m]
0.53
0.53

Equivalent
Depth [m]
58 - 81
180-225

Hydraulic Aperture
[
80-100
34-42

The hydraulic conductivity tensor of coal seam was calculated by applying Equation (3) to the
geometrical properties for cleat sets. In Table 2, the calculated results including the range of RkH-kh and
the orientation of the maximum horizontal conductivity are listed.
In this study, hydraulic interference test was carried out in a coal seam to evaluate the horizontal
hydraulic conductivity of the seam. The interference test included an injection well, which was fully
screened in seam thickness and three observation boreholes in around the injection well. Water injects
with a constant flow rate and the corresponding head changes were measured in the observation wells
(Figure 6). The recorded head change versus time provided data to calculate the principal hydraulic
conductivities in horizontal plane (Papadepulos 1965).
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CONCLUSIONS
A new analytical procedure is proposed in this paper to calculate the ratio between the maximum and
minimum horizontal conductivity of coal seam by combination field stress data with the geometrical
properties of coal cleats. The proposed procedure was applied to a real case in Eastern Australia. The
calculated ratio between the maximum and minimum horizontal conductivity and the orientation of
maximum horizontal conductivity were compared with the measured values from interference test. The
comparison showed that the proposed analytical procedure has a reasonable accuracy to predict the
anisotropic conductivity of coal seams.
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STRESS MEASUREMENT IN COAL SEAM AHEAD OF
LONGWALL FACE – CASE STUDY
Radovan Kukutsch, Petr Konicek, Petr Waclawik, Jiri Ptacek,
Lubomir Stas, Martin Vavro and Alice Hastikova
1

ABSTRACT: Stress measurement and stress monitoring is an important task in mining geomechanics,
because knowledge of the stress-strain state in a rock mass is the determining factor for the proper
planning of roadway support and for the correct design of underground mining. This strategy is useful for
ensuring mining safety, because increasing depth causes several issues, especially in areas with
rockburst hazard, when roadways are loaded by the pressure ahead of an advanced longwall or by the
stresses induced by destress blasting in overlying rock. Besides, mining is influenced by stress induced
by previous excavations, mining edges in the overburden or abandoned workings in the same seam.
The paper presents experiments with Compact Conical-endedBorehole Monitoring (CCBM) probes,
which were used for stress monitoring in the area of a high-capacity coal face at Karvina Mine at the
Lazy site (Czech Republic). This longwall panel is influenced by all the factors mentioned above.
Monitoring of stress changes was carried out by using conical probes (CCBM) glued into a special
cement body, which was installed directly into the coal seam. The basic description of the probe installed
in the coal, the method of installation and the measurement results are the subject of this contribution.
Another aim of the paper is to compare the measured values with the theoretical assumptions and
mathematical model results.
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge, that is as accurate as possible, of the stress-strain state in the rock mass is the determining
factor for the proper planning of roadway support and for the correct design of underground mining. That
is why monitoring of the changes in stress induced by longwall mining was included within this
experiment.
The problems of rock stress and its determination have been under investigation at the Institute of
Geonics for a long time. For the determination of all the components of the stress state, a Compact
Conical-ended Borehole Overcoring (CCBO) system was used, which was first used by K. Sugawara
and Y. Obara from Kumamoto University (Sugawara and Obara 1999; Obara and Sugawara 2003). The
conical shape of the CCBO probe provides a sufficient number of strain measurements in independent
directions in one probe position in the borehole, so that all the values of the stress tensor can be
determined. Two variants of the CCBO probe were developed and used at the Institute of Geonics. The
latter, called a Compact Conical ended Borehole mMonitoring (CCBM) method device, was used for
long-term monitoring of stress tensor changes (Stas et al., 2005, 2011). Several measurements of stress
tensor changes by the CCBM were performed (Soucek et al., 2013, Konicek et al., 2014). However, all
the probes were installed in compact rocks, into the overburden of the coal seam. The flat conical shape
of the borehole bottom is necessary for these types of probes in order to obtain relevant monitored data.
In order to monitor the stress changes in the coal seam, a CCBM conical probe was glued into a special
cement body. The body containing the CCBM probe was installed into a borehole in a selected longwall
panel in the Karvina Sub-basin (see Figure 1) in the Upper Silesian Coal Basin (USCB). The system of
the embedded cement body with the conical probe was implemented due to the impossibility of directly
installing the conical probe into the coal due to the properties of coal (a brittle material that fails easily).
MINING AND GEOMECHANICAL CONDITIONS
The longwall t explored was the second panel in seam No. 4, which has a thickness of 3 to 8 m; the
average seam thickness is 6.2 m. The seam lies about 800 m below the surface. The bed dip ranges
from +10° to –17° (differing in the eastern and western limbs of the anticline). The longwall face length
was 191 m. The explored area is documented in Figure 2. The hard coal seam is covered by solid and
competent sandstone and sandy siltstone layers in this area.
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Figure 1: Location of the Karvina Sub-basin in the Upper Silesian Coal Basin (USCB)
In addition, seams No. 1, 2, and 3 have been irregularly mined out in the overburden. This causes
irregular stress distribution in the rock mass and consequently a high risk of rockburst in the course of
longwall mining. Seam No. 4 lies in the lower part of the Sedlove Member of the Namurian age. The
main tectonic structures are obvious from Figure 2. A very flat anticline (maximum dip up to 20°) divides
the geological block into two different parts, and three faults A, B and C. The influence of the mine edges
of seams No. 2 and 3 in the overburden is evident from Figure 2 as well. For stress distribution in the
area of the explored longwall, it is necessary to consider the mining in seams No. 2 and No. 3 in the next
colliery B (east and north east of the explored area – see Figure 2). The first panel in seam. No. 4 was
already mined out south of the explored long wall. Additional stress caused by this goaf caused a stress
concentration in the south part of the explored panel. It was necessary toconsider the additional stresses
caused by residual pillars in seams No. 2 and No. 3 too. These were left in the overburden at a distance
of about 50 m and 80 m respectively. The location of experimental stress measurement in seam No. 4
(see CCBM 21 in Figure 2) was in the area of the border of the shaft protective pillar, where the
additional stress concentration produced by the edges of seams No. 2 and 3 was considered.

Figure 2: Geological and mining condition of explored area
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DESTRESS BLASTING
Destress blasting in the area of the longwall termination was adopted (see Figure 3). The main goal of
the destress blasting was to weaken the strength/massiveness of the overlying competent rock strata
before the underground mining began in the area of additional stress from previous mining in the
overburden seams (seams No. 2 and 3 in Figure 2). First, the horizon of the competent overlying strata
was identified through the procured core samples. Then, different sets of predefined, long boreholes
were drilled from the gate-roads, targeting these competent strata and the existing mining activity in and
around the panel.
A schematic diagram of the adopted design for the long borehole drilling for the destress rock blasting in
the termination part of the panel is shown in Figure 3. Boreholes for the first main goal of destress
blasting were drilled upwards at angles between 15o and 35o from both of the longwall gate-roads
(boreholes perpendicular to gates and inclined boreholes towards the north from the maingate, all in
Figure 3). The borehole lengths varied from 50 m (boreholes north from the maingate) to 100 m
(boreholes perpendicular to gates). In view of the calculated amount of explosive required for the
destress rock blasting, the diameter of these boreholes was 93 mm and the spacing of the boreholes
was 10 m (boreholes perpendicular to gates). With suitable length and angle combinations for these
boreholes, the bottoms (ends) of all of the boreholes were situated at a similar horizon inside the roof,
nearly 25 m above coal seam No. 4.
All of these upward-drilled boreholes were charged pneumatically by the gelatine-type explosive Perunit
28E (heat of explosion 4100 kJ.kg-1), and sand was used for the stemming. The length and amount of
explosive in each borehole varied according to the surrounding geo-mining conditions. According to the
condition of explored panel No. 140 704, the lengths of the charge in the different holes varied from 32 m
to 80 m, and the length of the sand stemming varied from 18 m to 46 m. An individual group of loaded
boreholes, typically ranging from 4 to 5 boreholes, was fired in advance according to the predefined
firing order. All of the charged boreholes in a certain group were fired simultaneously, without any delay.
The weight of the explosive charged in different holes varied according to the adopted length of the
borehole. The amount of the explosive charged in a hole of the panel varied from 250 kg to 700 kg. The
total amount of explosive (for the 4 to 5 boreholes in a group) blasted at a time in the panel varied from
1275 kg to 3050 kg.
According to the site conditions, boreholes Nos. 41–46, 61–64, and 161–164 (Figure 3) were adopted to
dilute the influence of the edges between the mined and the un-mined parts of the seams in the
overburden. Blasting in boreholes Nos. 71–75 and 171–175 were used to isolate the mining in the
longwall panel and the protection shaft pillar. These borehole blastings were designed to develop
continuous fractures in the rock mass, which is likely to be responsible for the generation and the
accumulation of stress concentrations due to the mining. The competent overlying rock strata, which are
continuously fractured due to these blastings, were also observed to be caving friendly. The decision to
blast different individual groups of boreholes at different stages was made according to the surrounding
workings and the strata, the development of seismic activity during mining and the advancement of the
longwall face. As per the geo-mechanical properties of the overlying rock strata and existing legislation,
the positions of the fired boreholes were kept in the range of 30 m to 100 m ahead of the longwall face
(stages 21–23) and at a distance more than 100 m ahead of the longwall face (stages 19 and 20). The
amount of explosive to be charged in each borehole is derived from the dimensions of the selected
boreholes for firing. Finally, the selection of boreholes depends on the existing mining conditions, natural
conditions and agreement of the registered seismic activity with the legislation.
The efficiency of the adopted destress blasting at the different mining stages is evaluated in terms of
seismic effect (SE), which is calculated through the available seismic monitoring data and the weight of
the explosive charged (Konicek 2013). These technical evaluation methods provided satisfactory results
for the destress blasting design process. Results as well as destress blasting parameters are shown in
Table 1. In spite of the fact that the main goal of the destress blasting was different (see text above), the
seismic effect, which represents the effect of stress release in the rock mass, was very high (see Table
1). For the first three stages of destress blasting (stages No. 19, 20 and 21 in Table 1), the stress
release effect of destress blasting was evaluated as Excellent (SE= 24.8, 44.6 and 14.9), while in the
last stages it was extremely good and very good. This corresponds to previous knowledge of destress
blasting in similar conditions (e.g. Konicek et al., 2013).
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Figure 3: Destress blasting design in area of longwall termination
Table 1: Destress rock blasting parameters conducted in explored longwall

Stage
19
20
21
22
23

Numbers
boreholes

of

71, 72, 73, 74, 75
171, 172, 173,
174, 175
61, 62, 41, 161,
162
63, 64, 42, 163,
164
43, 44, 45, 46

Explosive
charge
[kg]

Released
seismic
energy
[J]

Seismic
effect
By Konicek
2013
[J.kg-1]
24.8

Seismic
effect
evaluation

2 900

1.5E+05

Excellent

2 975

2.8E+05

44.6

Excellent

3 050

9.8E+04

14.9

Excellent

3 050

5.8E+04

8.7

1 275

1.3E+04

5.0

Extremely
good
Very good

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
The objective of the experiment was to determine the stress-strain changes in the coal seam. As noted,
the location of the experiment was chosen in an area where an additional stress concentration was
contributed by the edges of seams in the overburden near the protective shaft pillar. Because the probe
was not installed in the overlying rocks, where installation is relatively easy, it was necessary before
installation in the coal seam to solve several problems.
These consisted of two main technical aspects:
•
•

coal is a brittle material and close contact between the conical probe and coal is problematic,
suitable consistency of grouting mixture.

The approach to these issues and the solution of these problems is the subject of the followingsections.
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Parameters of filling material for fixing probe in the borehole in the coal seam
The basic input requirements for the composition and properties of the cementitious filling (grouting)
mixture applied to a borehole in the coal seam, which had to be taken into account when designing the
recipe, were:
1.
2.
3.

The mixture in the fresh state has to exhibit a very high degree of plasticity so that it is able to
spontaneously (by gravity) fill the space of a borehole with a very low inclination (10-15°);
Aggregates with grain sizes as small as possible must be used as filler in the mixture, with
regard to the maximum homogeneity of the hardened mixture and the minimum porosity;
During the process of the setting and hardening of the mixture, shrinkage must not occur, so that
the maximum possible contact between the cement filler and surrounding coal can be
maintained during subsequent stress measurement.

The grouting compounds in fresh state were prepared and tested in the laboratory, showing properties
comparable with the cast self-compacting and self-levelling materials that are commonly applied in the
construction industry (e.g. as floor screeds). These are characterised by a high degree of spill (260-280
mm according to EN 13454-2: 2008), a relatively high flow rate (approximately 100 mm.s-1) even in a low
tilt test in PVC pipe (15°), and a low content of air pores (max. 2%).
During setting and hardening, the mixture exhibited moderate expansion of its volume. After 28 days of
hydration of the mixture, the total value of the length change was approximately +0.3 mm.m-1. The
resulting mechanical and deformation properties of the hardened mixture are characterised by
unconfined compressive strength in the range of 35-40 MPa, tensile bending from 5.0 to 6.0 MPa,
indirect tensile strength from 3.0 to 4.0 MPa, static tensile modulus of 12-15 GPa and Poisson number
from 0.15 to 0.22.
Installtion
The installation procedure in a coal seam is different from the installation in the overlying rocks. Since
the probe would not stick to the coal and close contact between the probe and rock would not be
possible, it was decided to put theprobe into a concrete body and then install this “container” in the
borehole. The problem of inserting the probe into the concrete was solved by sticking the probe into a
concrete body 75 mm in diameter (Figure 4). After solidification, this body was inserted into the casting
vessel and secured with concrete, which increased the body dimensions of the probe to 280x100 mm. In
order to approach a condition similar to that of the inserted probe in the body when it was sealed in the
borehole, a free space was created behind the probe. Subsequently, centralisers with the same
diameter as the borehole were mounted in front of and behind the probe in order to centre the body in
the borehole. The orientation of the probe in the borehole was solved by using a pointer on the
centraliser. Due to the dimensions of the probe, it was necessary to adjust the borehole diameter to the
final proportions of the concrete container including the centralisers.
The experimental data shows how the coal will behave at the cave front. Under low confining stress,
cleating has a dominant role and results in a weakening effect on the coal (this effect is similar to rib
spall). Further into the coal mass, confining stresses are higher and shearing is more predominant.
The caving model needs to be able to mimic the expansionary effect of coal at low confining stress,
whilst adequately reflecting the effect of scale on strength.

Figure 4: Cement body probe scheme: (1) CCBM probe (2) Inner cement body (3) Outer cement
body (4) Centralizers (5) Free space (6) Pointer
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Installation of the CCBM probe in front of the longwall No. 140 704 was done on the tailgate at the 128 m
station. A borehole 10 m in length and 200 mm in diameter was drilled. The borehole was made
perpendicular to the gate side at an inclination of 10° so that the end of the borehole was located in the
coal (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Cross-cut at tailgate 40 703
After drilling and cleaning the borehole, a video inspection of the borehole was performed. After a
positive result (the borehole was accessible over its entire length), installation proceeded. This consisted
of inserting the concrete container with the CCBM probe into the borehole using the installation rods and
grouting the cement mixture. The dry, bagged mixture was mixed with the predetermined quantity of
water and other additives. To transport the mixture to the end of the borehole, a PVC pipe was used to
ensure that the mixture reached the bottom of the borehole and not elsewhere. The last step was to
verify communication of the probe with a data logger.
24 hours after installation, the borehole was inspected using a video camera to verify successful
solidification of the mixture. Subsequently, readings from the probe were taken and regular daily
monitoring started. Mine employees took values from the probe and recorded the real daily advance and
stationing of the coalface at the tailgate. The last step was to fill the mouth of the borehole with fitting
foam.
STRESS CHANGES MONITORING AND MODELLING
The stress field induced ahead of a longwall face is affected by many factors, especially by:






speed of advance of longwall,
influence of previous mining activities (pillars and mining edges in the overburden),
additional stress from the goaf of the previous longwall panel,
occurrence of rigid strata between thick coal seams, and
destress blasting and other rockburst prevention measures.

For the appropriate and correct interpretation, it is desirable to analyse all factors and to search for
mutual relations. As it turns out, each of these factors play an important role in the development and
change of the stress field. It should be pointed out that the longwall advance was irregular (from 0.5 m to
4.2 m per day) in the monitored period. Geological and geomechanical conditions were the main causes
of it. Local coal seam erosion as well as tectonic faults caused fractures in the overburden and
consequently rockfall in the longwall space. It took numerous drilling and blasting works to strengthen
the longwall face.
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Experiments of principal stress monitoring during longwall advance were modelled using the finite
element method via Midas GTS 3D software. The linear elastic material model was used to obtain trends
of principal stress changes during longwall face advance. The lengths of longwall advances in the model
were chosen as 50 m. The final 50 m advance interval was separated into 5 m long sequences.
Together, 17 stages were defined in the construction wizard – the primary stage and 16 advance stages
defined by two phases. The first phase of each advance stage was ″excavation of the working unit” and
the following phase was “caving” of the working unit, including roof units. Finally, goaf areas were
connected from the left side and front of the longwall panel and on the right side the original rock massif
remained. Total volume of the model was 0.05 km3.
The total stress field represented by its tensor (σ) was considered as the superposition of the basic
stress tensor measured at the time of the probe installation (σ0 – start of monitoring) and supplementary
stress changes monitored in the course of longwall advance (S) (Figure 6).
σ = σ0 + S

Figure 6: Relative principle components s(j) of tensor {S} ahead of longwall face
Supplementary stress change monitoring as well as mathematical modelling were done at a distance of
200 m before the CCBM probe. But only a 100 m section was selected for presentation (Figure 6). To
better distinguish the shape of the graphs, the in situ monitored tensor (Sis) and modelled tensor (SM)
were normalised by their maximal achieved value using the following relations:
sis(j) = Sis(j)/Sis(1)max – for in situ monitoring
sM(j) = SM(j)/SM(1)max – for model
where (j) is adequate three normalised principal components.
The trend in this case is more important than the stress change magnitude (strong, different elastic
modulus of coal and elastic modulus of concrete material of cylinder). In Figure 6 the trend of the
normalised principal component monitored by CCBM sis(1) illustrates that values monitored by the probe
in the concrete body are in compliance with normalised principal components calculated by the
mathematical model sM(1). Different trends are evident from comparison of both of the other
components: sis(2,3) and sM(2,3). This could be caused by simplification of the mathematical model
against real conditions.
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CONCLUSION
The article describes an experiment of measuring the stress changes induced by longwall face advance
in a coal mine and presents results of the induced stress changes determined by the CCBM method.
The CCBM probe itself was situated in the coal seam and was embedded in a concrete body. The
results of the experiment show that it is possible to measure induced stress change by this method as
the trends of the 3D model are in agreement with the results of the ones in situ. The next step of this
research will be to determine the stress surrounding the concrete body (in the coal seam) and to
determine the relationship between stress within the concrete body and outside of the concrete body in
the coal seam. Mathematical model calibration according to the measured data must follow as well.
Other variants of the placement of the probe in the concrete body will also be the topic of future work.
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LONGWALL SALVAGE ROOF FALL RECOVERY EXPERIENCE
Richard Campbell1
ABSTRACT: Longwall (LW) salvage and relocation operations are a high-pressure period for all mine
personnel, where any delays in the scheduled works are unacceptable, have a significant financial
penalty and can increase mine worker’s exposure to hazardous conditions. Successful longwall
salvages rely on geotechnically controlled conditions, which allow for rapid shield recovery, often in
dynamic environments. Recent longwall salvage at Mine A in Queensland experienced long operational
delays, abnormal strata conditions, weighting events and shield convergence, culminating in a
significant fall of ground outbye of the e-frame. This paper presents a case study of the geotechnical and
operational conditions leading up to the fall of ground. In addition, some of the challenges faced and
specific details of the fall recovery methods, successfully employed, are discussed, which allowed the
safe and efficient resumption of salvage operations.
INTRODUCTION
Over many years, as the result of significant research and operational studies, numerous geotechnical
roof support design methodologies have been developed for coal mine strata control. Each method,
whether it's based on empirical, analytical and/or numerical methods, relies on understanding the
geotechnical environment, applicability of the model and induced changes as a result of mining. As an
industry progress in this field has been rapid and success is evident, with increasing design certainty
and decreasing risk, hence it is possible to mine increasingly challenging deposits, safely and
economically.
Longwall salvage situations however, remain an area where the risks are consistently present in terms
of actual geotechnical understanding. These inherent risks affect the ability to design with absolute
confidence and reduce the geotechnical control of the strata during salvage operations. Much of the
geotechnical risk is actually due to logistical issues, such as time, equipment selection and ventilation.
Past experience at the mine in question, or adjacent mines, remains the benchmark for "design".
Longwall moves, being complex and unavoidable, are the least studied geotechnical challenges
remaining in the industry. Perhaps the most concise summary and state of the art guideline for
conventional recovery continues to be ACARP report C13022 by Hill (2006).
BACKGROUND, GEOTECHNICAL SETTING AND PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE
Mine A operates a set of 2 m wide shields in a 146 shield face, which are designed for mining a thick
seam with a cutting height range of 3.0 to 5.2 m. Planned cut height for LW salvage is 3.8 m.
The geotechnical inputs for the LW salvage design called for 1280 t capacity shields, 320 bar (80 t/m2)
set pressure, 380 bar high set pressure and 420 bar (100 t/m2 yield pressure) and a tip to face of 650
mm while cutting a 1.0 m web. During this relocation all LW shields were scheduled to come out to the
surface for major maintenance, including replacement of all leg cylinders and re-hosing.
Geotechnical setting
Depth of cover across Mine A ranges from 80 m, close to the pit bottom, to in excess of 400 m in the
down dip northern extents of the lease. The experience base of LW salvages is within the 100 to 180 m
range, with the fall of ground occurring at a depth of 165 m. The LW operates by extracting the lower 4.6
m of the seam, maintaining a 0.6 m - 1.0 m banded coal roof beam. The strata about the target seam is
characterised by a moderate strength immediate siltstone/shale roof overlain by moderately bedded,
stronger siltstone and sandstone units. Figure 1 shows the general stratigraphic column expected in the
area of interest and the typical strata strength for the seam section.
Analysis of the numerous boreholes across the lease indicates an average Coal Mine Roof Rating
(CMRR) of 32 within the coal roof and 52 for the overlying stone roof. Figure 2 depicts the range of
CMRR values in the data set for the coal roof and stone roof environments. Based on a study conducted
1
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by Mark and Molin
nda (2003), th
he coal roof ccan be class
sified as “Mod
derate to Weeak” and the stone roof iss
classiffied as “Stron
ng”.

Fiigure 1: Typ
pical stratigrraphic colum
mn and stra
ata strength profile

Figure
F
2: Su
ummary of th
he CMRR da
ata set
The ta
arget seam is heavily fa
aulted with m
most LW blo
ocks having full seam ddisplacement structures,,
multiple fault zones and full sea
am displacem
ment fault features being
g common plaace.
The ro
oof strata arre prone to periodic
p
weig
ghting cycle
es, typically at
a a 10 to 1 5 shear freq
quency. The
e
common result of these frequent periodic weighting events,
e
which
h are expresssed as periods of rapid
d
loading
g, and multip
ple yield eve
ents on shield
ds in the affe
ected zone, is an increassed face spa
all and a rooff
gutter which runs parallel to th
he face – 60 0 mm wide and
a 500 mm
m high. Typiccally these ev
vents do nott
cause significant production issues. Figurre 3 illustrattes the typic
cal time weigghted average pressure
e
TWAP
P & weighting
g events, loading rates an
nd yield even
nts leading up to the LW bolt up and salvage.
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Figure 3: L
LVA data showing TWA
AP and weigh
hting events
s, loading ra
ates and yieeld events le
eading
upto the LW bolt up and
d salvage
Previous ex
xperience
In the prece
eding six yea
ars the Mine A had underrtaken five re
elatively succ
cessful and uuneventful lo
ongwall
relocations. Support pla
ans and recovery strategiies had been
n refined bas
sed on site exxperience, where
w
a
"leap-frog" sshield recove
ery sequence
e was consid
dered optima
al, and the mine used a thhree shield E--frame.
The tip to fa
ace for the fo
orward shield
ds was desig
gned at 3 m,, and 4 m for the back shhields. The support
s
strategy use
ed bolts, 8 m cables and
d recovery m
mesh, with lin
nk'n'locks ins
stalled in plaace of each second
s
shield, once
e removed, in
i normal co
onditions. A T
Trigger Actio
on Response
e Plan (TARP
P) was in place for
varying conditions during bolt up and
d shield reco
overy, includiing tell-tales and converggence monito
oring. If
conditions d
deteriorated,, the salvage would con
nvert to a sequential
s
pu
ulling sequeence, with sttanding
support in p
place of each
h shield recov
vered and ro
ock-props use
ed along the face side.
SEQ
QUENCE OF
F EVENTS P
PRIOR TO TH
HE FALL OF
F GROUND
The LW bo
olt up and salvage
s
was scheduled to begin lea
ading up to the Christm
mas period and
a
be
completed e
early in the New
N
Year. Bolt
B up was ccompleted us
sing rapid fac
ce bolters. S
Shield recove
ery was
from TG to MG with two
o chute roads
s in place forr access and ventilation.
A time line ffor the LW sa
alvage is dettailed below:






64

Deccember 2nd- Mesh
M
on
Deccember 12th- Bolt-up com
mpleted
Deccember 18th- TG shields removed
r
Deccember 23rd- Tear down completed
c
Deccember 23rd - Salvage of run of face sshields starte
ed
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Shields 14
46 to 133 rec
covered
Decemberr 24th to Dec
cember 27th-- operations stopped for Christmas
C
brreak
27th December to 1st January
J
- Sa
alvage of shie
elds 132 to 87
8 occurred aas planned.
Convergen
nce levels of
o 0-15 mm/2
/24hrs record
ded for shie
elds, with thee highest le
evels around
d
mid-face. 200-300
2
mm
m total converrgence recorrded across the
t face
The goaf/roof behind the E-frame
e was noted
d as mostly
y standing frrom the E-frame to TG
G
(approx.12
24 m). This is
s not conside
ered typical behaviour.
b
Some sag notted on the fa
ace side.
Tell tales (not
(
adjacentt to shields b
being pulled) showing min
nimal or no m
movement
Other visual indicators showed no indication off abnormal de
eterioration
he salvage o
of shield 86 significant convergence of shields 75
7 to 50 wass
1st Januaryy - During th
noted (adja
acent to the MG chute ro
oad), resulting in clearanc
ce issues forr the dozer.
Shields 86
6 to 80 recovered
Convergen
nce rates of 40
4 to 70 mm
m per 12 hrs recorded.
r
Total convvergence of 700
7 mm in m
mid face regio
on
Tell tales (not
(
adjacentt to shields b
being pulled) showing min
nimal or no m
movement
Other visual indicators showed no indication off abnormal de
eterioration
Some area
as required the floor to be
e shot out to get clearanc
ce
2ndto 3rd Ja
anuary - Sign
nificant weigh
hting event on
o shields 50
0 to 75.
Shields 79
9 to 77 recovered
Shields in yield betwee
en 50 to 75, cconvergence
e of 200-300 mm occurrinng in 24 hrs
Total convvergence at mid
m face now
w 1000 to 120
00 mm
Tell tales (not
(
adjacentt to shields b
being pulled) showed min
nimal movem
ment
Goaf behin
nd e-frame still standing, estimated to
o have sagge
ed down to 11.5- 2 m off th
he floor.
4th Januaryy – At 3.30am
m, during the
e salvage of shield
s
76, a fall
f of groundd occurred fro
om shield 55
5
to the E-fra
ame (40 m).
Shield 76 under
u
the falll
Shields iro
on bound from
m 75 to 64
Goaf rema
ained open frrom E-frame to TG – slow
wly getting clloser to the ffloor from its initial heightt
of 1.5-2 m at the time of
o the fall

all was limite
ed from the tiips of the forrward shields to the face
e line (approxx. 3 m – 4 m wide). The
e
The fa
face line had crush
hed out significantly lead
ding up to the
e fall. The height
h
of the fall was estimated to be
e
at leasst 8m (full length of cable
es visible an
nd laser rang
ge finder use
ed). Access aand inspectio
on of the falll
was possible by trraveling alon
ng the back of the remaining shields
s to the E-fraame. Figures
s 4, 5 and 6
illustra
ate the extent of the fall.

Fig
gure 4: Fall of ground frrom shield 55
5 looking towards the E-frame
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Figure
e 5: Shield 76
7 under the
e fall – in the
e middle of the
t face roaad

Figure 6: View
w from the E
E-frame look
king towards the MG
RECO
OVERY PLAN
Immediate actions taken
As with all falls of grou
und, the imm
mediate con
ncern is the safety of th
he surroundinng environm
ment. A
detailed inspection was undertaken to define the
e areas of co
oncern outby
ye of the falll and a stabilisation
plan was im
mplemented on
o the MG side of the falll, including the
t E-frame and
a adjacen t shields. Th
he main
aim of this immediate sttabilisation was
w to limit an
ny further de
eterioration, provide
p
a saffe working place for
the crews and allow a detailed re
ecovery plan
n to be imp
plemented. The
T
inspectiion identified
d rapid
deterioration
n of the roo
of and face from the falll outbye to around shie
eld 27. Figu re 7 illustrattes the
re-support installed outb
bye of the fall.
Immediate rresponse inccluded:
1.
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Standing rock-p
props along the
t face side
e from shield 25 to the lip
p of the fall too limit any sh
hearing
verttically along the block.
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Install cable trusses from shield 25 inbye to the fall, with the cables angled well out over the face
and the shield canopies.
Installation of 4m cables and dowels into the face side rib and also within the MG chute road, in
order to strengthen the coal block.
Install monitoring devices down the length of the roadway and develop an inspection regime

Truss cables

4m cables/dowels

Roc-props

Figure 7: immediate response re-support outbye of the fall
Fall recovery plan
Immediately following the notification of the fall, the mine management formed an Incident Management
Team (IMT) to ensure the correct risk based systems were followed and correct resourcing priorities
were given to the fall.
The immediate task post-stabilisation was to gain an understanding of what the likely cause or causes of
the fall were and define the mechanisms involved. This task was given priority, so as to give all
stakeholders an understanding of the risks involved in the recovery of the remaining shields. The
intended outcomes being:



Gain an understanding of the cause of the fall in order to gain confidence in the recovery plan;
and
Determine whether a similar fall of ground was possible once salvage operations resumed.

A simple representation of the fall mechanism is depicted in the illustration below (Figure 8), where the
mechanism described is very similar to that identified by Hill, D (2006) ACARP C13022.
Once the basic understanding of why the fall occurred was developed, a staged recovery plan was
formulated with the underlying principal being;





Provide a safe working environment, now and during salvage operations.
The ability to resume LW salvage operations to recover all equipment.
The final design had to be fit for purpose and allow normal salvage operations to recommence.
No additional risks or impediments were to be introduced through remedial actions taken.

At this point in the operation many different strategies and ideas for how to go about the remediation
works had been tabled; from the crews underground and adjacent mine sites, through to the head office
staff - each strategy having its own merits and limitations. The IMT as a group worked to decide the
actual stages to be taken based on the risk each task introduced. Each stage of the strategy was
well-defined, quantifiable and included stop and go review points at the completion of each task so as to
ensure the applicable design outcomes were achieved.
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Each stage
e was subjeccted to a forrmal risk asssessment an
nd the workfforce was keept up-to-da
ate with
regular brie
efings, including any changes to the plan going forward
f
and revised com
mpletion date
es. This
regular forum gave each
h and every person the o
opportunity to
o raise any concerns.

Stage 1: T
Tensile cracking
g and abutmentt loading

Stage 2: Cantilever of roof and convvergence of shields

Stage 3: O
On going conve
ergence and cru
ushing of the rib

Stage 4: Delaminatio
on on weaknesss plane in roof

Stage
e 5: Fall of ground

Figure 8:: Failure me
echanism an
nd failure sta
ages
The recoverry plan was divided
d
into five
f
separate
e stages:
1)

68

Placce a “cocoon” of foam around
a
Shie ld 78, as it would be en
ncased in thhe planned back
b
fill
ope
erations., This material ha
ad to be wea
ak enough to
o allow Shield
d 78 to be puulled free wh
hen the
time
e came.
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Shutter offf the fall area in prepara
ation for back
kfilling with a weak groutt mix. Drill proving holess
and install stand pipes to ensure th
he grout fills the
t cavity ab
bove the fall ((Figure 9).
Pump a weak
w
cement fill material ffrom the gro
ound up, in stages to fill tthe void and
d consolidate
e
the fall ma
aterial.
Re-mine and
a re-suppo
ort the tip to fface zone fro
om the MG side of the falll to the E-fra
ame, using a
road head
der – ensurin
ng the exca vated profile
e is fit for purpose for tthe resumption of shield
d
salvage.
Resume salvage opera
ations.

Figu
ure 9: Shutte
ering off the
e fall materia
al in preparation for consolidation of the muck pile and
backfilliing of the vo
oid in the ro
oof
During
g the consolidation and back
b
filling off the void above the fall a set of qual ity assuranc
ce tests were
e
develo
oped, aimed to ensure that the void a
above and ad
djacent to the
e face was eeffectively fille
ed, the groutt
had cu
ured as plann
ned and to determine the
e condition of the rock ma
ass above thhe canopies and
a over the
e
coal fa
ace. A detailed program
mme of UG drilling and core sampling was unddertaken to provide thiss
inform
mation. As the results be
ecame availa
able, they were
w
reviewed and wheree necessary
y action wass
taken. Samples of
o the grout batches we re also take
en during pu
umping and sent to laboratories forr
streng
gth and density testing.
The drilling confirm
med that the
e muck pile was sufficie
ently consolidated and tthat the void
ds within the
e
shutter and above the roof-line were filled. In addition, results
r
showe
ed that the roock mass above both the
e
canopies and overr the block was competen
nt.
In con
njunction with
h the pumpin
ng operationss, and in pre
eparation for the roadheaader mobilisa
ation into the
e
panel, a series of discussions were held re
egarding the
e best metho
od to re-suppport the roof and face ass
the roa
adheader re--mined the tiip-to-face are
ea. Two basic strategies were decideed on as being worthy off
investiigating.
These
e being:



hrough conso
olidated fall m
material and stand steel sets, or
Re-mine th
Re-mine th
hrough conso
olidated fall m
material and install roof bolts
b
and trusss cables.

deas were subjected
s
to a design stu
udy and werre tested in terms of; efffective support capacity,,
Both id
safety during insta
allation and subsequent shield recov
very, and pra
acticality durring shield salvage.
s
The
e
workfo
orce was invo
olved in developing workk methods fo
or both options, which inccluded risk assessments
a
s
being undertaken for
f each.
The ou
utcome was to re-mine an
nd re-supporrt the fall matterial using ro
oof bolts andd truss cables
s - this being
g
the tecchnically prefferable optio
on which had
d the least ris
sk in terms off potential injjury during in
nstallation ass
well a
as providing a higher ac
ctual supporrt capacity. In addition, the installattion of bolts and cabless
provided the best end
e result wh
hen salvage operations resumed.
r
Ste
eel sets wou ld inherently
y be exposed
d
to sign
nificant damage during the
t
recoveryy of shields, where theirr structural inntegrity could come into
o
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question. O
Once damage
ed or knocke
ed out of alig
gnment the support
s
capa
acity is reducced and potentially
they can co
ollapse or be
ecome entangled with the
e shields. Po
otentially intrroducing a siignificant hazard to
the operatio
on.
A design an
nd applicable
e support plan
n was develo
oped for the installation
i
of this supporrt, which inclu
uded, a
monitoring ssystem to prrovide adequ
uate warning of any move
ement or furrther deteriorration in cond
ditions.
Furthermore
e, a quality assurance program
p
wass initiated wh
hereby a serries of short encapsulation pull
tests were u
undertaken in
n both the co
onsolidated fa
all material as
a well as the
e in situ rock mass either side of
the consolid
dated fall ma
aterial, in orde
er to quantifyy the actual support
s
capa
acity that wouuld be generrated.
Re- mining
g and re-sup
pport
Once the m
method was finalised an
nd the exca
avation geom
metry and su
upport planss were issue
ed, the
roadheaderr began mining through the shutter. Re-mining took place from
f
the 20thh January an
nd had
completed m
mining onto the
t E-frame on 16th Febrruary, including the recov
very of Shieldd 76 from witthin the
consolidated muck pile. Figures 11 to
t 14 illustratte the re-min
ning process.

Figure 10
0: Support plan
p
for re-m
mining throu
ugh consolid
dated muckk pile

Figure 11:: Roadheade
er re-mining
g through th
he consolida
ated muck pile
p under th
he backfilled
d void
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Figure 12: Consolid
dated muck pile and gro
out filled voiids

Figurre 13: Recov
very of shie
eld 76 from within
w
the co
onsolidated
d muck pile
RECOMMENCING L
LONGWALL SALVAGE OPERATION
NS
Longw
wall salvage recommence
ed on the 18
8th February and was com
mpleted passt the outbye edge of the
e
nd
fall on 22 February. During this time there
e were no stra
ata related delays, with m
minimal move
ement on telll
tales installed thro
ough the con
nsolidated fa
all material and
a no conve
ergence recoorded on no
on-ironbound
d
shieldss. The goaf caved readily behind th
he E-frame as
a per norma
al conditionss. All iron bo
ound shieldss
require
ed the floor beneath the pontoons an
nd bases to be shot fired
d, in order too provide some space to
o
allow them to be pulled free. By the 28th February th
he last shields were takken off the fa
ace and the
e
me was disasssembled.
E-fram
LESSONS AND EXPER
RIENCE GAINED
Post re
ecovery of th
he final rema
aining shieldss and prior to
o the resumption of LW o perations in the adjacentt
block, several inve
estigations an
nd ICAM/Roo
ot Cause ana
alyses were undertaken. The aim of these
t
was to
o
fully u
understand the root causes and futu
ure mitigatio
on methods available, too avoid a re
epeat of the
e
situatio
on.
Areas assessed in
ncluded:
1)
2)
3)

The longw
wall move sch
hedule and re
esourcing
Salvage eq
quipment selection and a
availability
Geotechnical environm
ment
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Adequacy of the support plans, TARP’s, monitoring and responses
Longwall system health
Delays in the salvage operations

Each aspect above was critically reviewed and evaluated, with the relevant outcomes documented in
preparation for the next longwall salvage in order to avoid a reoccurrence.
CONCLUSIONS
Longwall salvages remain a time of elevated risk at every operation, where high pressure situations for
all mine personnel are the norm. Conflicting resource demands and delays in the scheduled works has
a significant financial penalty and can increase mine workers exposure to hazardous conditions.
Successful longwall salvages rely on geotechnically controlled conditions which allow for rapid shield
recovery in often dynamic environments. There is currently a lack of engineering tools available to
adequately assess the conditions, or address changes as they occur, and a general reliance on
experience from within the mine or adjacent operations is often the primary design tool utilised.
This paper presents a case study of methods used to recover a significant fall of ground on a longwall
salvage face. The case study provides an example of where a staged, risk based method was
successfully developed and implemented. The importance of a collaborative approach, including a
thorough quality assurance program, is thought to be fundamental to the success of any salvage
operation and to ensure the resumption of normal operations is achieved.
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INVESTIGATION INTO A NEW APPROACH FOR ROADWAY
ROOF SUPPORT DESIGN THAT INCLUDES CONVERGENCE
DATA
Terry Medhurst1
ABSTRACT: The results of a recent investigation into roadway roof support design using the
Geophysics Strata Rating (GSR) are presented. A key aim of the investigation was to identify an ability
to relate changes in roof conditions and support performance to our primary roof stability indicator, roof
convergence. By developing these links, an ability to differentiate between operating factors such as
support type and installation practice; and traditional geotechnical factors can be established. This paper
outlines progress on the development of a convergence based roof support design method that is
complementary to the current TARPS based strata management process. Some examples are provided.
INTRODUCTION
Mining at increasing depths of cover, in weaker and more variable strata conditions and with greater
emphasis on optimisation of mining practice is driving the need for improvements in roof support design.
Whilst existing methods have served the industry well, an ability to identify specific factors affecting roof
support performance is required. Through recent ACARP projects we have developed the Geophysical
Strata Rating (GSR) to be an objective measure of rock quality. GSR results can be modelled in 2D and
3D along with other parameters derived from geophysical logs such as the clay content. By developing
such models at various mines it has become evident that this information may improve the link between
roof behaviour and strata characteristics. Roof displacement monitoring provides the main source of
information in most strata control management systems. GSR is also fundamentally related to the
stiffness of the rock mass and thus can be directly linked to displacement based estimates of failure
processes.
The investigation was directed towards developing an analytical framework to quantify/establish stress
related impacts and/or strain/displacement correlations with support data. An analytical method was
proposed as it can be more easily adopted as a site based tool. The proposed model is based on
beam-column principles and incorporates bending, horizontal loading and shear. Using this model,
estimates of roof convergence for various heights of softening (or surcharge loading) above a roadway
can be obtained for a given support pressure. The model relies upon inputs from the Geophysics Strata
Rating (GSR), roof bolt pull-out stiffness/load, H:V stress ratio and UCS. An ACARP funded study
(Project C22008) was undertaken to assess the viability of the concept at a few sites to determine if a
more comprehensive design methodology can be developed. The full results of the study are provided in
the project report (Medhurst, 2014).
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Strata characterisation
The Geophysics Strata Rating (GSR) is based on physical measurements that are related to the
composition, density and elastic properties of the strata. This means that parameters such as strata
modulus can be estimated from the GSR borehole analysis. The details of the GSR will not be repeated
here but can be found in previous project studies (Hatherly et al., 2008; Medhurst et al., 2009). Table 1
shows an indicative range of rock quality as it relates to GSR.
GSR provides a continuous measure through the borehole column over the full height of the strata. This
allows a measure of the change and distribution of rock mass quality over the supported interval. Such
features are amenable to assessing changes in bending stiffness and section properties for beam
analysis. Beam analysis requires section properties such as the 2nd moment of area (I), the position of
the neutral axis of the beam (y) and a measure of strata modulus (Estrata). Previously, these have been
chosen simply as a function of bolt length without regard to the strata. Various methods are available to
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estimate in-situ modulus from rock mass quality estimates such as GSI, Q and RMR. Through previous
work on development of GSR comparison with Q and other classification systems have been
undertaken. Using these results, the current Bowen Basin data and in-house experience extraction a
basic estimate of strata modulus has been developed where:
Table 1: GSR applied to Australian coal measures
GSR Range

Description

0

15

Very poor

15

30

Poor

30

45

Fair

45

60

Good

60

80

Very good

80

100

Extremely good

Estrata  1.75e

3GSR

100

(GPa)

(1)

The position of the neutral axis over a given beam thickness can be estimated using the parallel axis
theorem. Using this approach the beam is treated as being comprised of many layers of different
stiffness, which is determined from the GSR analysis. The true bending behaviour of the beam is then
accomplished by transforming the dimensions of the beam parallel according to the ratio of the elastic
modulus of the materials. This is the standard approach for the design of composite beams in structural
engineering.
Beam formulation
For the purposes of this study a model was developed based on beam-column principles that
incorporates both bending and axial loading (Timoshenko and Gere, 1963). The analytical procedure is
based upon classification of four different types of roof conditions as shown in Table 2. The beam
models require estimates of strata modulus and beam section properties which are obtained from
analysis of GSR logs over the relevant bolting interval.
The beam models also include the influence of horizontal loading on deflection. The beam deflection
due to bending is estimated using the standard method and the influence of the horizontal load (P) is
treated as a multiplier (u) on both the deflection and maximum bending moment. The formulation for
Type 1 (fixed end beam) conditions is shown in Figure 1.
The multiplying effect produced from the horizontal load is a function of beam thickness via the 2nd
moment of area (I). Areas of high deformation/low confining stress occur at the boundary of the
excavation, and are concentrated in the immediate roof. In this case there is a critical strata/beam
thickness in which this deformation occurs that is not related to that defined by the bolt length, but more
about the strata properties in the immediate roof. Previous studies conducted to estimate the stability of
unsupported roadways in highwall mining found that for each set of roof conditions, there is a critical
beam thickness at which failure occurs. This minimum thickness can be defined by a mechanism of
snap-through at the mid-span (CSIRO, 1996) as shown in Figure 2.
If the span (roadway width) is known and an estimate of modulus is available from GSR then the critical
thickness (t) for snap-though can be obtained. This critical thickness can then be used to estimate the
multiplier (u) in the beam models. In other words, roof convergence caused by horizontal stresses is
estimated based on a critical thickness for snap-thru of the beam rather than just conventional bending
analysis.
In the case where stresses might be very high or the roof is very weak, then plastic beam analysis might
apply, i.e. Type 3 analysis in Table 2. This is generally applied to beams of ductile material that do not
ordinarily fracture under static loading but fail through excessive deflection. In this case the plastic
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section
n modulus, Zp,
Z is used rather than the elastic section
s
modulus, Z = I/yy. For this co
ondition, the
e
plasticc section mod
dulus is used
d (Roark and
d Young, 197
75).
Table
e 2: Summa ry of beam analysis me
ethodology
Beam Typee

Ca
ase
1. F
Fixed end be
eam
Mod
derate to stro
ong roof cond
ditions
Miniimal stress in
nfluences
No jjointing effeccts
2. P
Propped can
ntilever
Mod
derate to stro
ong roof cond
ditions
Pote
ential stress influences (g
guttering)
and//or influenced by sub-verrtical jointing
effeccts
3. P
Plastic fixed
d end beam
Wea
ak roof condiitions charac
cterised by
pote
ential yielding
g and inelasttic roof
beha
aviour
4. P
Plastic prop
pped cantilev
ver
Wea
ak roof condiitions charac
cterised by
exce
essive yieldin
ng, guttering and
bedd
ding plane shear

Figurre 1: Beam fformulation for Type 1 conditions
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E 
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Figure 2: Definition
D
o
of critical thickness for beam
b
snap--thru
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By following through this analysis, it can be seen that roof deflections can be estimated from an estimate
of vertical surcharge load (p), horizontal stress/load (P), GSR, and roadway width. The vertical load (p)
is simply estimated by choosing the height (or range) of softening above the roadway and the horizontal
load (P) by the normal in-situ stress regime and concentration factors about roadways.
In contrast to previous beam models used for support design, the aim here is to provide an analytical
model that does not require estimates of cohesion, friction angle, tensile strength or other properties that
are commonly difficult to measure or estimate. It can also be used to estimate load-convergence
relationships across a range of roof conditions as a function of differing end constraints and includes a
term to allow for increased deformation in the immediate roof due to localised failure. However in order
to estimate roof convergence, the effect of the roof support must also be considered. Roof support has
the effect of increasing roof stiffness, which is also usually not present in beam based analysis. Hence
an ability to estimate the combined stiffness of the roof strata and roof support is required.
Support characteristics
In the case of a coal mine roadway, the above mentioned beam formulation can be used to estimate roof
convergence as a function of height of softening (or surcharge loading) for a given support pressure.
One then needs to estimate the change in stiffness of the roof beam as a function of the installed roof
support. Brady and Brown (2004) provide detailed analytical solutions for rock-support interaction
analysis and show that the support stiffness can be treated as two springs connected in series one being
the stiffness of the roof bolt and the other the stiffness characteristics of the bolt/anchor system under
pull-out load or so-called grip factor as follows:
Support stiffness


1 W  4L
 2

 Q 

k b N b  d b E b


(2)

Where W = roadway width
Nb = number of bolts or cables
L = length of bolt or cable
Db = diameter of bolt or cable
Eb = bolt or cable modulus
Q = load deformation constant or grip factor of bolt or cable in mm/kN
The combined stiffness of the roof beam can then be treated as the strata stiffness and the support
stiffness acting in parallel, which is the summation of the two. This provides the estimate of roof stiffness
used for analysis.
Mark et al., (2002), provides estimate of grip factors for fully resin grouted bolts in both Australian and
U.S. coal mines. However Q values can also be obtained by short encapsulation pull-out tests or other
related data. Thomas (2012) provides an outline of a series of lab-based tests on cable anchorages
commonly used in Australia.
A final consideration is estimation of roof beam stiffness where roof failure has developed. In this case
an estimate of strata stiffness in its residual state is used rather than intact strata stiffness. Previous
experimental work on coal is used as a guide (Medhurst and Brown, 1998). In general terms a 50%
reduction in stiffness is typically encountered in coal and strata of similar strength. This reduction was
used for estimating roof beam stiffness in failure zones within the analytical model.
Pull-out load is an important parameter for any roof support element and there are a range of methods to
estimate this. The yield capacity of the bolt or cable itself is one measure, or another that includes some
measure of the rock strength itself is also common, depending upon the length of anchorage. Littlejohn
(1993) provides one measure, which requires an estimate of the cohesive strength of the resin/rock
interface. Farmer (1975) provides a similar but simpler expression based on the unconfined
compressive strength (UCS) as follows:
P = 0.1·UCS·π·R·L

(3)

Where P = pull-out load
R = borehole radius
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L = bond leng
gth
The UCS can be obtained
o
from
m relevant te
est data or estimated from
m sonic veloocity derived values as iss
often used at mosst operations
s. Dependin g upon the support insttallation, thee lesser of th
he bolt yield
d
capacity or pull-out load is used.
Bolt p
placement
Severa
al experimen
ntal studies in the 80’s into the efffectiveness of
o bolt placeement show
wed that rooff
deflecttions reduce as the numb
ber of bolts in
ncreases, bu
ut it’s effect becomes
b
lesss significant after
a
about 6
bolts/m
m. However,, this effect is most effe
ective when extra bolts are installeed close to the
t
roadwayy
abutm
ments (Spann
n and Napier,, 1983; Stimp
pson, 1983).

cement on roof
Figu
ure 3: Effectt of bolt plac
r
behavio
our (Stimpsson, 1983)
This e
effect is welll known in structural
s
en
ngineering in
n which beams and susspended slab
bs are often
n
thicken
ned at the supports
s
or in
n this case ccorners as an
a efficient way
w to increaase stiffness and reduce
e
shear stresses. These
T
are kn
nown as dro
op panels and
a
specific formulae haave been developed to
o
estima
ate deflection
ns of these “s
stepped” bea
ams (Yamam
moto, 1985), as shown in Figure 4.

Figu
ure 4: Deflec
ction of fixe
ed end stepp
ped beam
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If the distance (c) is taken as the position of the extra intermediate bolt, for example in a 6:2 pattern, then
an estimate of deflection can be made using the stepped beam formula. This can result in up to a 20%
reduction in roof deflection.
STABILITY ASSESSMENT
Ground response
Brown et al., (1983) provided the first real analytical framework in which to calculate tunnel support
pressure and roof convergence relationships, or ground response curves (Figure 5). It should be noted
that ground response curves (GRC) are a generic tool in which to plot the results of stability analyses.
They are not a design method as such, but are the simplest way in which to assess support pressure in
conjunction with roof convergence.

Figure 5: Ground response curve
The aim of the approach is to optimise support requirements, i.e. to determine the best
load/convergence balance for a given set of conditions. Seedsman (2014) recently noted that the classic
discussion of the GRC concept involves the early installation of stiff support. This in fact is not the
intention of the GRC approach, but it is true that this concept has been used in the past to argue for
stiffer support as a means to reduce roof convergence. Whilst such debate may have occurred it is
important to reiterate that a GRC is simply the plotting of estimates of load and convergence from any
particular analysis model.
A key aspect of GRC analysis is it can only represent the results from the model in which they were
generated. In the case of elastic analysis under one set of boundary conditions, a single GRC can be
generated bounded by the virgin load on the vertical axis and on the horizontal axis by a convergence
limit bounded by the elastic state. In the progressive failure case, it can be envisaged that once one
elastic state has been achieved and failure begins to occur, then a second set of
conditions/properties/geometry may apply with a different curve; and a third and so on.
In order to overcome the limitation of elastic analysis in a practical manner, one approach might be to
use an appropriate analytical model and then apply it at different stages in the loading and supported
condition and plot it on a cumulative basis. Again, this is a simplified approach, but potentially avoids the
requirement to undertake plasticity analysis whilst capturing increasing levels of deformation that cannot
be estimated by a single elastic analysis. The general concept is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6:
6 General c
concept of cumulative
c
GRC
G
analys is
wall installation road in weak roof
Longw
In this example, the roadway was
w driven in conditions where
w
the imm
mediate rooff was weak, with
w a UCS ≈
10 to 1
15 MPa and GSR ≈ 22 to
o 29. Support
rt generally comprised 8 AX
A bolts/m aand secondary support off
2 x 7 m Megabolts/m on the firs
st pass and a
another 1 x 7 m Megabolt every 2m oon the second
d pass. Rooff
conditions and mo
onitored roof convergence
e is shown in
n Figure 7.
A key aspect of this approach is that by intrroducing a co
onvergence measure
m
thenn serviceabillity limits can
n
be use
ed as the prim
mary design criteria. For example, se
econdary sup
pport may haave been des
signed with a
streng
gth limit (Facttor of Safety
y, FoS = 1.5
5), but roof convergence
c
e levels may be in excess of say 100
0
mm le
eading to the requireme
ent for furthe
er support. The
T
issue here
h
is the uuncertainty between
b
the
e
relationship between roof load,, the size of tthe failure zo
one in the roo
of and conveergence.
The ap
pproach here
e attempts to
o address th
his issue in which
w
a new measure is iintroduced based
b
on the
e
support pressure generated th
hat includes the effect of
o cumulative
e roof conveergence. In this
t
case an
n
alterna
ative term wiill be used ca
alled the Serrviceability Factor
F
(SF) = ratio of nom
minal supporrt capacity to
o
the estimated supp
port pressure
e for a given roof converg
gence. This is intended too be more representative
e
ated in the ro
oof, and to de
evelop the re
elationship between obseerved conditions and the
e
of the load genera
he risk of insttability.
ability to assess th
Figure
e 8 shows the
t
analysis using the supplied da
ata. The extensometer ddata indicate
ed that rooff
convergence was about 20 mm
m on first pa ss developm
ment. The corresponding analysis sho
ows a heightt
of softtening (HoS)) of 2 m at th
his converge
ence level as
s denoted by
y the intersecction of the 2 m Primaryy
GRC a
and the AX bolt
b support line (the inte
ersections off the curves are marked by the dotte
ed red lines)..
The ou
utcome here
e suggests th
hat the HoS m
may be around the 2 m le
evel and som
me load sharring between
n
bolts a
and megabollts would occ
cur that deve
elops about 17
1 t/m2 capac
city.

Fig
gure 7: GSR and converrgence for weak
w
roof
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Figure 8: Stability analysis for weak roof
Upon widening roof convergence levels initially increase to about 80mm. The analysis suggests that this
corresponds to a height of softening of about 9m upon widening with the initial four megabolt per 2 m
pattern installed, i.e. prior to the additional tendon being installed. This is consistent with underground
observations. Support demand at this point is around the 45t/m2 level, however the HoS is above the
length of the megabolts. At this point the potential for bedding plane shear needs to be checked. For the
7 m long tendons, the neutral axis of the beam was calculated to be 4.1 m above the roof using the GSR
data. Based on a shear flow analysis for beams this yields a Factor of Safety (FoS) = 0.8 for the 4
megabolt per 2 m pattern. On this basis it can be presumed that the roadway would continue to deform.
The ground response characteristics for the 5 megabolt pattern (additional ungrouted tendon installed)
are also shown in Figure 7. The analysis predicts that the roof would stabilise at the 129 mm level with a
SF = 1.14 based on the 0.82 MN capacity of the megabolts. The megabolts were also estimated to
reach serviceable capacity, SF = 1, at about 148mm of roof movement.
There are several factors that need to be considered to follow the analysis. Firstly, how to determine the
height of softening upon primary development? In an operating environment, this can simply be based
on telltale data or other monitoring information. This then provides the basis for prediction of the next
stage of excavation. In the case of a virgin site, it could be based on previous monitoring data,
comparison with roof conditions via GSR, or other geotechnical data.
Type 3 was initially selected for primary development since GSR ≤ 30, i.e. poor roof (Table 2). The
reason to choose Type 4 for widening is based on the extent of damage that developed in the roadway,
indicated by either large values of monitored roof convergence and observed damage or the calculation
check on shear flow high in to the roof strata. Alternatively, the ratio of GSR/σh, i.e. ratio of GSR to
horizontal stress can be used as a trigger for assessing whether roof softening is likely to be above the
primary bolt horizon. In this and other examples, GSR/σh < 3 has been found to provide a useful
threshold.
The second issue becomes checking the adequacy of the secondary support. Again, monitoring is the
first option. The alternative, however, is to check the potential for bedding plane or horizontal shear in
the roof as demonstrated. The beam analysis here provides some indication of the zone of maximum
shear and provides an estimate of the load generated. This can be checked against installed/designed
capacity. The criterion being that the roof would stabilise when the FoS ≥ 1 for horizontal shear and the
Serviceability Factor SF ≥ 1. It is noteworthy that shearing of megabolts did occur in the roadway.
Discussion with staff indicated that significant movements were recorded above the 4.5m GEL and
some above the 7m GEL extensometers.
Intersection in strong, jointed roof
In this example, the roadway was driven in conditions where the immediate roof was strong with a series
of intersecting joints, with a UCS ≈ 47 MPa and GSR ≈ 62. Roof support consisted of 6 x 1.8 m bolts/m
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plus 2 x 4 m superrstrands everry 2m. Bowe
en cables (6m
m) were insta
alled at interssections. Roo
of conditionss
and m
monitored roo
of convergenc
ce is shown in Figure 9.
Figure
e 10 shows th
he analysis using
u
the sup
pplied data based
b
on a Type
T
2 modeel (Table 2). The
T analysiss
include
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At the intersection roof convergence initially increases at a higher rate to about 80mm high into the
strata before reducing to a lower rate from 80mm to 110 mm. The analysis suggests that the HoS = 6
m was reached at the intersections at about 60mm and the Bowen cables reached serviceable capacity
at about 70 mm corresponding to a softening height of about 7 m. At this point it is understood that 11 m
MW9 cables were installed at around 80mm displacement to stabilise the area.
The analysis shows that the installed support was unable to control the roof movement when it reached
70mm. At this point it is estimated that the softening height was above the cable length, i.e. > 6 m.
Roof convergence increased relatively quickly to about 80mm then extended up to about 120 mm over a
steady rate. This is reflected in the analysis as it appears that when the Bowen cable capacity was
overcome at about the 70 mm mark, the MW9 cables were mobilised to maintain stability.
CONCLUSIONS
Through analysis of various examples, relationships were identified between roof conditions, depth, bolt
placement, bolt length, support density and timing of installation. It allows an estimate of roof
convergence and provides an ability to calculate load sharing between the support elements and within
the roof itself. In particular the project has been able to quantify the relative roles of primary and
secondary support and thus provide an opportunity to optimise the support cycle.
The approach provides the ability to investigate support behaviour in relation to different types of roof
conditions and support strategies. This flexibility, whilst powerful for investigating different behaviour
mechanisms, also requires further work in its application. Detailed stability analysis in combination with
convergence monitoring has many obvious benefits. In some instances, the height of softening, choice
of roof interval and associated trigger point may be easy to define. In other cases it will not, such as that
governed by complex stress/structure affected zones or unidentified blocky roof behaviour.
The initial work has provided some indicators at to what may guide various inputs. For example, the
GSR/σv ratio and particularly the GSR/σh ratio appear to be a useful first pass indicator of potential
conditions when no other information might be available. In combination with GSR models, additional
tools could be developed in combination with stress maps to allow better prediction and hazard planning
assessments. Further research is proposed to extend this approach to a more general framework and
design methodology applicable to all underground mines. In the interim, it appears useful for site specific
applications provided monitoring data is available.
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IMPORTANCE OF MONITORING TECHNOLOGIES
AND IN SITU TESTING, WITH RELATION TO
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS FOR GROUND CONTROL
DESIGN
Charles Sweeney1
ABSTRACT: As Underground (UG) coal mining companies look to reduce costs, whilst attempting to
mine through increasingly difficult ground conditions, UG strata monitoring and testing data is becoming
more and more important to acquire. The current monitoring technologies have their uses, but with
mines getting deeper and entering new areas these laborious technologies are becoming too labour
intensive and potentially subjecting personnel to potentially hazardous situations. With certain difficulties
surrounding the implementation of electronic remote monitoring systems in UG coal mines, acquiring
this data has seen little headway in terms of being able to expand the range of monitoring equipment
being used in UG coal mines. There are a number of products on the market today which are effective in
remotely monitoring strata deformation, however these can be very specialised and not entirely
established or user friendly. Where an experience base of strata deformation is not available for a
particular mine site, UG strata sampling and relevant in situ testing is able to compensate in the
validation of numerical models. The data obtained from this testing can be used to build calibrated
numerical models for site-specific ground control issues - to be used in predicting the behaviour of UG
strata deformation. The rapid increase in computer power and affordability has seen enormous growth in
the development of sophisticated computer codes. This paper discusses a number of limitations
surrounding the collection of UG monitoring data and its use in mine design. The relevance of in situ
data collection is also discussed in relation to the emergence of numerical modelling, as a tool to predict
ground behaviour in UG coal mines.
INTRODUCTION
There are many different requirements for monitoring the environment in an Underground (UG) coal
mine; from groundwater and gas drainage, to strata movement and seismicity. There currently exists
little in the form of cost effective, reliable and user friendly remote monitoring technologies for strata
control and its associated hazards. The majority of extensometer and tell tale instrumentation available
today require mine site personnel to read the instrumentation directly, with the potential of putting
themselves in harm’s way. Limitations exist in the practical application of electrical remote monitoring
equipment in UG coal mines, especially in explosion risk zones (ERZ0) where these devices are
required to have intrinsically safe and explosion proof certification which can be difficult to acquire.
With regard to strata monitoring instrumentation, limitations exist not only in terms of the equipment
being used but also the ability to capture the changing geological conditions over short distances
through extrapolation. With a lack of access and staffing/resources due to recent cut backs and
initiatives to run low-cost mines, time intensive reading of UG instrumentation and conducting the
appropriate analysis has led to an increasing need for remote monitoring and real time reporting.
There are products on the market today which are capable of remote monitoring, however these are
mostly in the developmental stage and can be expensive and impracticable. At this point in time, the
limitations of using historical monitoring data for use in complex mine design scenarios is taken up
through in situ testing of support elements in the UG environment as well as laboratory testing of UG
samples - to be used to develop applicable predictive numerical models for site-specific UG
environments. As mines enter new domains or green/brown field sites, an insufficient experience base
exists. The development of predictive models is an alternative to this lack of monitoring data, until it can
be readily obtained. The development of a field-based monitoring program is still essential in order to
build up an inventory of relevant data and to warn personnel of pending movement during mining
activities, as well as to validate numerical models. In terms of support design, most mines will use a
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combination of historical monitoring data (if available), together with calibrated numerical models, in
order to design their pillar systems and strata support requirements.
This paper will detail the various monitoring techniques available for strata deformation and design, and
discuss the rise in using in situ and laboratory test results to build calibrated numerical models for use in
complex ground control design scenarios within UG coal mines.
AVAILABLE MONITORING TECHNIQUES
The development of monitoring technologies and techniques, to provide early warnings of hazardous
strata conditions, has been underway for many years. The purpose of monitoring the underground
environment during mining is to characterise and define the relevant failure mechanisms that are
occurring around particular UG excavations. This is in order to provide an understanding of the design
requirements and effectiveness of roadway support systems on the stability of the roadway, as well as to
warn personnel of pending strata deformation. The following section details the available monitoring
devices in UG coal mines today and highlights some emerging technologies in the field of remote
monitoring of strata movement.
Extensometers
In-house mechanical extensometer devices have been used in parts of the USA for decades
(Lannacchione et al., 2005). Extensometers generally comprise of a series of anchors located at set
intervals along a borehole, in either the roof or rib (SCT, 2000). Results are interpreted to determine the
displacement/strain between anchors with time and face advance/retreat (SCT, 2000). Two types of
extensometers are:
1.
2.

The sonic probe extensometer - for detailed monitoring and design purposes, and
Roadway deformation indicators for routine monitoring – for verification/checking purposes.

These instruments are used to measure deformation around a roadway – roof, floor and rib-sides. For
design purposes the height of strata softening into the roof and depth of failure of the roadway sides is
critical, but this information only comes with much experience and is available post-mining.
A play on the typical extensometer is the tell-tale (mechanical extensometer), which was first introduced
in France in the 1970’s (Lannacchione et al., 2005) and is used to warn miners of strata movement.
Tell-tales are considered a deflection monitor and are common place in any ground control management
plan in most UG Australian coal mines. The definition of a tell-tale is typically a strata extensometer
which incorporates a visual indication of strata movement into an excavation and is intended to provide a
visible warning of excessive ground deformation (Bigby, et al., 2010). Altounyan, et al., (1997) found that
uncontrolled falls of ground in British coal mines were reduced from 267 to six between 1990 and 1995,
partially due to the use of tell-tales (Lannacchione, et al., 2005). These instruments are currently used to
gain widespread coverage of roof deformation throughout the mine, and are very common in Australian
UG coal mines due to the low cost and low level of skill required for installation and monitoring. A
limitation of these devices however, is that they are only capable of assessing the behaviour of a
localised section of the immediate roof – generally within and above the bolted horizon. The geology and
geotechnical conditions within any coal mine can change rapidly within a very short distance and
therefore coverage around geological structures, for example, tends to necessitate an increase in
instrument density. High roofs and stone/coal dust/fines however, can obstruct the view of the visual
indicator making it difficult to monitor. In addition, if movement is triggered, the routine reading of these
tell-tales, in an area where the roof is readily deforming, can be hazardous to coal mine workers if the
appropriate Trigger Action Response Plan (TARP) based actions are not implemented.
An intrinsically safe, remote reading tell-tale monitoring system has been developed which allows a
number of tell-tales to be read remotely, along a linear line. This reduces the difficulty in monitoring
these devices and allows for up-to-date data analysis and real time alarming of trigger levels, however
depending on the density, it still only assesses the localised behaviour in the immediate roof around the
tell-tale location. High densities can be costly and impractical, as the system is still in the development
stage and only allows a certain number of instruments onto the one ‘daisy-chain’ link of instruments. A
huge benefit of any remote reading system is the ability to monitor the area in question, 24 hours a day/7
days a week, with alarms set to alert on movement triggers. The alarms need to be practical however,
and relate to the appropriate mining practice. To date, remote reading systems have been implemented
in Tailgates (TG’s), installation faces left standing for a long period of time as well as in mine critical
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infrastructure areas such as belt chambers, however the system was typically designed for the
monitoring of the TG during LW retreat and is under development to be used in other parts of the mine
as a long term monitoring system.
The GEL-extensometer, which is a 5 anchor tell-tale, has a potentiometer built into the casing to enable
the instrument to be read from a distance with a readout box. These instruments are intrinsically safe,
however they only have a small excitation of 0.96V. This amount of excitation severely limits its use as a
remote monitoring extensometer – where with increasing distance the reduction in voltage and
impedance will get too great to register. A further limitation for the potential of the GEL-extensometer to
become a remote monitoring device in UG coal mines is the lack of an intrinsically safe data logger and
stand-alone transmitting system able to be used in ERZ0 zones of an UG coal mine.
Several intrinsically safe wireless devices, for transmitting sigals, are currently available, however these
are typically very expensive and not practical in relation to the variable and extensive network of
monitoring instruments to be monitored in the elaborate network of UG coal mines. By utilising wireless
devices in the UG environment, data acquisition and analysis time can be minimised significantly. The
ability to set alarms of total movement on certain triggers is fundamental to any remote monitoring
system. With the extent of UG mines continuing to escalate as mines go deeper and broader, having to
read extensometers manually in every part of the mine becomes laborious and the data interpretation
can be very time consuming.
The Roof Monitoring Safety System (RMSS) was established by the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH) in 1999, as a means to remotely read mechanical extensometers. The
RMSS is used to monitor the sag, or vertical movement of the roof. The instrument is still required to be
read from UG however, reading the resistivity off a multimeter at a distance from the monitoring site, as
opposed to monitoring it from the surface.
Emerging remote reading technologies
An emerging monitoring/prediction technique is that of monitoring for microseismicity, which has shown
that there is some correlation between measurable rock noise and ground movement. The first
evaluation of this technology was in the 1940’s by Obert and Duvall, as a means of tracking general
stability conditions (Ellenberger and Bajpayee 2007). The technique has recently been used, with
varying levels of success, to predict roof falls. Roof falls are generally preceded by a period of elevated
microseismic activity, but not all periods of elevated activity result in a roof fall (Ellenberger, 2007).
Performance of UG microseismic monitoring systems depends on a number of inter-related issues,
namely; maintaining ever increasing cable runs, preventing component damage from mining activities
and avoiding signal degradation due to interference from mining equipment (Bajpayee et al., 2008). A
potential solution for this is to use a surface-based monitoring system, where sensors are placed in
boreholes above and adjacent to UG mine workings (Bajpayee et al., 2008). Mine-wide microseismic
monitoring technology has the capability to collect and analyse a share of the total energy released as
localised strata fractures prior to, during, and after rock falls (Ellenberger and Bajpayee, 2007).
Despite an advantage of continuous detection and relatively low instrument-to-coverage ratio
(geophones cover areas in the range of hundreds of square meters), the use of microseismic monitoring
has been limited due to a lack of published data as well as high initial purchase costs (Ellenberger and
Bajpayee, 2007). Both NIOSH and CSIRO in the United States are currently undergoing evaluation of
this technique as a predictive tool.
A recent research thesis, by Logan, 2008, showed the diverse nature of tiltmeters to measure roof
movement in the UG mining environment. Logan went on to explain how wireless tiltmeters, with inbuilt
accelerometers, can be used on any surface with a measureable angle. This enables the tiltmeter to
record angles of roof alignment change over extended periods of time, where change in readings can
infer instabilities in the rock mass. By placing these tiltmeters on the roof mesh, a large area can
essentially be monitored.
Acceptance of each monitoring technique is varying within the mining industry as a whole, primarily
based on cost and ease of installation/monitoring, as well as intended life-of-mine. As discussed above,
most monitoring technologies, especially remote reading monitoring systems, are presently in the
development stage and are somewhat being held back by limited interest.
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NUMERICAL MODELLING AS A PREDICTIVE TOOL
An accurate understanding of the complex behaviour of rock mass, and jointed rock mass in particular,
has always been a difficult task for geotechnical engineers to ascertain. To provide a safe mining
operation under complex and difficult conditions, reliable planning and design is of the utmost
importance. In order to compensate for the lack of detailed information able to be gained from current
strata monitoring techniques, in relation to the prediction and warning of pending strata failure, numerical
modelling has emerged as a popular tool to predict strata movement and to assist in proper strata
control design and setting of TARP levels in most Australian mines Principal Hazard Management Plans
(PHMP) for ground control.
Importance of reliable and accurate input data
Numerical modelling techniques provide for complex geometries and material behaviour, with the
models that are generated being heavily dependent on accurate input data. Main sources for this input
data are site investigations, and laboratory and field tests (Kumar et a.l, 2010).
The testing methods that are used to acquire the input data required, and which are useful in building
relevant and accurate numerical models, are as follows:
Stress measurements
Knowledge of in situ stress is fundamental to coal mine ground control. Over the last 20 years, it has
become clear that horizontal stress is a critical factor affecting roof stability in UG coal mines (Mark et
al., 2010). A number of theories have been proposed to explain the presence of horizontal stress, with a
major break-through occurring in the 1970’s which established the theory of plate tectonics and a
dynamic earth crust (Mark et al., 2010). The stress orientation in Australia is considered unique by World
Stress Map (WSM) standards, as the stress orientation varies considerably between regions (Figure 1)
(Mark et al., 2010). The major stress orientation in the Bowen Basin coalfields in central Queensland is
horizontal and orientated at NNE, with the vertical stress being the minor or intermediate principal stress
(Mark et al., 2010). In order to get accurate stress magnitude and orientation data, the overcoring
method, utilising Strata Control Technologies ANZI 3-dimensional stress cell or the CSIRO cell, is
typically used in Australian mines (Figure 2). Stress magnitudes and orientations will vary from
site-to-site across Australia, where a general indication of the in situ stress field can assist in rock bolting
design in virgin ground. Mining induced stress on the other hand, will vary in direction and magnitude
depending on the position with respect to previous mine workings (SCT, 2000). Hence increased
specific testing of the mining induced stress, when designing roadways around existing goafs etc, will be
a key factor for effective rock bolting design. The measuring of stress change around a retreating
longwall can also be advantageous, in the effective design of maingate and tailgate support and for
chain pillar design for longwall extraction purposes.

Figure 1: World Stress Map of Australia, compared with stress orientations determined from
Bowen Basin coalfield stress measurements (Map after Hillis et al., 1999; Stress measurements
after Nemcik et al., 2005)
11 –13 February 2015
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Figure 2: Overcore method for CSIRO HI 3-dimensional stress cell (SCT, 2000)
Key properties of coal and rock
Accurate coal and rock input data is paramount in building representative numerical models. There are
multiple methods for predicting the in situ strength of coal/rock throughout UG coal mines. Sonic velocity
is one of these methods, which is cheap, fast and easy to produce (Butel et al., 2014). In situ testing of
coal and rock samples collected from the UG mining environment is essential in correlating UCS with
geophysical characteristics, to allow extrapolation of rock strength data about the proposed mining
areas and also to assist in calibrating the applicable numerical models.
Rocks have a number of properties that determine their behaviour in the UG mining environment. An
example of the variation of rock properties for different coal measure strata can be seen in Figure 3. In
order to gain detailed knowledge of the key rock properties from any proposed mining area, a detailed
testing program is required. The following key rock properties should be determined for proper design
and modelling purposes (SCT, 2000):








Unconfined compressive strength (UCS)
Confined compressive strength properties of intact and failed rock (triaxial strength)
Bedding plane properties
Rock modulus properties
Moisture content
Tensile strength (if appropriate)
Moisture sensitivity and mineralogical analysis of clay-rich strata (if present)

Figure 3: Examples of variation of rock properties for different coal measure strata (SCT, 2000)
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Core sampling is the typical method of collecting samples appropriate for laboratory testing. The location
and number of sampling sites would normally be determined following an evaluation of the existing data
and a consideration of the likely variation in geological conditions within the proposed mining area (SCT,
2000). An example of the method of coring can be seen in Figure 4, whereby core is taken from both the
floor and roof horizons. The boreholes are drilled with specific orientations to sample rock strength and
bedding planes.

Figure 4: Typical coring requirements for rock property determination about the immediate
roadway zone (SCT, 2000)
When testing samples in the laboratory, a number of things need to be taken into account to accurately
represent the natural environment. Sample size and moisture content are two examples of this.
Moisture content can significantly affect the rock properties of a wide range of rock types (SCT, 2000),
therefore in order to obtain representative results the natural moisture content should be maintained
prior to testing (SCT, 2000). Sample size is also known to have an effect on many rock experiments,
where smaller sample sizes of a particular rock can exhibit much higher strengths than that of the in situ
rock. The effect of sample size on specimens of coal can be seen in Figure 5, where the tested strength
is required to be corrected i.e. reduced, compared with that of the in situ strength (SCT, 2000).

Figure 5: Sample size versus strength relationship for coal (SCT, 2000)
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Numerical modelling is a tool to obtain detailed predictions of stresses and deformations around UG
excavations (Suchowerska et al., 2014). Typically, two categories of numerical modelling approaches
exist – these are Continuum and Discontinuum.
Continuum




Finite Difference Method (FDM) e.g.FLAC
Finite Element Method (FEM) e.g. Phase2
Boundary Element Method (BEM) e.g. LaMODEL, MAP 3D

Discontinuum

Discrete Element Method (DEM) e.g. UDEC, 3DEC
A high level of detail is generally required for any particular scenario which warrants the use of a
numerical model, but with rapid growth in computer power and affordability since the 1970’s this has led
to significant developments in numerical modelling computer codes. Sophisticated material behaviour,
such as yielding of the rock mass strata, strain softening and non-associated plastic flow rules are now
able to be modelled with a certain degree of accuracy. As mentioned previously however, confidence in
numerical modelling as a predictive tool, especially relating to stress, is dependent on accurate field
data.
The appropriateness of a numerical modelling methodology depends on the approach adopted and the
ability to estimate the relevant key rock parameters. Site-specific information must be used to calibrate
and assess the appropriateness of each methodology – for instance LaMODEL does not consider
tectonic stress and therefore it might be a poor choice if high horizontal stresses are present (Larsonand
whyatt , 2009). Field observations confirm that high horizontal stresses can cause instability to mine
roadways. This being a 3-dimensional problem, a full 3-dimensional analysis is needed to capture the
details of these damaging effects. Table 1 indicates the applicable pillar design methodologies for
certain areas of the mine. Once an understanding of the likely strata failure mechanism is gained, with
associated hazards, this will inevitably enable the engineer to design an effective strata support system
to suit.
Table 1: Pillar design methodologies (Gale and Hebblewhite, 2005)
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In choosing a methodology appropriate to the issue, the geotechnical engineer should work within the
limitation of this methodology and understand the significance of the applied parameters. No one
methodology should be used in isolation and therefore the numerical model that is generated should be
calibrated against an appropriate empirical or analytical method and site-specific conditions.
CONCLUSIONS
With a lack of recent developments in the field of UG monitoring technology, particularly as mines
venture into “unchartered territory” and mining through complex geological environments, the use of
calibrated numerical models is becoming increasingly important. Numerical models need to be built with
reliable and accurate input data, which is only achievable from sampling and testing in the UG
environment and laboratory. Field monitoring during development also plays an enormous role in
validating these models, as monitoring of the UG environment helps build a site-specific experience
base. This field monitoring data is typically used for empirical and analytical design for simple mine
geometries. With the increase in powerful 3-dimensional (3D) codes available today, which allow for
complex 3D problems to be solved, multiple failure modes can be modelled around discrete block
behaviour. Validation and correlation of these models to actual mining environments is critical to their
effectiveness as a predictive tool. Numerical modelling is a vital tool in the prediction of ground
behaviour in UG coal mines and to obtain a detailed extrapolation of stresses and deformations for
complex mining geometries.
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SUCCESSFUL CONSTRUCTION OF A COMPLEX 3D
EXCAVATION USING 2D AND 3D MODELLING
Yvette Heritage1, Adrian Moodie2 and James Anderson3
ABSTRACT: Austar Coal Mine (Austar) successfully constructed an underground coal storage bin at a
deep mine in challenging conditions. SCT Operations (SCT) was involved in various geotechnical
assessments related to the bin excavation including vertical separation of the bin drift and underlying
seam roadways, bin top area roof design and support and seam roof support at the bin base. Traditional
methods used for determining support recommendations can be difficult to apply to complex three
dimensional excavations. SCT used a combination of two dimensional and three dimensional numerical
modelling using FLAC 2D and FLAC 3D to understand the key drivers and modes of failure about the bin
excavation.The staged process of construction and an interactive approach between Austar and SCT
enabled review and validation of the modelling process to occur throughout the construction. A key
lesson from this program of work is that there is value in an interactive approach whereby site monitoring
and review of model properties during construction provides early validation of the model. This ensures
that natural geological variability, which can have significant impacts on rock failure and deformation,
can be incorporated into the model as an ongoing process.
INTRODUCTION
Austar Coal Mine (Austar) is located approximately 10 km southwest of Cessnock in the Newcastle coal
fields, New South Wales, Australia, as shown in Figure 1. Austar is owned by Yancoal and mines
premium coking coal from the Greta Seam of the Greta Coal Measures at current overburden depths of
approximately 500-550 m.

In 2012-2013, Austar installed a 1500 t underground coal storage bin for their expansion into Stage 3 of
their mine plan consisting of Longwalls A7-A19. The underground coal storage bin was constructed by
Mancala using a technique of raise boring then benching down in 1.5 m levels to form an elliptical 24 m
high bin with axes 10 m and 14 m. A conveyor drift was firstly driven from seam level to the top of the
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underground bin to gain access for construction. The base of the bin is at approximately 460 m
overburden depth.
SCT Operations (SCT) was involved in design and support recommendations for various geotechnical
scenarios relating to the bin installation. Specific assessments conducted by SCT include:




Drift and Greta Seam roadway vertical separation
Bin top roof support and design, and,
Greta Seam roof support at the bin base.

This paper consists of a high level summary of the geotechnical approach used for the design and
support recommendations highlighting key controls, model outcomes and model validation from
underground monitoring.
BACKGROUND
The underground coal storage bin design consists of the bin, bin top area, bin base area and drift. The
bin design is presented in Figure 2. The sequence of bin excavation consisted of the drift, followed by
the widening and floor excavation of the bin top area, then the benching down of the bin, followed by the
seam level widening of bin base area.

The bin is an elliptical design with its long axis oriented in line with the maximum horizontal stress. The
bin top area is an irregular shape of approximately 14 m by 20 m, with the drift entering approximately
from the south. The bin top area design is presented in Figure 3a. The bin base area is an irregular area
with an approximate roof span of 14 m by 8 m adjacent to the bin. The bin base area design is presented
in Figure 3b. The location of the bin and its orientation to stress is presented in Figure 3c.
11 –13 February 2015
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SCTs investigations were staged with the sequence of bin construction where drift separation was
conducted first, followed by bin top and then bin base investigations. The sequence of assessments
allowed validation and refinement of the model inputs during the investigations.
METHODOLOGY
A combination of two dimensional and three dimensional numerical modelling, using FLAC 2D and
FLAC 3D, was used to assess the key drivers for deformation about the bin and associated excavations.
Project time constraints dictated a combination of two dimensional and three dimensional models.
Unless stated otherwise, the two dimensional modelling using FLAC 2D uses SCT’s “in house” rock
failure code based on Mohr-Coulomb criteria relevant to confining conditions in the ground. The code in
FLAC 2D uses a coupled mechanical and fluid flow system to simulate rock failure and pressure effects
A detailed description of SCT’s rock failure routines used in FLAC can be found in a number of
references, in particular Gale et al., (2004) and Gale and Tarrant (1997).
The modelled strata is based on geotechnical properties from a combination of Austar’s rock test data,
geophysical relationships and prior experience. The model UCS based on geophysics and rock test data
from Austar, for both the drift separation models and the updated bin models, is presented in Figure 4.
The UCS is determined from borehole sonic velocity and laboratory UCS relationships empirically
described by various researchers such as McNally (1987) and Hatherly et al., (2008).
The three dimensional modelling used the constitutive model of the bilinear strain-hardening/softening
ubiquitous joint model in FLAC 3D. Rock properties were again based on Austar’s rock test data,
geophysical relationships and prior experience. The three dimensional models were generally used to
assess the stress distribution around the bin and to assess bolt loads. The three dimensional models
were not used to assess detailed rock failure due to the larger element sizes required to run the models
in a shorter time frame.
Numerical modelling using FLAC 2D was conducted by SCT to assess the deformation between the
Greta Seam roadway and the drift to determine a minimum vertical separation to prevent roadway
instability. The key design guideline is to keep the seam roof deformation and the drift floor deformation
separate. A conservative separation is also advised due to unknown joints and structure.
SCT’s original modelling recommended a minimum separation of a 20 m rock head between the seam
roadway roof and the drift floor. This recommendation took into account an upper bound of estimated
tectonic stress where the model results showed a barrier between deformation of the two excavations.
For the purpose of validation, models were run at roadway separations coincident with the actual
excavated separations for A, B and C Headings of 12.5 m, 16.5 m and 21.5 m. These models included
simulation of both roadway and intersection scenarios where the mine site monitoring and observations
were found to be consistent with the model results.
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DRIFT AND ROADWAY VERTICAL SEPARATION ASSESSMENT
Pogo sticks in 1 cut-through between C and B headings monitored roadway convergence and showed
convergence up to 120-140 mm. The model results for roadway convergence from 12.5-16.5 m
separation were approximately 105-120 mm which is in the same order of magnitude as the pogo stick
monitoring.
The primary modes of failure determined in the FLAC 2D models are shear failure and bedding shear
failure. The roadway roof failure and drift floor failure are observed to connect for a 12.5 m separation
while no connection is observed for the deformation of the 16.5 m and 21.5 m separation model. The
mode of failure for the 12.5 m and 16.5 m models are presented in Figure 5. Models were also run with a
widened roadway representing an intersection at seam level. In this scenario there is a connection
between the intersection roof deformation and the drift floor deformation at 16.5 m separation, however
a barrier exists for the 21.5 m separation.

The model results for vertical displacement between the roadway and drift are presented in Figure 6a.
Negative displacements are downwards related to the roof of the coal seam intersection, while positive
displacements are due to floor heave and failure in the floor of the drift. Figure 6b shows the vertical
displacement relative to the seam roadway roof in order to compare the GEL extensometer and Tell Tale
data. The monitoring data is consistent with the model data. The Tell Tales and GELs located between
11 –13 February 2015
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C and B heading are between the B and C heading extensometer profiles within the models. The Tell
Tale between A and B heading is between the 16.5 m and 21.5 m model extensometer outputs. The
monitoring data for the seam roadway intersections is also consistent with the model extensometer
results.
Key outcomes from the drift separation assessments are as follows:



Numerical modelling provided a means for determining an appropriate vertical separation
between the seam level roadways and drift
Monitoring and observations validated the model outputs
BIN TOP ROOF SUPPORT ASSESSMENT

The bin top area is a roof expanse of approximately 20 m by 14 m with the long axis oriented with the
major horizontal stress direction. SCT conducted numerical modelling of the 14 m and 20 m roof
expanses using FLAC 2D to assess the deformation in the roof and determine appropriate support
recommendations. The bin top area is a three dimensional problem, however due to time constraints the
approach was limited to two dimensional representation whilst taking into account the limitations of the
two dimensional model.

The two dimensional models show the height of softening for the bin top roof at approximately 7-10 m for
the 14-20 m roof expanse. Height of softening to this extent is problematic due to cables of similar
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lengths not being able to pin back into intact strata. Figure 7a shows the mode of deformation for a 20 m
wide bin top excavation with modelled primary and secondary support required to limit the roof
deformation.
The height of softening is due to the reduction in vertical stress in the roof reducing confinement. The
reduction in confining stress reduces the strength of the immediate roof and exposes the strata to the
horizontal stress concentrations above the excavation. An arched roof model shows that the height of
softening does not increase with the increase in roof height. The arched roof design removes the
unconfined strata without redistributing stress. The mode of deformation for the arched roof of the 20 m
roof expanse model is presented in Figure 7b where the secondary support is observed to extend into
competent ground.

Elastic models were run in FLAC 2D and FLAC 3D to compare the horizontal stress concentration in a
flat roof, shown in Figure 8. Elastic models do not simulate stress transfer due to rock failure, however
they provide an indication of the initial stress concentrations about the excavation. The stress
concentrations in the two dimensional model are approximately 1.4 times the stress concentrations in
the three dimensional model. The reduction in horizontal stress concentration in the roof indicates that
the deformation may not be as much as observed in the two dimensional models and that the two
dimensional models are a worst case scenario. The excavation is also expected to be controlled by its
minimum width (such as an infinite roadway is). The deformation in the 14 m model is therefore
expected to be more indicative of the three dimensional deformation than the 20 m model.
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The two dimensional model overestimates the stress concentration in the roof and the 14 m expanse
model is likely to be the controlling expanse on the height of softening. Therefore a support pattern was
recommended that involved a lower level of primary support (8 m cables at 2 m by 2 m grid), followed by
a secondary support pattern (11 m infill cables creating 1 m x 1 m support pattern) if and after significant
deformation occurs. This allows the strata to deform before adding in secondary support, thus adding
confinement to the deformed strata using pre-tension cables, whilst also allowing a lower level of
support to be used in the likely case that less deformation is observed than in the models.
Validation of the bin top modelling shows the arched roof is a stable shape with a maximum of 10 mm
roof displacement measured, see photograph in Figure 9 of arched roof. The bin top deformation shows
greater displacement in the modelling than observed which prompted a review of the rock model
properties which included a new borehole drilled at the bin site. Rock properties were changed to fit the
local rock test data with a higher Modulus to UCS ratio and less tectonic stress for higher strength
lensing units. A 1x1 m constitutive Mohr Failure Model, to check the differences in rock properties,
shows significantly less failure about the bin and bin top with the updated rock properties. There appears
to be a different set of properties in the Branxton Formation that reduces rock failure in the bin top.

Key outcomes form the bin top modelling are as follows:




The arched roof design provides a more stable roof shape than the flat roof
The smaller roof span of 14 m diameter is likely to be the controlling diameter
Two dimensional models are likely to overestimate deformation due to:
o Overestimating the stress concentration in the roof, due to the two dimensional model not
redistributing the stress in three dimensions, and,
o Underestimating the rock strength due to not correctly modelling the confining stress in the third
dimension

The roof support recommendations allowed a lower level of support to be used with a response
plan for additional support
SEAM ROOF SUPPORT ASSESSMENT AT BASE OF BIN

The bin base area consists of a roadway intersection widened to accommodate bin infrastructure. This
creates a roof expanse of approximately 14 m by 8 m adjacent to the bin. The stress and deformation is
a complex three dimensional problem where the widened intersection is unconfined in one plane and
hosts bin deformation in the seam roof before widening of the seam intersection. The model approach
used a combination of FLAC 2D and FLAC 3D to assess the key controls of roof deformation.
The impact of the bin excavation on the seam roof stability was assessed in three dimensions using a
bilinear strain-hardening/softening ubiquitous joint model in FLAC 3D. The reduction in stress about the
bin shows that the bin deformation extends across the span of the seam roof. The major and minor
horizontal stresses show stress redistribution around the whole excavation leaving minimal stress
transfer and confinement in the seam roof. Figure 10 shows a slice of the stress distribution at 1 m from
the edge of the bin while at 5m from the bin a similar stress distribution where the stress transfer is near
zero is observed.
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Two dimensional modelling was aimed to assess the seam roof deformation for expected residual rock
properties due to rock failure from the excavation of the bin. The main limitation of the two dimensional
modelling is that it assumes an infinite roadway, where as in reality the roof span is confined on one side
and open on the other where it meets the bin. Residual rock properties and stresses input into the seam
roof prior to the widening of the bin bottom roadways reduce the appearance of shear failure in the roof
however due to the residual rock properties and the lack of confinement, large displacements were
observed in the roof strata of the model.
A two dimensional plan view Mohr failure model was run in the horizontal plane to observe the stress
vectors about the bin excavation. Figure 11 shows the major stress vectors running tangentially around
the bin excavation with the minor stress running perpendicular to the bin surface. The vertical stress is
also larger than the minor horizontal stress and fractures would therefore form in the vertical plane about
the bin.

Parallel horizontal 8 m cables extending from the bin wall at 3 m spacing per 1.5 m bench were
recommended to provide seam roof confinement. Fifteen degree from vertical 10 m cables angled away
from the bin were recommended at a 2 m by 2 m grid. The three dimensional bilinear
strain-hardening/softening ubiquitous joint model shows that secondary support in the recommended
11 –13 February 2015
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pattern does not yield, thus creating the required confinement on the vertical fractures formed about the
bin.
Key outcomes from the seam roof support assessment at the base of the bin are as follows:




There is very little confinement in the immediate roof and so there is a need to generate
confinement with pre-tensioned secondary support
Horizontal and angled vertical cables are required to confine the vertical fractures forming
around the bin
The models show that although primary support yields, secondary cables do not yield and
therefore create the required confinement in the seam roof strata
CONCLUSIONS

A combination of two dimensional and three dimensional numerical modelling enabled assessment of a
complex excavated volume to be assessed. Each model was designed to assess specific controls on
deformation about the bin excavation, ensuring that the key controls of deformation were assessed.
The underground coal storage bin at Austar was successfully excavated and constructed without
significant deformation. The deformation at the assessed locations adjacent to the bin was controlled by
the support recommendations determined in this program of work.
This program of work highlights that numerical models are a valuable tool if used to their strengths and
limitations.
A key lesson from this program of work is that there is value in an interactive approach whereby site
monitoring and review of model properties during construction provides early validation of the model.
This ensures that natural geological variability, which can have significant impacts on rock failure and
deformation, can be incorporated into the model as an ongoing process.
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RISK-BENEFIT ANALYSIS IN COAL MINE ROOF SUPPORT
DESIGN USING STOCHASTIC MODELLING TECHNIQUE
Hongkui Gong 1, Ismet Canbulat2, Mehmet S Kizil1, Anna Mills3 and
Jason Emery3
1

ABSTRACT: Various roof support design methodologies have been used in Australian coal mines,
which include analytical, numerical and empirical models. These models are mainly based on the
deterministic approach in which a single factor of safety is calculated for the roof support design. The
main limitation of this design methodology is that it fails to account for the inherent variations existing in
rock mass properties and other roof reinforcement elements. To overcome this issue, an improved
design methodology based on stochastic approaches has been developed in which both the design
inputs parameters and the outcomes (i.e., factor of safety) are expressed as probability distribution
functions. This paper focuses on the application of stochastic modelling technique to evaluate the
underground roof support strategies currently used in an underground coal mine located in the Bowen
Basin. The starting point of the analysis is the existing analytical roof support models that identified the
relevant design inputs in consideration. Based on the best fit probability distributions of input parameters
determined by goodness of fit tests, a risk based design is conducted to quantitatively evaluate the risk
of roof fall fatality under specific roof support system by using the probability of failure from Monte Carlo
simulation and the associated underground personnel exposure.
INTRODUCTION
Roof strata control is one of the most critical components of underground coal mining. Without proper
reinforcement, the roof strata may be destabilised resulting in catastrophic consequences to the
health and safety of employees and significant financial loss due to the production downtime. It is
widely accepted that in an underground environment rock mass properties and support elements can
vary significantly within a short distance; roof stability is strongly dependent on these varying
properties. Traditional roof support design for underground coal mine are primarily based on
deterministic approaches in which the inputs parameters are presented as single values. Although
such approaches provide a straightforward design process and the design outcome can be easily
evaluated against the long established design criteria (i.e. factor of safety), they are unable to account
for uncertainties governing the roof support performance in a quantifiable manner. In order to address
this issue, the application of the stochastic modelling technique has been proposed. Stochastic
modelling simply allows for the randomness of the input parameters in the roof support design.
In a stochastic design approach, the input parameters are expressed as probability distribution functions
rather than single values. The design outputs (i.e. factor of safety) are also statistically distributed, based
on which the probability of failure (POF) for a given roof support design can then be calculated. As such,
the associated risk from the varied design inputs can be quantified, which in turn assists geotechnical
engineers and mine management with the risk-based decision-making.
An improved stochastic approach will directly contribute to better risk assessment and management in
underground roof support (Brown, 2012). This design methodology potentially accounts for all sources
of inherent geotechnical uncertainties and field investigation errors and can enable geotechnical
engineers to produce a risk-based roof support design for underground roadways. The decision-making
process with respect to many of the risk-based problems such as potential fatality analysis and
evaluation of roof support design against the relevant safety standards can be improved by representing
risk quantitatively in terms of the probability of failure and the associated underground workforce
exposure.
1
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UNDERGROUND ROOF SUPPORT DESIGN
Roof behaviour in underground coal mines
For the purpose of designing and implementing effective strata control strategies in underground coal
mines, the overall design methodology is to obtain an improved understanding of the roof behaviour of
laminated, weak coal mine strata. The stability of roadways in underground coal mines is vulnerable to
two major causes: the mining induced stress redistribution around the underground excavation and the
geologic discontinuities in the immediate roof, such as beddings planes, faults and joints (Horne, Ferm
and Currucio, 1978). Both of these causes will result in a zone of roof softening that influences the roof
behaviour and controls the transverse loading pattern on the immediate roof. In a case study on South
Africa collieries, a roof monitoring program using sonic extensometer suggested that a parabolic
surcharge is loaded on the immediate roof by the formation of softened weak strata under the effect of
sagging due to the lack of the nature support from beneath the strata (Canbulat and Van der Merwe,
2009), as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Roof behaviour model with zone of softening (Canbulat and Van der Merwe, 2009)
Roof support design approaches
The general idea behind the underground roof support is to reduce the magnitude of horizontal and
vertical movements of the laminated strata by clamping them together and closing the separation of any
pre-existing fractures that might have contributed by roof sagging after excavation (Hoek, Kaiser and
Bawden, 1995). As there is no universally accepted design methodology in roof support system, many
mines adopt an integrated methodology that combines the numerical, analytical and empirical methods.
Three analytical failure modes, including shear, roof bolt tension and bond sliding are considered, with
the design outputs back analysed by empirical modelling and geotechnical classification techniques
(Canbulat, 2011). In these analytical models the aim is to ensure that the shear failure is prevented in
the first place by installing sufficient number of roof bolts (i.e. reinforcement); however, if the shear
failure occurs the roof should be stabilised in suspension mode, mainly using cables (i.e. post roof
failure). These failure mechanisms can be classified under two well-known design models, namely,
suspension and beam building, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Analytical roof support models (After Mark, Molinda and Dolinar, 2001)
(Left: Suspension; Right: Beam building)
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Suspension support mechanism is applicable to those situations where the immediate roof is comprised
of weak strata or failed immediate (i.e. bolted) strata with stronger bedding or unfailed strata existing
higher in the roof. The dead weight of the lower weak rock strata is suspended by using roof bolts or
cables clamping these weak strata together and anchoring in the upper stronger strata. Two design
criteria must be met the following conditions:



The roof bolt or cable strength has to be greater than the weight of the loose or failed roof layers;
The anchorage capacity of the support system is greater than the weight of the loose roof layers
suspended; and

In shear failure mode it is assumed that the support mechanism is influenced by the interbedding shear
stress induced under transverse loading and the shear resistance provided by the bolting system,
including frictional resistance from bolt pre-tensioning and intrinsic shear strength of the bolts.
The details of these failure modes and the factors of safety against shear and suspension failures are
given by Canbulat and van der Merwe (2009). It is of note that in this current study it is assumed that the
load distribution across the beam is parabolic in all failure modes in order to achieve a consistent
approach in calculation of loading on the roof support.
REVIEW OF STOCHASTIC MODELLING TECHNIQUES
Stochastic roof support design methodology
The underground roof support design is influenced by many elements, such as rock mass properties,
mining geometries and bolting specifications. It is widely recognised that the rock mass properties can
vary significantly within a short distance in a coal mine, leading to the roof stability to be considered as a
random system where the occurrence of failure is a random event depending on the outcome of random
variables involved (Chen, Jia and Ke, 1997). When compared with the traditional deterministic approach
where single values are assigned to each design input, stochastic modelling technique has the
advantage in dealing with the inherent uncertainties in the underground roof support design. The design
inputs in the support system with the random values are represented as probability distributions, with the
resulting factor of safety also expressed by a density function. Therefore, the associated risk of each
support design can be quantified by calculating the area beneath the density function of FoS within a
specified interval (i.e. less than unity). The following steps summarise the stochastic approach used in
this paper in evaluating the roof support design:






Select appropriate analytical models that produces a deterministic solution to the roof stability;
Decide which input parameters are to be modeled probabilistically and the representation of
their variability in terms of probability distributions;
Repeatedly run the design output using the deterministic model by Monte Carlo simulation
Obtain the probability density function of the design output (i.e. factor of safety) for each roof
support design; and
Evaluate the risks for each roof support design by considering the probability of failure, as
illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Risk representations by the probability distribution of factor of safety
Monte Carlo simulation
In order to obtain the density function of the design output, Monte Carlo Simulation is used to conduct a
repeated deterministic calculation for a large number of times where single values of each input
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parameters are sampled randomly from their dataset and each loop can produce a single value of
design output (Rubinstein, 1981). The accuracy of the Monte Carlo simulation is related to the number of
trials run, which is dependent on a variety of factors. Equation 1 shows the quantitative relationship
between the number of simulation trials required and the desired confidence level in solution to the
design output as well as the number of input variables included, based on the studies in civil engineering
(Harr, 1987).
d2
(1)
M mc  [
]m
4(1   ) 2

Where:
Mmc = number of Monte Carlo simulation trials
d = standard normal z value corresponding to the confidence level
ε = the required confidence level (0 to 100%)
m = number of inputs variables
The number of Monte Carlo trials increases exponentially with the level of confidence and the number of
variables. The factor of safety in bolt tensile failure contains three random variables (Canbulat and van
der Merwe, 2009), the number of Monte Carlo simulation required is 309,445 under a desired confidence
level of 90%. However, in the case of shear failure model seven random variables are involved, the
number of Monte Caro trials increases significantly to 6.8  1012. Furthermore, with an increased
confidence level to 95%, 1.2  1018 runs are required. Such large number simulations is extremely time
consuming and therefore is not technically feasible for personal computers. The number of Monte Carlo
simulation trials can be reduced by using Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS). With this sampling technique,
the entire space for each parameter is partitioned into an arbitrary number of dimensions and only one
value will be selected within each dimension. The benefit of this sampling method is that it allows the
value to be selected across the entire variable space and can be used to generate a representative
distribution curve of a function of multiple variables with less sampling iteration (McKay, Beckman and
Conover, 1979).
Goodness of fit tests
In the stochastic model, the randomness of the input parameters is accounted for by using appropriate
probability distributions. Goodness of fit test is a broad class of statistical test that determines the best fit
distribution model for each of the input parameters. It measures the compatibility of a random sample
with a theoretical probability distribution function. The idea behind the goodness of fit tests is to calculate
the value of a test statistic that measures the ‘distance’ between the actual data and the candidate
probability distribution, and compare that distance to some threshold value. It is obvious that the
probability distribution with the lowest test statistic value is considered as most compatible to the actual
data sample. There are three common types of goodness of fit tests, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Chi-square
and Anderson-Darling tests. They differ in how the test statistics and critical values are calculated
(Easyfit, 2014).
Chi-Squared test is used to determine if a sample comes from a population with a specific distribution.
The main disadvantage of Chi-square test is that the sample data has to be binned and there is no
optimal choice for the number of bins. Different formulas can be used to calculate this number based on
the sample size (Harris and kanji, 1983).
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test is used to decide if a sample comes from a hypothesised (fully defined)
continuous distribution. The main limitation of K-S test is that it gives more weight near the centre of the
distribution than at the tails (Berry and Lindgren, 1996).
The Anderson-Darling (A-D) test is a general test to compare the fit of an observed cumulative
distribution function to a defined cumulative distribution function. A-D test can be used to overcome the
limitations of the other two tests mentioned above as it is applicable to both of the binned and unbinned
data and also provide a more sensitive result at the tail region (Sinclair, Spurr and Admad, 1990).
Fundamentals of probability theory
For the joint probability between two events, two conditions need to be considered based on the
dependency between them (Berry and Lindgren, 1996). If two events A and B are independent where the
occurrence of any one does not affect the probability of the other, the joint probability of both of A and B to
occur is given by multiplying the probability of events A and B, as shown in Equation 2.
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P(A  B)  P(A)  P(B)

(2)

If the probability of occurrence of event A is dependent on that of event B, the joint probability is then
determined by:

P(A  B)  P(A)  P(B | A)

(3)

Where P(B|A) is defined as the probability of A to occur when B takes place.
Based on the assumed failure modes (and sequences), the overall probability of failure can be
calculated using the above relationships. For the purpose of this study the overall probability of roof
failure is calculated as follows:
Let A be the event that the roof fails in shear, and B be the event that the roof fails in suspension mode.
The event B can only occur if shear failure has already occurred. Also, let B1 be the event that the roof
fails due to cable failure and B2 be the event the roof fails due to weak bonding. If either B1 or B2 occur
than B occurs. Based on these assumptions, the overall probability of failure, Pr(i) of any given support
system can be calculated as follows (Stoklosa, 2014):
(4)

Pr (i) = Pr (A) [ Pr( B1 )  Pr (B2 )  Pr (B1  B 2 )]

CASE STUDY
Input parameters in stochastic modelling
To evaluate the current roof support design at Mine A using stochastic modelling technique, a set of
design inputs are selected based on the analytical support mechanism discussed above. These
parameters include:












Roadway width;
Intersection span;
Height of roof softening;
Thickness of immediate weak strata;
Unit weight of immediate weak strata;
Roof bolt and cable pretension;
Roof bolt ultimate tensile strength;
Bond strength obtained from underground short encapsulated pull tests (SEPT);
Coefficient of friction of laminated roof strata;
Roof bolt, cable spacing;
Roof bolt, cable length.

All of the above input parameters are to be expressed in probability distribution with a large field data set
collected, except for roof bolt, cable spacing and length that will be modelled as single value applicable
to the whole mine. In addition, some other variables are also collected in assessing the variation in
underground geotechnical environment and characterising different geotechnical domains that may be
subject to varied roof support strategies. Those parameters are as follows:





Major horizontal principal stress;
k-ratio (horizontal stress to vertical stress ratio);
Young’s modulus of overlaying roof at bolting horizon; and
UCS of roof strata at bolting horizon.

Uncertainties in roof support design
A comprehensive understanding of the immediate roof is a critical component in the roof support design.
Geological boreholes are used at Mine A in conjunction with geophysical logging to perform a detailed
geological and geotechnical characterisation up to 10 m into the roof strata, which corresponds to the
longest cable bolts available at the mine site and represents the highest bolting horizon. Geotechnical
domains are then defined using these data, with the purpose of differentiating the roof support designs
across zones with different geotechnical environment. The following geotechnical properties are
discussed:
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Lithology, including thickness of laminated roof;
Roof strata competency at primary bolting horizon (UCS, CMRR);
Roof deformation; and
Height of roof softening.

Immediate roof lithology
The case mine extracts the German Creek Seam within the Bowen Basin coalfield. The cover depth of
current panels varies from 300 to 350 m. The lithology of immediate roof is characterised into five
distinct roof zones based on the geophysical investigation, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Sonic signatures in four boreholes (provided by the mine)
It can be seen that the weak, laminated roof, as represented by ROF1, has the potential to delaminate
and soften under high horizontal stress and these roof zones are both critical to roadway performance
and geotechnical design. Therefore, the thickness of the immediate weak rock strata can be used to
define the geotechnical domains. To obtain a mine-wide profile of ROF1, geological data from 588
boreholes across the mine site is used and the contour map for the thickness of laminated roof is
produced by using Surfer, as shown in Figure 5.
The lithological contour map in Figure 5 shows that the current panels that are in operation can be
classified into two geotechnical domains based on the thickness of the laminated immediate roof. In the
western panels from 901 to 904, the laminated roof varies from 0 to 1.2 m while in the eastern panels
from 905 to 908 the thickness is consistently larger varying from 1.5 to 2.7 m. Therefore, different bolting
strategies may be considered in these two geotechnical domains.
The competency of the roof was assessed using the Coal Mine Roof Rating (CMRR) technique. Molinda
and Mark (1994) suggest the following broad categorisation of roof competency:




CMRR<45, weak roof;
45<CMRR<65, moderate roof; and
CMRR>65, strong roof.

Based on an analysis of 588 boreholes at the mine’s current workings, the roof strata at primary bolting
horizon of 1.8 m has an overall CMRR of approximately 45, indicating that the roof competency can be
generally classified as ‘moderate’.
Roof deformation
Roof deformation at a total of 162 intersection and roadway measurement sites from 900s panels are
shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the magnitudes of roof deformation at intersections are
consistently higher than those observed at roadways with the average being 6 and 18 mm at roadway
and intersection respectively. With the proposed roadway and intersection span of 5.5 and 9 m
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Figure 7: Measured
d height of roof softening
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stall and spin and hold resins using 1.8 m roof bolts currently being used by the mine. Roof bolt pull-out
resistance demonstrates a high degree of variation, ranging between 0.25 and 1.18 kN/mm (maximum
load achieved in kN/encapsulation length in mm). The most likely cause of poor anchorage measured in
these tests is varying rock competency. Some of the extremely low bond strength results are considered
to be anomalies caused by resin losses and/or incorrect testing practices such as resin under or
overspinning.
Bolt pretension
The pretension on the roof bolts can be estimated by the conversion from the torque measured during
the bolt installation using a torque-wrench. Unfortunately, the relationship between tension and torque
for fastened bolt is difficult to predict and in the real world variation as high as 30% can occur (Bickford
and Nassar, 1998). Nevertheless, the installation audit reports indicated that the magnitude of
pretensioning on the roof bolts varied from 33 to 75 kN.
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF INPUT PARAMETERS
Before the statistical determination of the best fit distribution fitting, it is necessary to conduct a
preliminary study on the nature of data collected. Such process can screen out those candidate
distributions that are explicitly not fit to the data set. This can help to narrow the choice to a limited
number of distributions and save computational time, especially for those inputs with a large number of
data points. The following factors of data set are considered:




Data domain (continuous/discrete);
Bound of data (fixed/open); and
Negativity.

In general, specifying a fixed bound can enable the resulting distributions fitted to better reflect the
randomness of the underlying data points. However, the number of candidate distributions decreases
significantly if fixed bound is used otherwise. A preliminary analysis shows that for most of the design
inputs the tail region of the proposed best fit distribution that is beyond the actual measured data range
has a limited impact on the design output (i.e. on factor of safety and probability of roof failure).
However, that is not the case for height of roof softening as the design outputs is very sensitive to the tail
region in the proposed distribution. Without truncating the tail values the probability of roof failure will be
significantly high, which is considered to be unrealistic. Therefore, for the purpose of this project, open
bound is used for all of the design inputs, except for the height of roof softening, to introduce a larger
candidate pool in the distribution fitting. The results of Anderson-Darling goodness of fit test are included
in Table 1.
Table 1: Best fit distributions used in Monte Carlo simulation using Easyfit©
Parameters

Samples

Min

Max

Ave

Distribution

Scale

Shape

Location

Bolt strength (kN)

319

306

347

324

Lognormal

5.78 (μ)

0.03 (σ)

0

Bolt pretension (kN)

100

33.0

75

57.0

Weibull

61.3

6.25

0

Coefficient of friction

27

0.52

1.14

0.86

Weibull

0.92

5.33

0

Roof density (t/m3)
Young’s modulus
(MPa)
Laminate thickness
(m)
HoS – Roadway (m)

115

2.34

2.70

2.54

Pearson5

44.5

96.9

0

90

2.2

28.9

9.25

Lognormal

1.80 (μ)

0.71 (σ)

1.47

119

0.04

2.5

0.86

Erlang

0.43

2

0

112

0

Pert

0 (min)

8 (max)

1.80 (mode)

HoS – Intersection (m)

172

0 (min)

8 (max)

2.85 (mode)

0

8.0

1.93

8.0

3.42

Pert

Major stress (MPa)

61

5.93

22.8

12.0

Roadway width (m)
Intersection span
(m)
Bond strength
(kN/mm)

1136

4.72

7.87

5.48

Gamma

257

7.35

11.9

9.93

Weibull

17

0.25

1.18

0.83

Gamma

Pearson5

1.16

10.4

0

1502

275

0

10.28

14.6

0

27.7

0

0.04

It should be noted that the some of the results (e.g., interbedding coefficient of friction, bond strength)
presented in Table 1 are based on a limited number of data points and/or the limits of the software
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are installed in a row with row spacing of 1 m. The cables are in a bolting pattern of 2 bolts in a row with
2 m row interval.
Roadway roof support design without cable bolts
Table 2 summarises the probabilities of stabilities for 6 roof bolt patterns with 1 m row spacing. It is
evident that increased roof bolt length will reduce the probability of failure in all three failure modes. In
general, the risk of roof failure under suspension supporting mechanism can be reduced by using longer
roof bolts. However, even with the longest 2.4 m roof bolt, the resulting PoF can still be as high as 53%.
The possible reason is that the analytical model of suspension mechanism is only considered effective
when the height of roof softening does not exceed the bolt length. For any roof strata with height of
softening beyond bolting horizon, a safety factor of zero is assumed. Therefore, cable bolts are required
to reinforce the roof zone with a relatively high elevation of softening in suspension mechanism.
Table 2: Probability of failure in a roadway with currently used roof bolt densities
Roof bolt length (m)
Bolting pattern

PoF

6 bolts in a row
with 1 m row
spacing

Shear loading
Bolt suspension
failure*
Bond suspension
sliding*
Overall

1.8
0.045%

2.1
0.002%

67.6%

59.5%

68.4%

60.4%

0.040%

0.002%

* calculated only for the heights of softening that are less than the roof bolt length

Roadway roof support design with cable bolts
As indicated above, although the overall probability of roof failure can be significantly reduced by using
longer roof bolts, the suspension failure modes still remain the main sources of roof instability. In order
to mitigate such risks, cable bolts are recommended. Bolting patterns that consist of 1.8 m roof bolts with
six bolts in a row at 1.0 m row spacing and cable bolts in varied lengths of 4, 6 and 8 m with two cables
in a row at 2.0 m row spacing are evaluated in suspension and shear failure mechanisms. The resulting
PoF for each bolting plan is presented in Table 3.
It is evident in this table that that the risks of roof failures in all failure modes are substantially reduced
when cable bolts are introduced. In addition, the PoF of bolt tensile and bond sliding failure can be
decreased by increasing the length of cable bolts from 4 m to 6 m. Further increase in the cable length
will not benefit the roof stability substantially. Figures 10 and 11 present the distributions of factor of
safety for the roof support design with a combination of 1.8 m roof bolt and 6 m cable bolt, based on
which PoF is calculated.
Table 3: Probability of failure in a roadway with currently used 1.8m long roof bolt and cable
densities
Cable bolt length (m)
Bolting pattern
Six 1.8 m roof bolts, 1 m
row spacing with two
cable bolts, 2 m row
spacing

PoF
Shear loading

Roof bolts only
0.045%

4

6

8

~0

~0

~0

67.6%

18%

1.8%

1.3%

Bond suspension sliding*

68.4%

23%

3.4%

0.029%

Overall

0.040%

~0

~0

~0

Bolt suspension tensile*

* calculated only for the heights of softening that are less than the cable lengths

Intersection roof support design
Roof strata at intersections is expected to have a higher risk of failure due to inherently larger spans,
higher levels of deformations and height of softening, as shown in Figures 6 and 8. The roof span is
defined as the average diagonal width of the intersection and the required support density is calculated
for this length. A preliminary study showed that the minimum PoF at intersection that can be achieved by
using 2.4 m roof bolts solely is approximately 2%, which is significantly higher than the PoF in roadways.
Therefore, cable bolts are required to reinforce the roof strata at intersections. Table 4 summarises the
probability of failure of the current intersection support with cables. Similar to the cases in roadway
support, introducing additional cables can significantly improve the roof stability by reducing the bolt
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For a double heading gateroad with 100 m long chain pillar and 5.5 m roadway width, the total area of
exposure is 1,100 m2. The roof support used in this section is assumed to be 6  1.8 m long roof bolts
installed at 1 m spacing interval. Assuming the following:






There are 6 miners in this panel area for a period of 12 hours during the day and night shifts;
Each miner expects to occupy an area of 1 m2;
The work within this panel area is scheduled for 30 days a month and 12 months a year;
The probability of roof failure with the assumed roof support is 0.036%; and
The roof fall will result in a fatality.

The total annual exposure hours can be calculated as follows:
Total hours per year = 365 days  24 hours = 8,760 hours
Total shift exposure = 12 months  30 days  24 hours = 8,640 hours
Panel area = 100 m  5.5 m  2 = 1,100 m2
Area occupied by miners on day/night shifts = 6 miners  1 m2
Probability of annual occurrence of roof fall fatality = (2  8,640/8,760  6/1,100)  0.04% = 3.8  10-6
The results calculated above indicate that, with a six roof bolt pattern, the risk of a fall of ground fatality is
approximately 4 in 1,000,000 employees or 1 in 250,000 employees in all ground conditions, i.e., without
a TARP based pro-active strategy. Since the mine uses a comprehensive TARP system, it is considered
that the actual probability of failure should be lower than this number as additional roof bolts are installed
by triggering the TARP in the case of deteriorating ground conditions. Nevertheless, the acceptability of
this roof support design can be evaluated against the relevant design criteria. The acceptable fatality
rates have been proposed by various publications. Wong (2005) states that risks which have a fatal
injury rate of 10-5 or more are unacceptable. Terbrugge et al. (2006) and Steffen and Terbrugge (2004)
suggested the use of internationally accepted design criteria that proposed an annual probability of
fatality of 1 in 10-4.
CONCLUSIONS
The data collected as part of this study confirms that the rock mass properties and support-rock interface
exhibit high degrees of variations. These variations should ideally be quantified using probability
distributions in a roof support design. Using the Anderson-Darling goodness of fit test, best probability
distributions for various input parameters have been identified. The results indicated that specifying a
fixed bound can enable the resulting distributions fitted to better reflect the randomness of the underlying
data points. However, the number of candidate distributions decreases significantly if fixed bound is
used otherwise. A preliminary analysis also indicated that for most of the design inputs the tail region of
the proposed best fit distribution that is beyond the actual measured data range has a limited impact on
the design output (i.e. on factor of safety and probability of failure). However, the results revealed that
the design outputs is highly sensitive to the tail region in the proposed distribution in the case of height of
softening. Without truncating the tail values the probability of roof failure will be significantly high, which
is considered to be unrealistic. Therefore for the purpose of this project, open bound is used for all of the
design inputs, except for the height of roof softening, to introduce a larger number of possible
distributions.
An attempt has also been made to demonstrate the significance of quantifying the risks associated with
roof failures. Three failure mechanisms, namely shear failure, bolt tensile failure and bond failure, have
been used in this study. The results revealed that in general, the highest probability of failure is
associated with bolt tensile failure and bond sliding from dead-weight loading if rock bolts are used
solely in roof reinforcement, implying the necessity of longer roof bolts and/or cables. Analysis results
indicated that both of the risks associated with bolt tensile and bond sliding failures can be significantly
reduced by additional cables with increased bolt length, resulting in an improvement in the overall roof
stability.
Various roof support designs with a combination of roof bolts and cables were investigated for roadway
and intersections, based on which an example was demonstrated to assess the quantitative risk of roof
fall fatality for an underground working section by considering both of the probability of roof failure and
underground workforce exposure.
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PREINSTALLED CABLE BOLTS IN LONGWALL INSTALLATION
ROADS
Ross Seedsman1
ABSTRACT: Long tendon support is typically installed in the first pass of an installation roadway
meaning that it is pre-installed as the full roadway width is developed. The recognition of additional
compressive failure in a rock mass as the roadway is widened results in a set of challenges for the
design of the pre-installed long tendons support. Cable bolts cannot prevent the onset or progression of
failure and hence must be able to survive the associated deformations. After failure there are stress
reductions in the immediate roof that may cause the cables to debond. In certain geological conditions
pre-installed, pre-tensioned, fully grouted cables may be too stiff and could fail due to their inability to
accommodate deformations of the excavation. A case study is presented and analysed using some
readily available analytical tools that capture what are considered as the key aspect of the behaviour
model.
INTRODUCTION
Sedimentary rocks are often referred to as soft rocks to contrast them with igneous and metamorphic
rocks. As well as being geotechnically soft (low modulus) they have lower strengths and this means that
at comparable depths with respect to hard rock mines (where the dominant roof collapse mode is gravity
fall of joint bounded wedges), soft rocks can undergo compressive failure. As identified in the logical
framework (Seedsman, 2012), there can be several situations in longwall coal mines where
compressive failure is possible – at the development face in low strength/high stress environments, at
the maingate corner and in “super stress notches”.
Hutchinson and Diederichs (1996) provide a detailed coverage of all aspects of cable bolting. In the
section on mechanistic design, they present discussions on how cables may interact with the rock mass
during mining. They comment (page 254): “cablebolts are unlikely to arrest the onset of rock failure
under high stress, and may do little to alter the progression of such failure into the rockmass…. In highly
plastic (deformable) rockmasses under high stress, it is also unlikely that cables will be effective in
arresting the progression of failure. In addition, in these environments, the induced displacements may
be too great for the system to handle and cable strand rupture may be inevitable in pre-installed
systems.”.
The ground reaction curve concept is well established in mining rock mechanics (Brady and Brown,
1985). The concept is to allow the roof to move to some degree so as to minimise the required support
density but not sufficient movement to allow a large failure zone to develop. It allows (requires?) roof
deformation to redirect stresses away from the roadway. The concept requires consideration of both the
strength and strain capacity of the ground support, with the concern that strong, stiff, but brittle support
members may break before their load bearing capacity can be mobilised in the roof. Over the last
decade, there has been a trend in the Australian underground coal industry to install fully grouted
pre-tensioned cables as close as possible to the face so as to limit roof deflection with the view that this
reduces the height of softening. This trend would appear to be at odds with the ground reaction curve
concept.
Once compressive failure develops, the ground stresses are redistributed to elsewhere in the rock mass.
This means that the stresses within the failure zone itself reduce. Hutchinson and Diederichs (1996) also
discuss stress shadowing and relaxation effects (page 255): “Zones of relaxation pose additional hazard
for cablebolting. … stress decreases across a cable array can seriously impair the bond strength of
plain strand cablebolts. Rockmass stiffness is also dependent on confinement in fractured rockmasses
and decreases with relaxation. ….It is for this reason that plating and the use of modified strand
cablebolts are recommended in fractured-destressed rock”
Longwall installation roadways can be required to be excavated in low strength/high stress
environments. In a two-pass installation, say a 5.2 m wide roadway stripped to 9 m wide, long tendons
are typically installed in the first pass and are hence pre-installed with respect to the second pass.
Additional compressive failure as the second pass is extracted could induce displacements that could
1
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cause cable rupture. The use of pretensioned fully grouted-cables could cause premature failure if the
magnitudes of the deformations in the roof are too large. Subsequent destressing of the zone of
compressive failure could lead to debonding of the cable.
This paper presents a summary of large and unexpected movements in a recent installation roadway
and considers what may have happened in the light of these comments. As is common with mine
operational problems there is inadequate data on the geological and geotechnical conditions atthe site.
It is acknowledged that there may be other explanations to what occurred.
CASE STUDY
A summary of the geology and geophysical logs of a borehole within 150 m of the site is presented in
Figure 1. The siltstones have a unit rating of 42 and the medium grained sandstone a unit rating of 59
giving a Coal Mines Roof Rating (CMRR) of 54 without a strong bed adjustment. Based on the
sonic-derived strengths, the Roof Strength Index (RSI) of the siltstones is in the order of 4.0 for a depth
of 250 m. The mine is known to have a relatively high horizontal to vertical stress ratio (possibly in the
order of 1.8 to 2.0) so a stress-relieving roadway was used.

Figure 1: Roof geology and simplified geotechnical model
The installed roof support in the 5.2 m wide first pass roadway was 6 of 2.1m X grade bolts every metre
with 3 of 8.0 m long pre-tensioned fully-grouted 630 kN cables subsequently installed every two metres.
The second pass to 9.0 m was supported with an additional 5 of 2.1 m X grade bolts every metre and
one additional cable every two metres. The primary roof density index (Thomas, 2010) was 0.8 MN/m
and the secondary roof density index was 1.12 MN/m. Based on Colwell and Frith (2013), the Primary
Roof Support Rating PRSUP was 81.9 for the first pass and 63.3 for the second pass.
The stress relief roadway encountered some roof/rib guttering and some cables were installed. The first
pass roadway was offset by about 14 m and excellent roof conditions were encountered. There was
negligible movement recorded on the GEL extensometers on the first pass. Some minor guttering was
observed on the outbye rib and indicated an apparent change in the stress direction.
During the second pass the roof extensometers consistently showed movement at both the 1.8 m and
2.5 m horizons and at the 5.5 m horizon in some locations. This movement was accompanied with some
stress guttering on the outbye rib and some minor distress to the roof line between the first and second
cables on the inbye side. There was no evidence of loading on the cable plates and only a few of the bolt
plates. Operators and company mining engineers reported loud sharp noises that they related to strand
rupture. In a previous installation roadway, broken cables had been recovered from the fall debris.
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First pass
By comparing Figure with Figure , it can be seem that there is a significant reduction in the extent of
compressive failure and it is now less than 2 m above the roof line. In reality, this would be seen as
failure in the siltstones below the sandstone layer and such material could have been readily suspended
from the sandstone layer with the 2.1 m long bolts. The model suggests that there may have been some
stress guttering developed on the outbye rib as was observed.

Figure 3: Reduction in horizontal stresses associated with the stress relieving roadway (note
simulated excavation)

Figure 4: Failure zone developed above the first pass roadway in the shadow of the
stress-relieving roadway
Second pass
In Figure , the shape of the first pass roadway has been modified to account for the compressive failure
modelled in the first pass (Figure ). There is additional compressive failure in the roof, extending 5.8 m
above the original roof line (to the base of the coarse sandstone?). It is noteworthy that there is very minor
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stress guttering at the outbye roof/rib corner. The associated elastic strains (those before failure) in the
roof at this time are only in the order of 1 mm/m to 1.5 mm/m.

Figure 5: Failure zone developed as the roadway is widened to 9 m
BACK ANALYSIS
The surge certainly exceeded the published databases for acceptable outcomes (Colwell and Frith,
2013). The databases are unpublished and it may be the definition of an acceptable surge is based on
very conservative assessment of approach to the required serviceability of installation roadways. It is
noted that the decision to resupport was not based on the surge value alone. The decision to resupport
the roadway was made primarily on the basis of the roof movements at 1.8 m and 2.5 m as it was
acknowledge that there was some delamination in the immediate roof.
Extensometers and borescopes confirmed that the highest movement is located at the base of the
coarse sandstone. By reference to Figure , a possible collapse mass assuming a general parabolic
shape is 0.67 * 5.8 * 9 * 2.5 t/m = 87 t/m. The installed capacity of the cables was 128 t/m. If the load
was evenly distributed between the cables, each cable would be carrying 43 tonnes, representing a
“factor of safety” of 1.5.

Figure 6: Close up of the modelled failure zone above the 9 m wide roadway
11 –13 February 2015
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So four questions need to be answered:
1.
2.
3.

Why did the immediate roof skin move so much?
Why did the 1.8 m and 2.5 m anchors move?
Why does the calculated factor of safety based on suspension of a possible detached block not
reflect the unsatisfactory outcome?

In the following discussion, it will be assumed that the materials supplied to the mine were to
specification and that they were installed by the experience and well trained workforce.
Adequacy of the geological model
Subsequent roof drilling has identified highly variable lithologies along the length of the installation
roadway. It is possible that the geological and geotechnical properties of the borehole were not
representative of the bulk of the installation roadway.
Adequacy of the behaviour model
The design was based on precedent and practice at the mine and hence a specific behaviour model was
not proposed. Precedent/practice is an acceptable design approach if it can be demonstrated that
conditions have not changed. The drilling referred to above highlighted the weakness of this assumption.
The a-posteriori application of a simple suspension model certainly needs more consideration. Frith and
Colwell (2011) have stated that suspension is fundamentally flawed, while Seedsman (2014) has argued
that it continues to have validity once the survivability of stiff cables in a compressive failure regime is
considered. The following discussion is based on a suspension support model and the logical
framework.
The empirical Analysis and Design of Faceroad Roof Support (ADFRS) model was not used by the
mine. The key tenet of ADFRS that “roof softening can be reduced by limiting roof displacement, this
then increasing overall roof stability” is not accepted. Instead it is considered that roof displacement
beyond the elastic regime is a consequence of failure, be it opening of angled structures, shear along
joints, and compressive failure of the rock mass or delamination of thin beams. The roof stress model
invoked in ADFRS is also not supported by mine instrumentations (Seedsman 2014). Given the extreme
divergence of views, it would be inappropriate to discuss the possible application of ADFRS to this case
study.
The onset of compressive failure requires the application of brittle behaviour proposed by Martin, Kaiser
and McCreath (1999) and implemented in soft rock by the method of Seedsman (2014).
Compressive failure and strand rupture
Most of the compressive failure on the first pass will have developed prior to the installation of the cable
bolts. At the time of installation both the vertical and horizontal stresses in immediate roof will have
already relaxed. The combination of the bolts and the cables will have resulted in negligible roof
movement – at the stage the installed capacity would have been 366 tonnes compared to the weight of
say 2 m layer of siltstone which would have been 27.5 tonnes.
Now consider the failure zone above the second pass into which the cables were pre-installed.
According to the simple numerical model the elastic deviatoric stress in this zone are in the order of 10
MPa to 20 MPa and this is sufficient to cause failure. Consistent with Hutchinson and Diederichs (1996),
the localised deformations within the failed rock may have been sufficient to cause strand rupture.
Destressing and relaxation
During the second pass and after the onset of compressive failure in the roof there would have been a
substantial relaxation of the stresses; at a simple level the elastic deviatoric stresses would have
reduced to zero. At the same time the broken rock mass would now have a much reduced deformation
modulus. This is not to say there were zero horizontal stresses in the mine roof; the interaction of the
broken rock with other blocks and with the support elements would result in some induced body
stresses.
The mechanism here is stress reduction allowing the hole diameter to increase and hence cause a
reduction in the shear strength of the rock/grout interface through a reduction in mechanical interlock.
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If the gap exceeds the asperity height at the interface there can be no stress transfer. There are two
interfaces where this can happen – the steel to grout and the grout to rock (Figure ). Continued shear
resistance requires a rough interface so the surfaces interlock: hence the adoption of bulbing for the
steel/grout interface. At the grout to rock interface the problem is greater in lower modulus (=
soft/sedimentary) rocks because the deformation per unit stress change is greater and hence a
potentially larger gap. If a deformation modulus of 400 MPa is assumed for broken and sheared
mudstone, a 45 mm borehole would have expanded by 1 mm which is well in excess of the likely
roughness of the borehole wall especially the low strength and clayey composition of the rocks.

Heigh
t

Soft rock

Grout

Cable

Grout

Hard rock

Inspection of Figure 6 indicates that such relaxation could have developed over a minimum length of 2.4
m. If a yield strain of 1% and an ultimate stain of 3.5 % are assumed, such a free length could allow 24
mm to 84 mm of deformation. For a 4 m free length the deformations would be 40 mm to 140 mm.

Imposed stress normal
to borehole wall
Figure 7: Stress relaxation and its impact on anchorages
It is not known if such debonding developed. Whilst such debonding would be anticipated to transfer
loads to the plates (which was not observed) it is important to note that relaxation of stresses does not
occur at the roof line during the second pass. This area underwent compressive failure prior to the
installation of the cables and hence was already relaxed. There may have been a suitable length of
grouted anchorage at the roof line such that loads were not transferred to the plates.
Installation of pre-tensioned fully grouted cables too stiff
Referring once again to Hutchinson and Diederichs (page 274): “the cablebolts installed normal to the
laminations covering the span area should be designed as stiff reinforcement within the zone of rock
equivalent in thickness to a self supporting beam as calculated in this analysis…..Beyond this limit, an
optimum cable array should have a more ductile response to allow the beam to deflect a small amount to
generate the required compression for stability. Beyond this should be a suitable anchorage length.”
Currently in the Australian underground coal industry much is made of the supposed advantages of the
stiffness inherent in fully-grouted and pre-tensioned cables. Seedsman (2014) has argued that this may
be due to the habit of plotting the maximum height of movement (height of softening) as the Y axis
against displacement at the roof line as the X axis. This plot leads to an interpretation that the height of
softening can be controlled by limiting roof displacement, which is the key tenet of ADFRS. If the data
is plotted the other way around, it can be equally valid to assert that roof displacement is the
consequence of the dilation associated with rock failure in the roof.
Laboratory tests on cables grouted into steel tubes result in the cables breaking at about 8 mm of
opening of a joint in a double embedment pull test using steel tubes (Clifford et al., 2001). It is not known
if this test is at all representative of loading conditions in the field. Immediately prior to the onset of
compressive failure, it could be argued that the elevated stresses result in compression of the boreholes
in the same way that relaxation leads to dilation and this compression could lead to very stiff
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anchorages. At the simplest level, the inference would be that the fully grouted cables may have
ruptured as a result of the measured bedding dilations which are inferred to be well in excess of 8 mm.
GROUND CHARACTERISTIC AND SUPPORT REACTION
The ground characteristic of a gravity-driven collapse is a horizontal line, and hence the ground reaction
concept has limited application to suspension designs in the compressive or tensile failure steps of the
logical framework (Seedsman, 2012). The concept can be applied if there is some capacity of the rock
mass to arch across an excavation and hence transfer stresses. One of the difficulties in applying the
ground reaction concept in practice is the difficulty in determining the ground characteristic – numerical
methods are required. In the two-pass installation roadway context, numerical analyses are further
complicated by the stage formation of the roadway requiring complex three-dimensional considerations.
When considering the bolts, the method can only consider a support pressure, expressed as equivalent
stress applied to the roof: a support load density as kN/m2. Consequently, the following back analysis
has required numerous simplifications.
In the first pass driveage, the roof will respond by relaxing elastically into the roadway. These
movements are substantially complete by the time the bolts and tendons are installed. In the following
analysis, the elastic movements associated with the second pass will also be ignored as they are likely
to be very small.
At the same time as the elastic movements develop, compressive failure will develop in the lower
strength materials. In situ stresses are transferred away and it will be assumed that the immediate roof
performance will be determined by the spanning capacity of the high strength sandstone layer. This
layer will need to carry the failed material above as well as that associated with the bolted roof below.
This layer may be adequately thick to span the 9 m wide roadway; if not the roof will fully detach and
possibly collapse to a height determined by the failure of the low strength mudstone. In this section,
these two mechanisms will be considered separately and then combined into a simplified ground
characteristic.
Figure presents the results of a voussoir beam analysis giving the relationship between thickness,
deflection and stability for 5.2 m and 9 m spans. For a 5.2 m span and assuming a 0.4 m thick layer, the
indicated stability is high and the deflection is in the order of 4 mm. Bearing in mind much of this will
develop before an extensometer is installed this result is consistent with the measurements
underground. For a 9 m span, the same 0.4 m thick layer would be self-supporting and deflect 30 mm
while 0.3 m and 0.2 m thick units would not be self-supporting. The analysis indicates that a stable beam
would need to be at least 0.34 m thick.

Figure 8: Deflection and stability of voussoir beams in medium grained sandstones (100 MPa, E=
25 GPa, 5 m failure height)
A possible ground characteristic can be obtained by altering the density of the material in the voussoir
beam. In this way Figure presents the ground characteristic for 9 m spans of the medium grained
sandstone as a function of the thickness of the layer. The 0.4 m thick unit is self-supporting (the double
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yellow line intersects the horizontal axis) and would not require any additional cables. The 0.3 m and 0.2
m units are not self-supporting.
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Figure 9: Composite ground characteristic of voussoir beam and collapse of the compressive
failure mass
For the 0.3 m and 0.2 m sandstone layers the voussoir beams fail eventually (at 46 mm and 58 mm
deflection respectively). When this happens the ground characteristic is determined by the weight of the
detached block. For a 5 m high parabolic block over a 9 m span this is equivalent to a horizontal ground
characteristic of 84 kN/m2 as shown in Figure .
When considering pre-installed cables it is necessary to consider their efficiency in dealing with the
moments associated with their location with respect to the centre of the 9 m wide roadway: it is possible
that they are not equally loaded. Prior to the installation of the cable in the second pass the effective
locus of the support reaction is located well inside the line of action for the weight (Figure 10). This
results in a 30 % reduction in the efficiency of the installation. When the cable is installed in the second
pass the efficiency improves to 93 % assuming the first pass cables have not ruptured.

Support
Weight

First pass

Second pass

Figure 10: Moment loading of the pre-installed cables
The cables have been modelled assuming a tensile load of 540 kN at 1 % strain and 610 kN at 3.5 %
strain. To simulate the laboratory test, a debonded length of a fully grouted cable is assumed to be 0.23
m. The point anchored cable has a debonded length of 3 m. It has been assumed that the roof deflects
30 mm before the final cable is installed in the second pass. The analysis has not considered the impact
of pre-tensioning.
The ground characteristic and the support reactions are shown in Figure . The figure suggests that
neither cable patterns would be required if the sandstone layer was 400 mm thick. Since the
fully-grouted line does not intersect the 200 mm thick ground characteristic, failure of the support design
is indicated prior to the installation of the cable in the second pass. The fully-grouted pattern would be
considered marginal for a 300 mm thick unit. It is noteworthy that the point-anchored cable line indicates
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that its full capacity is mobilised at in excess of 80 mm of movement; importantly the roof would be
stabilised at 33 mm of deflection.
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Figure 11: Full ground/reaction curves for the case study installation road
DISCUSSION
It is not possible to know what happened within the rock mass above the installation road as the mine
decided to install additional support to prevent collapse. Putting emphasis on the observations of high
frequency noises, it is considered likely that there was strand rupture at some location in the roof. The
mine had recovered broken cables from previous installation roadways. It is noted that there are
frequent reports of broken fully grouted cables in the Australian underground coal sector (Frith and
Colwell, 2011). The state of knowledge of what happens with pre-installed cable bolts in a rock mass
undergoing compressive stress failure condition is inadequate and the decision to re-support was
justifiable based on the available information.
Based on an assessment of the geotechnical conditions and the presumed stress field, it is highly likely
the low strength siltstones within the first 5 m of the roof underwent compressive failure. A possible
consequence of such compressive failure was the breakage of the preinstalled fully grouted cables
during the overstressing of the rock mass. If this compressive failure mechanism did not develop, it is
possible they were too stiff and broke as they tried to prevent the roof deformation associated with the
development of a voussoir beam.
A “softer” cable installation method would certainly address the hazard of deformations associated with
the deflection of a voussoir beam, and would possibly address the survivability of the cables in a
compressive failure environment by providing greater deformation capacity (Figure 12). As discussed by
Hutchinson and Diederichs (page 104), such an installation can be achieved with paint, grease, or
preferably plastic tubing; reference is made to deboning of bulbed cables. The anchorage is located
outside the zone of compressive failure, and the collar is grouted to minimise loading on the plate and
the barrel and wedge. In critical situations even if the cable survives the onset of compressive failure,
relaxation and debonding probably develops at the rock/grout interface so there is now real concern if
debonding at the steel to grout interface is engineered into the tendons before installation.
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Height of compressive
failure

Top of potential spanning unit

Debonding

Figure 12: Desirable debonding situations (left – metal mines (Hutchinson and Diederichs), right
– coal mines)
Recommendations for future installation roadways at the site of the case study included:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Site characterisation before driveage of the first pass including roof core at tailgate of previous
face line, geological and geotechnical log, rock strength testing. It is acknowledged that fracture
logging may not be indicative of the pre-mining condition of the rock mass if the rock strength is
relatively low.
Prediction of likely ground behaviour using simple stress elastic and voussoir beam models.
Support design based on dead-weight suspension and site precedent practice.
Use of full grouted but de-bonded cables to provide unquestioned deformation capacity.
Revision of critical roof deflection levels based on acceptable strain over de-bonded length of
the cable.
Core drilling down the length of the first pass of the installation to confirm the geotechnical
model used in the design.
Detailed extensometry and bore scopes to confirm predictions made during design.
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IMPROVED ROOFBOLTING METHODOLOGIES: REDUCING
HYDRAULIC FRACTURE OF STRATA
David William Evans1
ABSTRACT: Induced hydraulic fracture of strata during roof bolt installation is a potentially prevalent, but
masked phenomenon within the underground coal industry. Previously reported resin testing programs
(McTyre et al., 2014) examined the relationship between resin mixing effectiveness and varying bore
hole diameter. The methodology employed within this earlier test program facilitated a further critical
area of research – the measurement of back pressures generated within the bore hole during standard
rock bolt installation practices. Experimental data has indicated that fluid resin can be pressurised to
levels where it exceeds the compressive strength of the strata, inducing hydraulic fracture within the
immediate area of the bolting horizon. The routine cycle of roof bolting serves to propagate this effect,
progressively fracturing and delaminating the roof during mine advancement. This masked phenomenon
can lead to a perception of difficult ground conditions - mining efficiencies and costs are therefore
affected, with increased need for additional support subsequently required to re-stabilise the
inadvertently damaged roof.
Further analysis of the parameters associated with resin bolt installation has now been conducted,
assisting in the development of an empirical relationship between bore hole pressure, bore hole
diameter and bolt insertion times. This relationship has been analysed for 15:1 ratio resins and 2:1 ratio
resins, within 28 mm and 30 mm boreholes. Further to this, load transfer performance has been
comparatively assessed for both 28 mm and 30 mm boreholes, suggesting that for 2:1 resins,
acceptable resin mixing and load transfer can be obtained within a 30 mm bore hole. The combination of
2:1 resins, utilised within a 30 mm bore hole, may well provide the optimal solution to reduce the risk of
hydraulic fracture in weaker strata during resin bolt installation.
INTRODUCTION
A number of industry papers have previously investigated areas of concern associated with the
performance of cartridge style resins in roof bolting, predominantly focussing on the effects of plastic film
gloving, inadequate resin mixing and the pressurisation of resin within the bore hole. These three effects
have a critical influence on the load transfer of the steel bolt element, through the cured resin and into
the surrounding strata.
Gloving occurs due to the plastic film of the resin cartridge partially encasing or wrapping around the
steel roof bolt element – a known phenomenon over many years (Pettibone, 1987). The plastic film
creates regions of discontinuity between the bolt, cured resin and borehole, reducing effective load
transfer into the strata. Experiments conducted into the effects of bolt ends fully encased by plastic film
(Pastars and MacGregor, 2005) revealed that load transfer can be reduced by 85 to 90% in worst-case
occurrences. It is also known that the aggregate filler size used within the resin can assist in shredding
and breaking up the plastic film – this effect was observed in a previous study on resin mixing
effectiveness (McTyer et al., 2014).
Beyond the immediate impact of gloving discontinuities, is the issue of poor resin component mixing –
where sections of resin remain unmixed and uncured after bolt installation is complete. The film casing
of a resin cartridge has two internal compartments, each respectively holding the ‘mastic’ and ‘catalyst’
components. Note that the referred ratios for resin cartridges are simply the volumetric ratio of mastic to
catalyst. When the mastic and catalyst are mixed in the correct ratio, the resin will cure and harden.
However, it has been reported that for some resin cartridge designs, the catalyst compartment is
dimensionally too small to be fully ruptured by the rotation of the bolt in the borehole (Campbell and
Mould, 2003). Laboratory trials within a 28.5 mm borehole indicated that under initial insertion of the bolt,
the resin cartridge expands and the catalyst compartment is pushed against the wall of the borehole. In
this instance, the geometrical configuration can permit the ribbed bolt profile to pass through without fully
rupturing and dispersing the catalyst through the resin mix, causing significant areas of uncured resin.
While the cartridge and bolt are not fully defined within the 2003 paper, given the date of publication and
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the New Zealand origins of the experimentation, it can be assumed that the bolts were an M24 left hand
anchor bar and that the resin cartridges were a 24 mm diameter 15:1 mastic to catalyst ratio.
Pressurisation of fluid resin within boreholes has also been an area of investigation. Earlier research
focussed on the relationship between resin pressurisation and gloving, with theorisation that the plastic
film cartridge may radially expand under the initial thrust of the bolt, then rupture and slip over the bolt
end – hence the derivation of the term ‘gloving’. Resin pressurisation was also associated with the loss
of resin volumes into strata voids, reducing resin encapsulation of the bolt and weakening of the
corresponding load transfer. (Giraldo et al., 2006) proposes a mathematical model for the burst pressure
associated with rupture of resin cartridges. However, as seen from the derived pressure verses
displacement curves, while the point of cartridge rupture provides an initial pressure increase, it is
certainly not associated with the peak pressures that are measured on full bolt insertion. Pressures
observed by Giraldo, for different bolting systems, ranged from 3,500 psi (24.13 MPa) up to 7,000 psi
(48.26 MPa). It was also observed that bolting systems with greater annulus around the bolt, as well as
slower installation speeds, produced lower insertion pressures. While pressures of this magnitude have
been measured, the exact modes that lead to the generation of such elevated pressures have not been
fully explored.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN EMPIRICAL MODEL
The determination of internal borehole pressures due to resin flow presents a highly complex fluid
mechanics model, involving numerous parameters. These parameters can be compiled under three
main groupings, being the fluid characteristics of the resin, the dimensional geometry of the resin,
borehole and bolt, as well as the rate of insertion of the bolt. These parameters are outlined below:


Fluid characteristics of the resin
o Dynamic Viscosity (N.sec.m-2 )
o Density (kg.m-3)



Dimensional geometry – resin, borehole and bolt
o Resin cartridge diameter (m)
o Resin cartridge length (m)
o Bore hole diameter (m)
o Bolt core diameter (m)
o Bolt rib profile (various dimensions) – height, width, flank angles, radial profile, pitch spacing (m,
degrees)
o Relative surface roughness of the borehole (dimensionless)



Rate of insertion of bolt
o Bolt insertion velocity (m.s-1)
o Bolt rotational speed (rad.s-1)

Two points are worthwhile noting in regards to these parameters. The first is that for a mining resin,
viscosity is only a notional concept. The resin is actually a suspension of solids in liquids – it is not a
uniform, homogenous fluid. Further to this, resin cartridges are of course a two component system – a
chemical reaction transforms the properties of the resin during bolt installation. Therefore, a true
measurement of viscosity is actually indeterminate. Similarly, the measurement of true density values is
also difficult.
The second key point relates to bolt insertion velocity. It is the velocity of the bolt through the resin that
generates the flow of the liquid and the corresponding back pressures in the bore hole. The insertion
force (N) of the bolt will of course influence the bolt velocity – a greater thrust force will insert the bolt
faster – however it is the velocity of the rockbolt that determines the velocity of the resin flow and
associated borehole pressures. This is schematically shown below in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 : Represen
ntation of re
esin flow w
within boreh
hole due to advancemeent of rock bolt
In Figure 1 tthe following
g values have
e been used :
Vr = Inssertion veloccity of rockbo
olt (m.s-1)
Pb = Bo
orehole intern
nal fluid presssure (Pa)
Qa = Flo
ow rate of flu
uid in annuluss (m3.s-1)
Va = Flu
uid velocity in
n annulus (m
m.s-1)
Db = Borehole diameter (m
m)
Dr = Ro
ockbolt core diameter
d
(m))
Fo = Output force (N)
Further com
mplicating the
e analysis of borehole pre
essures is the fact that the resin flow iis highly turb
bulent –
due to spee
ed, rotation and geometry
y. For applica
ations of interrnal incompressible viscoous flow, it is known
that “In turb
bulent flow th
he pressure drop cannott be evaluate
ed analytically, but this ccan be achie
eved by
experimenta
al results and dimensional analysis tto correlate the
t experime
ental data” (F
Fox and McD
Donald,
1985).
For bolt inssertion through resin, in order to devvelop a worrking empiric
cal model thaat makes se
ense of
experimenta
al data, the added complexity of m
minor or inde
eterminate pa
arameters m
must be initia
ally set
aside. Only parameters that are detterminate an
nd have a major influence on back ppressure have been
selected forr use. For th
he purposes of this initia
al mathematical model, th
he bolt rib ddimensions, relative
r
roughness a
and rotational speed are
e not include
ed as explicittly defined parameters
p
– even thoug
gh their
influences w
will be captu
ured within the experim
mental data sets.
s
Also, note
n
that thee experimen
nts and
associated data are excclusively gro
ouped by ressin type. This
s is due to the fact that resin viscos
sity and
density cannot be truly measured an
nd therefore cannot be explicitly
e
defined within thhe empirical model.
The influen
nces of plasttic remnants
s from the fi lm cartridge
e are also not specifical ly accounted
d for –
however, th
hese would only
o
serve to further restriict flow and increase ann
nulus pressurre.
The fundam
mental premiise of the em
mpirical mod
del is that th
he back pres
ssure of thee liquid resin
n in the
borehole (P
Pa) is predom
minantly a function of the
e velocity of the liquid resin (m.s-1) thhrough the annulus
a
created bettween the bolt
b
and the borehole. F
From a fluid
d mechanics
s perspectivee, this is a logical
relationship
p – as the bolt
b
progress
sively advancces, the static volume of
o the liquid resin must rapidly
accelerate a
and flow thro
ough the comparatively small cross sectional arrea of the annnulus – hen
nce the
velocity of tthe resin through the an
nnulus becom
mes high. Fu
urther to this
s, note that ppressure losses for
sudden con
nstrictions in fluid flow are based on tthe square of
o the fluid ve
elocity divideed by two (F
Fox and
McDonald, 1985, 367).
So, the basic empirical model
m
becom
mes:
Pb = ƒ ( Va2 / 2)
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Pb = Borehole internal pressure (kg.m-1.s-2)
Va = Fluid velocity in annulus (m.s-1)
ƒ = functional correlation between pressure and resin fluid velocity

Excluding minor and indeterminate parameters, the thesis is that this empirical relationship holds true at
the point of peak pressure and annulus velocity – when measured at full bolt insertion. At the peak of
insertion and specific to individual resin types, a ratio can then be assumed between peak pressure and
velocity - and the equation becomes:
Pb = Rpv ( Va2 / 2)
Where:

(2)

Rpv = pressure-velocity ratio, at peak pressure (kg.m-3)
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

The experimental method utilised for this report was documented in an earlier publication (McTyre et al.,
2014). This involved internally sleeving the borehole utilising a PVC pipe of specific diameter, contained
within and structurally supported by an external, heavy walled steel pipe to prevent swelling of the inner
PVC pipe. The PVC pipe was capped at the top end to prevent resin loss and constrained at each end to
prevent internal slipping and rotation. The internal PVC pipe could be readily removed after each
installation test was completed, permitting quick changeover and multiple tests to be conducted. The
PVC pipe could also be easily cut open and peeled away, to fully view and inspect the entire resin
annulus. Various pipe combinations could be utilised to simulate both a 28 mm and a 30 mm borehole.
This sleeving method was further supported with calibrated instrumentation on the drill rig, including a
toroidal load cell, linear displacement transducer and tachometer. For every bolt installation, a data
logger was utilised to capture force (kN), displacement (mm) and rotational speed (rpm) against time
(sec) to a resolution of 0.1 sec per data event. Figure 2 outlines the experimental arrangement.
Experimental results – pressure / flow relationships
Utilising this experimental method, a series of bolt installations were conducted and average data sets
were compiled. Two resin types were investigated - a 2:1 resin and a 15:1 resin. Two bore holes were
also investigated, 28 mm and 30 mm. A single bolt type was used across all installations, being standard
left hand anchor bar with a nominal core diameter of 21.7 mm. The bolt steel grade was HSAC840,
commonly available on the Australian market. The following installation graphs shown in Figures 3 to 6
provide the experimental data derived from this test program – each graph represents the average data
set from multiple tests for each experimental combination.

Figure 2: The ‘Borehole Sleeving’ experimental method, including instrumentation features
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D
Figure 3 : Installatio
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n is the ave
erage curve
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on graphs fo
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Figure 4 : Installatio
shown
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Figure 5
5: Installatio
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f 2:1 resin
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borehole. Data
D
shown
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erage curve for 20 tests.

Figure 6
6: Installatio
on graphs for
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ns, 1000 mm
m long, into
o a 30 mm b
borehole. Data
D
shown
n is the averrage curve for ten testts.
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For each experiment, the average insertion time was determined - this was used to calculate the flow
rate of resin through the annulus. The total resin volume is of course known, simply by measurement of
the cartridge dimensions. Upon full insertion of the bolt into the resin, the flow rate into the annulus, Qa,
is then the total resin volume divided by the full insertion time. The peak velocity of resin in the annulus,
upon full bolt insertion, is therefore the flow rate divided by the annulus area. This is expressed in the
following equations:
Qa = vc / tf
Where:

and

Va = Qa /Aa

(3)

Qa = volumetric flow rate of resin into annulus (m3.s-1)
vc = volume of Resin Cartridge (m3)
tf = time for full insertion through the resin cartridge (s)
Va = velocity of resin within the annulus (m.s-1)
Aa = annulus area (m2)

Referring to Figure 1, the internal pressure of the bore hole is determined by the measured output force,
divided by the area of the borehole, calculated simply as:
Pb = Fo / Ab
Where:

(4)
Pb = Borehole Internal Pressure (kg.m-1.s-2)
Fo = Output Force (N)
Ab = borehole area (m2)

Utilising the experimental methodology as described and the mathematical relationships defined above,
data sets were compiled for each experimental combination, provided in Table 1 - this permitted
calculation of the Peak Pressure-Velocity Ratio, Rpv.
Table 1: Calculation of Peak Pressure-Velocity Ratio (Rpv), based on the various
experimental data sets
Resin Type

15:1 Resin, 1000 mm Long

Borehole Diameter (mm)

2:1 Resin, 1000 mm Long

28

30

28

30

AT / 21.7

AT / 21.7

AT / 21.7

AT / 21.7

23.7

23.7

23.4

23.4

Cartridge Volume (mm )

441,208

441,208

430,108

430,108

Annulus Area (mm2)

245.95

337.07

245.95

337.07

7.5

5.7

9

5.7

58,828

77,405

47,790

75,458

239

230

194

224

Bolt Type / Core Diameter (mm)
Cartridge Diameter (mm)
3

Bolt Full Insertion Time (s)
Effective Resin Flow Rate (mm3.s-1)
-1

Annulus Flow Velocity (mm.s )
Peak Load (N)

6,600

4,300
6

Peak Pressure (Pa)

10.717 x 10

Peak Pressure-Velocity Ratio (kg.m-3)

3.747 x 108

6,500

4,700

6

10.555 x 10

2.307 x 108

5.591 x 108

6.082 x 10

6

6.648 x 106
2.653 x 108

Derivation of peak pressure installation curves
Given that the Peak Pressure-Velocity Ratio is determined for each experimental data set, this
relationship can now be used to mathematically determine the Peak Pressure for varying flow velocities
within the annulus. The annulus flow velocity correlates to bolt insertion velocity and bolt insertion time,
pushing through 1000 mm of resin. Note that these empirical relationships are only assumed for each
individual resin type and length – the Rpv value is assumed to be different for different resin types and
fluid characteristics. The following charts of predicted peak pressure in Figures 7 and 8 have been
determined by individual resin type and borehole size. Also, the Rpv value for the 27 mm borehole is a
linear extrapolation, based on the Rpv values determined from the 28 mm and 30 mm data sets.
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The peak pressure charrts clearly indicate the na
ature of the relationship between bollt insertion velocity,
borehole sizze and peakk pressure. An
A importan
nt observatio
on is that the
e pressures derived with
hin this
empirical m
model are of a similar magnitude
m
to
o the boreho
ole pressures
s measured by Giraldo, et al.,
(2006). The
e empirical model
m
also shows
s
that in
ncreasing the borehole size
s
and redducing the in
nsertion
velocity sub
bstantially re
educes the peak
p
pressu
ure. Further to this, it ca
an also be noted that the
t
2:1
pressure cu
urves are slig
ghtly more ele
evated comp
pared to the equivalent
e
15
5:1 curves – this outcome
e in the
empirical re
elationship notionally
n
ca
aptures the fact that the
e 2:1 resins
s are slightlyy ‘thicker’ or more
‘viscous’ co
ompared to th
he 15:1 resin
ns.
Further exp
perimentatio
on – load tra
ansfer for 30
0 mm boreh
holes
The inheren
nt concern is that, with inc
creasing bore
rehole annulu
us size, the lo
oad transfer performance
e to the
strata is asssumed to reduce.
r
In order
o
to asssess this po
otential diffic
culty, load trransfer tests
s were
conducted w
within a pre--cast concrette block, usi ng a series of drilled holles 300 mm deep, both 28 mm
and 30 mm
m in diameterr. The boreh
holes were b
blown clear of
o debris with compresseed air after drilling,
d
internally insspected with
h a bore camera and dime
ensionally measured
m
prio
or to bolt insttallation. Eac
ch resin
and bolt co
ombination were
w
installed
d using reco
ommended manufacturer
m
rs spin timess to ensure correct
mixing and then left forr a 24 hr perriod before p
pull testing commenced.
c
Each instal led bolt was
s of the
same profile
e type (AT grrade) and ap
pproximately 600 mm in le
ength, in order to pass coontinuously through
the hollow b
bore cylinder jack body. This avoide
ed the use of
o couplers, eliminating
e
ddisplacementt errors
during initial loading and
d take-up of the
t system. T
The hollow bore jack and pressure gaauge had currrent 3rd
party calibra
ation for forcce against hy
ydraulic presssure. Displac
cements werre measured using a dial gauge
indicator mo
ounted on a heavy steel block. 20 tessts were con
nducted in total – 10 testss for 15:1 res
sin in a
28 borehole
e and 10 tests for 2:1 res
sin in a 30 m
mm borehole. Figures 9a and 9b shoow the setup for the
pull test exp
perimentation
n.

p
pressures for 15 :1 ratio x 10
000 mm lon
ng resin carrtridges, ag
gainst
Figure 7: Predicted peak
bolt ins
sertion velo
ocity – for 2
27 mm, 28 mm
m and 30 mm
m boreho
oles

sures for 2: 1 ratio x 10
000 mm long resin carttridges, aga
ainst
Figure 8:: Predicted peak press
bolt ins
sertion velo
ocity – for 2
27 mm, 28 mm
m and 30 mm
m boreho
oles
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Figurre 10: Pull test
t
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The re
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e the minor data curves
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N
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between borehole size, bolt insertion velocity and peak borehole pressure is useful in determining the
risk of hydraulic fracture of strata and resin loss during bolt installation - this risk is seen to substantially
reduce with the utilisation of boreholes 30 mm in diameter. Further to this, 2:1 resins are observed to mix
well within a 30 mm borehole, providing load transfer results that appear to exceed that of 15:1 resins
within a 28 mm borehole. Taking all factors into account, the combination of 2:1 resins, utilised within a
30 mm bore hole, may well provide the optimal resin bolting solution - reducing the risk of hydraulic
fracture and resin loss in weaker strata, while maintaining adequate load transfer performance
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THE IINFLUENCE OF CONCRETE SAMPLE TESTING
DIMENSIONS ON ASSESSING CABLE BOLT LOAD CARRYING
CAPACITY
Ibad Ur-Rahman , Paul Hagan and Jianhang Chen
1

ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of a study into the influence of size of the test sample on
the maximum load carrying capacity of cable bolts. As part of the design for the standardisation of the
laboratory pullout test, it was previously found that the size of the sample in which the cable bolt is
embedded can influence the behaviour of the cable bolt in terms of the peak load carrying capacity. This
testing was done with a low capacity plain strand cable bolt with the sample in an unconfined state.
Confinement of the sample during testing better simulates the in situ condition of the interaction between
the cable bolt and surrounding rock mass. A test program was undertaken to assess whether there was
any significant difference in the load carrying capacity with varying diameter of test samples and at
different levels of confinement. A series of pull-out tests were conducted on cable bolts embedded into
samples varying between 150 mm and 500 mm in diameter that were placed within a steel cylinder to
provide confinement to the test samples. It was found maximum load varied with the test sample
diameter up to some threshold diameter but that confinement pressure also had a significant effect on
the load carrying capacity of a cable bolt.
INTRODUCTION
The application of cable bolt systems has advanced rapidly in recent years due to better understanding of
the load transfer carrying capacity mechanisms and the advances made in cable bolt system technology.
Cable bolts are used as part of temporary and permanent support systems in both civil tunnelling and
mining operations throughout the world. In mining they are used for slope stability applications in surface
mining and a variety of ground support purposes in underground operations such as stoping, roadway
development and shaft sinking. Cable bolts are used to prevent the movement between discontinuity
planes by transferring load across the discontinuity when relative strata layer movement takes place with
separation.
The most common type of failure mechanism identified in the field is failure at the cable-grout interface
(Hyett, Moosavi and Bawden, 1996; Singh et al., 2001). This type of failure is common due to insufficient
frictional resistance between the cable strand ridges and the grout material usually due to poor ground
conditions and/or poor quality control at installation which leads to weak shear bond strength at the
interface. This will often result in premature failure of the system before the steel capacity is mobilised.
Due to the vast majority of failures being identified at the cable-grout interface, it can be concluded that a
standardised testing methodology should focus on failures at the cable-grout interface (Rajaie, 1990;
Hutchinson and Diederichs, 1996)
As reported by Hagan, Chen and Saydam (2014), a range of testing methods has been developed over
the years including the double embedment and more recently the Laboratory Short Encapsulation Pull
Test (LSEPT). The latter overcomes many of the deficiencies in the earlier tests. An issue with the LSEPT
method highlighted by Thomas (2012) is the use of a small diameter test sample of approximately
142 mm placed within a pressurised Hoek cell arrangement and its inability to withstand the torsional
loads generated during a pull-test. Rajaie (1990) reported a study on the anchorage strength of cable bolt
and the effect of the diameter of the test sample. Nearly 300 pull-tests were conducted using test samples
in an unconfined state in order to define the characteristic and behaviour of the cable bolt element using
conventional grout and grout-aggregate. The cable bolt used was a plain strand cable with a diameter of
approximately 15 mm in test samples having a constant embedment length and borehole diameter. Tests
were conducted in test rock samples having diameters ranging between 100 mm and 300 mm. As the
results in Figure 1 show, the load carrying capacity of the cable bolt varied with sample diameters up to
200 mm beyond which there was no change. This phenomenon was due to the stress generated with the
test sample as a result of the load transfer between the cable bolt, grout and rock. Rajaie recommended
that pull out tests be standardised to test samples having a diameter of 250 mm.
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Fig
gure 1: Varia
ation in load
d carrying c
capacity with
h sample dia
ameter (Raj aie, 1990)
Since that ttime, there have
h
been a number off significant developments in the deesign of cable bolts
including the availabilityy of modified bulbed cablle bolts havin
ng much greater load beearing capaciity then
the plain strrand cable bolts
b
as used
d by Rajaie. T
These highe
er capacity ca
able bolts are
re likely to ge
enerate
much highe
er stresses in
i the surrou
unding rock mass when
n tested to full
f capacity.. Subsequen
nt work
reported by Holden and Hagan (2014
4) repeated tthe work by Rajaie
R
using a high capaccity cable bollt. They
report the p
pull-out load continued
c
to increase beyyond the 200
0 mm diametter limit as shhown in Figu
ure 2.

Figure 2: Variation in peak load
d with comp
posite mediu
um diameterr (Holden an
nd Hagan, 20
014)
The approa
ach used for cable bolt em
mbedment a
and test sample confinem
ment has alsoo changed. In
I tests
such as the
e double emb
bedment testts, the cable
e bolt is groutted in a sma
all bore steel tube. Confin
nement
within the tu
ube creates a constant sttiffness-testin
ng environme
ent that inhib
bits any dilatiion effect oth
herwise
induced byy the cable bolt when under
u
load due to load
d transfer. As
A Thomas (2012) note
ed, this
arrangemen
nt does not allow
a
assess
sment of the rock to grou
ut interface. In the LSEP
PT test method, the
cable bolt iss grouted within a samp
ple of rock th
hat itself is confined
c
with
hin a biaxial cell pressurrized to
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10 MPa. The use of a biaxial cell creates a constant stress environment that “is not necessarily a true
and consistent reflection of the underground environment in that (1) very little is known in regard to the in
situ magnitude of borehole closure in underground coal mines and (2) it is almost certainly a dynamic
variable that will vary both along the length of the cable and during the ‘life’ of the cable” (Thomas,
2012). To overcome this issue, the LSEPT was modified in the test program of Thomas with the sample
instead grouted in a thick-walled steel cylinder.
METHODOLOGY
In line with the developments in testing methodology, the work of Holden and Hagan (2014) was
repeated, but in this case instead of the test sample being unconfined, the samples were confined within
a steel cylinder for each sample diameter. To ensure a more consistent mode of failure, the borehole in
which the cable bolt was grouted was rifled to provide better and more consistent bonding between the
grout and test sample.
Sample preparation
For testing, the test samples were made from a cement-based material cast in moulds ranging in
diameter from 150 mm to 500 mm with an overall length of 320 mm and borehole diameter of 42 mm. An
indented Sumo strand cable bolt, manufactured by Jennmar Australia, was selected as it is a high load
transfer capacity cable bolt commonly used in the underground coal mining industry. Figure 3 shows the
bulb design Sumo strand cable bolt as used in the tests.

Figure 3: Sumo strand cable bolt
The Sumo stand cable bolt was chosen as it represents the worst-case scenario in terms of the high
loads generated and hence high stresses induced within the test sample as a result of load transfer.
Hence the findings would be equally applicable to lower capacity cable bolts. Preparation involved the
following:
1.
2.
3.

Preparing moulds (including a rifling mould) and pouring of mortar to create test samples;
Initial curing for 24 hr at which time the rifling mould and the casting mould were removed and the
test sample allowed to cure for the remainder of the 28 day period under fully saturated
conditions; and
Grouting a cable bolt into the test sample using a polyester resin.

The test samples were cast in moulds made from thick walled cardboard cylinders with a height of
320 mm and diameters ranging between 150 mm and 350 mm. The cardboard moulds were glued to the
base of a wooden board as shown in Figure 4a using industrial silicone to ensure the moulds retained its
round shape and prevented any leakage during the cement pouring stage.

Figure 4: a) Prepared moulds prior to pouring of cement (left) and b) PVC tube used to create
borehole with rifling effect (right)
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The manufactured rifled boreholes were prepared from a hollow PVC tube around which were wrapped
3 mm electrical wire at a pitch of 36 mm as shown in Figure 4b. The purpose of the wire was to create the
rifling effect in the borehole wall that would better promote interlock with the infill resin simulating the load
transfer mechanism between resin and rock.
The cement based product used to prepare the sample had an ultimate compressive strength of 32 MPa.
Once the silicone dried and set, cement was poured into the moulds as shown in Figure 5. A mechanical
vibrator was used to remove air bubbles in the cement during the mixing stage.

Figure 5: Post the pouring of cement into the casting moulds
Within 24 hours of pouring the mortar, both the middle PVC tube and the outer cardboard mould were
removed leaving a test sample with the rifled borehole as shown in Figure 6: .

Figure 6: Test sample (left) with rifling borehole (right)
After removing the outer cardboard casting mould and the rifling PVC tube, the samples were left to cure
fully submerged for 28 days in either a large holding tub or plastic bags as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Test samples fully submerged in water for curing
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After ccuring of the rock
r
cylinderr samples, a ccable bolt wa
as grouted into each rockk cylinder usin
ng a slow sett
resin w
with a setting time of 20
0 to 25 min. T
The resin an
nd oil based catalyst weere mixed forr 13 min. An
n
electric mixer was employed to
o combine the
e two compo
onents to ens
sure a thorouugh and even
n distribution
n
of cata
alyst through
hout the resin
n, which is im
mperative in achieving
a
the
e ultimate strrength of the cured resin..
The m
mixed resin was
w poured in
nto the boreh
holes to a height 50 mm below
b
the coollar of the bo
orehole. Thiss
allowe
ed room for displacemen
d
t of the resin
n after the ca
able bolt was installed innto the boreh
hole. Excesss
resin w
was removed
d from around the rim of tthe borehole. The resin was
w left to curre for a day before
b
it wass
used ffor testing. An example of
o the cured rresin with cab
ble bolt and rock is show
wn in Figure 8.
8

Fig
gure 8: Cable bolt embe
edded in tes
st sample us
sing a slow sset resin
Test a
arrangement
The se
etup arrange
ement for the tests is illu
ustrated in Figure
F
9. The
e cable bolt was grouted
d in the testt
sample shown in the
t lower sec
ction of Figurre 9 and load
d applied to the cable boolt using hollo
ow hydraulicc
cylinde
er acting aga
ainst a steel plate locate
ed on the top
p surface of the
t test sam
mple. The level of applied
d
load w
was measure
ed using a pressure
p
tran
nsducer and load cell an
nd, the displaacement wa
as measured
d
using a Linear Varriable Differential Transfo
ormer (LVDT).

e 9: a) Test arrangemen
nt (not to sc
cale) (left) an
nd b) fully as
ssembled teest arrangem
ment (right)
Figure
Prior to each test, the test sam
mple was placced within a split steel cy
ylinder as shoown in Figure
e 10 and the
e
narrow
w gap or ann
nulus betwee
en the samplle and cylind
der backfilled
d with cemennt. A 15 mm gap was leftt
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between the
e faceplates that
t
were bolted togetherr to join the tw
wo halves of the steel cyliinder. This gap was
filled with fo
oam to preve
ent spillage of
o cement du
uring backfilling. To ensu
ure a consiste
tent level of contact
c
between the
e test sample
e, cement an
nd steel cylind
der that migh
ht otherwise alter the maxximum pullou
ut load,
pre-confinem
ment was applied
a
to th
he steel cylin
nder and te
est sample by
b tensioningg the bolts with a
micrometre torque wren
nch.

Figure 10: a
a) Test sample placed in assemble
ed steel cylin
nder (left) an
nd b) gap fillled with foa
am and
bolts on
o side of cylinder thatt were tensio
oned before
e a test (righ
ht)
Test variab
bles
Tests were undertaken to determine
e the size effe
ect of the tes
st sample on pull-out loadd under:





ditions;
uncconfined cond
con
nfined conditions with zero torque;
con
nfined conditions with 40 N m; and
con
nfined conditions with 80 N m.
TS AND ANA
ALYSIS
RESULT

Unconfined
d conditions
s
The peak lo
oad carrying
g capacities of each sizze of test sa
ample in the unconfined state is plo
otted in
Figure 11. T
Three test replications we
ere undertakken at each le
evel of samp
ple diameter.

n maximum pullout load
d with test sample
s
diam
meter in the unconfined
d state
Figure 11: Variation in
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There was a near three-fold variation in maximum pull-out
p
load from approx
oximately 30 kN with the
e
smalle
est size of sa
ample up to over 100 kN
N achieved in the largest of test sam
mples. This reaffirms
r
the
e
earlierr findings by Rajaie (1990) and Holde
en and Haga
an (2014) of the sensitiviity of change
es in pull-outt
being dependent on
o sample siz
ze in any lab
boratory dete
ermination of cable bolt peerformance.
The m
maximum pull-out load in
ncreased wi th size of th
he test sample until som
me threshold
d value wass
reache
ed beyond which
w
there wa
as no furtherr increase in load. This is in line with thhe observatio
on made thatt
in the unconfined condition,
c
the
e smaller size
e samples te
ended to dilatte creating tw
wo or often th
hree fracture
e
planess as shown in Figure 12
2. The large
er test samples generally
y remained intact after testing. The
e
genera
al trend is sim
milar to that reported by Rajaie (1990
0) except the
e threshold vvalue of sample diameterr
was in
n this case in
n the order off 400 mm, m
much larger th
han the diam
meter of 250 m
mm as recom
mmended byy
Rajaie
e.

e 12: Typica
al failure mo
ode of test samples with
h two or threee fractures
s
Figure
ned with zerro torque
Confin
In thiss series, the
e test samp
ples were al l placed in a steel cylinder that w
was intended
d to provide
e
confinement to the
e sample simiilar to that exxperienced by
y a rock mass surroundinng a cable bolt in situ. The
e
maxim
Figure 13. In this case no
mum pull-out load in this confined cond
dition of the test samples is plotted in F
o
torque
e was applied
d to the bolts
s joining the ttwo halves of
o the steel cy
ylinder.

Figurre 13: Variattion in maximum load w
with test sam
mple diametter with sam
mple contain
ned in steel
cylinde
er
onfined tests,, the maximu
um pull-out lo
oad was sens
sitive to channges in samp
ple diameter..
Similar to the unco
The m
main effect of confinementt was that it re
educed the threshold size
e above whicch there was little change
e
er was found to be in th
in load
d. In this casse the thres
shold diamete
he order of 3330 mm, down from the
e
400 m
mm observed in the uncon
nfined tests.
Confin
nement with
h a bolt torq
que of 40 Nm
m
In this series, the samples
s
werre again placced in a stee
el cylinder, but
b in this casse the joining bolts were
e
tighten
ned with a to
orque wrench
h to a torque
e level of 40 Nm are show
wn in Figuree 14. A simila
ar result wass
achievved with a reduction in the threshold d
diameter with
h confinement in the steeel cylinder.
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Figure 14: Variatio
on in maximu
um load witth test samp
ple diameterr at a bolt to
orque of 40 Nm
N
Confineme
ent with a bo
olt torque off 80 Nm
The variatio
on in load with
h sample dia
ameter in the case of tighttening the joining bolts to a torque leve
el of 80
Nm is show
wn in Figure 15. A doubling in the levvel of bolt torrque of the bolt
b did not aappear to ha
ave any
significant e
effect in reducing the thre
eshold diame
eter.

on in maximu
um load witth test samp
ple diameterr at a bolt to
orque of 80 Nm
N
Figure 15: Variatio
alysis
Further ana
The results from the un
nconfined test combined
d with the th
hree differentt scenarios oof confineme
ent are
plotted in Fiigure 16. The
e graph show
ws a definite upward shifft in the maximum pull-ouut load attained with
the confined
d test sample
es especially
y for test sam
mples with diiameters less
s than 300 m
mm. The diffe
erence,
however, re
educes as the diameter approaches
a
4
400 mm. Inte
erestingly, th
he pull-out looad is insens
sitive to
the level of cconfinement, at least ove
er the range o
of confinements investiga
ated in this teest program in
n terms
of both the
e maximum pull-out loa
ad of appro
oximately 10
00 kN and threshold
t
saample diame
eter of
300-330 mm
m as there iss very little ap
pparent differrence.
Overall it ca
an be conclud
ded that consistent pull-o
out test results can be obtained with a test sample
e that is
in the confin
ned condition
n with a diam
meter of at le
east 300mm. Moreover while
w
the maaximum pullo
out load
varies little w
with the amo
ount of confin
nement, a tan
ngible amoun
nt of confinement provideed by tighten
ning the
joining boltss to the same
e low level of torque of 40
0 Nm will prov
vide a standa
ardized testinng environme
ent and
hence is mo
ore likely to provide
p
more
e consistent rresults.

Figure 16: Compariso
on of the efffect of varyiing levels off confineme
ent on the m
maximum pull-out
load for differe
ent sample diameters.
d
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CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained from performance testing a high capacity modified bulb Sumo cable bolt embedded
in test samples in an unconfined state found a similar trend to that reported by Rajaie (1990) in that there
is an increase in the maximum pull-out load with diameter of the test sample up to some limiting or
threshold diameter. Beyond this threshold diameter there is little change in the load of the cable bolt.
Rajaie stated the threshold to be around 200 mm in tests that used a low capacity plain strand cable bolt,
whereas with the high capacity cable bolt used in this project the threshold is nearly double at 400 mm.
Confinement of the test sample by placing it in a rigid steel cylinder was found to reduce this threshold
diameter to around 300 mm. Interestingly, over the range of confinement levels studied, the performance
of the cable bolt was essentially insensitive to the actual level of confinement. In order to provide a
standardised testing environment for the range of cable bolts now available it is recommended that the
test sample in which the cable bolt is embedded is placed within a split steel cylinder of at least 300 mm
diameter and the bolts that join the two halves of the cylinder be tightened to a torque of 40 Nm to ensure
a consistent level of confinement.
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BEHAVIOUR OF CABLE BOLTS IN SHEAR; EXPERIMENTAL
STUDY AND MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
Naj Aziz1, Peter Craig2, Ali Mirza1, Haleh Rasekh1, Jan Nemcik1 and
Xuwei Li1
ABSTRACT: The application of cable bolts for ground support is on the increase in underground coal
mines worldwide. Currently, two methods of evaluating the performance of the cable bolt are favoured;
the short encapsulation pull test and shear test. The former method can be used both in the laboratory
and the field, while the latter can be undertaken mainly in the laboratory. There are two methods of
shear strength testing, single and double shear tests. This paper examines the double shear testing of
several cable bolts currently marketed in Australia under various pre-tension stresses. Both plain and
indented wire cable bolts were tested. It was found that, the shear strength of the cable bolt was a
function of the wire geometry and initial pre-tension. Indented wire cable bolts were lower in shear
strength than the plain wire cable bolts. A mathematical model was proposed to evaluate the shear
strength of cable bolts using Fourier series and Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. The model coefficients
were determined based on the experimental results. The findings from the mathematical modelling
tallied well with the experimental results.
INTRODUCTION
Cable bolts have been used for ground support in mines worldwide since the 1960s. Cable bolts have
been mostly used as a secondary support in addition to conventional rebar type primary support. Longer
cable bolts act to reinforce strata above the primary bolted beam, and also to suspend the primary
bolted beam to the higher competent stratification layers. Shorter cable bolts have also been used as
flexible primary roof support, known as FLEXIBOLT, replacing the ordinary rigid rebar (Fuller and
O’Grady, 1993).
Traditionally the mechanical integrity of cable bolts and rebar is evaluated for tensile strength and axial
load transfer assessed by the pull testing method. Various publications have reported on the subject,
covering studies undertaken both in the laboratory and field; Hyett et al., (1992), Hyett et al., (1996),
Clifford et al., (2001); and Thomas (2012). Pull tests are generally carried out to evaluate the axial
reinforcement behaviour of cable bolts as the necessary requirement for cable bolt application to strata
support in underground coal mines. Cable bolts are typically installed vertically above a coal mine
opening, perpendicular to the sedimentary rock bedding planes. Rock movement resulting from in situ
and mining intensified horizontal stresses often occurs along these horizontal bedding planes, resulting
in shearing loads across the cable bolts.
Recently in Australia’s coal mining industry, there has been increasing interest on the evaluation of the
cable bolt shear behaviour. Generally, there are two main methods of testing cable bolts in shear, single
and double shear methods. Goris and Martin (1996) reported on single shear tests conducted in pairs of
0.025 m3 concrete blocks having joint surfaces ranging from smooth to rough. The failure of cable bolt
strands in the field may not occur in shear alone, but could be a combination of tensile and shear due to
the movement of bedded strata formations in various directions.
The understanding of cable bolt behaviour in shear is still in its infancy as there are various practical
issues to be examined and many theories and mechanisms involved are yet to be fully explored, which
could provide better understanding of any particular cable bolt’s behaviour in shear. The double shear
testing study reported by Aziz et al., (2004) used a three piece concrete block double shear apparatus to
simulate shear behaviour of rock bolts in rock at the University of Wollongong. Aziz, 2010, Craig and
Aziz et al., (2010a and b) used a similar but larger apparatus and examined the failure behaviour of 28
mm hollow strand “TG” cable bolts taken to complete failure. Their findings demonstrated the symmetric
characteristics of the double shear equipment with the cable bolt being sheared to failure on each side of
1
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the sh
heared jointss. Analysis of
o the failure
e mode and loads achie
eved indicateed that the cable
c
strand
d
underg
go bending and crush the concrete surrounding
g the boreho
ole at the shhear plane. This kind off
behavviour of the ca
able will not occur when the cable bo
olt is grouted in steel pipees instead off rock, as the
e
case o
of the single
e shear method as reco
ommended by
b the British Standard BS 7861-pa
art 2 (British
h
Standa
ards 2009). The equipm
ment used in
n BS 7861 is
s a guillotine
e style tool, where the cable
c
bolt iss
sheare
ed fully in the
e steel frame
e (see Figure
e 1). Crushing of the rock
k will enable a cable bolt to bend and
d
subseq
quently load in both shea
ar and tensio
on; hence, th
he British Sta
andard methhodology usin
ng steel pipe
e
is inap
ppropriate an
nd may be misleading.

nal diagram of double e
embedment shear frame
e with the u nited being tested (BS
Figurre 1: Section
7661-2: 20
009)
With A
Australia havving the large
est variation of high capa
acity, pre-ten
nsioned and post-grouted
d cable boltss
in the world, there
e exist a minimum of literrature on she
ear testing of
o these prodducts using a recognised
d
shear testing meth
hodology. Wh
hile pull testi ng of cable bolts
b
can be practiced booth in the field and in the
e
labora
atory, testing
g of cable bo
olts in shearr is normally
y carried out in the labooratory. The
e difficulty off
monito
oring shearin
ng process in
n holes drilled
d in the ground formation
n in remote loocation rende
ers testing in
n
the field an inconvenient appro
oach.
Furthe
er, Aziz et al.., (2014) carried out a co
omparative study on 22 mm
m diameterr plain and in
ndented wire
e
cable bolts, as the cable bolt surface inden
ntation remains an issue of concern, pparticularly in
n shear. The
e
at shear pro
operties of in
ndented wire
e cables were inferior to plain wire cables
c
of the
e
study indicated tha
same type. The indentation ap
ppeared to ca
ause a reduc
ction in the cable
c
strand cross section, leading to
o
the losss of strength
h (see Figure
e 2), including
g the failure in shear initiated at the inndent. The th
hree types off
cable tested to da
ate included hollow plain
n wire, PC plain wire and
d PC indenteed wire. Tho
omas (2012))
reporte
ed on labora
atory axial pu
ull tests of all the Australia
an cable boltts on the maarket including the design
n
variables of bulbss, nutcages (birdcages), hollow, PC, multi-strand, indented and plain wires.
w
It wass
requessted of manu
ufacturers to
o provide she
ear performa
ance of cable
e bolts with tthese multip
ple variables,,
and Je
ennmar procceeded to te
est their cabl e bolts at th
he University
y of Wollongoong. The Un
niversity hass
since e
expanded up
pon the laboratory tests tto include ma
athematical modelling
m
of the cable bo
olt behaviourr
in shear.
EXP
PERIMENTA
AL STUDY
A totall of six differe
ent cables we
ere subjecte d to double shear
s
testing
g in 40 MPa cconcrete. Fig
gure 3 showss
the scchematic vie
ew of various
s cables as assembled in concrete blocks. Eacch double shear
s
testing
g
processs requires three
t
concre
ete blocks w
with two outer 300 mm side cubes a nd a centrall rectangularr
block 4
450 mm long
g. The castin
ng of the con
ncrete blocks
s can be carrried out eitheer in a specia
ally prepared
d
plywoo
od mould or directly in th
he confining steel frame of the double shear appparatus. A pla
astic conduitt
20 mm
m in diamete
er, set throug
gh the centre
e of the mou
uld lengthwa
ays, will creaate a centraliised hole forr
cable installation in the concre
ete blocks. O
Once the con
ncrete blocks
s are alloweed to set, and the plasticc
conduit is taken ou
ut, the hole in
n each blockk hole is ream
med to the de
esired diameeter. The con
ncrete blockss
are lefft immersed in a concrete
e curing solu tion to cure for
f a minimum period of 228 days.
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Figure 2: Tensile load / elongation profiles of both plain and indented 5.5 mm wire from cable
bolts

Garford Twin-Strand

Non-Birdcaged Cables

Birdcaged Cables

Figure 3: Cross section of double shear blocks and cables
The cured blocks are then mounted in the double shear confining steel frames and the cable bolt
specimen placed into the borehole. Two 60 t load cells were inserted onto each end of the cable
followed by the typical cable bolt end fitting. The load cells were connected to the data logger during
tensioning. Once the cable is pretensioned, the grout is injected to the annulus between the cable and
borehole through the intersecting small holes on top of the block. Cables with hollow central tubes were
also filled with grout, and the grout or polyester resin left to cure for at least 7 days. The top of the
concrete blocks are covered by the bolted steel plates and the whole assembly is then mounted on the
carried base platform. The whole double shear assembly and the base frame is then mounted on to the
500 t compression testing machine for shearing process as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Arrangement of shearing apparatus on compression machine
The properties of the eight different cable bolts are described in Table 1. The study focussed on the
main cables in the market as supplied by Jennmar, with indented wire hollow cable included for
additional research. Cables were subjected to three different values of initial axial load ranging from 0 to
25 t. Three types of bonding agent were used in this particular study; Jennmar bottom-up grout (BU100),
Jennmar top-down grout (TD80) and J-Lok standard oil based resin. The values of shear and axial loads
versus shear displacement were monitored and recorded. The shear and axial stresses were calculated
using following equations:

N
CA
0.9  S

2  CA

n 

(1)
(2)

where, σn is the normal stress, N is the normal load, CA is cable area, is the shear stress and S is the
shear load.
It is noted that 10% of the shear load was ascribed to the rubbing of concrete surfaces and therefore
90% of the measured shear load incorporated as shown in Equation (2) in calculating the value of shear
stress. The rubbing of concrete surface was evaluated by painting the concrete surfaces in checkered
pattern before shearing. The damaged pattern on concrete surfaces was then carefully examined after
dismantling the double shear apparatus. Figure 5 shows a typical checkered sheared face, which clearly
shows approximately the percentage part of the surface damage during the shear process. Due to the
significant stiffness of the cable, it is therefore rational to postulate that the shear load almost
concentrates on the cable cross sectional area rather than on the concrete surfaces.
The process of double shear testing consists of loading the central block vertically in the 500 t
compression testing machine (Figure 4). The 450 mm long middle section of the double shear apparatus
is then vertically shear loaded at the rate of 1 mm/min for the maximum100 mm vertical displacement.
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The rate of loading and displacement are monitored and simultaneously displayed visually on a PC
monitor.
Table 2: list of tested cables and the test environment

Figure 5: A typical concrete block surface after shearing
MATHEMATICAL MODELING
The mathematical model was developed by assuming the linear Mohr-Coulomb relationship between
the shear and normal stresses as (in below equation, surface roughness has been omitted):

   n tan(  )  c  0

(3)

where, φ is the friction angle and c is the cohesion.
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The Fourier series concept as described below is applied to replicate the variation of normal stress
against shear displacement. Fourier series is a mathematical technique incorporated to solve a large
variety of engineering problems mainly adopting the principle of superposition:

n 

a0  
2nu
2nu 
)  bn sin(
)
  an cos(
T
T 
2 n1 

(4a)

an 

2
2 nu
 n cos(
) du

T 0
T

(4b)

bn 

2
2 nu
) du
 n cos(

T 0
T

(4c)

T

T

where, an and bn are Fourier coefficients, n is the number of Fourier coefficient, u is the shear
displacement and T is the shearing length.
Introducing Equations (4a, b, and c) in equation (3) by considering a0 to a3, the shear strength is
obtained as:

 (

a0 3 
2nu 
  an cos(
) ) tan( )  c
2 n1 
T 

(5)

The shear displacement at peak shear strength is determined by taking derivation of the above
relationship respect to the shear displacement and equating to zero as:

d

3
a0
2nu 

  a n cos(
) ) tan( )  c
2 n1 
T 
0
du

(6)

Thus, the peak shear displacement at peak shear strength (up) is obtained as:
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(7)

Introducing equation (7) in equation (5), the peak shear strength (τp) is proposed as:
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The model coefficients including Fourier coefficients (an), cohesion (C) and angle of friction (φ) were
determined according to the measured data for various conditions of cable type and pre-tension as listed
in Table 2. Generally, the values of Fourier coefficients showed a decreasing trend with the increasing the
number of Fourier coefficients.
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Figures 6 to13 show the shear stress and axial stress profiles against shear displacement for the tests
conducted in this study. The initial changes in some of the shear stress graphs after the elastic state
may be related to the barrel/wedge settlement as the cable ends begins to take axial load due to cable
bending at the shear planes. Various shear drops beyond the peak value are attributed to individual
cable strand failures. The larger shear drop corresponds to the higher diameter strand failure while the
smaller ones are due to the small strand failures. It is of interest to note that the number of visible
sudden drops in stress upon shear displacement is equal or slightly less than the number of failed
strand, which might be due to two strands snapping near the same time. The strand failure in the cable
at the shear plane was also observed as load drop at the load cells measuring axial load near the end
fittings. Figure 14 shows snapped strands of the tested cables. It is obvious that the failures of strands in
the cable is a mix of tensile and shear, depending on the location of the strand in the cable
cross-section, the direction of the shearing and cable construction. For multiple mixed wire diameter
cables of the superstrand cable, it was observed that smaller diameter strands of the inner layer appears
to fail in tension with con and cup pattern (Aziz et al.,2014 a, b).
Table 2: Model coefficients for different types

Table 3 summarises the peak shear strength of the different cable bolt and testing configurations. It is
obvious from the results that the plain wire birdcaged cables had higher shear strength when compared
to the indented wire birdcaged cables. The shear performance of non-birdcaged superstrand and hollow
TG cable was lower when wires were indented, but the shear strength was still close to the UTS
(Uniaxial Tensile Strength) of the cable bolts.
The lower shear behavior of the indented wire of the same cable type was likely attributed to the fact that
the indented wires have a small cross section and the indent geometry forms a stress raiser to initiate
failure. The indented wire cable bolts display lower deflection (stiffer) than the plain wire equivalent type.
No cable rotation was observed in either the plain or indented strand cable bolts during the double
shearing tests. As can be seen from Figure 15, the shear strength of cable bolted concrete block
subjected to shearing can be represented reasonably by the proposed model for different initial
pretension stresses, bonding agents and cable bolts.
In order to compare the method of double shearing used in this study with single shear test of British
Standard, Superstrand cables both indented and plane ones were also sheared as suggested by British
Standards (2009). Figure 16 shows the comparison between the shear load against shear displacement
using double shear and single shear test methods. It is inferred that the single shear testing method
significantly underestimates the shear strength of Super strand cable bolts. The conspicuous difference
between the value of shear load in single shear and double shear tests can be related to the fact that the
single shear test is only a metal to metal shearing and does not carry any pretension or axial load during
shearing. Thus, all the strands only experience shear failure without having any tension failure as
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observed in double shearing and shown in Figure 14. Nevertheless, in the process of double shearing,
the initial pretension value is subjected to the cable before shearing and increases upon shearing due to
the cable deformation. This profoundly increases the strength at which cables can resist against shearing
and simulate properly the field conditions.

Figure 6: Shear behaviour of cabled concrete [test 1]

Figure 7: Shear behaviour of cabled concrete [test 2]
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Figure 8: Shear behaviour of cabled concrete [test 3]

Figure 9: Shear behaviour of cabled concrete [test 4]
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Figure 10: Shear behaviour of cabled concrete [test 5]

Figure 11: Shear behaviour of cabled concrete [test 6]
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Figure 12: Shear behaviour of cabled concrete [test 7]

Figure 13: Shear behaviour of cabled concrete [test 8]
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Table 3: Peak shear stress for different cabled concrete blocks

Figure 14: strands snapped of the tested cables
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Figure 15: Comparison between the model results and measured data

Figure 16: Comparison between the double and single shear methods
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following conclusions are drawn from this investigation:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
158

Indented wire combined with birdcaging of cable bolts is detrimental to the cable shear
performance.
Shear strength of non-birdcaged cables bolts are less affected by indentation of the wire.
It is likely that the reduced cross-section reduces tensile strength and the geometry forms a
stress raiser to initiate failure.
A mathematical model was proposed incorporating Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion and Fourier
series concept to simulate the shear strength of cabled concrete blocks.
The values of Fourier coefficients decreased as the number of Fourier coefficients increased.
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Recommendations include:
a)
b)
c)

Due attention must be given to the study of the cable shear across closed and interlocking
sheared beds as well as across separated beds with no contacts between sheared faces.
More experiments are suggested to calibrate the model for practical purposes.
The double shear method in simulated rock has proven to provide valuable insight into in-situ
performance. The British Standard BS 7861 (part 2)* cannot be applied to the study of shear
behaviour of the cable bolt in rock. The equipment used in the BS 7861 (part 2) is a guillotine
style tool, where the cable bolt is sheared fully in the steel frame. Shearing of the cable bolt in
rock normally undergoes both shear and tension; hence, the British standard methodology is
inappropriate and may be misleading.
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STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS OF SECURA HOLLOW
GROUTABLE CABLE BOLTS
Naj Aziz1, Robert Hawker2, Ali Mirza1, Jan Nemcik1, Xuwei Li1 and
Haleh Rasekh1
ABSTRACT: The strength properties of Secura Hollow Groutable Cable-bolts (HGC) were examined for
tensile and shear failures. The 30 mm diameter, nine strand, cable bolt consisted of a mixture of five 7.5
mm plain and four 7.0 mm indented strands wrapped around a central 14 mm steel grouting hole to
make a round cable with lay length of 500 mm with bulbs at 500mm centres of diameter 35mm. The
tensile strength of the cable was tested in accordance with the British Standard (BS7861-part 2:2009)
using the double embedment pull test. The shear strength of the cable bolt was tested by both the
BS7861 single and UOW double shear methods. The single shear double test used a guillotine shear
frame of double embodiment tendon/grout assembly in a steel tube, while the double shear method
enabled shear testing of the cable bolt in concrete to simulate rock. It was found that the tensile strength
of the cable was in the order of 680 kN, the shear load by single shear test, based on the average of
three tests, was around 448 kN. The shear failure load of the cable bolt from double shear testing based
on two tests averaged around 786 kN which is significantly higher than achieved from the single shear
test. Thus the shear value, obtained from the double shear method was between 13 and 18 % greater
than the single shear test method. The use of the guillotine shear frame for the single shear method was
considered an unrealistic method of evaluating the shear characteristics of the cable bolts in rock.
INTRODUCTION
Australia uses a variety of cable bolts as a secondary system of support for strata reinforcement. The
use of cable bolts initially began in metalliferous mines in mid-1960 and was later introduced to
underground coal mines by the early 1970’s. Initially, cable bolts were of a conventional 7 single wire
strand round cable and soon other cable types of different strand configurations followed. Presently,
there are a variety of cable bolts which vary in size, structural formation, and strength to suit different
ground stratification and conditions.
In general, installed cable bolts in situ are subjected to complex ground forces, which range from axial
loading, to shearing and unwinding leading to the loss of encapsulation. The variation of the various
loading force categories is dependent of the changes in ground conditions. Accordingly, methods used
to evaluate the cable bolt strength characteristics should embrace various factors that influence the
competency of the cable bolt in providing the necessary reactions to the prevailing ground forces. Thus,
the forces applied on the cable bolt for strength evaluation tests must simulate the ground forces that the
cable element is subjected to in situ.
The strength performance of cables bolts is currently based on both pull and shear tests. Thomas (2012)
documented a total of 19 cable bolts, which were subjected for load transfer studies by pull testing. Few
of these cables have since being tested in shear in addition to pull testing studies. Testing in shear has
been carried out in accordance to British Standard (BS7861-Parts 2: 2009) for strata reinforcement
support system components (Figure 1). The British Standard for both Pull and shear tests are normally
carried out in embedment tubes with an internal diameter equal to the size of the hole as recommended
by the manufacturer for tendon installation and with the steel tube wall thickness of at least 10 mm. The
internal surface of the tubes is threaded to a 2 mm pitch and 1 mm deep to maintain bonding of the resin
/ grout between and steel wall. One notable reported investigation using the British Standard of shear
testing was carried out by Rock Mechanics Technology (RMT) on the mechanical performance tests on
Megastrand flexible bolts (Clifford, 2002) Cementitious and resin based grouts were used for these
tests, depending on the type of tested cable in steel tube.
Craig and Aziz (2010 a and b) and later on by Aziz et al., (2014 a,b) have evaluated the shear strength
of cable bolts by double shear testing in concrete to simulate rock formation. Testing of cable bolts in
1
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distance reader was used to measure movement of the platens of the testing machine (refer to Figure 4a
for test set up). The samples were encapsulated in the embodiment tubes with FB400 Orica Grout. A
tensile load was exerted using a ram travel speed of approximately 5 mm per minute. The displacement
was recorded at regular load intervals of 50 kN until the maximum load was achieved. This was
repeated with two other grouted hollow cable samples. The average failure load of the cable bolt was
679 KN (68 t) and Figure 4b shows the snapped faces of the cut strands of the cable, which clearly
indicate the failed section of the cable in tension. Figure 5 shows the load-displacement profiles of three
pull tested SHGC cable bolt sections.

Figure 2: Secura hollow groutable cable bolt
Secura HGC strands tensile Strength
80
Tensile Load (kN)

70
60
50
40

Plain Steel Strand Peak
Load=75.08kN

30
20

Rifled Steel Strand Peak
Load=67.12kN

10
0
0

5

10

15

Displacement (mm)

Figure 3: Load displacement graphs of both plain AND INDENT strands of the SHGC

a

b

Figure4: (a) Tensile pull test set up and (b) snapped section of the cable bolt
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Figure 7: Load-displacement graphs of single shear tests
Double shear testing
Two double shear tests were carried out on SHGC cable bolts. The procedure used for casting concrete
blocks was the same as described by Aziz et al., (2014). The UCS value of the concrete was 40 MPa,
determined from testing 100 mm diameter cylindrical concrete samples. The first cable bolt was installed
in the concrete blocks using FB400 grout and the second was encapsulated with a two component
pumpable resin Carbothix (Meikle et al., 2013). The position of birdcages in respect to the shear planes
are illustrated in Figure 8. One 60 t load cell was mounted on each protruding side of the assembled
concrete blocks and tensioned to the predetermined axial pretension load, using a “Blue Healer”
tensioner. Tensioning of the cable was retained by the barrel and wedge retainer. This was followed by
the injection of the grout in the central concrete blocks hole for bolt encapsulation. Grouting of the cable
in the concrete block was achieved via 20 mm diameter holes drilled on top of each concrete block as
shown in Figure 8.

Grout Injection holes

Figure 8: Cross section of double shear blocks and cable
After seven days of grout/resin curing time, the double shear assembly was then placed on the carrier
base frame consisting of a parallel pair of rail track sections welded to a 35 mm thick steel plate. The
outer side 300 mm3 cube blocks of the double shear apparatus was mounted on 100 mm steel blocks,
leaving the central 450 mm long block free to be vertically sheared down a diameter of up to 100 mm as
shown in Figure 9.
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The process of double shear testing consisted of loading the central block vertically in the 500 t
compression testing machine. The 450 mm long middle section of the double shear apparatus was then
vertically shear loaded at the rate of 1 mm/min for the maximum 100 mm vertical displacement. The rate
of loading and displacement was monitored and simultaneously displayed visually on a PC monitor.
Cables and blocks were then dismantled and manually split open after shear testing was complete. An
example of post-test broken cable and blocks are shown in Figure 10.

Carrier Base Frame
Figure 9: Double shear cable and concrete blocks assembly

Figure 10: Post-test dismantled cable double shear assembly
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 2 shows both single and double shear test results of the Secura HGC cables. Figure 11 shows the
combined shear and axial pretension load of each tested cables. The average test result of single shear
guillotine shear test was carried out independently and in accordance with the British Standard BS 7861Part 1 [ALS Report No 27244248-1, May 15, 2014]. However, the highest shear load on each joint face
obtained from the double shear test was 800 kN with the cable being grouted with FB400 cementitious
grout, which is pretensioned to an axial load of 270 kN. The second double face shear test yielded 772
kN. The second test was encapsulated with Carbothix and loaded axially to 97 kN.
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Figure 11: Load-displacement graphs of shear loads together with two shear tests at 10 and 27 t
initial axial loads
The relatively lower shear force due to single shear testing can be attributed to; (a) the cable being
sheared at zero pretension and (b) the cable being subjected to the guillotine effect, with cable strands
being damaged by the steel tube wall. This damage is clearly visible from the post shear view of the
cable cut in Figure 6. The shear load per side for each double shear cable bolt was significantly higher
than results of testing cables in the single guillotine shear test. These increases were 18 and 13 %
respectively. Also, testing by double shearing method may require some portion of the shear force to
overcome the shearing forces of the concrete surfaces of joint planes. This level of joint surface shear is
dependent on the cable pretension. Currently, two methods are investigated to define the shear
component of the concrete faces or eliminate it completely, in a manner similar to the cable being
sheared across separated bedding planes with no contacts. No cable rotation or unwinding was
observed during shear testing.
The shear failure load of the cable was influenced by the strength loss of the indented strand (about
11%) of the cable as demonstrated by the load displacement profiles shown of Figure 3. The mass loss
due to strand indentation clearly has contributed to the strength loss.
Table 2: Single and double shear test results of the Secura HGC cables and single shear test
result based on BS7861 test
NB: hole diameter: 42 mm,
Bonding
Cable
agent
UTS
Test (resin or
(MPa)
Grout)
1
2

FB400 grout
Carbothix

680
680

Initial
pre-tension
load in
kN

Final ave.
peak axial
pretension
load (kN)

Double
joint peak
shear load
(kN)

Shear load
per joint
plane
(kN)

270
97

460
487

1600
1544

800
772

Single (Guillotine)
shear test
(BS 7861) (kN)
679
679

DS
test /
BS
SS
Ratio
1.18
1.13

CONCLUSION
The overall results of tested cables showed that:
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The level of shear load appears to be influenced by the cable bolt pretension load
As expected single shear guillotine testing of the cables (based on BS7861 test procedure)
yielded lower shear loads.
The shear failure load of indented strand cable is lower than that of plain strand. This is
expected because of the strength loss and mass loss of indented strands.
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No cable rotation was detected in double shear testing in either cable bolt test.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON THE CONTACT SURFACE AREA
OF CABLED BOLTED STRATA
Haleh Rasekh, Naj Aziz, Jan Nemcik, Ali Mirza and Xuwei Li
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ABSTRACT: The application of cable bolts in underground mines is an increasing trend all over the
world; therefore, it is necessary to determine the axial and shear stresses on cable bolts. One important
factor is to determine the coefficient of friction of concrete joint surface. This paper examines the contact
coefficient of several cabled strata under various pre-tension loads subject to double shearing test. The
result shows that the contact surface area can vary between 70-90% of the total surface area. This
empirical value helps to figure out shear and axial stresses, where it is impossible to determine the exact
amount of contact coefficient.
INTRODUCTION
Cable bolts, as a secondary support system in the mining industry, have been used since the 1960s
(Fuller and O’Grady, 1993). The cable bolt provides reinforcement for the bed rock to support it-self.
There are different methodologies to determine the behaviour of cable bolts, which are pull out tests and
shear tests. Hawkes and Evans (1951), Fuller et al., (1978), Diederichs (1993), Bouteldja (2000), and
Yassein (2004) reported the strength of cable bolts for evaluating the tensile failure and load transfer
capacity by using the pull test methodology. Nowadays, the performance of cable bolts under shearing
is a topic of interest which can be conducted in the laboratory by using either the single shear or double
shear tests. Generally, cable bolt failure in the field is a combination of shear and tensile loading. The
single shear test as an approach to determine the shear performance of cable bolts has been conducted
by a large number of researchers although double shear tests simulate the field condition in a better
way. Aziz, et al., (2003) conducted 28 double shear tests on three common types of bolt in Australia with
concrete block strengths of 20MPa and 40MPa. The strength of concrete contributed to increase in load
transfer capacity of the bolt for the given axial pre-tension load and the value of system stiffness was
higher for higher strength concrete (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Effect of concrete type in the peak shear load of different rock bolts
Aziz, et al., (2005) investigated the effect of resin thickness in shear for bolt-grout-concrete interaction
by double shear testing. Two types of concrete blocks with different strength of 20 MPa and 40 MPa
were used for the tests and the study was further reinforced with ANSYS numerical simulation. The
results show that the thickness of resin is an important factor in transferring load from bolt to concrete.
Increasing the thickness of resin reduces the load transfer capacity, when the bolt was axially loaded
(pulling or pushing). The result from the numerical model was in agreement with the experimental
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results. The shear resistance and shear displacement are more influenced by the strength of concrete
block when compared to the resin thickness (Figure 2). Grasselli (2005) carried out a series of double
shearing tests on two different types of bolt; fully grouted solid bolt and Swellex bolts. The numerical
study was carried out using three-dimensional Finite Element (FEM) code. The experimental curve for
both bolt types had three similar steps, but the ultimate contribution to the shear resistance for the steel
bar was rather higher than for that of the hollow Swellex bolt. The study by Jalalifar (2006) shows the
effect of pre-tensioning on the maximum tensile load as shown in Figure 3. Craig and Aziz (2010)
conducted two double shear tests on the 28 mm hollow strand “TG” cable bolt. The initial pre-tensioning
were 50 kN and 90 kN and the maximum permitted shear displacement were 50 mm and 75 mm
respectively. The increase in the initial pre-tension load contributed to increased shear load at reduced
shear displacement, which is evident in Figure 1. Aziz et al., (2014 a) carried out double shearing tests
on the 19 wire HTT-IXG Hilti plain and indented cable bolts to study their performance. It was found that
the maximum shear load and axial load for the plain cable was higher compared to the indented one
while the vertical displacement was lower for the plain cable compared to the indented cable. The result
of the tensile test of the single strand shows that the strength of indented strand was also 10% less than
the plain one. Aziz et al., (2014 b) studied the series of double shear test on the fibre glass cable bolts.
The result of this study highlighted the impact of pre-tensioning and grout type on the peak shear load.
This paper is aimed at identifying the amount of the applied force required to overcome the shear
generated across the joint faces as a component of the overall force required for double shear testing.
SHEAR FORCE COMPONENETS
In double shear testing of a reinforcement element installed in concrete, the applied shear force is
consumed in overcoming the shear resistance of both the reinforcement element and shear joint
surface. The shearing load applied is consumed in;
a)
b)
c)

Shearing and bending of the cable bolt, and
Overcoming the shearing friction of the two concrete joint faces
Shearing of the grout annulus which is small and can be considered as part of the concrete joint
faces.

Thus, it is imperative that the above three shearing components be quantified so that their or near
realistic force values can be determined. This can be achieved by either;

1.

Determination of the shear strength of concrete blocks joint surfaces, which can be deducted
from the total shear strength to calculate the shear strength of cable bolt, or

2.

Eliminate completely the effect of shearing concrete faces by leaving small gaps between
concrete blocks to neglect the contact resistance between concrete blocks. By this method, the
total shear strength is the strength of cable bolt.

The focus of this paper is on the first method, while the second method represents an alternative
approach, which can realistically determine the contribution quantities from that due to concrete and
grout.

Figure 2: Induced shear and tensile stresses versus grout modulus of elasticity in, left: different
resin thickness, right: soft concrete Aziz et al., (2005)
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Figure 3: Effect of pre-tensioning on the maximum tensile load (Jalalifar 2006)
Several uncertain factors remain in the double shear test for the first method, such as the contact
coefficient of concrete blocks. This factor is an important factor in calculating the shear and axial
stresses of the cable bolts using the shear and axial loads according a series of tests were undertaken
to evaluate and quantify the coefficient factors under different test conditions.
TEST APPARATUS, SAMPLE PREPARATION, AND EXPERIMENTAL PLAN
The double shear assembly consisted of three concrete blocks with cross sectional area of 300 x 300
mm2 while the outer concrete blocks length was 300 mm and the middle one was 450 mm (see Figure
4). The concrete blocks had a compressive strength of 40 MPa. They were cast in the steel frame of the
double shear apparatus while a 20 mm thick plastic conduit was positioned through the mould for cable
bolt installation. The concrete blocks were kept wet for 28 days for curing purposes.
Subsequently, the surfaces of concrete blocks were painted using special painting pattern shown in
Figure 5. Each surface was divided to 36 squares that helped to precisely determine the contact surface
area after the test. Then, the concrete blocks were mounted in the steel moulds. In order to monitor the
axial loads generated on the cable bolt during pre-tensioning and shearing test, two 60 t load cells were
incorporated. The cable bolt was retained in tension by installation of two sets of barrels and wedge.
After pre-tensioning the cable bolt, chemical resin or cementitious grouts were injected to the holes on
top of the concrete blocks depending on the test requirements, and tests were conducted seven days
later. The 500 t machine at the rock mechanics laboratory of University of Wollongong was used to
perform the double shear tests. Figure 6 shows the installed cabled bolt in double shear test assembly in
the 500 t machine. The rate of shear displacement was set by the digital controller. The shear load was
applied to the sample using a hydraulic jack located on top of the instrument. The middle concrete block
was moved in a vertical direction. The amount of shear and normal load and shear displacement were
recorded by the data taker.

Figure 4: Concrete block dimensions
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Figure 5: Concrete block painting
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Figure 6: Arrangement of shearing apparatus in compression machine
More than 10 double shear tests were conducted on various samples. The value of initial normal load
varied between 0, 100 and 250 kN while the rate of shear displacement was set to 1 mm/min. The first
test was conducted without installing cable bolts in the concrete block and the purpose was to
investigate the pure shear strength of concrete blocks. Seven different types of cable bolts were tested
with different type of grout and pre-tension loads as shown in Figure 7 and Table 1.
TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The aim of this research was to determine the pure shear strength of cable bolts; therefore, it was
essential to calculate the shear strength of the concrete blocks joint surfces at the desired value of the
applied axial stress. Figure 8 shows the relationship between the normal and shear stresses for the
sliding concrete blocks. By using the Mohr Coulomb equation, the friction angle was drawn as 26.94°.
The cable bolt shear strength, can then be obtained by deducting the shear strength of concrete block
joints surfece from the total shear strength obtained from shearing test.
Figure 9 shows the concrete blocks after shearing. As previously mentioned, each surface was divided
into 36 squares. The Contact Coefficient (CC) was calculated as:
100

(1)

The amount of CC for experimental tests of this study are summarised in Table 2. The average of CC of
the cabled concrete, after shearing, was 80% of the total area. This value can be considered between
70% and 90% where it is impossible to determine the contact coefficient of concrete blocks precisely.
Then, the axial stress and shear stress can be calculated using the following equations:
(2a)
.

where,

(2b)
is the normal stress, N is the normal load, S is the shear load and CA is cable area.
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The damage on the concrete blocks was mostly concentrated around cable bolts. It was noted that by
increasing pre-tensioning, the contact coefficient increases. The reason is that the load applied to the
concrete blocks and cable bolt subjected the sheared concrete joint faces tight and increased the
contact forces between concrete blocks. This is evident in tests 5 and 7 and also in tests 7 and 8. For
instance, CC values for the Indented SUMO-Hollow 28mm cable with pre-tensioning forces of 10 t and
25 t, the CC values were 75% and 81% respectively. The stiffness of cable is more compared to the
concrete block, and this is the reason why the cable bolt carries 90% of the total shear load. Table 2
shows the total shear strength and the pure shear strength of cable bolts. The result from this method of
testing is approximately and hence required a closer look. Figure 10 shows an alternative approach to
eliminate the effect of the Joint surfaces shear values. The new design of the double shear apparatus
should prevent shearing joint faces coming in contact with each other, thus the applied shear load will
enable accurate determination of the cable bolt shear strength.

Figure 7: Cable bolts used for double shearing test purpose
Table 3: Detail of double shear tests carried out on various cables with different pretension loads
and grouts
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Figure 8: test results of the concrete blocks sliding test
CONCLUSION



Testing of cable bolts in concrete represent a realistic away of simulating shear failures in rocks
in underground.
There is a significant level of shear force spent in overcoming the sheared concrete joint
surfaces friction. The level of forces is rather difficult to quantify accurately by using CC by the
painted pattern damage. One approach will be the elimination of the joint surfaces coming in
contact with each other during shearing. Also, by increasing the pre-tensioning leads to increase
in the contact coefficient.
Table 2: Peak shear strength for different cabled concrete blocks

Figure 9: Concrete block surfaces after shearing
11 –13 February 2015
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Figure 10: Schematic design of double shearing apparatus with no contacts between concrete
blocks
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MODELLING OF REBAR AND CABLE BOLT BEHAVIOUR IN
TENSION/SHEAR
Xuwei Li, Jan Nemcik, Naj Aziz, Ali Mirza and Haleh Rasekh

1

ABSTRACT: Cable bolting and rock/rebar bolting are the two main reinforcement techniques used in
underground coal mines to maintain the stability of openings. Due to the structural features of cable
strands, cables and solid bolts behave differently in reinforcing rock strata. Since the generation of a
cable model is different in a numerical program, and especially impossible in a 2D program, some
researchers tend to replace cable bolts with rebar bolts in numerical models, which is still pretty
suspicious. To compare their performance differences when subjected in tension and/or in shear,
numerical models of cable and rebar bolt were built and analysed using Flac3D program. The generated
models of cables and rebar bolts were assigned identical geometrical dimensions and basic mechanical
properties to ensure comparability. Attention was mainly given to the strength and stiffness of cables
and rebar bolts both in tension and in shear. Conclusions are drawn from these models, which can be a
reference for other studies in this area.
INTRODUCTION
Bolting is an important main reinforcement technique used in openings to control and reinforce rock
strata. To better use the bolting technique, a good understanding of the interaction and loading transfer
mechanism of bolts and the surrounding media is necessary. Compared to experimental methods,
numerical simulation is a good way to investigate the evolution and propagation of stress and strain in
detail inside the shear system. It is also cheaper and easily repeatable. Many studies have been carried
out with numerical simulation. Spang and Egger (1990) carried out numerical 3D simulation using the
Finite Element Method to quantitatively investigate the various phenomena occurring during shear tests
on bolted rock blocks. Stankus and Guo (1996) conducted numerical tests on bolted rock joints with
various lengths of bolts and pretensions and drew some interesting conclusions on the effects of the
pretension and cable length. Grasselli (2005) studied and compared the shear performances of both full
steel dowels and frictional swellex using a commercial three-dimensional finite element code,
ZSOIL_3D. Tests were also done by Turmo et al., (2006) using a Finite Element Method to study the
structural behavior of segmental concrete structures with bolt reinforcement. Song et al., (2010)
conducted numerical tests on Double Shear Model (DSM) using a 3D program to study the deformability
and stress state of bolted jointed rock blocks. Obviously, past studies with simulation mainly focused on
the interaction of rebar bolt and rock strata but did not include cable bolts, because of the structural
complexity of cable bolts. For modelling of cable bolts, the grid zones used will be dozens times that
used for rebar bolts. The contact interface of strands is also a tough problem in simulation. So when
attention is shifted to cable bolting in simulation, especially considering the effect of cables’ surface
structure, many problems will emerge. An easy means of this could be to replace the cable bolt with a
rock bolt in numerical simulation. But the feasibility of this means has not yet been determined, which
requires further research prior to its adoption.
In this paper, the preliminary work carried out to study the performance differences of rebar and cable
bolts is reported. Attention was mainly given to the strength and stiffness of cable and rebar bolts both in
tension and in shear. For the cable bolts, only its main structural feature, the spiral structure, was
considered. No consideration was given to the cables’ bird structure or strand indentation.
CONSTITUTIVE MODEL OF BOLT COMPOSITE
Deformability of cable strand
The deformability of cables in tension and in shear plays an essential role in their performance when
loaded in shear. Since they are made from steel, their main deformability is determined by the steel
material. Steel material normally has four typical stages in its stress strain curve, elastic stage, yield
stage, strain hardening stage, and strain softening stage. Several cable strands have been tested in
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tension and two stress strain relationship profile were gained and illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
The cable strand results are consistent with the typical relationship except the strain softening stage
since cable strands do not have an obvious strain softening stage. In these figures, the yield stage and
the strain hardening stage are combined and represented by another strain hardening stage which
simplifies the stress strain relationship as a linear relation and is easy to be used in analysis. In
addition, both two stages can be considered as linearly elastic with two different moduli.

Figure 1: Stress strain relationship of a plain cable strand (source Orica)

Figure 2: Stress strain relationship of an indented cable strand (source Orica)
Constitutive model of cable composite
Considering the tensile tests conducted on the cable strand, two linearly elastic stages were assumed
for both in tension and in compression as its constitutive model, as shown in Figure 3. In numerical
simulation elastic model with varied moduli was applied to the cable according to its stress state. The
tensile moduli used in simulation were 200GPa and 4GPa for the elastic stage and plastic stage,
respectively.
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Figure 3: Constitutive model used in Flac3D model for both cable and rebar bolts
Verification of the constitutive model
A single cable strand was generated and assigned the above constitutive model and mechanical
properties to verify the effectiveness of this model. The modelled cable strand is 200 mm long by 7 mm
in diameter as shown in Figure 4. The steel strand was fixed at one end and tensioned to failure at the
other end. The recorded tension load at the fixed end is shown in Figure 5, which is rigidly consistent to
the assumed constitutive model in Figure 3, and thus this model can be used in the following study.
FLAC3D 3.00
Step 329 Model Perspective
15:44:41 Fri Aug 29 2014
Center:
X: 1.031e-001
Y: 1.690e-001
Z: 1.500e-001
Dist: 5.565e-001

Rotation:
X: 0.000
Y: 0.000
Z: 290.000
Mag.: 2.44
Ang.: 22.500

Block Group
11

Itasca Consulting Group, Inc.
Minneapolis, MN USA

Figure 4: Model of a single cable strand
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Figure 5: Tension stress vs. strain of a single cable strand
COMPARISON OF CABLE AND REBAR BOLT IN TENSION
The uniaxial tensile tests on a section of cable bolts and rebar bolts were conducted in FLAC3D to
compare the reaction of cable and rebar bolt. The cable model was created based on an extensively
used hollow cable bolt and its counterpart rebar bolt was generated with the identical dimensions. The
dimension details of the cable and rebar bolt are given in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the generated models
of cable and rebar bolt.

Figure 6: Geometrical dimensions of cable and rebar bolt

Figure 7: Model of cable and rebar bolt
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Figure 8: Stress vs. strain relationships of tendons in tension
The cable bolt, rebar bolt and steel strand all behaved with nearly identical stiffness in tension for both
elastic and plastic stages. The main difference is located at the failure point. The cable bolt failed at a
smaller strain of about 4.6%, the average tension stress peaking at just under 1800 MPa (1770 MPa to
be exact), while breaks of the rebar bolt and steel strand occurred at a similar strain which is bigger than
that of the cable bolt due to its early failure. The reason of this could be that stress propagation along the
cable bolt was less uniform than the rebar bolt and the steel strand, which led to stress concentration in
some cable strands and stress decentralization in others and because of this the cable strands ruptured
separately rather than simutaniously. The post-peak stages also support this view point since the
average stress of cable bolt decreased much slower than the other two.
Comparison of cable and rebar bolt in shear
Numerical double shear tests were carried out on solid cable bolt and rebar bolt to study their
performance and to compare with the experimental result. Regarding these two simulations, all used
properties and parameters were in reference to the experimental test. What is worth mentioning is the
normal stiffness of contact interfaces was assigned a nearly infinite value to prevent interpenetration of
the bolt, concrete and grout. Figure 9 shows the assembly of the shear apparatus with cable and rebar
bolt, and the shear force variation is given in Figure 10.
FLAC3D 3.00

FLAC3D 3.00
Step 20000 Model Perspective
12:14:35 Fri Sep 19 2014

Step 10000 Model Perspective
12:35:24 Fri Sep 19 2014

Center:
X: 8.150e-001
Y: 6.500e-002
Z: 1.500e-001
Dist: 1.689e+000

Center:
X: 8.289e-001
Y: 1.153e-001
Z: 1.500e-001
Dist: 1.622e+000

Rotation:
X: 0.000
Y: 0.000
Z: 220.000
Mag.: 1.25
Ang.: 22.500

Block Group
41
101
51
21
11

Rotation:
X: 0.000
Y: 0.000
Z: 220.000
Mag.: 1.25
Ang.: 22.500

Grid
Magfac = 0.000e+000
Linestyle

Grid
Magfac = 0.000e+000
Linestyle

Grid
Magfac = 0.000e+000
Linestyle

Block Group

Itasca Consulting Group, Inc.
Minneapolis, MN USA

100
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
Itasca Consulting Group, Inc.
Minneapolis, MN USA

Figure 9: Assembly of shear system
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Figure 10: Relationship of shear force vs. shear displacement of solid bolts with 25 t pretension
It is seen that for solid reinforcement elements the rebar and cable bolt behaved in different stiffness for
both pre- and post- plastic hinge. The shear stiffness of the entire system with rebar bolt is roughly two
times that with cable bolt. Failures of rebar bolt and cable bolt happened at similar strength as the
experimental result, at a displacement of less than 20 mm for rebar bolt and about 60 mm for cable bolt.
The consistency of the cable model and the experimental test is good in general.
Figure 11 shows the numerical and experimental results of shear systems with hollow cable and rebar
bolt. Similar to the solid ones discussed above, the hollow cable bolt had good agreement with the
experimental result but was less stiff than the hollow rebar bolt in the shear resistance.

Figure 11: Relationship of shear force vs. shear displacement of grouted hollow bolts with 25 t
pretension
So cable and rebar bolt acted differently in reinforcing jointed rock strata, and the former cannot be
replaced directly with the latter. The main difference rests on the stiffness, so an assumption can be
made that the cable bolt can be matched with the rebar bolt by lowering the stiffness of the latter. Thus,
another test was conducted on rebar bolted concrete with one twentieth of the original rebar stiffness,
the result of which is also shown in Figure 11. Unfortunately, it seems this method does not help a lot
since the shear force – shear displacement curve still deviates from the cable model.
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CONCLUSIONS
Numerical tests were conducted on jointed concretes reinforced with cable and rebar bolt, respectively,
to study their performance difference. Both tensile and shear tests were done and compared with the
experimental test result.
Numerical results show that the rebar bolt with identical geometrical dimensions and mechanical
properties displayed similar shear strength to the cable bolt subjected in shear. Thus it is reasonable to
use a rebar bolt model for a cable in studying the reinforcement effect. However, the rebar bolt behaved
in different stiffness compared to the cable bolt, and the former was twice the latter. So it is reasonable
to qualitatively investigate the deformability of the reinforced joint with rebar for cable bolt, but
unreasonable to quantitatively do this.
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NEW GENERATION POLYMER TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE TO
BE USED IN PLASTER AND CEMENTITIOUS FIBRE AND
NON-FIBRE SPRAY ON AND GROUT SYSTEMS
Allison Golsby1
ABSTRACT: Polymer plaster forms part of a group of spray on products that use polymers to
supplement or replace cement as a binder in grout systems. The types include but are not limited to
polymer plasters, polymer-impregnated concrete, polymer concrete, and polymer-Portland-cement
concrete. Polymer plaster and concrete has historically not been widely adopted due to the high costs
and difficulty associated with traditional manufacturing techniques. However, recent progress has led to
significant reductions in cost, meaning that the use of polymer plaster and concrete is gradually
becoming more widespread.This paper will focus on addressing aspects of the use of polymers.
INTRODUCTION
Engineered Cementitious Compounds (ECCs), unlike common fibre reinforced concrete, is a family of
micromechanically designed material. As long as a cementitious material is designed/developed based
on micromechanics and fracture mechanics theory to feature large tensile ductility, it can be called an
ECC. Therefore, ECC is not a fixed material design, but a broad range of products under different stages
of research, development, and implementations. The ECC material family is expanding. The
development of an individual mix design of ECC requires special efforts by systematically engineering of
the material at nano-, micro-, macro- and composite scales.
Some polymers can be added plasters or concretes and used to supplement or replace an original
binder.
The
types
include
polymer-impregnated
concrete,
polymer
concrete,
and
polymer-Portland-cement concrete, as well as applications using gypsum and other cementitious
products. In these ECCs, thermosetting resins are used as the principal polymer component due to their
high thermal stability and resistance to a wide variety of chemicals. ECCs can also be composed of
aggregates may include silica, quartz, gypsum, granite, limestone, and other high quality material. The
aggregate must be of good quality, free of dust and other debris, and dry. Failure to fulfil these criteria can
reduce the bond strength between the polymer binder and the aggregate.
ECC may be used for new construction or repairing old concrete. The adhesive properties of ECCs allow
patching of both polymer and conventional cement-based and non-cement based compounds. The low
permeability and corrosive resistance of ECCs allows it to be used in civil, road and mining applications,
such as sewer structure applications, drainage channels, electrolytic cells for base metal recovery,
geomechanics, Ventilation Control Devices (VCDs) and other structures that contain liquids, toxic or
corrosive chemicals. It is especially suited to the construction and rehabilitation of manholes due to its
ability to withstand toxic and corrosive sewer gases and bacteria commonly found in sewer systems.
ECC does not require coating or welding of PVC-protected seams.
ECC has historically not been widely adopted due to the higher costs and difficulty associated with
traditional manufacturing techniques. However, recent developments in polymer production and ECC
assembly has led to significant reductions in cost, meaning that the use of polymer concrete is gradually
becoming more widespread.
RELATIONSHIP TO THE MINING INDUSTRY
Portland cement and gypsum based products are currently the most widely used construction materials
in underground mining. The historical characteristics of Portland cement include:





1

Low cost,
high stiffness,
high compressive strength,
non-flammability,

CEO, ConsultMine, PO Box 358, Brisbane 4001, E-mail: allison@golsby.org
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ease of fabrication,
whilst low tensile strength,
brittleness, and
long -term durability.

Reinforcing cement with steel provides increased tensile strength and the incorporation of fibres
increases its toughness (resistance to crack propagation). Polymers increase ECC tensile and flexural
strength and reduces its brittle nature by increasing toughness. In this paper field of ECC will be
reviewed.
Geopolymer cements are inorganic hydraulic cements and are based on the polymerization of minerals
(Davidovits, Davidovits, and James 1999). The term more specifically refers to alkali-activated
alumino-silicate cements, also called zeolitic or polysialate cements. They are used in construction, with
high-early strength applications, and waste stabilisation. These cements do not contain organic polymers
or plastics.
BRIEF HISTORY
The ancient history of using natural polymers, like asphalt to modify mortars, goes back to the
Babylonians, Egyptians and ancient India.
The concrete history timeline according to Auburn 2000 and Brown 1996:




















9000 BC – Cement floor discovered in Israel in 1985
3000 BC-Egyptian Pyramids. The Egyptians were using concrete over 5000 years ago to build
pyramids.
300 BC - 476 AD-Roman Architecture. The ancient Romans used a material that is remarkably
close to modern cement to build many of their architectural marvels, such as the Colosseum,
and the Pantheon. The Romans also used animal products in their cement as an early form of
admixtures.
1824-Portland Cement Invented.
1836-Cement Testing. The first test of tensile and compressive strength took place in Germany.
1889- The first concrete reinforced bridge was built.. Alvord Lake Bridge is over two hundred
years old.
1903-The first concrete high rise was built.
1908-Thomas Edison designed and built the first concrete homes.
1913-The first load of ready mix was delivered.
1915-Coloured Concrete. L.M. Scofield, products included colour hardeners, colourwax integral
colour, sealers, and chemical stains.
1930-Air Entraining Agents. Air entraining agents were used for the first time in cement to resist
against damage from freezing and thawing.
1938-Concrete Overlay. Latex was added to Portland cement, aggregate, and other materials to
make a covering for ship decks.
1950's-Decorative Concrete Developed. The Bomanite process was developed, the original
cast-in-place, coloured, textured and imprinted architectural concrete paving.
1970's-Fiber Reinforcement
1980's-Concrete Countertops
1990-Concrete Engraving
1992-Tallest Concrete Building
1999-Polished Concrete

Europeans in the Middle Ages, used ox blood and egg white to increase the durability of lime mortars.
The modern history of man-made modifiers starts in the late forties, with the development of butadiene
styrene, polychloroprene and acrylic latex in modified mortars and concrete. The main application of latex
polymer modified cements at that time was for concrete repair. The use of polymers in the fabrication of
bridges and parking garage overlays was developed in the early seventies.
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The prime function of the polymer was to reduce concrete permeability and increase resistance to
chloride penetration, toughness and adhesion. Dry polymer modifiers, so called redispersable powders,
based on Ethyl-Vinyl Acetate (EVA), polyvinyl acetate-vinyl arboxylate, (VA/VeovVa), acrylics,
styrene-acrylics and others were introduced in the early eighties. Dry polymer modifiers allow the
formulation of one-component systems.
Initially dry polymer modifiers were inferior in many aspects to early polymers.
DESCRIPTION OF POLYMERS
A polymer is a high molecular weight molecule, usually a linear chain of many repeat units. All plastics fall
under the category of polymers, but also natural products such as cellulose, proteins, DNA etc. The
repeat units are called monomers, and these are polymerised in a wide variety of processes. The
polymers we are referring to in this paper are dispersions and their spray-dried, dispersible versions.
Dispersible polymers are produced in a process called emulsion polymerisation – the monomers are
emulsified and reacted in water, and the end result is a dispersion of small particles (typically 100 nm to
several microns in diameter, containing up to 10,000 polymer chains) in water, stabilised by surfactants
or colloids such as polyvinyl alcohol.
In this application, the water evaporates, the particles come closer to each other and fuse (film formation)
and can bind other ingredients (such as sand or limestone) together in the process. Depending on the
nature of the monomers and their other properties, the dispersions can be used in a wide variety of
applications, such as water-based paints, adhesives, carpet backing, paper and cardboard coatings, and
in construction products. The last application area – construction – is the area from which the use of such
polymers in mining, has been derived.
The polymer dispersions are used as admixtures to cement mortars in two-component products.
Initial findings, using this combination, were obtained as far back as the twenties and early thirties. A
milestone in the mortar modification was reached with the invention of dispersible polymer powders, by
the Munich-based company Wacker Chemie AG. Their first polymer powder was launched in 1957 under
the trade name VINNAPAS®.
Polymer powders are spray-dried dispersions. The production of these powders is not simple:
dispersions which will form continuous and, in some cases, tacky films at room temperature. They have
to be converted into free-flowing and storage stable, water-free powders. Before the spray-drying
process is run, a water soluble protective colloid (for example polyvinyl alcohol) is added, which
surrounds the dried emulsion particles to keep them separate and to protect them against premature
coalescence. Once the applicator (or pump) adds water to the mortar on site, the polymer disperses and
the mortar is practically indistinguishable from a mortar modified with dispersion.
Since the seventies, there has been an increasing trend towards the substitution of mortar additives in
dispersion form, with polymer powders. This allowed the producers of a construction mortar to add the
polymer to the cement or plaster mixes in their pre-blended, bagged form, whereas the liquid dispersion
needed to be added on site. This process has the advantage that the amount of polymer could be
controlled, and that the logistics of bringing product to a site became a lot easier, especially underground
applications.
Since then the use of these dry versions in construction mortars has been growing steadily. The
modification of cement based mortars with thermoplastic film forming polymers for a variety of
applications is very common today in the Australian construction industry.
Examples for these applications are thin-bed tile adhesive mortars and tile grouts, self-levelling flooring
compounds, renders, cement paints, concrete repair mortars, injection grouts, and even concrete itself.
CURRENT USE IN PLASTER AND CEMENT-BASED PRODUCTS
The addition of polymer powders to mineral binders, both cement and gypsum, hydrated lime or high
alumina cement, improves a range of properties of hardened and fresh mortar. They include:
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increased open time for adhesives,
better cohesion for sprayed products,
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better rheo
ology once placed
p
on the
e target surfa
ace (either more
m
flowing,, or the oppo
osite to keep
p
the producct in place),
improved adhesion
a
to critical
c
substtrates,
increased flexibility and
d deformabil ity,
crack-free curing,
sistance,
increased abrasion res
ofing,
water-proo
In some ca
ases a highe
er compressivve strength,
better freeze/thaw resistance wherre it is relevant.
HOW PO LYMER POW
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ORK

At low
w polymer do
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olymers help
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her the other constituentss of the ECC
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e
fillers, just as the cement
c
does in concrete. The polyme
ers are often found
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he water wass
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g the drying process. As
s the water evaporates or is used to
t hydrate thhe cement, the polymerr
particles form a film
m – a polyme
er domain (co
ompare arrow
ws). The tens
sile adhesivee strength of such a resin
n
domain is higher th
han the tensile adhesive strength of a cementitiou
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ortar and the dense tiles, as shown in
n
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Figurre 1: ceramic
c tile adhesive (CTA), m
modified witth VINNAPAS® polymerr powder, on
n porcelain
tile x15
500 (Wackerr Chemie AG
G)
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At a higher dosage the volume of polymer starts to dominate the cement, and at very high dosages, such
as used in water-proofing membranes, the polymers form the matrix, and the cement can be considered
as the reinforcement.
Graphic examples of the properties conferred by the polymers can be seen in Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 2 shows the deformation in a three-point bending test of a cementitious mortar where the level of
polymer modification was varied between 0% and 15%. The Figure shows the substantial increase in
deformation the mortar can sustain before breaking. This mortar is used to make flexible cementitious tile
adhesives and mining grouts.
Figure 3 shows examples of cement-polymer mixtures at the same polymer: cement ratio, where the
inherent flexibility of the polymer was changed. This illustrates the ability to control the properties of the
mortar by controlling the type of polymer used. There are many polymers available.
Figure 4 is a photograph of the dry-spray shotcrete application modified by these types of polymers in a
mine. The modification resulted in a marked improvement of the water-proofing properties of the
shotcrete, even though the percentage of polymer was not high enough to create continuous film of
polymer in the concrete. Instead the polymer domains allowed the shotcrete to cure crack-free to the
extent that the shotcrete itself was water-proof.

mm 12

3‐point bending test acc. to EN 12002
(35% portland cement)
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Figure 2: 3 point bending test acc. to EN 12002 (35% Portland cement) (Wacker Chemie AG)
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Figure 3: possible force-deformation curves for cement-dry polymer mixtures measured
according to ISO 527-3 (Wacker Chemie AG)
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Figure 4: ECC application (Wacker Chemie AG)
CASE STUDY
Despite concrete in general not being a widely used product in underground coal compared to hard rock
– much less specialised fibre concrete, there have been uses dating back many years.
Fibre in concrete can be divided into two sections:




Macro fibre – any type of fibre that is generally in excess of 30mm in length. The first Macro fibre
was made of steel, which is still used in civil applications however; “plastic macro fibre” is the
preferred additive in just about 100% of hardrock shotcreting in Australia. The use of course
concrete and macro fibre in underground coal mines has been very limited. The limiting factors
include: the size of pumping equipment, logistics to site and the poor adhesion relationship
between coal and general concrete).
Micro fibre – again “plastic” fibre dominates this market with the fibre length ranging from 6mm to
about 15mm. This type of fibre is compatible with the dry gunite pumping systems which are the
primary source of concrete and plaster spraying in U/G coal. The additional benefit of micro fibre
is that it is relatively easy to integrate it into pre bagged dry mix products.

In the 1990’s Thin Skin Liners (TSL’s) was an experimental product that many manufactures focused on.
Micro fibres were an integral part of these TSL’s. They all lacked structural integrity. The TSLs were
simple surface and crack sealers. The TSL market has diminished greatly with several products
morphing into very thin crack sealers, without fibre to improve crack penetration.
More recently high strength ductile cement based products have made their way in to the market using
micro fibres – the term Thin Structural Liners has been adopted for these products. These TSL’s are
highly refined engineered pre bagged products. The TSLs are designed so the cement based matrix
works in unison with the characteristics of the micro fibres. This allows for a unique “strain hardening”
cracking system to occur. Basically, the matrix is designed to micro crack thus transferring the load to the
fibres. As the fibres increase the load bearing ability the matrix continues to micro crack over the entire
loaded area thus bringing into play many more fibres. This strain hardening effect permits the matrix to
have a high compressive strength (40MPa +) and exhibit high flexural ductility of around 10% plus high
tensile strength of 5% plus.
Testing undertaken of the product (PMG 64) used in this case study and the products that are currently
on the market are compared in Table 1 below. These tests were conducted at 14 days after application.
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From the data in Table 1, PMG 64 has higher flexial strength and crack bridging properties than standard
grout.
Table 1: Comparison of case study ECC (PMG 64) to current products (After Moore 2014)
Phoenelic
Resin

PUR

32

Standard
Grout
45

0.75

0.3

0.74

1.46

1.8

0.4

11

1.2

Property

PMG 64

UCS (Mpa)
Tensile on Sandstone
(MPa)
Crack Bridging (mm) at
1MPa
Flexial Strength (Mpa)

An example of the use of such a product was the rib consolidation on the non-walk side of an aging belt
road which was starting to spall badly. The entire consolidation was completed from off the stationary belt
over a ten day maintenance period. The success of this project has led into the assessment of using such
products and techniques as an alternative to secondary support in general as the product costs are
similar, the speed of application is much faster with both sides of a 100m pillar roadway being able to be
sprayed from a single setup by three men plus a loader in a single shift. Currently, such products are
being tested to gauge their effectiveness for pillar confinement and have demonstrated to be tougher in
vehicle impact situations which have the potential of extending travel road maintenance periods
extensively. The main benefits discovered from this application was that by using the penetration and
gluing strengths of these products, that very little needed to be used to give structural strength (around 15
mm over competent coal). The ability to “glue” back into the rib large spalling blocks and put them back to
work as support members was a distinct benefit.

Figure 5: Applied Thin Skin Liner in an underground coal mine (Moore 2014)
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Another successful program was the selection of one of these products to replace all the stoppings in a
New South Wales underground coal mine. The priorities for this job were – minimal construction time,
minimal thickness for the required rating, a high safety factor and the ability to resist convergence. This
program is ongoing today with over 100 new stoppings having been built alongside the existing old non
rated block stoppings.
One application example of the product was sprayed in this case study at between 2mm to 5mm,
covering 1000m2 in 5.5 hours using 350 20kg bags of the product as shown in Figure 5 below. Less of the
product is needed to be applied to achieve a similar outcome to standard grout. So, for the same surface
area, less product is required and the total product cost is much lower. The site requires no special
machinery, skilled staff to apply the product and less challenging OHS issues for a similar result to
Phoenelic Resin and PUR (Polyurethane resin). Phoenelic Resin and PUR are commonly used in
underground coal mines.
CONCERNS ABOUT POLYMERS
The success of the above program along with the modernising of the dry gunite systems to make them
virtually dustless (which is essential for compliance) and the dust reducing additives now available have
made the option of using both fibre reinforced cement and plaster based systems more than viable.
Figure 6 shows physical comparisons between ECCs and other composite materials.

Figure 6: Comparison between ECC and other composite materials (wikipedia)
CONCLUSIONS
ECCs historically have not been widely adopted because of higher costs and difficulty associated with
traditional manufacturing techniques. However, recent developments have led to significant reductions in
cost, meaning that the use of polymer concrete is gradually becoming more widespread.
Advantages of polymer concrete include:













Rapid curing at ambient temperatures
High tensile, flexural, and compressive strengths
Good adhesion to most surfaces
Good long-term durability with respect to freeze and thaw cycles
Low permeability to water and aggressive solutions
Good chemical resistance
Good resistance against corrosion
Lighter weight (only somewhat less dense than traditional concrete, depending on the resin
content of the mix)
May be vibrated to fill voids in forms
Allows use of regular form-release agents (in some applications)
Dielectric
Less product required compared to similar applications with standard grouts
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Disadvantages of polymer concrete include:


Product hard to manipulate with conventional tools such as drills and presses due to its strength
and density. Getting pre-modified product from the manufacturer is recommended
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INVESTIGATION ON ADHESION STRENGTH OF THIN SPRAY-ON
LINERS IN AN UNDERGROUND COAL MINE
Zecheng Li, Serkan Saydam, Rudrajit Mitra and Duncan Chalmers

1

ABSTRACT: A Thin Spray-on Liner (TSL) is defined as a chemically based layer or coating (3-5 mm)
that is sprayed onto the rock surface to support mining excavations (Saydam and Docrat, 2007). Since
the introduction, TSLs have received success in some applications in hard rock mines; however, their
use has been slow in coal mining. The adhesion strength between a TSL and a rock surface is an
important parameter controlling the design and performance of liner support systems. The in situ
adhesion tests have been conducted to study the bonding between a TSL material and the coal
substrate in an underground coal mine in NSW. A direct pull-off adhesion tester was adopted to conduct
adhesion tests on the ribs of the roadway. In this paper, the in situ adhesion test results on coal
substrate are analysed and presented.
INTRODUCTION
A Thin Spray-on Liner (TSL) is defined as a thin chemically based coating or layer that is applied onto
mining excavations with a thickness of 3 to 5 mm (Saydam and Docrat, 2007). The adhesion strength
between a liner and rock is one of the most important parameters in terms of support resisting capacity
(Li et al., 2014). When liners are used for area support, there is an intimate contact between the liner
and rock surface. Where adequate adhesion bonds exists, TSLs can carry or transfer the load created
by gravity falls or loose rock onto stable or unfractured rock surface (Archibald, 2001).
The adhesion strength of a TSL can be defined as its ability to adhere to a particular surface (Swan and
Henderson, 2001). Over the years, many adhesion test procedures have been proposed by researchers
to assess the adhesion strength of TSLs. These adhesion test procedures can be divided into core
adhesion test, embedded dolly test and glued dolly test. The glued dolly test method is the most widely
used procedure by researchers due to its ease of application and accuracy of results (Mercer, 1992;
Espley-Boudreau, 1999; Tannant et al., 1999; Archibald, 2001; Spearing, 2001; Kuijpers et al., 2004;
Saydam and Docrat, 2007; Li et al., 2014).
Kuijpers (2004) reported that two types of bond strength have to be considered: tensile and shear, as
shown in Figure 1. Tensile bond strength is a measure of the ability of TSL to remain in contact with the
rock when a tensile stress is applied normal to the rock-TSL interface. Shear bond strength is concerned
with the ability to resist stresses that act parallel to the rock-TSL interface. In practice, there is usually
some combination of these stresses acting on the interface (Saydam and Docrat, 2007).
TSL
Rock

Rock

Rock

TSL
(a) Tension

(b) Shear

Figure 1: De-bonding mechanisms of TSLs (modified from Kuijpers et al., 2004)
The use of TSL as a gas management tool in underground coal mines is currently being investigated by
the School of Mining Engineering, UNSW Australia at an underground coal mine in NSW, Australia. A
polymer based TSL was applied to the ribs of the coal mine. As part of the investigation, in situ adhesion
tests were conducted to study the bonding between TSL and coal substrate. The test method adopted
School of Mining Engineering, UNSW Australia, Sydney, NSW 2052, Australia, E-mail: zecheng.li@student.unsw.edu.au, Tel: 02
9385 6118
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was a direct pull adhesion test which
h was adapte
ed from AST
TM D4541 standard. Duee to the agree
ements
with the min
ne and the TSL
T
manufac
cturer, the miine name an
nd the produc
ct name will not be disclo
osed in
this paper.
In this pape
er, the in-situ adhesion test results on coal substra
ate are analy
ysed and preesented.
TEST
T PREPARA
ATION AND EXECUTION
E
N
Test area d
description
A polymer b
based TSL was
w sprayed onto the ribss of the roadw
way. Figure 2 shows the adhesion test area
before and after the TS
SL application
n. Due to the
e excavation
n disturbance
e and the strress concentration,
the coal in tthe top part is more fracttured, while the coal in th
he bottom pa
art is relativeely intact. Ad
dhesion
strength tessts were conducted on both these re gions to eva
aluate the inffluence of suubstrate integ
grity on
the adhesio
on strength re
esults.

L applicatio
e 2: In situ adhesion
a
tes
st area (a) b
before TSL application,
a
(b) after TSL
on
Figure
Test apparratus and prrocedure
The PAT G
GM01-Elcometer testing apparatus w
was used in this test. The
T
test appparatus work
ks on a
distributed fforce pull offf system, which can appl y a maximum
m force of 6..3 kN. The ssteel test dolllies are
28.2 mm in
n diameter which
w
is the standard sizze supplied with the equ
uipment. Thee range of the test
pressure is 0-10 MPa fo
or the size of the dollies u
used.
ued to the su
urface with a
araldite epox
xy. The test area
a
was oveer-cored by using
u
a
The test dollies were glu
coring bit to
o make sure the pull forc
ce will only b
be applied on
n the test do
olly area. Theen a pull forc
ce was
applied normal to the coal surface until
u
de-bond
ding occurre
ed. The liner was allowedd to cure for 1 day,
days, 21 dayss and 42 day
ys before tessting. At leastt 5 tests were
e conducted for each con
ndition.
7days, 14 d
Figure 3 sho
ows an in-sittu test execu
ution on the rrib of the road
dway.

Figure 3: In
n situ adhes
sion strengtth test (a) ov
vercoring, (b
b) dolly und
der test
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TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Adhesion strength test results
In total, 58 adhesion strength tests were conducted at the mine on both intact and fractured coal areas.
Table 1 provides the average adhesion test results and image processing results with different curing
times of 1 day, 7 days, 14 days, 21 days and 42 days.
Table 1: Adhesion strength test results
Test area

Intact coal
area

Fractured
coal area

Curing
time
days
1
7
14
21
42
1
7
14
21
42

Adhesion
strength
MPa
0.23
0.59
0.91
0.91
0.95
0.12
0.53
0.52
0.57
0.58

Standard
deviation
MPa
0.03
0.05
0.23
0.13
0.17
0.03
0.10
0.21
0.26
0.25

Percentage of coal
on failure surface
%
47.41
75.63
81.00
84.32
87.61
43.20
84.33
83.38
85.18
84.86

Standard deviation
%
18.26
12.19
7.17
4.18
1.97
20.03
7.47
8.72
4.03
4.55

Effect of curing time
As curing time increases, the adhesion strength increases and then stops for both intact coal and
fractured coal, as shown in Figure 4. For intact coal, the adhesion strength increases from 0.23 MPa to
0.59 MPa from 1 day to 7 days, and then reaches the final value at 14 days. After 14 days, the adhesion
strength is almost the same. While for fractured coal, the adhesion strength reaches the final value at 7
days, and there is no significant change to the adhesion strength after 7 days.
For each curing time, the adhesion strength for intact coal is much higher than that on fractured coal,
with final adhesion strength of about 0.9 MPa, and 0.55 MPa for intact coal and fractured coal
respectively, as shown in Figure 4. The results revealed that the integrity of the substrate has a great
influence on the adhesion strength.
It is also interesting to compare the standard deviation of adhesion strength for both intact coal and
fractured coal. As shown in Figure 5, the standard deviation for fractured coal is much higher than that
for intact coal. For 21 days testing, the standard deviation of adhesion strength result on fractured coal
almost doubled compared that on intact coal. It can be concluded that the adhesion strength results on
fractured coal varies considerably compared to those on intact coal. This may be due to variability of the
friability of the coal at each dolly site.
Intact coal

Fractured coal

Adhesion Strengh (MPa)

1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
1 day

7 days

14 days

21 days

42 days

Figure 4: Adhesion strength with different curing time
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Figure 5: Sttandard deviation of adh
hesion stren
ngth with diifferent curin
ng time
Failure mode analysis
Failure of th
he adhesion test can occ
cur in severa
al ways. Thes
se include fa
ailure betweeen the liner and
a the
host rock (w
which is coa
al in this ca
ase), internall failure of the host rock, de-bondinng of the ad
dhesive
material bettween eitherr the liner or the steel do llies (Saydam
m and Docra
at, 2007; Gilbbert et al., 20
010). A
new method
dology was adopted
a
for analysing
a
the
e failure mod
de of the adh
hesion test. T
This involved
d using
an image processing so
oftware to ca
alculate the p
percentage of
o coal and liner on the faailure surfac
ce. This
procedure is outlined in
n Figure 6. Figure 6 (a) iss the origina
al photo of the failure moode and the chosen
c
area for ana
alysing is shown in Figurre (b). Then the chosen area
a
is converted into ann 8-bit image
e which
only contain
ns black and white colourr. As shown iin Figure 6 (c
c), the black area represeent the coal and
a the
the white a
area represe
ent the liner. The proporration of coa
al and liner on the failuure surface can
c
be
obtained byy calculating the percenta
age of black a
and white arrea.

(a)

(b
b)

(c)

Figu
ure 6: Image
e software processing
p
Image proccessing results reveal tha
at the failure
e mode for both intact co
oal and fractuured coal is mainly
attributed to
o the internal failure of th
he coal substtrate besides
s 1 day testing. As show
wn in Figure 7,
7 for 1
day testing, the failure mode
m
is a com
mbination of internal failu
ure of the coa
al substrate aand the liner, with a
percentage of coal on the
t failure su
urface aboutt 47.41% and
d 43.20% for intact coal and fracture
ed coal
respectivelyy. This is due
e to the fact that the TS L material is
s still very we
eak after 1 dday curing, and
a the
material fails easily in te
ension. While
e for testing a
after 7 days of
o curing, the
e TSL materiial has developed a
relatively strong tensile strength com
mpared with the adhesio
on strength between
b
coaal substrate and
a the
liner. The p
percentage of
o coal on the
e failure surfface almost exceeds 80
0%, which inndicates an internal
failure of the coal substtrate, as sho
own in Figure
e 7. Typical view of failu
ure surface w
with differentt curing
time is show
wn in Figure 8.
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Percentage of coal on failure surface
(%)

Intaact coal

Fractured coal
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Figurre 7: Percen
ntage of coa
al on failure surface with
h different ccuring time

Figure 8: Typ
pical view off failure surfface with different curin
ng time
Unlike
e the standarrd deviation for
f adhesion
n strength results, as the curing time increases, the
t standard
d
deviation of perce
entage of coal on the fa ilure surface
e tends to de
ecrease andd then reach
hes a steadyy
value, as shwon in
n Figure 9.

Standard deviation of percentage of
coal on failure surface (%)
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Fig
gure 9: Stand
dard deviatiion of perce
entage of co
oal on failuree surface
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DISCUSSION
The adhesion test is designed to determine the bond strength existing between a liner material and the
substrate. The test results revealed that the TSL material chosen can bond firmly to the coal substrate in
situ. However, the tests were only conducted with a maximum curing time of 42 days, and TSL’s
long-term performance should be investigated in the near future.
Previous laboratory research revealed that the coal bedding plane directions have a significant influence
on the adhesion strength. Previous laboratory tests also indicated that the adhesion strength parallel to
the bedding planes was much higher than that normal to bedding planes (Gilbert et al., 2010; Li et al.,
2014). However, for the in-situ applications, the adhesion strength tests were only able to be conducted
on the ribs of the roadway, so all the tests conducted were parallel to bedding planes. For adhesion
strength normal to bedding planes, laboratory adhesion tests should be conducted as a replacement of
the in-situ tests.
The adhesion strength tests are part of the project that investigates the potential use of TSLs as a gas
management tool in underground coal mines. The adhesion strength results should also be combined
with other test results to evaluate the performance of the TSL chosen.
CONCLUSIONS
In-situ adhesion tests were conducted to investigate the bond strength properties of a polymer based
TSL on coal in an underground coal mine in NSW, Australia.
For comparison of the adhesion strength results, tests were conducted on both intact coal and fractured
coal areas. With the increase of curing time, the adhesion strength increases for both intact coal and
fractured coal, and the adhesion strength on the intact coal area is much higher than that on the
fractured coal area.
The adhesion strength results on fractured coal are much more scattered with a higher standard
deviation of adhesion strength compared with that on intact coal. The standard deviation tends to
increase with the increase of curing time.
The adhesion strength results from this research indicate that the TSL material tested could be
implemented for underground coal mining conditions. This is due to the main failure mode of the
adhesion strength test observed being the internal failure of the coal substrate.
RECOMMENDATIONS
This is a pilot research to study the potential applications of TSLs in underground coal mines. However,
in order for this technology to become a viable tool for undergrond coal mining, research emphasis
should be put on multiple field trials of TSLs under various conditions.
Apart from the use of TSLs as a complementary ground support medium, the application of TSLs could
also bring many other benefits, such as gas management and ventilation benefits. A systematically
economic model should also be built to evaluate the cost and benefits of TSLs for underground coal
mines.
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COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH TESTING OF TOUGHSKIN THIN
SPRAY-ON LINER
Qiuqiu Qiao, Jan Nemcik, Ian Porter and Ernest Baafi

1

Abstract: Thin spray-on liners (TSLs) have been attracting more and more attention as an alternative to
the steel mesh in underground roadway support. In order to investigate and compare the compressive
strength of glass fibre reinforced ToughSkin TSL developed at the University of Wollongong, a
compression test was developed using the cube samples of 40 mm in size. The effect of a small amount
of glass fibre in the polymer matrix was tested. The test results indicate that the compressive strength
and the material stiffness of the cube samples increased with the increase of glass fibre. All of samples
exhibited ductile stress strain curve as they had a yield point and a fracture point. The ductile ToughSkin
yield characteristics are very important as sudden brittle failure is considered unsafe for mining
practices.
INTRODUCTION
Thin spray-on liner (TSL) is a relative new form of rock support in underground coal mines. ToughSkin
which is a glass fibre reinforced polymeric material liner has been under development as part of the
ACARP project at the University of Wollongong. The polymeric ToughSkin has the properties that satisfy
the specified safety requirements for the underground coal mining industry. Experiments indicate that
ToughSkin TSL support is able to provide reinforcement to the substrate immediately when rock
movement begins which is desirable for rock reinforcement. ToughSkin is currently investigated as
being an effective substitution for the steel mesh which is of a passive nature and does not contribute
significantly to roadway skin reinforcement.
Many experimental tests such as tensile, shear, tear, bond in tension and shear, buckling and flexural
strength have been conducted at the University of Wollongong laboratory, and the tested results were
published (Nemcik et al., 2008; 2009a; 2009b; 2009c; 2011a; 2011b; 2012; Nemcik et al., 2013a; 2013b;
Qiao et al., 2014a; 2014b; 2014c; 2014d; 2015; Shan et al., 2014;). This paper reports the experimental
results on the compressive strength of ToughSkin. There is no standard testing method to determine the
compressive strength of TSL materials therefore cubes 40 mm in size reinforced with various amounts
of glass fibre were chosen for testing. The aim of this test is to determine the compressive strength of
TSL and attempt to establish a standard testing method for the compression test for TSL materials.
SAMPLE PREPARATION
Selection of sample shape and size
It is desirable to perform compression testing of the fibre reinforced ToughSkin material. This has proven
difficult as the polymeric material is not viscous enough to evenly distribute the fibre within the large
sample. To obtain reliable results, the glass fibre should be evenly distributed within the polymeric
material. Due to limited curing time (approximately 10 minutes) it was very difficult to mix large amounts
of fibre into the material and almost impossible to prevent air bubbles entering the mixture. It was
decided to use the 40 mm steel cube moulds that are commonly used in the industry to test various
materials. The cube mould assembly is shown in Figure 1..
The steel mould assembly consisted of 12 small cubical moulds placed on a metal block. The
dimensions of the multiple moulds were cubes of 40 mm side. This setup had an extra advantage as
multiple samples can be poured at the same time reducing the sample preparation time. The cube has a
further advantage that its sides do not need to be machined prior testing as the steel plates make five
out of six sides perfectly smooth ready for the compressive test. Being a steel mould, it does not deform
or crack during the TSL sample preparation and curing time. In addition, it is easy to grease the mould
which makes the process of removing the samples easy.
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Figure 1: Steel mould assembly of 40 mm cubes
Procedure of toughskin sample preparation
a)

All contact surfaces of the mould were greased using a thin film of sprayed oil to ensure that
samples can be easily removed from the mould.

b)

The polymer components were mixed evenly according to the manufacturer’s recommendations
using a plastic cup and a wood spatula.

c)

The glass fibre was mixed evenly into the ToughSkin solution while in the plastic cup.

d)

The final polymer mix was poured into the mould ensuring that the glass fibre was evenly
distributed.

e)

The previous steps were repeated for all samples within the mould assembly.

f)

The assembly was placed in the oven at 60°C overnight to cure the polymer.

g)

The samples were carefully removed and the sharp surfaces sanded down until smooth and
ready for testing (Figure 2).

The chosen mould enabled quick sample preparation for the compression tests however, several
problems occurred during the process. The polymer became harder to mix as the glass fibre content
increased. It was practically impossible to mix more than 1% of glass fibre into the mould. This amount
of fibre is far less than would be normally sprayed in ToughSkin application. The sprayed product would
normally consist of more than 30% glass fibre. Other methods must be trialled to achieve much greater
fibre percentage for testing and therefore, new methods need to be devised to solve this problem.
Typically air bubbles entrapment within the solution occurs when introducing the fibres into the mixture.
This problem can be overcome using vibration or a vacuum chamber treatment however, due to the fast
curing this approach is also limited.
Three sets of samples with varying glass fibre content were prepared. Three cubes had no glass fibre,
three cubes had 0.5% of glass fibre and three samples contained 1% of glass fibre.
Compression test setup
The compression test was carried out using the Instron hydraulic testing rig. The polymer samples were
loaded to failure, while load and deformation were recorded. The Instron testing device is shown in
Figure 3 below.
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Figure 2: Completed samples

Figure 3: Compression strength – test setup
Test results
Testing of the first two samples with 1% glass fibre and no fibre showed that the polymer samples
gradually failed with violent outbursts of small debris flying at considerable velocities away from the
yielding samples. This made the experiments unsafe so the initial tests were terminated prematurely.
To solve the problem, a cloth was wrapped around the subsequent samples and testing resumed.
The average compressive strength for the samples without glass fibre reinforcement was 77.7 MPa, for
the samples with 0.5% glass fibre reinforcement was 82.1 MPa, and for the samples with 1% glass fibre
reinforcement was 86.9 MPa as shown in Table 1. The test results are shown in Figure 4 depicting the
stress strain behaviour of the polymer samples during the uniaxial compression tests. All test results
are summarised in Table 1 below.
The compressive test results indicate two distinct elastic zones. Within the first 6% of strain the material
stiffness is approximately 7.8 GPa after which the strain softening occurs reducing the stiffness to
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Table 1: Test results - summary of all ToughSkin samples (40 mm cubes)
Glass fibre
content
0%
0.5%
1%

Test Number
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C

Compressive
strength
73.84
78.15
81.04
83.79
76.21
86.27
89.64
84.04
87.07

Mean strength
77.67
82.09
86.91

DISCUSSIONS
The test results indicate that as expected the averaged compressive strength values were similar as the
glass fibre concentration in the reinforced samples was low. Despite the low fibre concentrations the
samples with 1% of fibre were on average approximately 11% stronger than the samples with no fibre.
This result indicates that the compressive strength of the ToughSkin samples with larger fibre content
should dramatically increase the material strength. Further compressive tests of samples with higher
glass fibre content are recommended to enable strength determination of the sprayed ToughSkin
material. This can be achieved by repetitive spraying of the material components to build up a thick layer
of material that can be cut and tested.
The measured strain softening of the material prior to peak load appears to be significant and
independent on the glass fibre content. This behaviour can be desirable for material formulations with
low glass fibre content as the material provides a significant reinforcement at the initial stage of loading
and retains relatively high loads at higher strains. This behaviour is further complimented by high strains
during the post failure loading. Higher glass fibre contents within the polymeric material may produce
much higher stiffness of the material in compression. Further tests need to be undertaken for
formulations with higher fibre to quantify the results.
The stress-strain test data shown in Figure 4 indicate that after the peak strength is exceeded there is a
gradual reduction of the load. No abrupt failure of the material was observed until the load reduced
significantly. A gradual reduction in post-failure strength reduction is desirable in underground
application. It is expected that increase of the glass fibre would further improve the post-failure
behaviour with large strains before the total separation of the material occurs. This can be confirmed by
testing the sprayed material. Brittle failure characteristics of the ToughSkin would be sudden and unsafe
for mining practices.
The violent outbursts of small debris flying at considerable velocities away from the yielding samples
need to be studied further to ensure safety. It is envisaged that large amounts of the glass fibre within
the loaded material would eliminate such brittle failure mechanism. Further tests are necessary to
validate this comment.
The percentage of the glass fibre and the air entrapment within the polymer mixture needs to be
researched as they can significantly affect the compressive strength. When spraying the material on the
rock surface, the external mixing and the air assist spray stream can produce variable outcomes. The
effect of air entrapment together with the fibre content needs to be quantified once the sprayed samples
are available.
CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this study was to develop a suitable method to measure the compressive strength of the
glass fibre reinforced TSL material and to provide compressive strength comparison of different TSL
products. The method using the steel cube mould was selected as it is practicable and able to withstand
the heating of large samples caused by the exothermic reaction during the resin setting period. The test
results indicate that the compressive strength of all tested 40 mm cube samples ranged from 78 MPa to
87 MPa. The compressive strength of cube samples increased slightly with the small increase of glass
fibre content. The measured sample stiffness also slightly increased with the small glass fibre content.
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These results indicate that larger glass fibre contents may produce more dramatic increase in stiffness,
compressive strength and the post failure strain.
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PILLAR ABUTMENT LOADING – NEW CONCEPS FOR COAL
MINING INDUSTRY
David Hill1, Ry Stone2, Anastasia Suchowerska3 and Robert
Trueman4
ABSTRACT: Chain and barrier pillar design for longwall mining and production pillar design for room-and
pillar retreat mining have tended to rely on simplistic abutment angle concepts for the estimation of pillar
stress increases during and subsequent to extraction. Historically, the underpinning database of
monitored abutment loading has been small and displayed considerable variation, leading to the
application of a number of mine site-specific approximations and often necessarily conservative
assumptions. Also, over the last decade, the trend towards wider longwall faces and narrower
room-and-pillar sections in deeper areas has challenged established design practices. However, in
recent years, considerable effort has been made both in the US and Australia with regard to expanding
the abutment loading database and developing an improved understanding of the pillar loading
environment. This paper examines some of the progress made and the implications thereof, with a focus
on the derivation of formula for abutment angle prediction.
INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1970s, chain and barrier pillar design for longwall mining and production pillar design for
room-and pillar retreat mining have relied very largely on the simple abutment angle (φ) concepts
developed by King and Whittaker (1971) and Wilson (1973) for the estimation of pillar stress increases
during and subsequent to extraction. A typical representation is shown in Figure 1. This model has been
incorporated into numerical and empirical methodologies for pillar sizing.
The early researchers suggested abutment angles of between 16.7o and 25o as being appropriate for
design purposes, based largely on comparisons to subsidence results. However, it is generally
understood that the link between the abutment angle and any observable angle of break or caving angle
is tenuous at best. The abutment angle utilised in the design of pillars is usually only a mathematical
convenience, simply the number that best fits with measured pillar stresses and / or observed ground
behaviour. It is only loosely associated with the actual physical overburden behaviour. As such, the
abutment angle concept implicitly reflects the sum of the outcomes of a complex set of overburden
behaviours.
The variance between abutment load and observable ground / caving behaviour is understandable given
that in practice:

i)
ii)

The span to depth ratio of many longwall panels is such that the panel is sub-critical with respect
to caving and therefore the calculated abutment load is limited by the half-span of the panel.
Caving characteristics vary with lithology, with weaker, less stiff rock types generally failing at
angles closer to the vertical than stronger materials.

Historically, the underpinning database of monitored abutment loading has been very small and
displayed considerable variation, leading to the application of a number of mine site-specific
approximations and often necessarily conservative assumptions. Although early studies in both Australia
and the USA suggested an abutment angle of 21o as being typically appropriate and reasonably
conservative for abutment load estimation, field measurements indicate that actual abutment angles are
a function of pillar and panel geometry, overburden properties and depth, Hill et al., (2008). Also, over the
last decade, the trend to wider longwall faces and (conversely) narrower room-and-pillar sections in
deeper areas has challenged established design practices.
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In recent years, considerable effort has been made both in the US and Australia with regard to expanding
the abutment loading database and developing an improved understanding of the pillar loading
environment. This paper examines some of the progress made and the implications thereof, with a focus
on the derivation of more robust design methodologies.

Figure 1: Schematic of side abutment loading model
THE EXPANDED DATABASE
A joint Australian and US longwall database has been compiled that incorporates the published work of
Mark (1992), Colwell (1998) and Vandergrift and Conover (2010), as well as the outcomes of projects
conducted by Golder Associates for industry clients from 2008 onwards. The data set is deliberately
limited to measurements obtained from stress cells installed in the pillars, rather than the roof above the
pillar, as the latter tend to show considerably more scatter, which is largely regarded as a function of the
measurement technique.
The longwall database therefore covers:







29 sites,
6 coalfields,
13 seams,
seam depths of 125m to 533m,
roadway heights of 2.0 m to 3.6 m and
panel widths of 105 m to 310 m (centres).

Most of the Australian data involves twin entry gate road systems, whereas the US data is from three and
four entry systems. For the purpose of estimating an equivalent twin entry chain pillar dimension, the
individual pillar widths for the multiple entry systems have been added together, plus the width of the
intra-pillar entries, to arrive at an apparent combined pillar width ‘w’ for analytical purposes. This distance
is considered a reasonable approximation of what the over-burden ‘sees’ around the extracted area. In
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the multiple entry systems, goaf-side yield pillars are excluded from the analysis of maingate (i.e. side)
abutment loading. Applying these criteria, apparent pillar width varies between 24 and 110 m in the side
abutment loading database.
Figure 2 illustrates the frequency distribution for the abutment angle (φ) database. The abutment angle
averages 14o, with a minimum of 4o and a maximum of 27o.
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Abutment Angle (degrees)

Figure 2: Frequency histogram for abutment angles in the expanded database
Figure 3 illustrates the variation in measured abutment angle versus depth (H). It can be seen that the
measured abutment angle tends to reduce with increasing depth, although there is considerable scatter
to the data. In particular, in the Western USA, as well as those areas of NSW in which depth exceeds
300m and the upper overburden is dominated by competent sandstone units, field studies strongly
indicate that the measured abutment angle reduces as depth increases. A potential explanation is that
traditional abutment angle models overstate the magnitude of abutment load at increasing depths of
cover, which suggests that an increased proportion of the load is transferred elsewhere (i.e. to the goaf).
Tulu and Heasley (2012) have suggested the relationship between abutment angle and depth
summarised in Table 1.
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Figure 3: Variation in measured abutment angle versus depth
Table 1: Abutment angle concept according to Tulu and Heasley (2012)
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Depth (H, in metres)

Abutment Angle (φ, degrees)

H ≤ 274
274 < H ≤ 625

21
21 x (H/274)-1.59
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Figure 4 illustrates the variation in measured abutment angle versus chain pillar width (w). No correlation
is apparent for pillar width in isolation. However, Figure 5 illustrates the variance in abutment angle for
single side abutment loading versus chain pillar width to depth ratio; from this it can be seen that the
measured abutment angle tends to reduce with reducing pillar width and increasing depth. The
relationship is stronger than that with respect to depth alone. A possible explanation is that as chain pillar
width and therefore stiffness reduces, the ability of the pillar to attract the side abutment load reduces and
a greater proportion of this load is redistributed to larger, stiffer blocks of coal (i.e. the adjacent barrier or
unmined longwall block). However, the measurement process usually includes an attempt to measure
the component of load on the block side, as well as the pillar itself. It would seem that in deeper mines
with stiffer overburden, the extent and proportion of the load re-distributed to the solid is greater than
either can be measured or is suggested by widely applied stress distribution approximations, such as the
abutment influence zone parameter (D) defined by Peng and Chiang (1984) and the associated square
decay function for abutment stress defined by Mark (1992). In other words, some of the abutment load
may go further afield, where it is unmeasured. There is some evidence for this in the deeper mines of the
Western USA (Larson and Whyatt, 2012), as well as from one Australian mine at a depth of 400 m, viz:
75 m wide pillar: measured abutment angle 17o
25 m wide pillar: measured abutment angle 10o




However, at depths of <350 m, the available evidence suggests that the stress distribution defined by
Mark (1992) remains a reasonable approximation.
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Figure 4: Variation in measured abutment
angle versus chain pillar width
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Figure 6 illustrates the variation in measured abutment angle versus panel width (W). Although no
correlation is apparent, overburden stiffness and load transfer capabilities at a given depth are a function
of panel width; increasing overburden “arching” or spanning would be expected at reducing panel width to
depth ratios. Figure 7 confirms a weak trend of increasing abutment angle at increasing panel span to
depth ratio; low abutment angles are generally associated with panels that would be considered
“sub-critical” in subsidence terms (and especially at W/H ratios of <1). This is an important consideration
in the Australian industry, where (as in the US) average longwall panel spans are progressively
increasing. Also, in Australia at least, although depth may be increasing in the case of individual mines,
the average longwall industry depth has remained at around 300 m for over 15 years. The implication is
that an increasing proportion of Australian longwalls are migrating from sub-critical to super-critical
loading environments.
The highly complementary nature of the US and Australian data is clearly evident from the plots; in
particular, the Western US outcomes are highly consistent with deeper NSW experience.
The influence of various parameters on the abutment angle has been further assessed using Multiple
Linear Regression (MLR). The general purpose of this statistical process is to determine a linear
relationship between several predictor variables (dimensional parameters) and the response variable
(abutment angle). A series of analyses were undertaken, from which it was ascertained that the abutment
angle is best predicted by:




depth (H)
chain pillar width (w)
panel span (W) to depth ratio (i.e. W/H)
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Panel span on its own was found to be not statistically significant. The analysis was refined by removing
the following cases from the data set:



two cases in which multi-seam interaction is considered to have resulted in unusually low and
otherwise unrepresentative abutment angles and
two cases in which the spanning properties of the overburden again resulted in unusually low,
unrepresentative abutment angles.

The resulting predictive formula is as follows:
Abutment angle, φ = 21.62 – 0.0221H + 0.0725w – 6.23C
Where C = Panel span criticality, defined by:
C = 1, when W/H <0.75 and
C = 0, when W/H ≥ 0.75
Figure 8 presents the measured and predicted abutment angles using the above formula for the sub-set
of 25 cases from the database. The coefficient of determination for multiple regression (i.e. R2 value) is
favourable, at 0.65. The analysis indicates that:




As depth increases, the abutment angle reduces (consistent with the Australian and US findings).
As the panel width to depth ratio increases, the abutment angle increases.
As pillar width increases, the abutment angle increases.
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Figure 8: Predicted versus Measured Abutment Angle
This abutment angle formula and the associated concepts find application in:
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The design of chain pillars and associated gateroad support.
Barrier pillar design.
The design of total and partial pillar extraction systems.
Subsidence analysis and control for partial extraction systems.
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Other aspects of the database that are useful with respect to pillar and support design relate to the front
and tailgate abutment loading factors. Specifically:
i)

ii)

The measured front abutment loading factor for pillars at the maingate corner of the longwall face
ranges from 0.02 to 0.63, with a mean of 0.28 and a standard deviation of 0.16. Measured results
are typically well below the factor of 0.5 that is commonly applied in the industry. This factor was
found to be highly mine specific and not to relate strongly to the geometrical factors influencing
the abutment angle.
The measured tailgate abutment loading factor or “multiplier” for pillars at the tailgate corner of
the longwall face ranges from 1.3 to 3.8, with a mean of 1.9 (1.7 ignoring one outlier). Measured
results are typically higher than the factor of 1.5 commonly applied in the Australian industry. This
factor was also found to be highly mine specific and not to relate strongly to the geometrical
factors influencing the abutment angle.
STRESS MEASUREMENT CASE STUDIES

Apart from contributing to the increasing usefulness of the database as a whole, individual stress
measurements provide invaluable data for enhanced design on a mine specific basis. This is illustrated
by the following three examples from three contrasting geotechnical environments:




Mine A: A gassy mine employing a three heading gateroad layout.
Mine B: A deep mine utilising twin heading gateroads.
Mine C: A moderately shallow multi-seam mine utilising twin heading gateroads.

Mine A
Figure 9 shows the pillar and stress cell array for Mine A, which was operating at a depth of 295m. Figure
10 illustrates the profiles for the changes in vertical stress associated with both front and side abutment
loading.
From this information it was possible to determine that:

The abutment angle was 23o.

The ratio of front to side abutment loading was 0.3.
It is also possible to demonstrate, by coupling the stress measurement results to a broader review of the
geotechnical environment that, with respect to the maintenance of tailgate serviceability, the chain pillars
were over-designed (i.e. it would have been possible to reduce the pillar system width by up to 10 m).

Figure 9: Mine ‘A’ Stress Cell
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Mine B
Figure 11 shows the pillar and stress cell layout for Mine B, which was operating at a depth of 510m.
Figure 12 illustrates the profiles for the changes in vertical stress associated with front, side and tailgate
abutment loading.
From this information it was possible to determine that:




The abutment angle was 11o.
The ratio of front to side abutment loading was 0.4.
The ratio of tailgate to side abutment loading was 1.3.

Unusual features of the stress profile are the “triple hump” and the concentration of stress on the travel
road side of the chain pillar during side abutment loading. This atypical profile was later effectively
replicated by a second set of stress measurements in a subsequent gateroad.

Figure 11: Mine ‘B’ stress cell array
Mine C

Figure 12: Mine ‘B’ vertical stress changes due
to abutment loading

Figure 13 shows the pillar and stress cell layout for Mine C, which was operating at a depth of 110 m.
Figure 14 illustrates the profiles for the changes in vertical stress associated with front, side and tailgate
abutment loading.
From this information it was possible to determine that:




The abutment angle was 9o.
The ratio of front to side abutment loading was 0.2.
The ratio of tailgate to side abutment loading was 1.9.

Figure 13: Mine ‘C’ stress cell array

Figure 14: Mine ‘C’ vertical stress
changes due to abutment loading

The low abutment angle and generally favourable loading environment is a direct function of the location
of the monitoring site beneath an overlying longwall goaf. Similar to Mine A, it is again possible to
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demonstrate, from the stress measurement and an assessment of the geotechnical environment that,
with respect to the maintenance of tailgate serviceability, the chain pillars were significantly
over-designed (i.e. it would have been possible to reduce the pillar system width by at least 5 m).
GAINING INFORMATION
Stress measurement is just one tool for the analysis of system performance. In this regard, the generation
and application of complementary data sets has proven powerful for mining layout design, ground control
and long-term stability analysis. Examples of complementary approaches include:
i)

ii)

Monitoring pillar deformation using mapping, borescope and extensometry techniques. The
information generated: (a) facilitates the definition of peripheral yield zones and therefore the
pillar stress profile and abutment angle, (b) provides base data for rib support design, (c) enables
the quantification of long-term pillar behaviour and (d) provides input for further analysis of pillar
strength and performance.
Numerical modelling of pillar stress and ground deformation. For example, in the LaModel
program, a coal mining specific software (Heasley et al., 2010), it is possible to utilise the
calculated or measured abutment angle in the analysis of stress and ground deformation. This
involves the definition of the goaf material properties, in which the percent of overburden load
applied to the goaf is inputted. This is a function of abutment angle, panel width and depth. The
information generated can: (a) facilitate the assessment of long-term pillar stability, (b) contribute
to the estimation of subsidence (and can be calibrated to actual subsidence results) and (c)
assist in defining input material parameters for future mining layout optimisation.
CONCLUSIONS

This paper has examined some of the progress made in recent years with regard to understanding the
vertical stress re-distribution around extraction panels and in particular the prediction of the abutment
angle. The derived abutment angle formula is considered to be widely applicable and facilitates both
improved pillar designs and the determination of associated ground support requirements. In most
environments, site-specific stress measurement and related analyses represent a significant opportunity
to further optimise mining layouts and ground support design.
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MINE SUBSIDENCE PREDICTIONS USING A MECHANISTIC
MODELLING APPROACH
Detlef Bringemeier1&2
ABSTRACT: A practical, predictive method, based on closed form solutions for displacement and strain
around longwall panels, is proposed to facilitate the assessment of subsidence and changes to ground
conditions above longwall mining. The displacement discontinuity method is employed to simulate the
displacement and strain field around a single longwall panel in a three-dimensional transversely isotropic
medium. The analytical solutions are effectively combined and implemented in MATLAB language, which
allows for deriving key information to subsidence predictions. Predictive accuracy, applicability and
efficiency of the code are demonstrated using data from collieries in New South Wales. Close agreement
was achieved between the key parameters maximum tensile strain, maximum tilt, maximum convex and
minimum concave curvature derived by empirical methods, the proposed displacement discontinuity
method and survey records. However, there is still scope for improvements in this approach and
additional testing is recommended in order to further validate the proposed method and evaluate its
potential for practical longwall mining impact and risk assessments.
INTRODUCTION
Longwall mining is the preferred mining method for coal resources in Australia if geological conditions
are favourable and overburden to seam thickness ratios render coal extraction by open-cut methods
uneconomical. One of the few drawbacks of the longwall mining method is the potential of mining
induced ground movement interfering with aquifers, surface water sources and engineered structures,
including transport ways, drainage and bridges.
In the Southern and Newcastle Coalfields, the operating mines are predominantly longwall operations
extracting mostly gently dipping coal seams. Panels range between 163 m and 400 m in width and are
up to 4065 m long. Vertical and horizontal displacement and tensile and compressive strain develop
above, below and adjacent to the extracted panel due to the caving of the extracted coal cavity. This in
turn alters the characteristics of the rock above and below the extracted seams and causes vertical and
horizontal displacement at the ground surface. A variety of empirical and numerical techniques have
been developed in an attempt to describe and quantify the observed changes at the ground surface
above a completed panel or a panel undergoing extraction. In their review of mine subsidence prediction
methods, Bahuguna, et al., (1991) differentiate between (i) empirical techniques, (ii) influence functions,
and (iii) theoretical modelling. Empirical techniques use observations to derive physically based
correlation functions between observables (e.g. ground movement parameters) and mining parameters.
The ground movement parameters are either single value parameters (e.g. maximum of an observable
measured across or along the longitudinal centre line of a panel) or spatial parameters (e.g. profile
functions). Methods using theoretical models are based on the application of stochastic or deterministic
mechanics to relate rock mass behaviour to loading due to coal extraction and environmental influences.
Theoretical models are based on a set of assumptions and the predictive performance of the model is
strongly dependent on how well these assumptions are met by the system under investigation.
The aim of this paper is to present a mechanistic method to estimate ground displacement due to
longwall extraction in a three-dimensional transversely isotropic medium. Computed results are
compared with published data from the Southern and Newcastle Coalfields and results obtained with
well-established empirical methods, demonstrating the validity and limitations of the proposed method.
DETERMINATION OF SUBSIDENCE AND THE STRESS FIELD AROUND A LONGWALL PANEL
Displacement Discontinuity approach
The caving of a longwall panel strip can as a first approximation be modelled as a discrete displacement
along and normal to a rectangular roof and floor section with a uniform displacement small compared to
1
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the panel width and depth. In this treatment it is assumed that the panel is horizontal and the ground
surface can be represented by a traction-free plane surface of a three-dimensional transversely
isotropic, elastic half-space with displacement and stress at equilibrium and zero at infinity. This problem
requires the solution of a set of 15 coupled partial differential equations comprising three equations of
equilibrium, six stress – strain relations and six strain – displacement relations. Using the displacement
formulation, the set of equations can be reduced to three coupled second-order partial differential
equations in terms of displacement. For a homogeneous transversely isotropic half-space, the
equilibrium equations in terms of displacements can be further simplified by introducing potentials or
harmonic displacement functions (Love, 1906).
The general solution of this problem for an infinite medium was first suggested by Elliot and Mott (1948)
and Shield (1951) in the form of harmonic displacement functions Φ and Φ that represent the
solutions of the system of partial differential equations
Φ
where

and

,

,

⁄

0,

for

1,2

(1)

0 .

(2)

are the roots of
2

The displacement parallel to the Cartesian coordinates are expressed by the harmonic displacement
functions
,

, and

(3)

with
Φ for

1,2

(4a)

⁄

1,2

(4b)

are the components of the 4th order symmetric stiffness tensor with five independent
and
parameters for a transversely isotropic material which are related to well-known engineering elastic
moduli.
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Figure 1: Representation of an extracted longwall panel using a Displacement Discontinuity
The explicit solution obtained by Berry and Sales (1962) for the derivatives of the displacement functions
, ,
in an infinite space is proportional to the height T of the panel excavation
at any point
and a function
Φ

∑
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of the harmonic coordinate vector
, ,

(6)

with
,

∑

1,2,3 and

and the function
, log

log

, tan

.

(7)

Figure 1 presents an oblong shaped displacement discontinuity with corner points
, ,
,
,
and
. The stress field is derived by partial derivation of equations (3) and (5), and the strain –
displacement and stress – strain relations.
It is noted that the presented solutions for the stress and displacement field are limited to real valued
roots of equation (2) and do not extend to the case when the roots obtain complex conjugated values or
become zero (isotropic material).
Berry and Sales (1962) extended the solution for an oblong shaped discontinuity in an infinite medium to
a half-space with the discontinuity parallel to the traction free half-space boundary (e.g. panel extracted
in a horizontal seam). They obtained a solution by mirroring the discontinuity and its properties at an
infinite plane parallel to the discontinuity and thus creating a plane along which all shear stresses 
across that plane are equal but of opposite sign. Compressive and tensile stresses  are continuous
across this plane. The solution for the pair of displacement discontinuities is attained by
exchanging Φ , ,
,
1,2 in equation (4a) by the sum
Φ

,

Φ

,

,

Φ∗

,

,

,

,

1,2

(8a)

with D the distance of the panel to the half-space boundary. The symmetry of the solution ensures that
on the half-space boundary
0:
,

0,

0

and the harmonic function
Φ∗

,

,

Φ

,

,

Φ

,

,

,

1,2

(8b)

cancels out the remaining normal traction on z=0. The indices u and l are denoting the upper and lower
half-space.
The displacement vector field at the half-space boundary, the z-component of such representing the
ground surface subsidence above a mined panel, is found by means of equations (3), (4) and (8) with
0.
setting
Transversely isotropic material description
Stratified inter- and overburden rocks typical for the Southern and Newcastle Coalfields and many other
coal basins in Australia can in many cases be represented by an equivalent transversely isotropic
medium. The linear stress-strain state is completely determined by the symmetric effective stiffness
with the components of the tensor derived by the method of asymptotic averaging (Vlasov
tensor ̂
et al., 2003) and taking the form
̂
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where

are the components of the stiffness tensor of an
1
. Summation with
isotropic, linear elastic material and δ is the Kronecker delta with
0
respect to repeating subscripts is implied here. The indices i,j,k,l,m,n,p,q X {1,2,3} are in conformity with
with ,
parallel and
oriented normal to the
the axes of the Cartesian coordinate system , ,
bedding planes. E and n are the Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio, respectively. The
are the
components of the inverse stiffness or compliance tensor and
〈∗〉

∑

∗ ,

∑

(10)

denotes the weighted average of the variable * with the layer thickness
representing the weights and
B being the total thickness of the N layers composing the layered material.
There is a vast amount of data on the geomechanical properties of the Southern and Newcastle
Coalfields sedimentary strata in public documents and geoengineering consulting reports. Some of the
data relevant to this study has been collated and a summary is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Typical material properties for selected stratigraphic units of the Southern and
Newcastle Coalfields, NSW, Australia

[-]
0.29
0.25
0.46
0.23
0.26
0.23
0.37
0.22
0.25
0.26
0.3
0.29
0.26
0.25

E/Em
[GPa]
14/7.3
11.6/6.1
10.4/5.4
18/9.4
19.2/10
20.6/10.7
17/8.8
23.8/12.4
19/9.9
6 – 50/13
3/1.6
16 – 18/8.8
7/3.6
21/10.9

Hawkesbury Sst
Newport Formation
Bald Hill Cst
Bulgo Sst
Stanwell Park Cst
Scarborough Sst
Wombarra Shale
Coal Cliff Sst
Munmorah Conglomerate
Interbedding of Sst, Ust, Cst
Wallarah Seams
Awaba Tuff
Laminite
Teralba Conglomerate

C
[MPa]
9.7
8.85
10.60
17.72
14.57
13.25
14.51
19.4
5
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
5


[°]
37.25
35.00
27.80
35.4
27.8
40.35
27.8
33.3
42
n/a
n/a
15 – 20
n/a
42

σT
[MPa]
3.58
3.4
2.9
6.55
4.83
7.18
4.81
7.87
8
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
8

Thickness
[m]
0 – 187
18 – 50
6 – 67
90 – 180
5 – 23
16 – 40
7 – 30
10 – 20
15 – 120
17 – 36
1.4 – 4.6
0.5 – 18
0.3 – 5
10 – 18

E – Young’s Modulus,  – Poisson’s Ratio, c – Cohesion,  – Friction Angle, σT – Tensile
Strength, Sst – Sandstone, Ust – Mudstone, Cst – Claystone, n/a – not available
⁄
Em – rock mass modulus assuming E
E 0.02 1⁄ 1 e
and GSI of 60 for all
strata
Italic – Inferred from tests results of similar material
Sources: Keilich (2009), Colin and Bryce (2013), Pells (2004), Ditton (2013)
Note:

The effective stiffness tensor for a transversely isotropic rock mass typical for the overburden of
collieries in the Southern and Newcastle Coalfields is computed using equations (9), (10) and the
thicknesses and material properties listed in Table 1. Components of the effective stiffness tensor are
transformed back into moduli and Poisson ratios for comparison purpose and are summarised in Table
2. This data set forms the basis for ground displacement computation outlined in the following section.
Table 2: Set of rock engineering parameters derived for transversely isotropic overburden above
longwall panels in the Southern and Newcastle Coalfields
Parameter Set
Southern – Newcastle
Coalfields

∥

∥,

∥,∥

[GPa]

[GPa]

[-]

[-]

[GPa]

1.38

0.17

0.14

0.30

0.46

Note: E – Young’s modulus across bedding planes, E∥ - Young’s modulus along bedding planes,
ν∥, – Poisson’s ratio ps, ν∥,∥ - Poisson’s ratio pp, G - Shear modulus across bedding planes.
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Comparison of ground movement parameters derived FROMempirical and the displacement
discontinuity model
The development of a subsidence trough above an extracted longwall panel results in differential vertical
(tilt and curvature) and horizontal displacements (strain). Tilt refers to the change in subsidence over a
given horizontal distance and is defined in units of mm/m. Tilt indicates the magnitude of surface
gradient change across and along a subsidence trough. Curvature refers to the change in tilt over a
given horizontal distance and is defined in units of mm/m2 or 1/km. The curvature indicates the
magnitude of surface bending across and along a subsidence trough. The inverse of curvature is the
radius of curvature or bending (Figure 2).
Subsidence uz
Strain E=du x /dx
Tilt G=duz /dx
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Figure 2: Subsidence and overburden distortion above an extracted longwall panel. Vertical
scale strongly exaggerated. T: Extraction height of a panel, D: depth of panel, Smax: maximum
subsidence and 2pw: panel width
The validity of the displacement discontinuity model is exemplified by the ability to accurately resemble
empirical relationships and ground movement parameter values obtained for the Southern and
Newcastle Coalfields. In Figure 3 the computed maximum subsidence normalised by the panel
extraction height is plotted against the panel width in terms of panel depth for a range of panel width to
depth ratios typical for longwall mining in the Southern and Newcastle Coalfields. Data from both coal
fields are well approximated for critical and super critical panels with width to depth ratios exceeding 0.8.
For the lower width to depth range the model overestimates subsidence as a consequence of arching
effects and partial closure typical for sub-critical panels, but not represented by the displacement
discontinuity model. The large spread of data points can be partially attributed to variations in
geomechanical parameters of the overburden, to changes in the depth to panel along the survey lines,
to survey lines only partially crossing a panel and to the effects of multiple panel extraction.
In NCB (1975) linear correlations are established between the ratio of maximum subsidence, S , to
depth of panel below ground surface, D, and observed (1) maximum convex and minimum concave
and E ; (2) maximum tilt G
and (3) maximum convex and minimum concave
strain, E
and C . The empirical relationships
curvature, C
1

,

2
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,

4

(10 a – d)

are based on data collected from British Coalfields.
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Holla (1985) and Holla (1987) confirmed the linear relationships of equations (10 a) to (10 c) for
subsidence parameters observed across longwall panels in the Southern and Newcastle Coalfields,
respectively. More recent data are used in Holla and Barclay (2000) to derive a range of values for the
proportionality factors of equations (10 a) to (10 c) with K1 ranging between 0.2 and 0.9, K2 between
-0.9 and -1.5, K3 between 1 and 3 for panel width to depth ratios between 0.2 and 4. A value for K4 of 22
is reported in Keilich (2009) for the Southern Coalfield.
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Figure 3: Relationship between maximum subsidence and panel width in terms of depth. Color
of markers represents different data sources: green - Ditton and Frith (2003), blue - Holla and
Barclay (2000), red - this study)
The empirical relationships are tested with ground movement parameter values computed using the
displacement discontinuity model described by equations (1) to (7) and a set of effective stiffness
tensors derived above (Table ). Both, the empirical linear and the mechanistic model relationships, are
plotted in Figure 4 and Figure 5 together with subsidence parameter values obtained from subsidence
monitoring of recent longwall mining and data reported in Ditton and Frith (2003).
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Figure 4: Relationships between maximum tensile strain (a) and compressive strain (b) to
maximum subsidence in terms of cover depth of longwall panel. Data sources: Ditton and Frith
(2003) and collected field data
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Figure 5: Relationships between maximum tilt (a), minimum and maximum curvature (b) to panel
width and maximum subsidence in terms of cover depth for longwall panels with a panel width to
cover depth ratio between 0.2 and 4. Data sources: Ditton and Frith (2003), Holla and Barclay
(2000), and author’s database
Solutions obtained from the displacement discontinuity model for a set of panel width to cover depth
ratios between 0.2 and 4 are approximated using polynomial and potential functions to more easily
compare the results with the empirical linear relationships of equations (10 a) to (10 d). The following
non-linear approximation functions are a good fit, with a coefficient of determination R2 close to 1
(R2>0.98):
.
(11a)

29.8

.

(11b)

0.0724

0.3804

0.209

0.4257

1.6163
0.024

0.076

(11c)
(11d)

The modelled relationship between maximum tensile strain and maximum subsidence in terms of cover
depth is in close agreement with the empirical linear relationship and a K1 value of 0.38 was obtained.
No such close agreement between the models is found for the maximum compressive strain with the
model results plotting along a line for Smax/D below 0.0025 correlating well to data from the Southern
Coalfield, but data points spreading more and more apart for Smax/D above 0.0025 with little correlation
at values exceeding 0.01. Computed maximum tilt, maximum (convex) and minimum (concave)
curvature do not correlate well with Smax/D as suggested by the empirical equations (10c) and (10d).
However, when plotted against pwSmax/D computed as well as observed data points are in close
agreement for maximum convex, minimum concave curvatures and maximum tilt.
CONCLUSIONS
As demonstrated by this study, the displacement discontinuity model of a single longwall panel in a
transversely isotropic half-space can achieve results that are in close agreement with empirical model
results and ground movement parameters obtain from monitoring data of the Southern and Newcastle
Coalfields despite the simplicity of the mechanistic model. Differences between modelled and
observed maximum subsidence in terms of panel height and maximum modelled and observed tilt are
due to arching effects and partial closure typical for sub-critical panels, but not represented by the
displacement discontinuity model.
The mechanistic method presented herein has the advantage over the empirical and influence functional
methods in that it can be used for estimating ground movements due to panel extraction equally as for
estimating subsurface stress and strain conditions. The method saves time, during repeated iterations of
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the analytical solutions, making Monte-Carlo simulations for uncertainty assessment a feasible tool
which would otherwise be impractical when used with numerical modelling (e.g. Flac3D, 3DEC). Last but
not least the monitoring of ground displacement during extraction of a coal seam panel can be
understood as a rock mechanical test and the displacement discontinuity model provides a means of
inverse modelling for geomechanical parameter estimation of a large scale rock mass. However, there
is still scope for improvements in this approach and additional testing is recommended in order to further
validate the proposed method and evaluate its potential for practical longwall mining impact and risk
assessments.
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SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO MITIGATE LONGWALL
SUBSIDENCE INFLUENCES
Yi Luo1
Abstract: The ground and surface subsidence process induced by longwall coal mining operations can
cause adverse influences to subsurface and surface structures and water resources. Successful
mitigation of these influences depends heavily on accurate assessment of the types, severities and
locations of the subsidence-induced deformations and good knowledge of the structures. The most
important step for mitigating subsidence influences is to accurately predict the dynamic and final
movements and deformations in the area of interest. Based on the principle of influence function
method, a series of subsidence prediction models have been developed for predicting dynamic and final
surface and subsurface subsidence for longwall, room and pillar mining operations. The effects of
inclined coal seam and steep surface terrains can also be considered the subsidence prediction.
These prediction models have been validated with a large number of collected subsidence cases. With
the accurately predicted ground deformations and good knowledge of structures, the types and
severities of possible subsidence disturbances to the structures can be correctly assessed. For large
and complicated structures, subsidence influences on structural stability, integrity and functionality have
to be carefully considered. Once the causes and extents of the structural disturbances are identified,
designing proper and cost-effective mitigation measures is often relatively easy. This systematic
prediction-assessment-mitigation approach has been successfully employed in numerous applications.
INTRODUCTION
Subsidence associated with longwall mining operations generally has the potential to cause adverse
effects to various surface and subsurface structures and water bodies. In order to cost-effectively reduce
the severity of the subsidence influences, a systematic approach should be followed. The following three
steps are involved in the approach: (1) accurate prediction of dynamic and final surface and subsurface
movements (i.e., subsidence and horizontal displacement) and deformations (i.e., slope, strain,
curvature, twisting and shearing), (2) accurate assessment of potential subsidence influences, and (3)
properly designed and implemented subsidence mitigation measures.
In order to provide accurate subsidence prediction, mathematical and computer models have been
developed for predicting dynamic (time-dependent) and final surface and subsurface subsidence
associated with longwall mining operations. The developed subsidence prediction models have been
calibrated and proven to be accurate innumerous cases of subsidence monitoring and structure
mitigations. Various critical deformations have been derived and many assessment techniques have
also been developed for assessing the potential and severity of subsidence influences to various surface
structures. Techniques to mitigate the subsidence influences on various types of structures have also
been developed and field tested. All the developed models and techniques have been used in a
systematic way to predict, assess and mitigate longwall subsidence influences on surface structures.
Over the last two and half decades, this systematic approach has been improved and applied in
mitigating: (1) over 300 residential structures ranging from simple trailers to large and complicated
mansions as well structures on historic lists, (2) various buried water, gas, oil and sewage pipelines in
varying pipeline material, sizes and constructions, (3) highways and railroads and their bridges, (4)
various tower structures, (5) power substations, (6) reservoirs and dams, (7) investigation of various
subsidence cases over inactive coal mines. In this paper, steps and techniques used in the systematic
approach are presented.
SUBSIDENCE PREDICTIONS
The most important step for assessing and mitigating subsidence influences is to accurately predict the
dynamic and final movements and deformations in the area of interest. Based on the principle of
influence function method, a series of subsidence prediction models have been developed for predicting
dynamic and final surface and subsurface subsidence for longwall and room and pillar mining
1
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operations. Expanding the principle, models to consider effects of inclined coal seam and steep surface
terrains have also been developed. These prediction models have been validated with a large number of
collected subsidence cases.
Final subsidence predictions
The principle of the influence function methods is used in developing mathematical models for predicting
final surface and subsurface subsidence. The original influence function method (Knothe, 1957) is the
backbone of the mathematical model for predicting final surface subsidence when both the extracted
coal seam and surface are level or nearly level. It states that the extraction of an elemental area of an
underground coal seam causes a surface point to subside in a particular manner. Generally, the point
located directly above the extracted element receives the most subsidence. The farther the point is away
from the extracted element, the less amount of influence is received. The mathematical function
selected to represent the distribution of the subsidence influence caused by the elemental extraction is
called the influence function. The final subsidence at a surface point is the result of all influences
received at this point when the coal seam in the "mined area" has been extracted element by element.
Mathematically, the final subsidence at a surface point is expressed as the integral of the influence
function throughout the "mined area". The complete derivations of the mathematical expressions for the
final surface movements and deformations have been presented elsewhere (Luo, 1989; Luo and Peng,
1989). In order to assure subsidence prediction accuracy, great effort has been made to monitor
subsidence events and to collect subsidence cases from various sources. A set of final subsidence
parameters have been derived from each of the collected cases and the empirical formulae have been
developed for the parameters (Peng, et al., 1995). The combination of the sound mathematical model
and the reliable subsidence parameters result in a proven final subsidence prediction model.
The principle of the influence function method lays out a good foundation for expanding it into the
development of prediction models for various application conditions. It is a well-known fact that the
characteristics of surface subsidence in hilly terrains could be very different from that on level ground.
The first expansion of the influence function method was the development of a comprehensive
subsidence prediction model to consider the hilly surface terrains (Peng and Luo, 1988; Luo and Peng,
1999). In this model, the additional surface movements, other than that normal subsidence expected on
level ground, occur along the interface between the topsoil and bedrock and within the topsoil zone.
The intensity of the terrain effects on ground movements depends on slope angle, thickness, wetness
and mechanical property of the soil zone.
Longwall mining in inclined coal seams has been a common practice in some major coal mining
countries. The characteristics of the final subsidence basin induced by longwall operation in inclined
coal seams are different from that caused by mining in a level coal seam. An influence function method
is developed for the prediction of the final surface movements and deformations over a longwall panel
extracted in an inclined coal seam (Luo and Cheng, 2009). The German experience and the findings
from subsidence research in the US have been combined in developing an asymmetric influence
function as shown in Figure 1. The degree of asymmetry of the influence function is dependent on the
angle of the seam inclination. The determination of final subsidence is performed through a modified
scheme of integrating the influence function between the inflection points.
The subsurface strata movements and deformations induced by the longwall subsidence process could
affect the stability of subsurface mine structures, surface water bodies and subsurface aquifers and the
emission and migration of methane. In order to understand such effects, subsurface subsidence
prediction methods have been developed using the concept of influence function method. The first
version was developed based on surface subsidence theory (Luo and Peng, 2000). This model can
predict final subsurface subsidence but it could not take the variation of overburden stratification into
consideration. This model was enhanced later (Luo and Qiu, 2012). In the enhancement, the overburden
strata over a longwall gob are divided into a finite number of layers of equal thickness. The percent of
the hard rock strata (i.e., sandstone and limestone) in each of the layers is calculated and used as an
input. The subsidence on the top surface of a given layer can be determined in the following procedure:
(1) transforming the overburden load above it into a uniform equivalent load on the layer; (2) defining the
subsidence influence function at a prediction point using the equivalent load, layer thickness, percent of
hard rock and vertical movement at the layer bottom directly under the prediction point; (3) integrating
the influence function within a proper horizontal interval for the final subsidence on the top of the layer.
Therefore, the influence function is no longer a fixed function as in the previous models but varies with
location and strata composition. The source causing subsidence of the current layer is the magnitude
and distribution of the vertical movement directly under the layer. This procedure is repeated from the
11 –13 February 2015
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mining horizon, layer by layer upwards, until the ground surface is finally reached. Through this
approach, the effects of the overburden stratification, especially the massive hard rock strata, on
subsurface subsidence can be considered. In the subsurface subsidence prediction model, one new and
useful deformation term, total strain, is also introduced and determined. The total strain reflects the
volumetric change of the overburden strata at a given point.

Figure 1: Diagram showing relations for using influence function method to predict final surface
subsidence over a longwall gob in inclined coal seam
Dynamic subsidence prediction
For most longwall mining operations, the time-dependent dynamic subsidence process can bring more
disturbances to common structures than the final subsidence. Based on field subsidence monitoring, the
dynamic subsidence process associated with longwall mining operations can be divided into four phases
(Luo, 1989; Luo and Peng, 1992). The first three phases are shown in Figure 2 in which the surface
subsidence profiles and the corresponding locations of the longwall face are plotted. The first dynamic
subsidence phase is the subsidence initiation and development process in the initial stage of mining a
longwall panel. This phase is characterised as having no or little surface subsidence until the longwall
face has reached a subsidence-initiation distance and it is immediately followed by a sudden and rapid
subsidence process (Figure 2a). It should be noted that the disturbance power associated with this
phase is much stronger than any other dynamic subsidence phase. In shallow mines, large ground
cracks could often occur at locations a short distance inside the panel setup entry. The second phase is
the normal dynamic subsidence process in which the portion of the subsidence basin on the face side
advances with the longwall face while it moves toward the recovery line of the panel as shown in Figure
2b. The normal subsidence phase is the simplest among the dynamic subsidence phases and the shape
of the dynamic subsidence basin on the moving face side is milder than the final one on the setup entry
side. The third is the residual subsidence phase occurring after the longwall face stops advancing. It is a
transitional process for the ground to subside from its normal dynamic state to its final stage (Figure 2c).
Most of these three dynamic subsidence phases last from 10 days to one month in US longwall
operations before the final subsidence at a point is reached. The last phase is the long-term dynamic
subsidence phase that could last for years (Luo, et al., 1997; Luo and Peng, 2000). The causes for the
long-term phase are re-compaction of the disturbed overburden strata and/or creep deformation of
remnant mine structures. Generally, most of the long-term subsidence process is very minor and
un-noticeable. However, the gradual failure of mine structures due to insufficient long-term stability (e.g.,
the chain pillar systems separating adjacent longwall panels) could induce significant long-term
subsidence. Prediction methods have been developed for all these dynamic subsidence phases (Luo
and Peng, 1992, 2000).
Based on the prediction methods, the following two subsidence prediction program packages have been
developed.
Comprehensive and Integrated Subsidence Prediction Model (CISPM) is a computer program package
for predicting surface the final and dynamic subsidence induced by underground mining operations
conducted in a single coal seam. It predicts final subsidence basin for coal extraction in a longwall
section of up to 10 panels, over an irregular (non-rectangular) underground opening (Luo and Peng,
1993), and the complete dynamic (time-dependent) subsidence process associated with longwall mining
operations. It also provides services such as recommending subsidence parameters based on the site
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specific geological and mining information, deducing the final subsidence parameters from collected
subsidence data, processing and managing subsidence survey data. This program package has been
successfully employed in numerous application cases for assessing and mitigating the subsidence
influences on various surface structures and environment.

a.

Initiation Phase

b.

Normal Phase

c.

Residual Phase

Figure 2: Dynamic Subsidence Phases Associated with Longwall Mining Operation
Subsidence prediction programs
Comprehensive and Integrated Subsidence Prediction Model – Multiple Seam (CISPM-MS) is a
program for the prediction of the final surface movements and deformations caused by mining
operations in multiple coal seams (Luo and Qiu, 2012). The operations can be conducted using longwall
and/or room and pillar mining methods. In the prediction, the final surface movements and deformations
at a surface point caused by the individual mining operations in multiple coal seams are summed. The
effects of Multiple Seam Mining (MSM) interactions on the stability of remnant mine structures based on
subsurface subsidence prediction are assessed. The additional subsidence caused by the failed mine
structures due to MSM interactions in sufficiently large continuous areas is determined and included in
the final surface subsidence.
ASSESSMENTS OF SUBSIDENCE INFLUENCES
As a caving method, longwall mining operations induce immediate surface subsidence that is generally
capable of disturbing surface structures, surface and subsurface water bodies to varying degrees. For
surface structures, a longwall subsidence event can cause structural integrity, stability and functionality
problems.The severities of these subsidence disturbances depend on the magnitude of ground
deformations, the characteristics of the structures and the natural surroundings. In order to gain a good
knowledge of the structural and surrounding information, a careful site visit should be made to collect
information such the geometry, materials, construction, strength and weaknesses and existing
conditions of the structures. The ground condition (i.e., slope, approximate depth and wetness of the soil
zone) should also be checked and documented. The distribution of expansive total strain (or called void
intensity) in the overburden strata plays an important role in determining subsidence effects on surface
and subsurface water bodies. Accurately assessing the types, severities and timing of subsidence
influences provides hints for generating effective mitigation plans.
Critical surface deformations
For most of the common surface structures, it is the ground deformations that cause the problems.
Based on extensive monitoring of structural responses to subsidence process, various critical
deformations have been derived for various types of structures. A critical deformation is the minimum
deformation to start a structural problem.
Subsidence-induced surface strain, especially tensile strain, is responsible for most of the integrity
problems to the structural parts that have direct contact with the ground such as foundations, basement
walls, and the lower part of building walls. The critical strains are:
•
•
•
•
•

Cracks on soil surface:
1.2×10-2 m/m (ft/ft)
Cracks on asphalt surface:
1.0×10-2 m/m (ft/ft)
Cracks on concrete pavement:
2.0×10-3 m/m (ft/ft)
Cracks on stone walls:
3.0×10-3 m/m (ft/ft)
Cracks on brick and concrete-block walls: 2.0×10-3 m/m (ft/ft)
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Curvature often is the second largest contributor to the integrity problems on the common structures,
especially the super-structures. Curvature normally would have little effects on small structures. For
typical residential structures, a curvature larger than 2.0×10-4 1/m (6.0×10-5 1/ft) could cause hairline
cracks at building corners and joint lines and step cracks at the corners of doors and windows, etc.
Subsidence-induced surface slope could affect the stability of tall and slim structures such as chimneys,
silos, towers. For residential structures, high slope (> 1%) could make them uncomfortable to live and
could render their drainage systems unworkable. Compared to the permissible grade of 0.7% for railroad
operation, the maximum subsidence-induced slope associated with longwall operations can easily
disrupt normal railroad operation.
Residential and farm structures
For most residential and farm structures, the potential subsidence influences can be assessed by
comparing the predicted deformations to the derived critical values while considering the dimensions,
complexity, existing conditions, construction materials and methods. If a structure is located on or near
long and steep sloping ground, the potential influences from the topography effects should also be
assessed. Under certain conditions, the topography effects could be even stronger than those caused
by subsidence alone. The assessments are normally conducted in two separate steps. The first step is
to assess the potential influences caused by the predicted final surface deformations that will be
permanently imposed on the surface structures. Final subsidence-induced problems normally occur in a
zone along the panel edges. The second step is to assess the potential influences from the dynamic
subsidence process. The structures located over the panel setup entry and the “central” portion of the
panel will experience a significant time-dependent deformation process. The typical ground dynamic
deformation process can be divided into two half stages. In the first half, a ground point will go through a
process of increasing tension, maximum tension, decreasing tension and maximum slope. In the second
half, the point will experience an increasing compression, maximum compression and decreasing
compression process. Normally, convex curvature is accompanied with tensile strain while concave
curvature goes with compressive strain. The first half of the dynamic subsidence is much more critical to
common surface structures than the second half. In addition to the magnitudes of the maximum
deformations, the locations from where the destructive deformations originate should also be identified.
Industrial and public structures
Industrial and public buildings include large workshops, telecommunication towers, power transmission
towers and transformer stations, water towers or tanks, bridges, office and school buildings. For large
structures with special purposes, the assessment of subsidence influences could be much more
complicated than that for residential structures. These structures could be significantly different in
structural designs and constructions as well as function tolerance limits. Accordingly, the assessment
techniques for each type of structure could be different from the others. Therefore, in the stage of
pre-mining site visit and information collection, detailed information about the structure and its
performance limits should be obtained. Since most of these structures are large and inflexible, the
subsidence-induced surface strains and curvatures are often fully capable of causing structural integrity
failures such as cracks on and severe deformations of structural parts. Losing the intended structural
functions is often the main concern for these structures. For example, telecommunication towers’
long-distance signal relay function could be affected by subsidence-induced surface slope and
differential horizontal displacement. The stability of tall structures with small bases during and after the
subsidence process should be carefully assessed using the predicted subsidence-induced surface
slope. Generally, most of the longwall subsidence events are unable to move the center of gravity of a
tall structure out of its base. However, an inclined tall structure due to subsidence influence may have a
reduced capacity to resist the force of strongest wind to be experienced and the stability under such
condition should be assessed. The techniques to assess subsidence influences have been presented in
other publications (Luo, et al., 2003, 2005; Luo, 2008).
Linear structures
Longwall subsidence could induce adverse influences to linear structures such as highways, power
transmission lines, railroads, overland conveyors are buried pipelines. Among these linear structures,
railroads, overland conveyors and buried pipelines are generally more prone to be adversely affected by
longwall subsidence than the others because of the structural complexity and stringent performance
tolerance limits. For highways, tensile strains higher than 2.0×10-3 and 1.0×10-2 m/m (ft/ft) could create
cracks on concrete and asphalt pavements, respectively. High compressive strain (>3.0×10-3 m/m or
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ft/ft) can create bumps on the asphalt pavements. For highways with a large gradient (e.g., >5%), the
subsidence-induced slope could make driving unsafe if the speed limit is not lowered. For railroads, the
subsidence-induced strain and curvature can affect the integrity problems to the railroad structures.
The slope can easily affect the operability of rail traffic. Mine subsidence events can cause significant
damages to highway and railroad bridges and affect the safety of their traffic (Luo and Peng, 1994). A
subsidence event can induce significant additional stresses on buried pipelines. Methods to estimate
stress distribution along buried pipelines have been recorded by (Peng and Luo, 1988; Luo, et al., 1997;
Qiu and Luo, 2013). The methods have been developed and have been successfully applied to assess
the subsidence influences to pipelines of various sizes, pipe materials, and transmitted media.
Generally, the ground strain and curvature contribute the majority of the additional stresses on the
pipeline.
Water bodies
Surface water bodies (i.e., streams, ponds, reservoirs) and subsurface aquifers could be impacted by
longwall subsidence. The two significant subsidence influences to surface water bodies are dewatering
and water pooling. To the subsurface aquifers, the influences could be temporary (able to recover some
time after the subsidence event) and permanent water losses (Luo and Peng, 2010). In flat surface area
or along steam valleys with gentle gradient, a longwall subsidence event can create surface water pools.
The severity of other subsidence influences on surface and subsurface water bodies depend on the
magnitude and distributions of the subsurface deformations, geological and hydrological system of the
overburden strata. The subsurface subsidence prediction model provides a good tool for studies of the
effects of longwall mining on the hydrological system. The subsurface expansive total strain (volumetric
expansion of subsurface strata or void intensity) indicates the total voids in a unit volume of subsurface
strata induced by the subsidence. Figure 3 shows that predicted distribution of subsurface total stain
over a longwall gob. Apparently, expansive total strain is mainly concentrated in zones located a short
distance inside the panel edges.
Since water loss would not occur in the continuous deformation zone in the overburden strata, the
maximum void intensity at the upper limit of the fractured zone can be used as the critical value for
assessing the subsidence influences on the subsurface hydrologic system. Based on the results of
water drawdown tests in more than 200 boreholes in 27 Chinese coal mines (Liu, 1981) and subsurface
subsidence prediction, the critical void intensity for significant water loss is determined to be 4.1×10-2
m/m (ft/ft). It indicates that when a block of rock expands 4.1% more than its original volume, the voids
inside the deformed rock would allow a significant amount of water to flow through it. When a contiguous
zone with void intensity higher than the critical value intersects with either a surface water body or an
underground aquifer, significant water loss could occur through this zone into the longwall gob causing
permanent loss of the water body.

Figure 3: Predicted subsurface total strain over a longwall panel
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In order to ffacilitate the quantitative evaluation o
of the water lo
oss, subsidence-inducedd permeability
y in the
overburden strata should be estima
ated. Under tthe influence
e of mine subsidence, thhe permeability at a
urface point (K) affected by subsiden
nce is linked to the total strain (t) byy Equation 1. In the
given subsu
equation, Ko and o are the original permeabilityy and porosity before subsidence. Ann example of
o using
the subsurfa
face subsidence predictio
on model in numerically assessing the effects off a longwall mining
n a surface reservoir
operation on
r
is shown
s
in a pu
ublication (Q
Qiu and Luo, 2013).
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MITIGATIION MEASU
URES
Various mittigation mea
asures has been
b
develo
oped and ap
pplied to reduce subsideence influences on
numerous ssurface structtures and wa
ater bodies. P
Properly sele
ected, design
ned and impllemented mittigation
measures ccan greatly re
educe and ev
ven eliminate
e the anticipa
ated subside
ence influencces.
Mitigation m
methods succh as compe
ensation tren
nch, tension
n cable or ro
ope, plane ffitting, intern
nal and
external bra
acing are com
mmonly and successfullyy employed to
o protect sub
bsidence infl uences to co
ommon
residential a
and farm stru
uctures. Prop
perly designe
ed and consttructed comp
pensation treenches can be
b used
to reduce th
he severity of
o the subsid
dence-induce
ed disturbanc
ces to structural parts haaving direct contact
c
with ground
d such as structural
s
foundation, ba
asement wa
alls and floo
or pavementt. A well de
esigned
compensation trench crreates a wea
ak plane betw
ween the strructure and the
t strain-geenerating gro
ound as
shown in Fig
gure 4. The weak
w
plane reduces the transmission
n of ground strain
s
from thhe strain-generating
ground to tthe structure
e and then the severityy of the stru
uctural proble
ems on the ground-con
ntacting
structural pa
arts.

g
nin on
Mi ecti
r
Di

#1
Cab
le

Compensatiion Trench

Cables #2 & #3

The tension
n cable method is suitable for structu res that have
e relatively high
h
compresssive strengtth such
as stone, cconcrete-blocck and brick
k structures or structura
al parts. The
e structure to be protected is
wrapped wiith pre-tensio
oned steel wire
w cables a
at properly selected
s
loca
ations and w
with proper te
ensions
(Figure 4). The tension cables can serve two p
purposes: (1) the tension forces appplied by the cables
place the structure in
nto a compression statte so that it is able to compenssate some of the
subsidence-induced fina
al or dynam
mic tensile st resses, and (2) the rigid
dity of thosee structural parts
p
is
increased sso that they can
c tolerate higher
h
deform
mations transmitted to it. The tensionn cable meth
hod can
also indirecctly reduce the severity of the antiicipated prob
blems on th
he super-struuctures caus
sed by
dynamic an
nd final surfa
ace curvature
e if the deforrmation on th
he structural part under tthe super-structure
can be effe
ectively contrrolled. For weaker
w
wood
d structures, the tension rope methodd serves the
e same
purposes ass the tension
n cable.

Mitigation Me
easures for a Historic H
House Located over the Central Porrtion of a Longwall
Figure 4: M
Panel
The plane-ffitting metho
od (Luo and Peng, 1991 ) is a metho
od to reduce
e the severityy of disturba
ance to
super-structture. It is parrticularly effe
ective for stru
uctures that would experrience a veryy intensive dy
ynamic
subsidence process succh as those located overr the central portion of subsidence bbasins over shallow
s
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mines. Height adju
ustable devic
ces are strate
egically place
ed under the super-structture and their heights are
e
adjusted constantlly according to the meassured subsid
dence and a mathematiccal algorithm
m so that the
e
super--structure is placed on a time-depe
endent incline
ed plane at any given ttime. By do
oing so, the
e
proteccted structure
e is stress-frree. In deterrmining the desired
d
inclined plane aat a given tim
me, the totall
amoun
nt of required
d adjustmentt should be m
minimised.
The exxternal or intternal bracing
g method is used to reinforce the we
eak spots (e.gg., large doo
ors, windowss
and in
ndent parts.) of the structture. The bra
acing structu
ures such as
s wood framees or steel beam
b
should
d
have g
good compre
ession stiffne
ess to resist any significa
ant closure of
o these weaak spots. Figure 4 showss
an extternal bracin
ng structure used to prevvent potentia
al closure off two wings of a U-shap
ped structure
e
while ttension cable
es were appllied.
For large and line
ear industrial/public strucctures, the mitigation
m
me
easures couuld vary cons
siderably. In
n
assesssing subside
ence influenc
ce on buried pipeline, it is
s found that the majorityy of the stress (>80%) on
n
the pip
peline is caused by strain
n transmitted
d to the pipelline (Luo, et al., 1997). S
Since the gro
ound strain iss
transm
mitted to the buried
b
pipelin
ne through frriction force, reducing the
e friction forcce between th
he burial soill
and th
he pipeline will
w be the most
m
effectivve way to re
educe stress
ses on the ppipeline. Unc
covering the
e
pipelin
ne is the mo
ost effective way to redu
uce the frictiion force. In order to redduce the am
mount of the
e
require
ed mitigation
n work and to avoid unne
ecessary arttificial disturb
bance to thee buried pipe
elines, partiall
uncovering method
d has been proposed to
o uncover on
nly the sectio
ons of pipelinnes where th
he estimated
d
stresses exceed the
t
permitte
ed stress of the pipe stteel. This pa
artial uncoveering method has been
n
successsfully emplo
oyed in prote
ecting numerrous and vary
ying types off buried pipellines.
Longw
wall subsiden
nce can induc
ce sufficient d
deformation that can cau
use structurall damage to the railroadss
and afffect the safe
ety of rail traff
ffic. In order tto reduce the
e severity of such subsideence influence, it is ideall
to lift the railroad trrack back to its original le
evel as it is subsiding. Ho
owever, it is ooften impracttical to do so
o
because of the lim
mited window
w of time betw
ween railway
y traffic or th
he limited raiil base space
e for placing
g
the req
quired additio
onal ballast. A partial lifti ng method has
h been pro
oposed and ssuccessfully employed to
o
mainta
ain the railro
oad operation
nal under su
uch limitation
ns (Luo, et al., 2010). Thhe essence of
o the partiall
lifting m
method is to
o raise the su
ubsiding railro
oad track at a given time
e only a dete rmined partial amount off
the su
ubsidence so
o that the ra
ail tracks ca n be mainta
ained on a smooth
s
and operational profile. The
e
require
ed adjustmen
nt is made by
y adding bal last under th
he track. The application oof this metho
od requires a
carefu
ul pre-mining
g planning based
b
on the
e simulations of dynamiic and final subsidence predictions..
When implementing the metthod, a dailly subsidenc
ce survey is
s required. The measu
ured ground
d
movem
ments are ussed to generrate an adjusstment plan that
t
can be made within the availablle window off
time b
based on a special
s
algoriithm. The mo
ost recent ap
pplication of this methodd was on a 2,400-m
2
long
g
section
n of railroad located overr two longwa
all panels (top left photo in Figure 5). In this case, the railroad
d
experienced a maxximum subsiidence of 1.5
524 m (5 ft). The coal trains were saffely operated
d in two-hourr
als while it was
w subsiding. Figure 5 also shows some of the
e large and iimportant strructures thatt
interva
were affected by longwall su
ubsidence a
and have be
een success
sfully protectted with the
e systematicc
approa
ach.

E
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CONCLUSIONS
Longwall mining operations induce immediate and intensive surface and subsurface movements and
deformations that could cause adverse effects to surface and subsurface structures and water bodies.
A systematic approach, including accurate subsidence prediction, correct assessment and effective
mitigation of the potential subsidence influences, has been developed and successfully applied to
protect numerous surface structures over longwall mines. The application of this approach has been
proven to be cost effective to the mining companies and helped to improve the public relations with local
residents.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SEISMIC DYNAMIC RESPONSE
OF GROUND SURFACE ABOVE MINED-OUT AREA
Xiaoming Zhang1, Xiaochen Yang2, Zuo Wang3 and Kyuro Sasaki4
ABSTRACT: Most coal mines are in the seismic intensity 7（12 degree evaluation or even higher in
China. Large-scale mined-out spaces formed in the strata have been increased, because of excessive
coal mining exploitation. The seismic response of mine surface will be different from other places
because of the impact of the mined-out area on the seismic wave’s propagation. This paper studies the
seismic response acceleration, peak acceleration and displacement at the ground surface above
unstable and compacted mined-out areas by FLAC3D numerical models for various conditions. The
results of the numerical simulation are consistent with the surface seismic response of Zhaogezhuang
Mine in the Tangshan earthquake, 1976. It has been shown that the seismic damage to the surface
above the mined-out area especially to the surface above the boundary of the mined-out area was
slightly less than those in other places at the ground surface, and the seismic damage to the surface
which is 2-3 times the size of mined-out area’s width, away from the mined-out area boundary was more
severe than those in unexploited places. The surface area which is more than 4 times the size of the
mined-out area’s width away from the mined-out area boundary was not affected by seismic damage.
INTRODUCTION
The effect of underground structure such as roadway and chamber in coal mine on the seismic wave
propagation is little because the size of them is smaller than the seismic wavelength. However, if the
size of underground structure (such as large-scale mined-out area) and seismic wavelength are in the
identical order of magnitude, the propagation of the seismic wave will be changed because of the
mined-out area. A series of complex reflection and transmission are generated because of the different
wave impedance in rock medium and the impact of mined-out area space .In addition, scattering will
occur around irregular boundary of the mined-out area. These phenomena may generate large impacts
on the dynamic seismic response at the ground surface. Previous studies have investigated the
earthquake effect on the underground structure and the dynamic response of ground surface above
shallow-buried chambers. This paper aimed to study the effect of deep mined-out area in coal mines on
the dynamic response of the surface with the combined method of measured data and numerical
simulation. The measured data about the dynamic response of ground surface in coal mine is deficient.
In view of some detailed data of surface damage are recorded when a great earthquake happened in
Tangshan city（China, 1976） where many collieries are located. This paper collected and studied the
measured data of Zhaogezhuang Mine recorded by China Seismological Bureau in Tangshan to
analysis the impact of the mined-out area on dynamic response of the ground surface. The measured
displacement on the ground above the mined-out area and surrounding terrain which is near the
mined-out area, and the destruction degree of the industrial square and civil buildings nearby is
emphatically analysed. In addition, the seismic response of the ground surface above the mined-out
area has been simulated by and analyzed by FLAC3D models for various conditions. The conclusions
will give reference for the site selection of industrial and civil buildings near coal mines, stability of the
buildings located near coal mines and coal mine reconstruction after earthquake.
DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF GROUND SURFACE IN ZHAOGEZHUANG MINE
Distribution of mine-out area
Zhaogezhuang Mine is located in Guye, northeast of Tangshan in Hebei province. The strike length of
mine field is 9050 m and mining area is 31.55 km2. The deep boundary of mine field is -1200 m around.
The coal mine has mined ninth level when the earthquake happened in Tangshan, 1976. The mining
1
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depth is -735 m. The strike length is 4.5 km. The tendency length is 1.6 km. The mined-out area went up
to 7.2 km2 whose distribution is show in Figure 1.
Figure 1 shows the change rule of mined-out area distribution with time flow. The distribution
arrangement of mined-out area is large because the coal mine has a long history of about one hundred
years. At present, the mined-out area is about 10.02 km2, of which east flank is 5.54 km2 and west flank
is 4.48 km2.The mined-out area had gone up to 7.2 km2 when the earthquake happened in Tangshan.
This paper reports on the study by the seismic geological brigade of Chinese seismological bureau,
comparing the local coordinates of the area based on the survey of surface deformation after the
earthquake,. The surface deformation of the industrial square, surface above mined-out area, the
surface above the mined-out area boundary and the village surface nearby are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1: Distribution of mined-out area in Zhaogezhuang Mine
Displacement of surface and house collapse rate after earthquake
In order to analyze the influence of mined-out area on the dynamic response of the ground surface, this
paper selects the surface deformation, houses collapsing rate of Zhaogezhuang Mine and the village
nearby, which is based on seismic exploration value on surface deformation by Chinese seismological
bureau.
Table 1: Surface destruction of Zhaogezhuang Mine and nearby
Ground surface above mined-out area
Northern Industrial Square of Zhaogezhuang Mine
Southern Industrial Square of Zhaogezhuang
Mine(mined-out area boundary)
North of west Zhaogezhuang
South of west Zhaogezhuang
Xiaoguzhuang
Qianjinzhuang

N39°33.318′,
E118°6.846′
N39°36.418′,
E118°11.834′
N39°36.365′,
E118°11.846′
N39°36.401′,
E116°10.335′
N39°36.385′,
E116°10.465′
N39°36.105′,
E118°11.643′
N39°35.505′,
E118°9.193′

Surface Deformation，Horizontal
displacement:36cm
Ground crack and terrain scarp， Horizontal
displacement:50cm
Horizontal displacement:35cm
Ground crack，2m fall in NW
side，Horizontal displacement: 47cm
1m fall in NW，Horizontal displacement:
38cm
Ground crack，Horizontal displacement:
58cm
Horizontal displacement: 60cm，1m fall in
NW

According to Table 1，the horizontal displacement of surface above mined-out area is 40 cm. The
horizontal displacement of Industrial square boundary and southern surface of west Zhaogezhuang
located in north flank boundary is 35 cm and 38 cm, respectively. However, the horizontal displacement
of northern industrial square and northern surface of west Zhaogezhuang is 50 cm and 58 cm,
respectively, which is significantly greater than the surface displacement in mined-out area boundary.
The surface horizontal displacement of village further from mined-out area boundary is 58 cm and
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60 cm, which is greater than the surface at mined-out area boundary, while is almost the same as
horizontal displacement of other place in the mine field.

88

70

House collapse rate（%）

Horizontal Displacement（cm）

It can be concluded from Figure 2 that the surface horizontal displacement near mined-out area is small
relatively. The displacement of other mine field and village far from mined-out area is similar which
shows that dynamic influence of mined-out area on the ground surface will disappear with the increasing
distance from the mined-out area. According to the Figure 3, the house collapsing rate at mined-out area
boundary is 76% , which is less than the rate in other places and villages far from coal mine. The house
damage amplitude of west Zhaogezhuang at mined-out area boundary is significantly smaller than the
Xiaoguzhuang village. The earthquake makes the abscission in pool periphery wider, while not obvious.
Light railway subgrade, which is used to deliver coal gangue beside the pond, slipped in the direction of
the pond, while the degree of bend is slightly smaller than the track in other places.
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Figure 2: Horizontal displacement of
surface near Zhaogezhuang Mine
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Figure 3: House collapse Rate of ground
Zhaogezhuang Mine and near villages

NUMERICAL SIMULATION BY FLAC3D
Because of the FLAC3D is widely applied in rock mechanics and dynamic issues, this paper analyzes
the seismic dynamic response of ground surface above mined-out area by FLAC3D.
Model of numerical simulation
The dimension of the model is 1600 m long in x direction, 430 m high in z direction and 100 m wide in y
direction respectively. Since the effect in y direction is not considered, the model is simplified in quasi
three dimension .Coal seam thickness is 4 m ,the mined-out area is set in the middle of the coal seam
with 200 m long,100 m wide .The gangue height collapsed by roof is 3 m, the space not filled is 1 m.
Elasto-plastic Constitutive Model and Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion are employed in this study. Elastic
model is applied in gangue which is considered as support and space uses null model. Monitoring points
from 1-9 are set on the ground surface in which point 1 is set above the mined-out area, point 2 is set
above the boundary of the mined-out area, point 3 to 9 are set above the virgin areas . Properties of
material used in calculation are the simplified rock parameter of Zhaogezhuang Mine. The model and
monitoring points are presented in Figure 4.

5 6 7 89
1 2 3 4

Figure 4: Mesh diagrams
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Input waves and dynamic parameters
This paper adopts approximated acceleration waves of the Tangshan earthquake in E-W direction
(Figure 5) and the peak value is 633.092 cm/s2.The waves from 30s to 60 s are chosen in calculation.
Acceleration spectrum shows that most of the power (approximately 95%) is made up of components of
frequency 15 Hz (Figure 6).Therefore, cut-off-frequency is 15HZ and the dimension of the element is
restrained as 10 m. The center frequency is defined as 0.6 Hz .For geological materials, damping
commonly falls in the range of 2 to 5% of critical level. In the present study, 5% is chosen for calculation.
The acceleration needs to be converted to stress when seismic wave is applied into the bottom of the
model which is set as viscous boundary. Since S-wave is used in this paper, the acceleration-into-stress
transformation formula is expressed as follows:

 s  2vS G (1)
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v
Where, S is the input shear particle velocity obtained by integration,  is the density of the base of
the model, G is the shear modulus of the base of the model
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Figure 5: Seismic acceleration waves
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 7 shows the acceleration-time curve of the monitoring points at the ground surface when
mined-out area is 200m long and 350 m deep. It can be clearly shown that acceleration amplitude of the
points above the mined-out area is smaller than those above the virgin coal seam. The peak
accelerations of point 1 and point 2 are 6.47 m/s2 and 5.56 m/s2, respectively. It can be seen that the
acceleration amplitude of point 2 which is above the boundary of mined-out area is smaller than that of
point 1 above the mined-out area centre. The acceleration amplitudes of the point 3 to point 9 at the
ground surface above the virgin coal seam are 7.08 m/s2，7.42 m/s2，7.54 m/s2，7.55 m/s2，7.67 m/s2
，7.19 m/s2，7.10 m/s2 with the trend of increasing at first then decreasing. The acceleration amplitude
of point 6 increases significantly, while point 8 and point 9 which is farther from the mined-out area
shows the decreased trend. The peak acceleration of point 9 which is the farthest point from mined-out
area is basically identical to the peak acceleration of the ground surface in the free-field condition.
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Figure 7: Response acceleration time-history curves of monitoring points
Peak acceleration of the ground surface at different depth of mined-out area
Figure 8 shows the peak acceleration of the monitoring points at the ground surface when the depth of
mined-out area is 200 m, 250 m, 300 m, 350 m and 400 m.When the mined-out area is 200 m deep, the
peak accelerations of point 1 to point 9 are 4.73m/s2，4.36 m/s2，5.73 m/s2，6.12 m/s2， 6.62 m/s2，
6.62 m/s2，6.27 m/s2，5.93 m/s2，6.44 m/s2 which are all smaller than that of the ground surface in
free-field conditions. It can be considered that the mined-out area which is 200m deep decrease the
response acceleration at the ground surface. When the mined-out area is 250m deep, the peak
acceleration values of point 1 to point 9 are all higher than those when the mined-out area is 200m deep,
while they are still smaller than the peak acceleration of the surface points in free-field condition. When
the mined-out area is 300m deep, the peak accelerations of point 1 to point 9 are 6.08 m/s2，5.55 m/s2
，7.05 m/s2，7.13 m/s2，7.32 m/s2，7.56 m/s2，7.42 m/s2，6.85 m/s2，6.83 m/s2 which get further
increased .The peak accelerations of the points 1 and 2 are smaller than the surface points in free-field
condition, while the values of points 5, 6, and 7 are higher than the free-field surface points. Finally,
when the mined-out area depth reaches 350-400 m, the peak acceleration further increases and the
trend of change is consistent with the values when mined-out area is 300 m deep.
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Figure 8: Peak acceleration of monitoring points at different depth of mined-out area
In general, the peak acceleration values of point 1 and point 2 become higher with the increasing mining
depth, and they are lower than the peak acceleration of ground points in the free-field condition. It shows
that the mined-out area reduces the response acceleration of the ground surface above it. When the
mining depth reaches 300 m or deeper, the mined-out area magnifies the response acceleration of the
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points above the virgin coal. However, the peak ground acceleration which is 4 times the mined-out area
size away from the mined-out area boundary declines to the peak ground surface in the free-field
condition.
Seismic displacement of ground surface
The Figure 9 shows that the surface displacement near the mined-out area will be different when an
earthquake happens. The displacement values above the mined-out area are lower than thoseabove the
virgin coal seam. The maximum displacement above the mined-out area, above the virgin coal seam,
and the surface displacement in free-field are 0.260 m,0.280 m and 0.270 m which shows that the
displacement values above the mined-out area becomes lower and the displacement above the virgin
coal gets higher compared with the free-field surface displacement. When mining depth is 250m, 300 m
and 350 m, the Figures show that the minimum displacement is at the point 1 with the values of 0.260 m,
0.260 m and 0.265 m. The maximum displacement is 0.28 m which is at 340 m, 450 m, and 550 m away
from the mined-out area boundary. Therefore, the value and position of minimum displacement is little
affected by mining depth with the value of 0.260 m above the centre of the mined-out area. The
maximum displacement is 0.28 m which moves away from the mined-out area with the increasing
mining depth.
From the results of the numerical simulation, the seismic response of the ground surface above the
mined-out area is smaller than that away from the mined-out area, and the seismic response of the
ground surface in a certain range above the virgin coal seam is larger than that of the area away from
mined-out area. The analysis results above are consistent with the surface damage of Zhaogezhuang
Mine in Tangshan earthquake.
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Figure 9: Contour band of surface displacement at different depth of mined-out area
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper uses numerical simulation to analyse the seismic dynamic response of the ground surface of
a coal mine. Some conclusions have been drawn as follow:
When unstable mined-out area exists in the strata, the seismic damage at the ground surface which is
above the mined-out area is about 10% less than that of the district which has no mined-out area in the
strata, and the surface damage above the boundary of the mined-out area is the least with a 15%
decline. When mined-out area is deep, the seismic damage of the ground surface, which is 2-3 times of
the mined-out area size away from the mined-out area, becomes worse in comparison with no
mined-out areas, and the increase amplitude of the damage is about 8%. The region at the ground
surface which is greater than four times of the mined-out area size away from the mined-out area is not
affected and the seismic damage in this region is consistent with the area without a mined-out area in
the strata.
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DEVELOPING A NEW METHOD TO IDENTIFY THE SOURCE OF
GAS EMISSIONS INTO LONGWALL AND GOAF FROM
SURROUNDING STRATA
Abouna Saghafi1, Kaydy Pinetown2 and Hoda Javanmard2
ABSTRACT: During coal mining, strata is fractured and gas trapped in the roof and floor of coal seams
travels into the workings. Depending on the extent and shape of fractured zones suitable gas drainage
patterns are required to maximise the gas capture from strata but also to minimise the cost of
operations. In this paper a new method to identify gas emitting zones/seams in the embedding strata
and gas migration pathways is presented. The developed method was used in a coal mine in the
Southern Coalfield of the Sydney Basin. Geochemical properties of gas trapped in coal seams above
and below the mining horizon were analysed and compared with similar properties of gas collected from
goaf areas. This study shows that using this method it is possible to identify the source of gas in goaf
areas and thus determine the extent of fracturing in the strata around the mined seam.
INTRODUCTION
High gas emissions and gas surges into the coal face and goaf areas can occur rapidly due to changes
in mine environmental and structural conditions. In addition to the gas released from the mined seam,
much larger volumes of gas can also be released from other gas-bearing horizons in the strata above
and below the mined coal seam (from fractured and de-stressed zones). Depending on the reservoir
conditions and the geometry of the influenced zone, gas emitted into coal mines can be much larger
than the gas contained within the mined seam. For example, Saghafi et al., (1997) studied the CH4
emissions in gassy Australian underground mines and reported that the volumes of gas released from
these mines exceeded the in situ CH4 trapped in the mined seam by a factor of 4. Note that Kissell et al.,
(1973) reported that for US underground mines the volumes of gas released exceeded the in situ CH4 by
a factor of 7.
In order to maximise gas capture and reduce the cost of drilling the gas drainage engineer needs to
know the extent of the mining-influenced zone and delineate the emissions zone. Suitable gas drainage
patterns can then be designed to place gas boreholes in optimal locations and suitable angles.
One strategy for identifying possible gas migration pathways, particularly in caved areas (goaf) is to use
a tracer gas such as sulphur hexafluoride SF6. This tracer has been used to study gas and air paths in
coal mines in various countries (Thimons et al., 1974; Vinson et al., 1980). However, the use of this gas
is problematic as it has the highest Global Warming Potential (GWP) of all greenhouse gases
(GWP=~23,900) according to the Assessment Report on Climate Change (IPPC, 2007). SF6 is also five
times heavier than air, which leads to slow movement of this gas from its injection to the collection site
for analysis.
In this study the properties of Coal Seam Gas (CSG) itself were used to identify the origin of goaf gas.
For example, a component of the gas trapped in coal as an identifier of the coal seam containing that
gas component can be used . An example is ethane (C2H6), which occurs naturally in coal. It can then
be used to identify the emitting seams. However, this gas is only present in deeper seams. For this study
a combination of molecular and carbon isotopic compositions of gas initially trapped in coal seams was
used to identify the emitting zones/seams. The method makes it possible to identify the extent of the
mining-influenced zone by comparing geochemical properties of gas accumulated in the goaf and coal
face with gas desorbed from fresh cores from coal seams in the strata (delineation of mining influenced
zone).
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STUDIED MINE AND METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
The studied mine was a longwall operation, located in the Southern Coalfield of the Sydney Basin. Like
most mines in this region no major coal seam is present in the overburden strata and all coal seams are
located in underburden; in particular, three seams are located in the floor not far from the producing
seam. These seams are likely to emit their gas into the coal face and goaf. These seams are located at
~10 m, ~20 m and at ~40 m below the producing seam. While the shallower seams (Seams 1 and 2) are
likely to be influenced by mining, there were doubts about whether the deeper seam (Seam 3) was also
influenced by mining and if so, whether the mining-induced fracturing would have allowed the escape of
trapped gas from this deeper seam into the mining area and goaf. Note that high gas content levels have
also been measured previously in the producing seam and other seams with various levels of carbon
dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4). In Figure 1 a schematic of the mining geometry and location of
potential gas emitting coal seams in the floor are shown.

Mining
influenced
zone

Goaf

Mined Seam
Seam 1
Seam 2
Seam 3

Figure 1: Schematic of mine operation and location of potential emitting seams in the floor strata
based on mining induced fracture propagation
As mentioned in the previous section gas properties of coal seams ca be used as their identifiers. The
selected attributes are gas molecular ratio in terms of CH4 to CH4+CO2 and carbon isotope ratio. Note
that the carbon atom has two stable isotopes: carbon 13 (13C) and carbon 12 (12C). The latter is by far
the most abundant isotope of carbon accounting for 98% of these atoms. Carbon isotope ratio (R=
13
C/12C) is conventionally expressed in terms of a normalised differential ratio (δ13C). It quantifies the
normalised difference between the 13C/12C ratio in the gas sample (Rg) and this ratio in a reference (Rr)
material. The differential ratio of carbon isotopes for the target gas sample is then:

 13C  1000

Rs  Rr
Rr

(1)

The differential ratio is increased by a factor of 1000 and is hence expressed as per mil (‰). For the
carbon isotope the reference material is a carbonate called the Vienna Peedee Belemnite (VPDB). For
VPDB the 13C/12C ratio is 0.0123 (For more details refer to Hoefs (1973).
This differential ratio is widely used for determination of the origin of coal seam gas in terms of its
generation (biogenic or thermogenic gas, see for example, Smith et al., (1992); Rice (1993); Smith and
Pallasser (1996); Clayton (1998)).
The method of investigation developed for this study consisted of retrieving coal cores from surface
exploration drilling into the sequences of coal seams below the floor of the mine (underburden). Coal
cores were then measured for gas content in the field and the laboratory using the standard method
(Australian Standard AS 3980-1999). Gas desorbed from all stages of gas content testing (Q1, Q2 and
Q3 stages) were analysed for molecular composition (CH4, CO2 and N2), however, carbon isotope
composition analyses (13C/12C) were only applied to the gas desorbed during the Q3 stage of gas
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content testing. Simultaneously molecular and carbon isotope composition of gas collected from the
goaf area was also analysed for molecular and isotope compositions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two exploration boreholes were drilled across mined and under floor coal seams. Boreholes were drilled
in two locations sufficiently away from active mining areas so that the virgin in situ conditions of gas
initially trapped in the coal are preserved. From each borehole about eight fresh coal cores were
retrieved, which were then measured for gas content and gas composition.
As discussed the molecular gas ratio (CH4/CH4+CO2, %) was used as one of the identifiers of the seam.
In Figure 2, the distribution of gas molecular composition against depth is shown. The depth of coal
cores in this figure is not from the ground surface but from a datum level in the overburden of the mined
seam. Note that in plotting this curve only the results of composition measurements for gas desorbed
from Q2 and Q3 stages of gas content testing were used for this plot as gas collected at the Q1 stage of
gas content testing was prone to contamination and consequently associated with high errors of
determination. The data show that CH4 in the mixture increases with depth almost linearly, and therefore
the molecular composition of desorbed gas is quite different for the underburden strata. Hence, for this
sequence of coal seams and at this location, gas compositions for the seams in the strata are distinct,
which justifies the use of gas composition as an identifier (attribute) of a coal seam in the sequence.
The measured data showed that the CH4/CH4+CO2 ratio for the mined seam and Seam 1 varied from 15
to 25%, for Seam 2 from 40 to 45% and for Seam 3 from 75 to 90%.
The
carbon
isotopic
compositions
of
gases
were
measured
using
Gas
Chromatography/Combustion/Isotope-Ratio Mass Spectrometry (GC-C-IRMS). The GC-C-IRMS system
consists of a GC unit connected to a combustion device coupled via an open split to a mass
spectrometer. Duplicate measurements are done on each of the gas components, i.e. on CO2 and CH4
components of coal seam gas. The results of measurements are shown in Figure 3, showing cross plots
of the δ13C values for the CO2 component of the seam gas against these values for the CH4 component
of the seam gas. The data show that carbon isotope values are distinct for different seams in the
sequence and hence isotope ratios can be used to identify emitting seams.
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Figure 2: Molecular gas ratio (CH4/CH4+CO2) of desorbed gas from cores from two boreholes
drilled into strata not affected by mining
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Figure 3: Cross plot of carbon isotope ratio for CO2 and CH4 for gas desorbed from coal samples
for different seams
In order to determine whether any gas in the goaf is sourced from Seam 3, a number of gas samples were
collected from the collar of a goaf drainage borehole and measured for molecular and carbon isotope
compositions. The results showed that the ratio of CH4/CH4+CO2 in the goaf was about 40%, δ13C for CH4
was about -61.5‰ and for CO2 it was -6.4‰. Comparing these data with the data in Figures 2 and 3
suggests that gas emitted into goaf originated from the mined coal and from Seam 1.
CONCLUSIONS
A new method is described whereby geochemical properties of gas were described, namely molecular
and isotopic composition, may be used to trace the source of gas emitted into goaf areas in underground
coal mines. The method was applied to a participating mine in this study in the Sydney Basin. Results of
the study showed that molecular composition and carbon isotope composition (δ13C) for gas initially
trapped in coal seams in the sequence were markedly different. Thus, these values can be used as
identifiers for the source of gas emitted into goaf areas.
Although the method is still in its trial stage, the preliminary use of the method shows that it could be
effective in identifying the extent of the gas emissions zone in the underburden strata.
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STUDY OF PERMEABILITY OF COAL SAMPLES SUBJECTED TO
CONFINING PRESSURES
Nazanin Nourifard1, Lei Zhang1&2, Naj Aziz1 and Jan Nemcik1
ABSTRACT: Permeability is assessment of the ability of rock to transmit fluid flow through the rock body.
It can be affected by rock structure due to the grain size, formation and the pressure or concentration
gradient existing within and across it. Past studies focused on the relationship between permeability and
axial stress on rock, and there has been limited research on the impact of circumferential stress and
volumetric deformation on permeability. A programme of laboratory tests was conducted on coal
samples to evaluate the permeability of coal under different confining pressures. A specialised
permeability apparatus known as Multi-Functional Outburst Research Rig (MFORR), was used to study
rock permeability under various confining pressures. Methane permeability tests on cylindrical coal
samples were conducted at varying axial stress up to 3 MPa and confining CH 4 gas pressures between
0.2 MPa and 3 MPa. It was found that by increasing the confining gas pressure the permeability value
decreased in elastic phase and maintained an almost constant value at gas pressures greater than 2
MPa. The results show that the permeability of coal sample under triaxial compression tend to decrease
with the increase in stress.
INTRODUCTION
Permeability is one of the most important parameters that affect gas production rates and reservoir
recovery of coal seams (Shi and Durucan, 2003; Wallace and Bruce, 1990). Coal is generally defined as
a dual porosity rock, containing both macro pore and micro pore systems; the macro pore system
consists of a naturally occurring network of fractures called cleats, serving as the primary pathways for
gas transport. The micro porosity of coal is within the coal matrix blocks, surrounded and separated by
cleats, consisting of large number of interconnected pores that serve as the storehouse for methane in
adsorbed form (Mitra, et al., 2012).
Permeability has a significant impact on the ability of a coal seam to produce gas. A recent study by
Zhang (2012), examining factors contributing to effective drainage of gas from coal by Multi-Functional
Outburst Research Rig (MFORR), found a significant lack of information on coal permeability in
comparison with other parameters. Accordingly, research on coal permeability is ongoing, and this study
forms a part of such endeavour to improve the knowledge about coal permeability and improve both the
method and the apparatus assembly. The main issue is to choose a proper testing method, which fulfils
the need for a better understanding of the permeability in permeable rock formations like coal and
coarse grained rocks (Nourifard 2014).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Instrumentation
As the name suggests the MFORR enables studies to be carried out on coal/rock Uniaxial Compressive
Strength (UCS); Tensile Strength (TS); the effect of gas pressure on coal/rock load bearing capacity;
coal drillabilityand permeability and volumetrics changes under triaxial conditions. The equipment
consists of the following components:



The main apparatus support frame
A precision drill



A high pressure chamber which has a load cell for measuring the load applied to the samples of
coal



A pressure transducer for measuring the pressure inside the chamber



Flow meters for measuring the gas flow rate
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Two strain gauges for measuring the vertical and horizontal strains of the coal sample



A universal socket for loading a sample of coal vertically into the gas pressure chamber



A gas chromatograph (GC), and



A data acquisition system

Figure 1: Multi-Function Outburst Research Rig with GC (Zhang, 2012)
The main frame of the apparatus is made of a sturdy steel structure, which houses the gas chamber and
universal thrust connector. The gas pressure chamber is a hollow rectangular prism of cast iron with
removable front and back viewing plates. The dimensions of the box are 110 mm x 110 mm x 140 mm.
The viewing windows are made of 20 mm thick glass in a cast iron frame. Housed in the chamber is a 40
KN load cell capacity for monitoring the load applied.
Gas permeability tests were carried out on specially prepared coal samples 61 mm in diameter and 40
mm in height. The sample holding plates within the apparatus were widened from the initial diameter of
50 mm to 61 mm to accommodate larger diameter samples. A 3 mm diameter hole was drilled in the
middle of each of the coal samples. Drilling was carried out perpendicular to coal bedding/layering to
allow the pressurise gas to flow laterally through coal beddings. Before testing, both flat end-surfaces of
the tested coal samples were sealed with thin rubber gasket pieces to ensure that the gas penetrated
along the coal in a radial direction only into the central hole. Figure 2 shows the snapshot of one of the
specimens ready to be tested, and Figure 3 shows coal sample sealed in triaxial pressure chamber and
a general view of the MFORR

Figure 2: Coal samples for triaxial permeability test with MFOR
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Figure 3: Coal specimen sealed in pressure chamber and Multi-Function Outburst Research Rig
(MFORR)
The procedure for conducting each test consisted of mounting each tested sample in the pressure
chamber. The loaded chamber was sealed, then vacuumed to remove air and subsequently
re-pressurised to a predetermined level and maintained at that level. CH4 gas was allowed to permeate
the coal sample and flow out through the central hole. The released gas from the coal flowed through a
measuring system consisting of a vacuum pressure sensor and gas flow meters with 0-2 L/min and 0-15
L/min measurement ranges.
The test sequence was followed in steps with varying vertical stress of 1, 2 and 3 MPa and gas pressure
ranging from 0.2 MPa to 3 MPa. The load cell, flow meters, pressure transducer and strain gauges were
connected to a computer through a data logger for data collection.
The permeability of the sample was calculated using the following Darcy’s equation:

Where K is the permeability of coal, μ is viscosity of gas, Q is the flow rate of gas, L is the height of the
sample, r0 is the external radius of the sample and ri, is the internal radius of the small centrally drilled
hole, P1 and P2 are the absolute gas pressures inside and outside of chamber, respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Permeability analysis of coal specimens
Permeability values of all tests are shown inTable 1. The results were consistent for all tested coal
samples. In general, the tests showed that the coal permeability decreases with increasing gas pressure
and applied vertical load/stress. As the flow meter range was limited to 15 L/min maximum, in some of
the coal permeability tests, coal permeability results could not be obtained above the measurement
range of the flow meter. The consistent behaviour for all tested coal specimens indicated a reduction in
permeability with increasing gas pressure. As the axial and confining stress increased, the gradual
closure of pore and cleat within the coal reduced its permeability. When the vertical stress began to
increase from 1 MPa to 2 MPa, the permeability of coal reduced significantly in all tested coal
specimens. Test results indicate that the permeability values stay below 1 mD, when applied confining
gas pressures exceed 0.5 MPa at the axial stress of 3 MPa. This is clearly shown in Figures 4 to 9.
However, one sample, No 383413 (Figure 7) was very permeable even at the applied vertical stress of 3
MPa. High permeability values at 3 MPa vertical stress is attributed to the crack enlargement and
possible sample strength failure in compression.
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Table 1: permeability off tested sam
mples in both
h perpendic
cular and paarallel to bed
ddings
Coal specimen
n

Perm
meability (mD
D)
at 1 MPa
M
axial lo
oad

Perrmeability (m
mD)
at 2 MPa axial load

Peermeability (mD)
at 3 MPa axial load

383404

0.863

0.692

0.589

383408

27.142

13.326

0.700

383410

8.154

0.673

0.512

383413

25.091

14.017

10.121

383416

74.202

13.052

2.160

383418

254.466

51.522

-

Figure 4: Permeability
y change fo
or coal specimen no 3833404

Figure 5: Permeability
y change fo
or coal specimen no 3833408
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Figu
ure 6: Permeability cha
ange for coa
al specimen no 383410

Figu
ure 7: Permeability cha
ange for coa
al specimen no 383413

Figu
ure 8: Permeability cha
ange for coa
al specimen no 383416
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Figure 9: Permeability
P
y change fo
or coal specimen no 3833418
Examiination of the
e vertically loaded coal sa
amples subje
ected to the external
e
gas pressure in the
t pressure
e
chamb
ber clearly sh
howed that th
he permeabi lity of coal sp
pecimens de
ecreased withh increased vertical
v
load..
There is no doubt that the intro
oduction of m
methane con
ntributed to the sorption oof methane molecules
m
in
n
the coal matrix, wh
hich in turn swells the coa
al matrix and
d decreases it’s the porossity.
A positive value of
o volumetric deformation
n indicates swelling
s
and expansion oof the tested specimens,,
and a negative vallue indicates shrinkage. T
The changes
s in horizonta
al strain weree higher than
n the verticall
strain. Lower verticcal strain is due
d to axial lo
oading of the
e sample.
The permeability changes
c
can
n be analyse
ed from thre
ee stages of the volumettric strain off tested coall
specim
mens. During
g the first sttage, the rocck specimen
n is squeeze
ed with the permeability
y decreasing
g
rapidlyy at the beginning of the test. In the second stag
ge, the specimen starts tto swell, while in the lastt
stage the sampless continued to
o shrink with
h increasing axial load. The lowest peermeability ra
ate occurred
d
h
axial lo
oad and prio
or to coal failu
ure at aroundd 3 MPa.
at the last stage off the test at higher
eability clas
ssification of tested coa
al specimens
Perme
Accord
ding to Palm
mer (2010) on
n of Coal Bed
d Methane (C
CBM) well co
ompletion, cooal/rock perm
meability can
n
be classsified into th
he following categories a
as shown in Figure
F
10.

Figure 10: Permeability bands
s for CBM well
w completiions (after P
Palmer, 2010
0)
Accord
ding to Palm
mer (2010), the permea
ability of tes
sted coal specimens ca n fall into the following
g
classiffied categoriies as show
wn in Table 3, which shows
s
the majority
m
of ttested specimens being
g
consid
dered as high
h permeabilitty.
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Table 2: Palmer permeability classification of the tested coal
Coal specimen no

Permeability (mD)
On 2 MPa axial
load average

Permeability (mD)
On 3 MPa axial load
average

Palmer classification

383404

0.692

0.589

Tight coal completions

383408

13.326

0.700

Tight coal completions
to low permeability
completions

383410

0.673

0.512

Tight coal completions

383413

14.017

10.121

low permeability
completions

383416

13.052

2.160

383418

51.522

-

Tight coal completions
to low permeability
completions
High permeability

CONCLUSIONS
Through the study of permeability in coal samples under different confining pressures, the following
conclusions have been made:


Permeability rate of coals under triaxial compression varies by the type and nature of the
matrix structure. In general, higher stress environment decreases the permeability.



Coal sample permeability decreases with increasing gas pressure and at higher gas pressure,
coal permeability stays stable and undergoes minor changes under vertical stress above 2 MPa.



Strain gauge results from the MFORR test showed that coal samples experience negative
volumetric changes or shrinkage with increased confinement pressures, both axially and
laterally. The degree of the volumetric changes is found to be dependent on the level of the
applied axial and lateral pressures.



There is no simple linear relationship between the permeability and the
volumetric change. The coal sample has different permeability behaviour that varies with
volumetric changes.
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APPLICATION OF CONTINUOUS DRILLING TECHNOLOGIES IN
COAL MINING
Scott Adam1 and Joel Kok2
ABSTRACT: CRCMining’s unique Tight Radius Drilling technology has recently demonstrated highly
productive continuous drilling in a Bowen Basin coal formation. The system has been demonstrated to
be economically deployable and reliably operable by drilling contractors. A detailed overview of the
system is presented, including a summary of the technology status in terms of technical performance,
system productivity and stimulation cost. Investigation of the application of continuous drilling technology
is currently being extended to underground in-seam (cross panel) drilling and rapid roof bolt hole drilling
for long tendon support. An update on these ACARP/CRCMining co-funded research initiatives is
presented.
INTRODUCTION
Drilling is a critical element of almost every mining operation. It is interesting that the first rotary drill
emerged in 1901, the first roller bit in 1909. Improvements in directional control through advanced
borehole assemblies are a more recent innovation, but the fundamental concept of adding screwed
sections of jointed drill rods still persists. Inherent constraints associated with the jointed drill string
concept have become normalised and an absence of viable alternatives has forced industry to accept
the intrinsic limitations, namely:







Safety hazards associated with intense manual handling and man-machine interactions have
persisted despite some attempts to introduce automation of aspects of the drill rod handling
process, which are inevitably complex mechanical solutions not readily adaptable to the
underground coal environment
Drilling production inefficiency associated with frequent rod changes, both during drilling and
extraction of the drill string
Compromised formation properties in gas drainage holes due to ‘skin effects’ generally a result
of the cutting action of mechanical drill bits, and the rotary or sliding action of drill pipes in the
hole
Interruption (particularly in horizontal holes) to the wellbore circulation associated with frequent
rod changes, resulting in settling of cuttings in the lateral and an increased risk of loss of drill
string.
Limitations in the integration of drilling into other mining processes due to the rigid requirement
for a long drilling boom. For example the configuration options for a bolter miner are
constrained by the dimensions of the drill mast which generally spans from the roof to the floor
of the mining environment.

The inherent and unavoidable high safety risk and low productivity associated with conventional jointed
rod drilling systems stand out as an example of hazards that the industry has been forced to accept due
to an absence of an acceptable alternative technology. The ubiquitous nature of jointed drilling and its
inherent constraints is of itself a barrier to realising alternative concepts which may offer step change
performance improvement.
HISTORY OF CONTINUOUS DRILLING WITHIN CRCMINING
In 1994 CRCMining investigated application of high-pressure water jet assisted drilling technology using
jointed drill pipes and conventional blade style drill bits. Recognising the benefit of continuous drilling,
the CMTE researchers evolved the system into a self-propelled, pure water jet driven drilling tool

1

Program Leader – Underground Coal Research Program, CRCMining ,E-mail: s.adam@crcmining.com.au;Tel: 07 3365 5636

2
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deployed ussing a reel of
o flexible ho
ose. In 1997
7, the water jet drilling te
echnology wa
was deployed
d into a
pre-drilled vvertical well to investigate
e the concep
pt of radial drilling.
Today this expertise inccludes self-p
propelled wa
ater-jet cuttin
ng heads and associatedd mechanism
ms that
can drill a b
borehole in a self-regula
ated manner whilst mainttaining effec
ctive boreholee diameter control.
c
Applicationss of CRCMin
ning’s water jet drilling tecchnology include:
1.
2.
3.

Tight Radius Drilling
D
(TRD
D) was develloped to ena
able thick (>2
2m thicknesss) coal seams to be
safe
ely de-gasse
ed from the surface in advvance of the mining process.
adaptation of
Hig
gh Speed Crross Panel drilling
d
is an a
o the TRD sy
ystem for unnderground in
n-seam
app
plication, mainly for the purpose of drilling de-g
gassing holes. It is alsoo suitable forr cross
mea
asure draina
age holes.
Con
ntinuous Ca
able Bolt Drilling is being
g developed for continuous drilling of cable bolt ho
oles for
und
derground lon
ng-tendon ro
oof support in
nstallation.
TIGHT RA
ADIUS DRILLING

The currentt TRD deployyment system uses a se
elf-propelled,, high pressu
ure water dririll head to crreate a
radial patte
ern of horizo
ontal boreho
oles (lateralss) in the target coal sea
am (Figure 1). The sys
stem is
deployed into a vertical well, which is
s prepared w
with an underr-ream zone (1.8 m diam
meter) at each
h target
horizon to accommoda
ate the deplo
oyment whip
pstock that orientates
o
th
he drilling toool from vertical to
horizontal. R
Radial length
hs in excess of 300 m ha
ave been ach
hieved to datte, with contiinuous drilling rates
of over 240 m/hr observved in field co
onditions.

Whipsttock

Compon
nents of TR
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Erectable
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A

essure
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Coal S
Seam

Figure 1: Continuous
s drilling offfers a step c
change prod
ductivity inc
crease and ccost reduction to
the mining
g industry. A flexible an
nd continuou
us conduit is the key en
nabler
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Figure 2: Tight Radius Drilling deploys a continuous water jet drilling too into the coal seam from
a vertical well
CRCMining’s water jet drilling technology has evolved to the point that it now reliably and rapidly forms a
borehole of constant and regulated borehole diameter, an essential fundamental requirement for reliable
drilling. Real time survey electronics in the drilling tool body constantly logs the borehole trajectory and
reports the tool position to the surface drill controller in real time. Waterjet drilling systems are inherently
remote controllable, with operators able to effectively control the system via computer interfaces. Drill
advance is self-regulated and semi-automated. The continuous nature of waterjet drilling is highly
compatible with automation and off site remote control of high skill drilling functions.
Seventeen years of development culminated in the first commercial deployment of TRD for the purpose
of investigating broad scale degassing of a coal mine. In 2013, TRD was applied at BMC’s South Walker
Creek mine, proving that water jet drilling can be applied economically.
The system was operated by established service providers, executed under a commercial drilling
contract, and achieved high productivity. This work has demonstrated proof of concept for the waterjet
drilling method. Extensive patterns of radials were formed in the coal seam providing a large drainage
area. All but three of the laterals were drilled without azimuthal steering.
With a peak productivity of 535 m total laterals drilled in just 6 hours, the vision for a 1000 m per shift
drilling technology has been set as a reasonable target. Continuous drilling rates of between 2 and
4m/min were regularly demonstrated during this operation.
During this campaign, the steering concept was trialled briefly in three laterals, with promising results out
to approximately 100 m lateral length. It is apparent that improvements in steering control and drilling
tool geometry will increase the range, straightness and quality of waterjet drilling systems.
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400m
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s

Figure 3: A five well pilot at BMC's South Walker Creek demonstrated commercial system
performance
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Figure 4: Drilling Productivity at South Walker Creek (in chronological order from left to right)
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Figure 5: Average lateral length by well (in chronological order from left to right)
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Figure 6: Cost per metre, per well (in chronological order from left to right)
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HIGH SPEED CROSS PANEL (HSXP) DRILLING
Underground In-seam (UIS) drilling is carried out for three purposes in Australian coal mining: geological
exploration, degasification of workings for mine safety, and greenhouse gas capture. Drilling across coal
panels for the purpose of pre-mine gas drainage forms the bulk of UIS drilling activities. A survey of UIS
drilling practises was recently completed by CRCMining for ACARP Project C17017i (Adam, et al.,
2013) and it was revealed that for the applications of cross panel and cross measure drilling, significant
opportunity exists to improve the following:





Safety, by addressing inherent manual handling hazards associated with UIS drill rigs
Rig utilisation productivity; by addressing inherent inefficiencies of UIS drill rigs, such as
frequent rod changes, slow pipe tripping cycles, slow average drilling rates. Current productivity
is around 70-100m/shift. Currently, to drill a typical cross panel borehole drilling techniques take
4-6 shifts with two men crews
Reliability of borehole installation, through adoption of continuous drilling practises (eliminating
the need to stop circulation for the addition of jointed pipe.)

CRCMining’s waterjet drilling technology has the potential to revolutionise drilling in coal mining
applications. Rapid and continuous drilling eliminates man-machine manual handling hazards
associated with conventional drilling, and will dramatically increase drilling productivity. The intrinsic
simplicity of continuous drilling will enable future automation of the drilling cycle. In combination the
advantages of continuous in-seam drilling will slash cost of pre-mine gas drainage whilst transforming
the safety and productivity of the drilling function.
Development of a water jet drilling system for cross panel (UIS) applications was initiated in 1998, with
ACARP funding. The results of this work are documented in ACARP Project Reports C7024ii (Dunn, et
al., 1999), and C8023iii (Dunn et al., 2001). This early work was aimed at the development of technical
concepts and designs for a cross panel drilling system, and the manufacture and testing of such a
system through a series of highwall drilling trials. In summary, specific technology development areas
from this early work included:





Demonstrating the concept of a continuous waterjet drill as a means of drilling horizontal
in-seam drainage holes, with high penetration rates and with some long holes achieved.
Preliminary investigations and development work on a suitable survey technology to track
borehole trajectory.
Investigations and development of concepts for effecting trajectory control (steering) of the
drilling tool and
Successful development of a prototype compact rig format with potential for underground
application. The prototype rig carried 350 m of high pressure hose (Figure ).

Figure 7: CRCMining's prototype HSXP rig with 350m hose capacity (2005)
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The most recent HSXP trial was completed in 2005. The high speed cross panel system shared the
same water-jet drilling technology as the TRD system. The drilling tools are the same. Improvements to
the drill head technology including the cutting mechanism, survey electronics, wireless communications
and steering techniques, have been successfully shared.
The 2005 trial showed that despite the successful development of a prototype drilling system, drill head
cutting technology had at that time not yet matured sufficiently to provide reliable drilling performance.
As a direct result, the drilling distance and quality were observed to be generally poor. The key
observations from this project included (extract of a post-trial presentation):
From 2005; “A means of strictly regulating hole diameter at all times is yet to be achieved






Boreholes were calliper logged as consistently oversize ( 90 mm to 150 mm diameter )
Inadequate flow rate for cuttings to stay entrained in flow due to large borehole diameter
Build-up of cuttings in borehole increases the likelihood of ‘boggy’ drilling
Appeared that bogging of hose due to accumulation of cuttings substantially increased friction
on the hose and was ultimately a limiting factor for drilling depth and
Drilling rate was erratic during testing ( ranged from 0 to 5 m/min)”

From this extract above, the key problem identified with the waterjet tools used in 2005 was their inability
to regulate borehole diameter, from which a series of undesirable drilling conditions cascade. However,
the lessons and the successful outcomes of the HSXP program did feed into the TRD project.
Since the last HSXP trial (2005), wherein the drilling results were poor due to immature drill head design,
subsequent water jet drill technology improvements have resulted in drilling performance breakthroughs
during the TRD trials at Broadmeadow Mine in 2010 and South Walker Creek in 2013 (These vastly
improved drilling tools are yet to be trialed for HSXP).
The TRD breakthroughs described above have mitigated several key technical risks identified in the
2005 HSXP trials. A more recent technical risk review has identified the remaining key technical risks of;





DRILLING RANGE - Reliably achieving 500 m long laterals to develop a cross panel fan pattern
will require an improvement to the drilling system thrust/friction ratio.
STEERING CONTROL and ACCURACY – Although survey electronics and the real-time
wireless communications technology is established and proven from TRD, an improvement in
steering control and survey accuracy is required to equal or exceed current UIS survey
performance.
BOREHOLE QUALITY - The drill head will require some tuning to match it to the UIS application
to ensure high quality borehole creation is maintained at high penetration rates, in a variety of
coal conditions, particularly friable, ‘soft’ coals.

An ACARP project is currently underway which seeks to address these remaining HSXP technical risks
through a program of targeted, laboratory-based research, and a field validation trial at Peabody’s
Wambo underground mine in mid-2015.
This program of work aims to mitigate the remaining key technical risks, such that an investment in
developing a commercial variant of the system would be a lower risk proposition for a commercializing
entity.
CONTINUOUS CABLE BOLT DRILLING
Cable bolt or long tendon installations for roof support is considered to be a hazardous and highly
unproductive (though necessary) geotechnical exercise, and presents a major bottleneck in the roadway
development system in underground coal mining. Rock bolt drills themselves are considered to be
higher risk equipment with operational risk mostly associated with rock falls, manual handling injuries,
and incorrect operation of bolting machines (Burgess-Limerick 2010)iv. The evidence provides support
for an improved and safer technique for cable bolt (6-8 m) drilling and installation systems so as to
improve safety and productivity.
CRCMining is currently investigating a continuous cable bolt drilling system. The envisioned drilling
system will use a high-pressure water jet cutting head deployed at the end of a flexible hose for
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continuous drilling of holes of varying lengths. This essentially negates the need for manually adding /
removing drill rods as part of the cable bolt installation process, reducing hazards associated with
manual handling and poor productivity. The final embodiment of this technology is expected to have a
small operational foot print. This technology is expected to provide a safer and more productive
approach for this element of rapid roadway development.
The “Water-jet Cable Bolt Drill Investigation” project (ACARP C21018, Tadik et al., 2013) showed
promising potential forCRCMining’s water-jet technology in drilling to cable-bolt hole quality
requirements (namely in the areas of diameter control, straightness, hole depth, and borehole quality).

Figure 8: Current cable bolt drilling practice is manual-handling intensive
Key questions that this investigative project sought to answer included:
1.
2.

3.

4.

256

Can water jets rapidly drill straight and smooth holes? Drilling tests in 1.5 m long
homogenous sandstone resulted in straight and consistent holes with tight diameter control.
Penetration rates of 1.8 m/min were achieved at 90 MPa of water pressure.
Can diameter control be maintained through bedding planes and spudding sections?D
Drilling tests demonstrated that the water jet head was susceptible to produce slightly irregular
diameter when the rock being encountered was inhomogeneous (i.e. of variable hardness such
as that encountered when drilling through bedding layers). To achieve stricter diameter control
in such instances, a modification to the drilling apparatus wasmade, and proved successful in
providing good diameter control in inhomogeneous sandstone and also tested to be effective in
preventing loss of control when spudding (during which the cutting head is susceptible to
stalling).
Can the tool drill up to 8 m by pushing the drilling tool with a hose? Drill propulsion
bytransmission of thrust force via the flexible high-pressure supply hose itself was investigated.
(TRD drilling tools use rear-ward facing jets that give it propulsion). This thrust force
transmission method and potential issues with longer holes (i.e. high friction, hose spiralling
causing lock-up) was investigated and assessed to be effective,
How much water is required? During the course of the experimental program, highest drilling
rates were achieved with an injection pressure of 90MPa (max capacity of CRCMining’s
high-pressure pump unit), with maximum water usage at approximately 100 litres/min. It is
recognized that such consumption levels are at the high end of the range typical of current
commercial rigs (generally below 50 litres per minute). Optimisation of the cutting head
geometry and nozzle configuration has the potential to increase cutting efficiency (less water
pressure / flow-rate required) while maintaining hole quality and productivity.
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A second phase of this project is currently underway in which a field prototype will be developed and
deployed to Wambo coal mine for field trials in 2015.

Figure 9: Prototype water jet cable bolt drill currently in development by CRCMining
The specific objectives of the second phase are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Develop a field-deployable drilling tool prototype that embodies the key functionalities to meet
hole quality requirements set by cable-bolt drilling application.
Optimise the cutting head design to improve drilling productivity and energy/water efficiency.
Field trial demonstration in a mine portal that assesses drilling tool’s capability in drilling a
minimum of 6 m – 8 m long holes in vertical-up and sub-vertical trajectories.
Assess and document issues related to water jet drilling in a mining environment.
If field trials are successful, proceed to OEM(s) engagement to initiate technology transfer.

Figure 10: Concept deployment rig for the cable bolt drill tool
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CONCLUSIONS
Continous drilling techniques have been shown to be effective and further work is being planned.
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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF RAPID STONE DUST COMPLIANCE
TESTING IN UNDERGROUND COAL
Dylan James Wedel1, Bharath Belle2 and Mehmet S Kizil1
ABSTRACT: The addition of stone (limestone) dust to roadway dust in an underground coal mine
increases the Total Incombustible Content (TIC) to reduce the potential of the coal dust igniting and
propagating an explosion. Coal dust explosions have been proven to be one of the most severe hazards
in an underground coal mine hence as Queensland legislation requires the use of roadway stone
dusting, the required levels of TIC are higher than other mining districts around the world which also
employ other coal dust explosion barriers. Compliance testing currently involves Low Temperature
Ashing (LTA) of representative samples with a turn around on results of up to two weeks. To minimise
the time that the mine is potentially out of compliance and unsafe, the Coal Dust Explosibility Meter
(CDEM) has been tested at a Queensland underground coal mine to determine its effectiveness,
through 11 different calibration methods, in rapidly measuring the TIC of roadway dust samples. The
key focus of the calibration methods was to explore the effectiveness of the CDEM at its designed
threshold of 80% TIC, the use of an inbuilt methane content adjustment to replicate the Queensland
legislative requirement of 85% TIC and the use of actual 85% TIC calibration samples. These
calibration methods were replicated using both the manufacturer provided Pittsburgh coal dust and
mine site specific coal dust for calibrating the CDEM. This paper provides the results of this
investigation.
INTRODUCTION
Coal dust explosions present one of the most severe hazards in underground coal mining, however
much has been learnt from past disasters, which has enabled the creation of the Department of Natural
Resources and Mines, Queensland government Coal Mining Safety and Health Act (Qld,1999). Coal
dust explosions are not as easily ignited as methane, however they are typically initiated by a methane
explosion when dust is lifted into the air, increasing the strength of the explosion as it combusts. Stone
dust in the form of limestone dust has been adopted globally as a means of increasing the
incombustible content of roadway dust, rendering it inert to ignition and combustion if subject to a
methane explosion. Frictional ignition has been identified as a potential means of coal dust ignition due
to the increasing mechanisation in underground coal mines. This increased mechanisation has also
resulted in a reduced coal particle size, which has been proven to require higher stone dusting
quantities to render the roadway dust inert.
As the Coal Mining Safety and Health Regulation (DNRM, 2001) requires that incombustible contents of
70%, 80% and 85% are maintained in areas of the mine, compliance monitoring is part of an
underground coal mine's legal obligation. Low Temperature Ashing (LTA) of roadway dust samples to
determine the incombustible content, from the remains after combustion and the addition of the
moisture content, has been accepted as the most accurate means of compliance testing. The
colorimetric method involves human factor inaccuracies in sample preparation and visual competence
during the comparison. The recently developed Coal Dust Explosibility Meter (CDEM), as detailed in
Figure 1, exploits the different reflectance properties of coal and stone dust to compare dust samples to
a reference sample of the desired incombustible content. Testing in USA underground coal mines has
shown accuracies which challenge the colorimetric method and approach that of LTA (Harris et al.,
2012).
Overview
In 1921, Queensland's worst mining disaster occurred at the Chillagoe Company's Mt Mulligan Mine in
Far North Queensland, where 75 men were killed when a coal dust explosion engulfed the mine (QRC,
2007). A number of mine explosions have occurred since with varying degrees of coal dust ignition.
Internationally, the increased number of casualties that are associated with coal dust explosions in
1
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comparison to a methane explosion are illustrated by 1527 lives lost in the Honkeiko Colliery, China in
1942 (Cybulska, 1988).

Figure 1: CDEM Components (Harris et al., 2012)
COAL DUST EXPLOSIONS
Harris et al., (2009) explained the reduction in coal dust size over the century was due to the higher
mechanisation of coal mines and the reduction in conventional blasting, with factors such as continuous
miners, longwall shearers, cutting speed and cutting depth each having varying effects on the fineness.
Sapko, Cashdollar and Green (2007) tested large scale mixtures of Pittsburgh high volatile bituminous
coal and stone dust for the propagation of an explosion, demonstrating in Figure 2 that the finer the coal
dust, the higher the amount of stone dust required to inert the mixture.

Figure 2: Effect of particle size of coal dust on the explosibility (Sapko, Cashdollar and Green,
2007)
Ignition Sources
Cybulska's (1988) study on major mine explosions concluded that the potential for a methane explosion
is lower than a coal dust explosion due to the standards of ventilation and atmospheric sampling,
minimising the accumulation of large pockets of methane. However, Cybulska (1988) points out that
ignition of methane is easier than coal dust, hence it still provides a risk. Gillies and Jackson (1998)
completed an analysis on the absolute flammability on a coal sample, as illustrated in Figure 3,
demonstrating the impact that coal dust in the atmosphere has on the explosive limits of methane. The
higher the coal dust concentration, the lower the explosive limit of the methane, promoting the
importance of monitoring coal dust and methane concentrations together.
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Du Plessis (1996) and Cain (2003) both describe that internationally, frictional ignition at the coal face
has the highest potential for ignition of methane or coal dust. During Du Plessis' (1996) study of mine
explosions, the increasing mechanisation of underground coal mining was responsible for 97% of
explosions due to the resulting reduction in use of explosives for coal production.

Figure 3: Absolute flammability limit surface for the coal sample (Gillies and Jackson, 1998)
Belle, Carey and Robertson (2012) describe that 70% of global frictional ignition events are initiated due
to worn cutter picks and recommend a similar profile for pick replacement as Baker, Jones and
Hardman (1981), as detailed in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Cutting pick wear profiles (Belle, Carey and Robertson, 2012)
Suppression Methods
Stone dust, which is derived from limestone, gypsum or marble dust, increases the TIC of the roadway
dust to the point where it is no longer explosible if subject to a potential ignition source (Jensen and
O'Beirne, 1997). The addition of stone dust to the fine coal dust acts as a dilutant, heat sink and
oxygen/gas obstruction (DNRM, 2003). Limestone dust has a very limited pulmonary risk hence is the
most widely used substance for stone dusting (Hartman et al., 1997). Coal Mining Safety and Health
Regulation 2001 (QLD) (and USA coal mines) requires only the use of roadway stone dusting for coal
dust explosion suppression, however elsewhere require coal dust explosion barriers to be installed in
11 –13 February 2015
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underground coal mines (Cain, 2003). Queensland Coal Mining Safety and Health Regulation (DNRM,
2001) has a larger focus on roadway stone dusting with the highest legislative incombustible contents
globally (DNRM, 2003).
Roadway dusting offers the advantages over other methods in that it does not affect ventilation
resistance (like barriers hanging in the airstream), it provides protection throughout the mine (not just
near the face like other barriers), is stirred up with the dust in the explosion front (does not require a
pressure front to release it) and is simpler, safer and more cost effective to advance behind the
production front than fixed barriers.
Passive stone dust barriers involve the placement of stone dust on lightweight boards which will be
displaced by a pressure wave, allowing stone dust to fill the roadway (DME, 2002). This method engulfs
the pressure front with stonedust, so any coal dust that is picked up is mixed with stone dust, inertising it
prior to the flame front and effectively extinguishing the flame (Cain, 2003). These barriers require
replacement of stone dust periodically as it is exposed to the atmosphere (coagulating and/or
dispersing), they offer little protection for personnel inbye and require a specific range of conditions to
deploy which are not always experienced during methane explosions and weak explosions. Triggered
stone dust barriers are currently being developed so that the release of stone dust is determined by
electrical sensors in the roadway or even integrated into continuous miners (Cain, 2003).
Bagged stone dust barriers, as shown in Figure 5, provide the same effect as stone dust being
dispersed into the roadway upon impact of the pressure front (rupturing the bags).The key advantage of
the bags is the longevity of the stone dust, as it is not exposed to the atmosphere, however if the
explosion front lingers too far behind the triggering pressure front, there will not be stone dust in the
airstream. Water barriers are closed troughs of up to 90 L which are suspended longways across the
roadway and are composed of a material which is incombustible but will fail when subject to the
pressure front, dumping a wall of water into the roadway, providing an alternative to stone dust barriers.
Similarly, active on-board explosion suppression systems were tested in the Kloppersbos explosion
tunnel (Belle and Du Plessis, 1999). These systems mounted on CM machines that detect the presence
of a methane ignition by means of light sensors are employed in South African and Chinese coal mines.
The electronic signals from the sensors trigger the suppression system which creates a barrier of
flame-suppressing material, thus containing the flame in the immediate vicinity of the ignition and so
preventing further development and propagation of a coal dust/methane explosion.

Figure 5: Bagged stone dust barrier (Belle and Du Plessis, 1999)
Compliance Testing
DNRM (2003) recommends the stone dust compliance sample collection procedure of taking a uniform
width and depth (not exceeding 5 mm) traverse strip sample from around the periphery of the roadway.
Where spot samples are taken for weekly samples only, a representative area of the rib and floor should
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be sampled to cover a total area greater than 0.1 m2 (DNRM, 2003). If there is any obstructions in the
roadway such as conveyor belt structure, DNRM (2003) recommends sampling these surfaces as part
of the strip or spot sample as they too have the potential to provide dust to propagate a coal dust
explosion.
LTA is the analysis method which is employed in laboratories to accurately determine the TIC of the
roadway dust sample (DNRM, 2003). Together the moisture content (through drying) and amount of
incombustible material (through heating to burn off the coal) combines to give the incombustible content
of the sample. The key advantage of the LTA method is the accuracy of the analysis, which far
outweighs the accuracy of other testing methods as demonstrated by comparisons conducted by Harris
et al., (2008). Results from the laboratory are more costly than other methods and can take up to two
weeks for quarterly stone dust samples to be returned, however weekly samples are turned around in a
matter of days (Harris et al., 2009).
The colorimetric method involves analysing the surface of a well-mixed homogenous sample of
roadway dust, in comparison to predetermined reference samples at 70%, 80% and 85%, or compared
to the greyscale of a digitally scanned sample. The digital colorimetric method involves sieving, drying
and scanning reference samples of roadway dust with known TIC to established reference greyscales,
then comparing those to scanned roadway dust samples (Kizil, Peterson and English, 2001; Peterson,
2001). The colorimetric method is a low cost (setup and ongoing testing) instant comparison of the
roadway dust, albeit not required by Queensland Coal Mining Safety and Health Regulation 2001 (QLD,
2001) prior to sending for laboratory analysis, this practise offers the ability to enable immediate
re-treatment of potentially non-compliant roadways. Peterson (2001) highlighted that sample
discolouration; the visual ability of the tester to distinguish between the sample and reference colours;
sufficient lightning, adequate drying to prepare the sample underground and consistency of the seam
(relevance of reference samples) affect the accuracy of this method. In addition, supplied stone dust
need not be typically ‘white’ in colour.
The CDEM, a hand held optical instrument for assessing coal dust incombustible content, has been
created in collaboration between the Pittsburgh Research Laboratory of the National Institute for
Occupation Safety and Health (NIOSH) and the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) (Sapko
and Verakis, 2006). The CDEM produces either a green result which signifies the sample is compliant
(lighter than the reference sample) or a red result which signifies a non-compliant sample (darker than
the reference sample). In combination with a red result, it also estimates a range of the sample’s TIC.
The CDEM employs an infrared light emitting diode, to focus a beam of infrared radiation onto the dust
sample, with a silicon photodiode sensor, which measures the reflected light intensity. The reflected
light intensity is then compared to the reference sample and the empirical normalised reflectance for
Pittsburgh roadway dust samples, to determine if the sample is in compliance (Sapko and Verakis,
2006). Prior to the commercialisation of the product, Harris et al., (2012) conducted a field study finding
75% of the 297 samples to pass and 25% to fail, the percentage of incorrect and correct readings are
detailed in Table 1, with descriptions of the four criteria used to analyse CDEM effectiveness results.
Table 1: CDEM field study (after Harris et al., 2012)
CDEM/LTA
Comparison

Percentage
(%)

Description

Disagreeing Red
Disagreeing Green
Agreeing Red
Agreeing Green

9
1
91
99

Compliant samples that the CDEM falsely failed.
Non-compliant samples that the CDEM falsely passed.
Non-compliant samples that the CDEM correctly failed.
Compliant samples that the CDEM correctly passed.

The two disagreeing values are low which proves this device to be promising, however the most
concerning failure is the disagreeing green, which if the mine was to solely use the CDEM for
compliance testing, these samples would have been considered compliant, even though they are
actually non-compliant. Ideally this disagreeing value would be 0 with the optimum calibration standard,
however there would not be a compliance issue if the disagreeing red was >0. The only issue with a
disagreeing red sample would be that the cost and resource allocation employed to re-treat that
roadway could be better utilised, saving costs and resource use.
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CASE STUDY
Overview
Roadway dust samples were collected from a Queensland underground coal mine. The samples were
well mixed, with a sieved sample taken from each for further testing using the LTA, CDEM and
colorimetric methods. The results spanned 109 roadway dust samples, with each sample being tested
with the CDEM three times for the 11 calibration methods to give 1199 averaged results. The
colorimetric method and LTA results were a single result for each of the 109 samples. The 11 calibration
methods include small variants on the seven detailed in the methodology due to variations in the
reference samples' TIC and also due to the methane adjustment not equalling the desired 85%.
Calibration Methods
The calibration method detailed by the manufacturer is as follows (Sensidyne, 2013):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

prepare a 50 mL sample of the provided Pittsburgh coal dust by passing through the molecular
sieves (in the large tube) and sieve (in the funnel);
repeat step one with a 50 mL sample of stone dust from the mine;
repeat step one with a 50 mL mix of 20% Pittsburgh coal dust and 80% stone dust;
turn on CDEM;
attach reflectance calibration cup (standard cover) to base and follow prompts on screen to
complete calibration;
fill the small thimble sized cup with a representative sample from the dried and sieved coal dust
and insert into the CDEM to complete the coal dust calibration; and
repeat step six with the stone dust and, mix of 20% Pittsburgh coal dust and 80% stone dust, to
complete the entire calibration.

The key difference between calibration of the meter for use in United States of America (USA) and
Australia is the TIC required by legislation being 80% and 85% respectively, providing the motivation for
the analysis of these seven different calibration methods:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

the manufacturer's standard (calibrated to Pittsburgh coal at 80% TIC with mine site specific
stone dust) (Sensidyne, 2013);
the manufacturer's standard for Queensland (higher methane level to mimic the 85% TIC
required by legislation) (Sensidyne, 2013);
the manufacturer's standard, air drying samples first (removing the use of the provided
molecular sieves) (Wu, 2013);
calibrated to Pittsburgh coal at 85% TIC with mine site specific stone dust, using manufacturer's
standard for sample drying;
calibrated to mine site specific coal at 80% TIC with mine site specific stone dust, using
manufacturer's standard for sample drying;
calibrated to mine site specific coal at 80% TIC with mine site specific stone dust, using
manufacturer's standard for sample drying and higher methane level to mimic the 85% TIC
required by legislation; and
calibrated to mine site specific coal at 85% TIC with mine site specific stone dust, using
manufacturer's standard for sample drying.

Results
Analysis of the CDEM data showed promising results with the CQ underground coal dust calibrations
showing the lowest disagreements out of all the calibrations, as detailed in Table 2. Table 2 also
includes the values derived from the two colorimetric tests which were conducted using the mine's
colour templates for roadway dust samples with a known TIC of 80% and 85%. The two colorimetric
methods both had low and no green disagreements, however there were many samples which were
considered red disagreements.
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Table 2: Percentage based on red and green result totals of CDEM and colorimetric calibration
methods
Calibration Method
(LTA %TIC)

Disagreement
Red Green

Agreement
Red Green

1 (80%)
2a (85.2%)
2b (84.8%)
3 (80%)
4 (85%)
5 (80%)
6a (84.8%)
6b (85.2%)
7a (89.7%)
7b (86%)
7c (85.1%)
Colorimetric (80%)
Colorimetric (85%)
Harris et al., (2012) (80%)

85
65
65
87
67
58
38
38
61
55
25
82
60
9

15
35
35
13
33
42
63
63
39
45
75
18
40
91

2
4
4
0
2
3
8
8
3
6
11
1
0
1

98
96
96
100
98
97
92
92
97
94
89
99
100
99

The CDEM sample which provides the lowest disagreements is calibration method five (preference on
lowest disagreeing green, then lowest disagreeing red) which is the calibration of the system to 80%
using all mine site related references. Calibration method #3 offers no disagreeing green values,
however this was a much smaller sample size due to the undried and dried samples showing a definitive
result to begin with, hence further testing of the calibration method was discontinued. The CDEM and
colorimetric method offer similar amounts of red disagreements, however both colorimetric methods
have lower green disagreements. The all-important green disagreements are on average lower for the
80% calibration methods, potentially due to this being the upper limit the CDEM was designed for.
A comparison between the LTA and CDEM TIC results is displayed in Figure 6, however as the CDEM
only displays TIC estimates between 70% and 80%, the data is situated within this zone. The green
disagreements are those samples which lie to the left of the 1:1 line and the CDEM estimates them as
80% (top left quadrant). The red disagreements are highlighted in the bottom quadrant of Figure 6 as
this is where the TIC determined by the CDEM is less than the LTA (which found the samples TIC
>80%). The results where both are in agreement are the blue points lying in the remaining two
quadrants. Figure 6 shows that the CDEM does not rank the TIC for the majority of samples higher than
the LTA, hence providing an additional safety factor in the test results. Being too safe however is costly,
in terms of re-treating roadways which may not require re-treatment following the return of LTA results.

Figure 6: TIC correlation between averaged CDEM estimate and LTA result for calibration
method five samples
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To highlight the inability to replicate the results from Harris et al., (2012) field study of the CDEM, Figure
7 demonstrates the average results of testing at 80% TIC. The proportion of disagreements is
substantially higher than the CDEM pre-commercialisation field study, disproving the effectiveness of
the CDEM for rapid compliance testing for this particular mine site and set of samples.
The colorimetric methods offer little difference between the two reference levels in Table 2, however in
comparison to the CDEM results in Figure 7, the average disagreements are slightly higher. The lower
all-important green disagreements for the colorimetric method suggests the method may offer the
potential of a higher accuracy (with minor adjustments), than the current CDEM calibration methods.
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
CDEM

Harris et al
(2012)

Colorimetric

Disagreements

CDEM

Harris et al
(2012)

Colorimetric

Agreements
Red

Green

Figure 7: Average disagreements and agreements between CDEM, Harris et al., (2012) and
colorimetric results with LTA for 80% TIC
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS
Calibration
The three calibration samples (80/85% TIC reference, coal and stone dusts) in combination with the
initial reflectance calibration are the most critical variables in the process, as these define the accuracy
of the CDEM in estimating TIC. The reference sample required by the manufacturer involves mixing the
provided Pittsburgh coal dust with site specific stone dust. It can be seen in Table 2 that the calibration
methods where the Pittsburgh coal dust was used as the reference sample (1, 2 and 4) experienced the
highest number of disagreeing greens. As disagreeing greens are those which the CDEM would pass,
even though they are non-compliant, this quite clearly disproves the effectiveness of the CDEM when
used in CQ coals in accordance to the manufacturer’s calibration methodology.
The TIC of the three reference samples developed for calibration method seven varied with 85.1%, 86%
and 89.7%, and the effect this had on the accuracy of the CDEM is exemplified with the increasing
number of green disagreements with the decreasing TIC. The green disagreements increase with
decreasing TIC because the reference is becoming darker, but the samples are still not in compliance. It
is of interest that the TIC of 89.7% offered the highest amount of red disagreements in calibration
method seven, with 85.1% featuring the lowest number. The converse relationship between the red and
green disagreements throughout the varying TICs in calibration method seven clearly demonstrates the
fine line between what the CDEM estimates as compliant or non-compliant, hence the creation of a
reference sample has a major impact on the CDEM effectiveness.
The 85% TIC reference sample should be prepared using coal dust and stone dust representative of the
roadways that the CDEM is intended on being employed within for compliance testing. These samples
should also follow the particle size distribution exemplified by the supplied Pittsburgh coal dust and be
thoroughly mixed to ensure that the sample provides the appropriate surface area of 85% stone dust
and 15% coal dust, when pressed against the CDEM probe. To further investigate the effectiveness of
the device in its current state, if the initial reflectance calibration is replaced with an accurate site specific
reference sample (the same used in the fourth calibration step), this would potentially align the CDEM
with site specific parameters, potentially improving the effectiveness. This hypothesis is based on the
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assumption that the reflectance calibration cup replicates the manufacturer’s empirical reflectance for
the 80% TIC sample using Pittsburgh coal dust.
Testing Methodology
Sapko and Verakis (2006) identified the impact that the moisture content of a sample has on the
effectiveness of the CDEM in estimating TIC as detailed in Figure 8, however Wu (2013) recommended
removing the use of the molecular sieves from the testing methodology, by leaving the 50 mL sample to
dry overnight in an air conditioned room. This recommendation was tested in calibration method three
with a small group of roadway dust samples finding that of the 48 samples, calibration method one and
three agreed on 43 of the samples.

Figure 8: Effect of moisture on CDEM reading (Sapko and Verakis, 2006)
These results support molecular sieves being used on all samples to remove as much moisture as
possible. The American Society for Testing and Materials (2008) has developed ASTM D4643 – 08
Standard Test Method for Determination of Water (Moisture) Content of Soil by Microwave Oven
Heating which involves heating a small sample of a moist soil in the microwave for 3 minutes to remove
all water. This method could be trialled for drying roadway dust samples prior to testing with the CDEM,
more efficiently and less costly than molecular sieves.
Methane content adjustments used in calibration methods two and six can be compared to the actual
85% TIC calibration methods four and seven respectively. The actual 85% TIC reduces the
disagreements, hence the methane content adjustments should not be used to mimic a TIC higher than
80% where there is the ability to mix an actual reference sample for the specific TIC.
Reflectance Algorithm
The CDEM calculates the normalised reflectance relative to the reference sample that is used to
calibrate the meter, however the unit only accepts reference samples within a certain range of
normalised reflectance either side of the empirical value found for the Pittsburgh coal dust. It would be of
value to test the normalised reflectance from a series of samples which are close to the extinction limit
(minimum TIC to prevent explosion) for the CQ underground mine, then having the value input as a
single averaged value, rather than calibrating with a single sample, to potentially improve the CDEM
effectiveness.
Intrinsic Safety
The CDEM has not been recognised in Queensland as intrinsically safe, as such the CDEM would need
to be certified against International Electrotechnical Commission System for Certification to Standards
Relating to Equipment for Use in Explosive Atmospheres (IECEx System) before being able to be used
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in an underground coal mine (DNRM, 2014). Once certified, the CDEM would offer a less subjective
means of preliminary testing in the low light conditions of an underground coal mine, as the colorimetric
method requires good light for distinguishing between colours and the CDEM just displays the word
green or red on the screen. This would allow for real time feedback during stone dusting.
Colorimetric Method
The data on a whole shows that similar accuracies are achievable from both the colorimetric and CDEM
testing methods. Due to the lower cost and time involved with the colorimetric method, it is
recommended that the CQ mine continues using the colorimetric method for preliminary testing (prior to
LTA). To lower the number of disagreements, darker reference samples should be adopted for the
colorimetric reference template. A safety factor should still be applied during colorimetric testing in the
form of some compliant samples being slightly darker than the reference sample, to minimise the
potential for any incompliant roadways being deemed safe. Adopting these actions will reduce time
spent on using the CDEM with practically no change in accuracy and changing the colorimetric
reference template will save large costs by reducing excessive stone dusting.
CONCLUSIONS
Testing in an underground coal mine has shown that the CDEM is not supported for use in its current
equipment format in favour of the colorimetric method for preliminary compliance testing, as the
accuracies achieved are lower than the manufacturer found during their testing. Adjustments of the
reference samples of the colorimetric method to darker than they are currently, will allow the mine to
achieve similar accuracies to the CDEM for a lower labour cost and adopting darker reference samples,
the re-treatment of already compliant roadways will be reduced, hence reducing costs.
The CDEM proved to be more effective when calibrated using all mine site specific samples (coal dust,
stone dust and 80%/85% reference sample) with the 80% TIC calibration offering the best results. The
manufacturer’s calibration method resulted in slightly lower green disagreements, than the mine site
specific calibration methods, however it had significantly higher red disagreements, resulting in a higher
cost for re-treatments. The single worst calibration method was one where the methane content was
adjusted to mimic 85% TIC. The methane adjustment was found to be less effective than an actual TIC
reference sample, hence when possible the methane adjustment should be avoided.
The air drying of samples was investigated as a cost reduction exercise by not using the manufacturer’s
molecular sieves for drying. The results however highlighted that this method is less effective than the
molecular sieves. The effect of the reference sample for calibration on the accuracy of the results was
found to be a result of the particle sizes of the coal dust featuring in the roadway dust samples. As the
stone dust is typically regular in size throughout the mine, the resulting reflectance of roadway dust
samples where different coal dust particle sizes is present, results in varied reflectance for the same
TIC. It should be noted that the CDEM was only used on the surface for this study and not underground.
RECOMMENDATIONS
There are six key recommendations that have been derived from the findings of this study:
1.
2.

3.

4.
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it is not recommended for immediate use of the CDEM as a preliminary testing method;
investigate improvement options for the current colorimetric method by updating the reference
samples and developing different sets of reference samples for different operational zones of
the mine (dependant of coal dust size) to reduce the additional costs of re-treating roadways
that are actually compliant;
investigate the effectiveness of the CDEM in compliance testing in non-operational zones of the
underground mine by developing different sets of reference samples for different operational
zones of the mine (dependant of coal dust size) and replicating the testing that has been
completed in this study to determine if the CDEM is more effective when calibrated with samples
which are similar in composition to those being tested;
determine the normalised reflectance of the roadway dust at the extinction limit from a series of
samples, so as to determine an average value that could be input into the CDEM as a reference
rather than basing the calibration on a single reference sample or roadway dust;
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adjust the programming of the CDEM to allow “developers or evaluators” to finely adjust
calibration settings in an aim to improve the effectiveness of the meter;
complete the intrinsic safety certification on the CDEM upon fine tuning; and
investigate the use of the ASTM microwave drying method as an alternative to the use of the
manufacturer’s molecular sieves.
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ABSTR
TRACT: Since
e the first rec
cord of a co lliery explosion in Belgiu
um, nearly 3000 years ago
o, significantt
improvvements havve been achieved in the prevention of explosion
ns in mines. However, based on the
e
past surface TBM project safetty statistics, gas explosio
on hazards are
a not uniquue to coal mines but also
o
occur in TBM proje
ects with 48 explosion
e
fattalities record
ded worldwid
de calling forr continued diligence
d
and
d
improvvements in explosion
e
risk
k manageme
ent. Success of TBM in civil engineerring infrastruc
cture in poorr
ground
d conditions resulted in consideration
c
n of its applic
cation to a co
oal mine in Q
QLD. This paper providess
a first time case study of TBM
M application in a coal miine drift deve
elopment in identifying th
he explosion
n
ds and its management.
m
gations were
e extensive with
w preliminnary hazard identification
n
hazard
The investig
from ccoal mining approach
a
to application
a
o
of various ventilation and explosion pprevention co
ontrols. As in
n
coal m
mine sponta
aneous comb
bustion man
nagement, explosion
e
ha
azard was m
managed by
y continuouss
nitroge
en injection aimed at maintaining an
n explosive inert atmosphere in a hhighly inacce
essible TBM
M
pressu
urized chamber area. The backgrou
und to haza
ard identification and coontrol solutions including
g
continuous nitroge
en inertisation
n provided he
erein would enhance exp
plosion manaagement in both
b
civil and
d
mining
g TBM appliccations world
dwide.
CTION
INTRODUC
A Tunnel Boring Machine
M
(TBM
M) is typicallly used to de
evelop roadw
way and utilitty tunnels with a circularr
cross section thro
ough a varie
ety of sub su
urface groun
nd as an altternate to drrill and blast excavation
n
metho
ods (Figure 1). The followiing paragrap
phs describe TBM operational aspectss to those unffamiliar such
h
as in th
he coal minin
ng industry. For
F soft subssurface groun
nd conditions
s, as often enncountered in coal miness
with up to 7 bar off water press
sure, Earth P
Pressure Bala
ance (EPB) TBMs are ussed due to th
heir ability to
o
hold u
up soft groun
nd by maintaining a hydro
ostatic balan
nce between earth and ppressure surrrounding the
e
excava
ation. The TB
BM (Figure 1)
1 has two m
main compone
ents, i.e., shield which is in direct con
ntact with the
e
excava
ation face an
nd the back-u
up system. T
The shield is essentially a steel skin thhat separates the interiorr
of the TBM system
m from the gro
ound. The ba
ack-up rolling
g system carries all the auuxiliary elements that the
e
TBM m
machinery re
equires for co
ontinuous ad vancement.
The fro
ont of the sh
hield accomm
modates a cu
utter head tha
at uses a com
mbination off tungsten carbide cutting
g
bits, and/or hard ro
ock disc cutters (with size
es of 13 to 19
1 inches) wh
hich excavatte the face as
a the cutting
g
head rrotates abou
ut its central axis. Depen
nding on the ground conditions, addiitives such as
a bentonite,,
polymers and foam
m are injected
d from the cu
utter head to induce ground stability aand smoothe
er excavation
n
ancement of the TBM fac
ce is by the action of thrusst cylinders positioned
p
att
conditions (Anglo, 2013). Adva
the rea
ar section off the shield body
b
which p
press axially
y against the tunnel linerr to push the
e cutter head
d
forwarrd. The shielld is divided into front a
and rear shie
eld sections connected bby hydraulic body frame
e
compo
onents that allow
a
for artic
culation. An e
erector arm, located at th
he rear bodyy of the shield is used forr
installa
ation of the concrete tu
unnel lining ssections. Th
he tunnel mu
uck produceed at the TB
BM’s face iss
removved by a scre
ew conveyor that feeds on
nto a transfe
er conveyor belt
b that in tu rn dumps it onto
o
anotherr
conveyyor for transport to surfac
ce.

Figure 1: Ove
erview of co
oal mine TBM with Explosion Risk Zoning
1
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APPLICATION OF TBM IN COAL MINES
TBMs have been used in mining related projects since the 1950s. Subsurface geological risks typically
distinguish these projects from typical civil engineering applications. There have been up to 24 TBM
projects in mining worldwide, viz., Canada, Zambia, South Africa, USA, Norway, Germany, Mexico,
Chile, Australia, Italy, China, and PNG. Based on the past mining experiences, it was noted by Brox
(2013) that every tunnel project and site location is unique in terms of geology, access, terrain/cover,
experience of candidate contractors and project completion demands.
During the 1970’s and ‘80’s, Robbins TBMs were used to access coal seams in a number of coal mines
globally, i.e., Selby in the UK, three mines in Germany, the Donkin Morien Mine (under sea access) in
Canada and Westcliff mine in NSW (Australia). The West Cliff Colliery Men and Materials Drift had 5 m
diameter and was 1595 m long. It was built in 1975/6 with an average advance rate of 27.6 m/week.
Documentation of these coal mining TBM applications did not convey any known occurrence of explosion
hazards during development. Other known application of TBMs in the mining industry is the 8 km long
Los Sulfatos exploration tunnel of 4.5 m diameter developed for Los Bronces mine at an elevation of 4000
m. Key reasons for its selection as a development method were flexibility to access the worksite, natural
restrictions related to the portal installations and geotechnical and environmental considerations. The
field review showed no known experiences of any methane gas intersections during the 8 km
development (Belle, 2010) although a significant inflow of water had to be managed.
Success of TBM technology in establishing surface civil infrastructure and providing alternate means of
rapid access in poor ground conditions, resulted in its consideration of its application at Grosvenor coal
mine in QLD to establish the conveyor and men and material transport drift access roadway from the
surface. The conveyor drift has a gradient of 1:6 with a length of 762 m and while the transport drift is a
993 m long and has a 1:8 gradient. Considering the geotechnical challenges, the TBM excavation
method had to utilize EPB technology which is 135 m long and of 8.0 m diameter (Figure 1). For the first
time, a TBM required addressing simultaneously ventilation, gas and cooling management elements, and
other related mining hazards. The drift ventilation and gas management systems involved the supply and
control of air using an intake and exhaust airway network to manage health and safety risks.
At the time of completing this paper, the TBM had finished the conveyor drift (Figure 6) with a total of 581
rings of 1.4 m length, at a distance of 813 meters from the tunnel opening at the surface. Currently, the
TBM is planned to be moved to construct the people and materials drift, involving disassembling the front
section of the machine underground. The machine was then retracted out the conveyor drift using heavy
lift and transport equipment and face ventilation modified to force-exhaust system to manage the
Goonyella Middle (GM) seam gas emissions. This conveyor drift was completed over a period of 5
months (Dec 20th to 15th May 2014).
With the ample knowledge on methane gas and its management in coal mines, it is a common practice in
coal mines to continuously monitor and anticipate hazards that could result in explosions. Among various
ventilation design factors, this paper will attempt to highlight the identification and management of
methane and other gases in TBMs during drift development at Grosvenor from coal miner’s perspective.
COAL MINE TBM EXPLOSION RISK ASSESSMENT
Coal mine explosion fatality statistics worldwide (Figure 2) demonstrate the need for eternal vigilance to
prevent methane and coal dust explosions regardless of the level of gas emissions (Phillips, 2009). The
mine explosion risks associated with TBM use was recognized by the mining team prior to start of the
Grosvenor project. Copur et al., (2012) captured the gas emissions and explosion risks associated with
tunnelling globally (Table 1). Based on past TBM project safety statistics which recorded 48 explosion
fatalities, gas explosion hazards are not unique to coal mines.
Key lessons from the past civil TBM project experiences (Copur et al., 2002; Brox, 2013) in relation to
ignition and explosion management are:
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Adequate knowledge and careful evaluations of technical and non-technical issues such as
geology, access, sub-surface cover, fault zones and structures are required.
Ensuring adequate background information on gas emissions from seams or strata for
hydrocarbons.
Need for skilled and experienced mining engineers.
Use of gas measurement and control systems. The location and calibration of monitors at
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strategic lo
ocations insid
de TBM’s cu tter head, sh
hield, and segment erectoor section with automaticc
TBM shutd
down system
m interlock fea
atures is req
quired.
Ignition pre
evention techniques succh as grouting, pre-draina
age, foam injjection and sealed
s
lining
g
during the intersection of gassy wa
ater inflow co
onditions should be providded.

Figure 2:
2 Global Miine Fires an
nd Explosion
n Statistics (public dom
main sources
s)
Table 1: TBM enc
countered gases and ex
xplosion inc
cidents worldwide (Sou
urce; Copur et al., 2012)
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COAL
L MINE TBM
M EXPLOSIO
ON RISK ASS
SESSMENT
Safetyy and health risk assessm
ment is inhere
ent to coal mining
m
operations in Austrralia and is entrenched in
n
the lo
ocal mining regulations. Considerin
ng the docu
umented exp
plosion riskss associated
d with TBM
M
operattions, the riskk assessmen
nt for Grosven
nor coal mine
e involved ke
ey members oof the mine te
echnical and
d
projecct team, TBM
M operator, contractors
c
a
and the Queensland regu
ulator. The m
majority of risk elementss
identiffied were in relation to the
t
use of flflameproof electric motors and intrinnsically safe (IS) electricc
compo
onents to me
eet the compliance require
ements as pe
er the Queen
nsland Coal M
Mining Health and Safetyy
Tunnelling and
Act (Q
Qld CMSHA)) and Regula
ations (Qld C
CMSHR), Qld
Q code of practice
p
for T
a
also the
e
Austra
alian Electrica
al Standards
s. A key haza
ard identified
d during cons
sideration of the TBM forr coal mining
g
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application was the potential exposure to gasses during 10% of the tunnel length where the “P” seam coal
measures would be encountered approximately 50 m above the target “GM” seam and when the TBM
would be approaching the pit bottom (Figure 3) to be excavated within the GM seam horizon. This
assumption was based on the information available from pre-drilled exploration boreholes. As shown in
Figure 3, due to the presence of the water dam on the surface, no gas exploration holes could be drilled to
a depth of between 400 m and 800 m. However, it was established that the P-seam follows over the TBM
drift horizon towards the surface with methane gas anticipated during the drift development.

Water

P-sea

Conveyor TBM
GM
Figure 3: Geological long section profile along the conveyor TBM drift
The TBM risk assessment outcome ensured that the TBM incorporated relevant gas monitoring systems
(shield area, cutter chamber, and screw conveyor discharge “stuffing box” assembly area) with automatic
shutdown interlock feature should methane detected in any of these TBM sections. In addition, these
measures incorporated the NERZ/ERZ requirements as legislated in the QLD Coal Mine Safety and
Health Act (CMSHA) and Regulations (CMSHR, 2001).
TBM VENTILATION AND COOLING SYSTEM
Unlike the traditional continuous miner or road header machines in a coal face, the TBM face area at the
front of the machine is sealed and potentially could contain a gas mix that may be liberated from the face
area in the sealed chamber area. The EPB chamber and screw conveyor section are pressurised during
excavation activities. The TBM exhaust ventilation design consisted of 2.0 m diameter steel duct
continuously advanced using automated controls behind the TBM. The ducting was connected to a 150
kW surface centrifugal fan. The fan would induce adequate air flow to the face and tunnel. The exhaust
ventilation system included a methane sensor to monitor the gas levels as in a typical mine shaft system.
The steel duct was connected to a ribbed flexible ducting section to maintain a maximum draw-off
distance of 2.0 m from the face during the cutting cycle. The ducting was positioned in such a way that
any gas present near the screw conveyor or inbye the TBM area would be removed continuously from the
face area. Figure 4 shows the typical ventilation circuit and the pressure-quantity survey results to be in
compliance with the Qld CMH and S regulations, S342-S365 (McKew, 2014).

Figure 4: TBM Monthly ventilation survey results (McKew, 2014)
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Figure
e 5 shows the
e TBM roadw
way temperatture profile at
a the rear of the TBM areea (behind the gantry 9 off
the TB
BM, i.e., 100 m from the fa
ace). One of tthe observattions made frrom the meassured data is
s that there iss
a conssistent Wet Bulb
B
Temperrature (WBT)) difference between
b
day
y and night. IIt is also noticed that the
e
measu
ured WBT during night shift
s
is highe
er than the day shift WBT. This impplies some type
t
of data
a
inaccu
uracy and po
oints to the need for oth
her, unbiased
d continuous
s real-time vvelocity and temperature
e
monito
ors for underrground use (Belle, 2014)).
In add
dition to TBM heat load, steep
s
geothe rmal gradien
nt and very high surface aambient air te
emperaturess
(24°C WBT and 35
5°C DBT) in the Bowen Basin (Belle
e and Biffi, 20
013) requiredd the need for
f supplying
g
cooled
d air during the
t TBM dev
velopment to
o manage the
e thermal strress. This waas achieved by a mobile
e
surfacce Bulk Air Cooler (BAC) ducting at th
he drift entrance with a ca
apacity of 155 to 20 m3/s of cooled airr
supplie
ed at 10°C (F
Figure 6).

F
Figure 5: Use
e of BAC at surface con
nveyor drift on tempera
ature profilee in the TBM tunnel

Exh
haust
Conveyor
C

Air co
ooling

Figurre 6: Comple
eted convey
yor drift dev
velopment at Grosvenorr coal mine
TBM ME
ETHANE EXPLOSION R
RISK CONTR
ROLS-OPERATIONAL EX
EXPERIENCE
ES
In 200
01, the Queen
nsland legislation formaliised the need
d for Explosion Risk Zonees (ERZ) in underground
u
d
mines that would allow
a
for grea
ater flexibility and continuous methane
e monitoring with alarms and relevantt
electrical power trip interlocks with
w the equiipment. Secttion 286 requ
uires the Sitee Senior Exec
cutive (SSE))
to ensure that a rissk assessme
ent is carried out to identify the locatio
on and type oof each ERZ at the mine..
The zo
oning is risk based cons
sidering minin
ng activities,, absolute lev
vels of methhane in the general
g
bodyy
(GB) a
and including
g foreseeable events and
d failure mod
des. The risk zones mayy be classifie
ed as one off
ERZ0,, ERZ1 and Negligible Explosion
E
Rissk Zone (NE
ERZ). Sectio
on 287 of thee Qld regula
ation definess
ERZ0 as an underground mine, or any pa
art of it, wherre the generral body conccentration off methane iss
known
n to be, or ass identified by
y a risk asse ssment is lik
kely to be, gre
eater than 2%
%. To avoid any doubt, itt
is decllared that, if the
t general body
b
concenttration of metthane in a pa
art of the minee that is defin
ned as ERZ1
or NER
RZ becomess greater than
n 2%, then th
hat part beco
omes an ERZ
Z0.
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Section 288(1) of the Queensland regulation defines ERZ1 as an underground mine, or any part of it,
where the general body concentration of methane is known to range, or is shown by a risk assessment as
likely to range, from 0.5% to 2%. In addition, Section 288 (2) defines each of the following places is an
ERZ1(a) a workplace where coal or other material is being mined, other than by brushing in an outbye
location;
(b) a place where the ventilation does not meet the requirements for ventilation mentioned in section
343 or 344;
(c) a place where connections, or repairs, to a methane drainage pipeline are being carried out;
(d) a place where holes are being drilled underground in the coal seam or adjacent strata for
exploration or seam drainage;
(e) a place, in a panel, other than a longwall panel that is being extracted, inbye the panel’s last
completed cut-through;
(f) a goaf area;
(g) each place on the return air side of a place mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (f), unless the place is
an ERZ0 under section 287;
(h) the part of a single entry drive with exhaust ventilation inbye the last fixed ventilation ducting in
the drive.
Section 289(1) of the Queensland regulation defines negligible explosion risk zone (NERZ) as an
underground mine, or any part of it, where the general body concentration of methane is known to be, or
is identified by a risk assessment as likely to be, less than 0.5%. As in all coal mines, the TBM work area
requires explosion risk zoning (ERZ) and is shown below in Figures 1 and 7.

Figure 7: Gas monitoring stations on the TBM face area
The principal method of gas control from rib emissions during TBM development is the continued
application of pre-cast concrete linings installed around the excavation’s perimeter within the shield (but
behind the bulk-head) as the TBM advances. Another gas control measure was provided by the use of
the auxiliary face ventilation described above. The concrete lining is fully grouted as the shield advances,
sealing the perimeter of the excavation from gas or water ingress. The section between the bulk-head
and cutting face [cutting chamber] typically is an area where gas liberated from the surrounding strata is
expected to be present. During EPB controlled development, the TBM machine is operated in “closed”
mode where the TBM face area is sealed from the general tunnel environment with steel brushes packed
with fibrous grease and pressurised with a combination of foaming agents, drilling muds and water.
Closed mode operation is principally designed to control ground pressure acting to collapse the side walls
of the excavation but also isolates any resultant gas from the general body.
One of the positive attributes of coal mining and welfare of its workers is the constant vigilance in
identifying the health and safety hazards through continuous and regular monitoring and inspections.
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There were a num
mber of ope
erational exp
periences rellated to iden
ntifying the m
methane haz
zard and itss
manag
gement that were previou
usly not well understood or documentted in the TB
BM applicatio
ons in civil orr
mining
g projects. Th
he gas monittoring system
m that was im
mplemented while the TB
BM was cutting the stone
e
strata was complemented with deputy’s han
nd held multi-gas detecto
ors, a regularr bag sample
e regime and
d
the real-time gas sensors pres
sent at the fface area an
nd at the scrrew conveyoor duct exit. The Carbon
n
Monoxxide (CO) lim
mit at conveyo
or was set att 10 ppm ala
arm and 30 ppm power triip.
As norrmally done in
i coal mines
s, bag samplles collected from the TBM area weree analysed us
sing the Gass
Chrom
matograph (G
GC) at a nearrby operating
g coal mine. The early ba
ag sample reesults from TBM sampless
showe
ed that hydro
ogen was generally prese
ent in concentrations aro
ound 1,000 pppm, even when CO and
d
ethylene were neg
gligible. Base
ed on coal m
mining experrience, there
e was no reaason for con
ncern initiallyy
since the regular presence off hydrogen; CO and eth
hylene indica
ate any sponntaneous co
ombustion off
carbon
naceous matterial in the strata. As parrt of the routin
ne bag samp
pling and anaalyses (11th March
M
2014),,
elevated levels of CO,
C CO2, hyd
drogen, and ethylene in abnormal
a
pro
oportions we re encounterred while the
e
TBM w
was cutting in the stone zone (~ 300
0 m from the surface). Iniitially, the meeasured gas
s levels were
e
reason
ned to resultt from the presence
p
of a range of greases
g
used to positiveely pressuriz
ze the cutterr
bearin
ngs of the TBM. The bag samples
s
coll ected at the face area an
nd screw connveyor indica
ated that CH4
was fo
ound in the face area (< 2 %) and very low le
evels of methane (~0.1%
%) were dete
ected where
e
face/m
muck remova
al by the scrrew conveyo
or at the snu
uffing box. Similarly,
S
the levels meas
sured at the
e
exhaust fan on the
e surface we
ere ~0.1 % to
o 0.16% in 25
2 m3/s of airr (i.e., 40 l/s of methane)). In order to
o
better understand the phenomena, a bag ssample strate
egy was imp
plemented to collect samples at 3 am
m
and 3 pm each da
ay with results in relation to the TBM advance rate
e and its locaation shown in Figures 8
and 9..

Figure 8: Measured
d methane l evels in bag
g samples frrom the TBM
M shield are
ea

ator gases in
F
Figure 9: Me
easured spo
oncom indica
i bag samp
ples from th
he TBM shield area
An imm
mediate inve
estigation was
s initiated up
pon detecting
g elevated lev
vels of methaane and other gases from
m
bag sa
amples. As part
p of the investigation, the TBM wa
as stopped fo
or visual obseervations the
e shield face
e
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area. Seize
ed cutter hea
ad discs werre found con
ntributing to heat genera
ation and ressulting in inc
creased
temperature
e that resulte
ed in addition
nal grease ussage (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Typicall coal lenses
s (Left) and cutting face
e (right) of a TBM with sspecs of coal.
Based on th
he gas detecction and elim
mination pro cess, it was concluded that there aree two separa
ate and
distinct gas sources occcurring at the TBM face a rea, i.e., metthane release
e from carboonaceous roc
cks and
other hydro
ocarbons susspected to be
b emanating
g from hydro
ocarbon based chemicalls used in th
he rock
cutting and support proccess in the TBM
T
face are
ea enclosure..
With the inttroduction of the bag sam
mple regime data and fie
eld observatio
ons, the folloowing methane and
hydrocarbon
n manageme
ent controls were
w
attemp
pted:








Am
mixing bar wa
as fitted to the
e cutter head
d to create a turbulent
t
airfflow within thee cutter cham
mber to
assist in gas mixxing and prom
mpt dilution a
and to prevent regrinding
g in order to rreduce the he
eat and
prod
duction of hyydrocarbons. In order to manage the
e risk at the enclosed
e
facce where a possible
laye
er of methane
e (< 2%) may
y be present,, positive ven
ntilation was seen as a coontrol. Howev
ver, the
app
plication of po
ositive ventila
ation of the ccutter head was
w not possible due to thhe sealed enc
closure
hea
ad and other operational risk
r assessm
ment outcome
es. A sample hose at the bbulk head area was
intro
oduced to ble
eed air in an attempt to rreduce the methane
m
layering (Figure 11).
In o
order to eliminate the pre
esence of vo
oids inside th
he TBM’s pressurized cuutting chamb
ber, the
qua
antity of the injected ben
ntonite and foam mixturre was incre
eased. This control resu
ulted in
incrreased muckk temperature. Alternative
ely, bentonitte use was reduced and foam quantity was
incrreased to red
duce the ope
erating temp
perature (Figure 12). At this stage, it was noted that the
cuttting strata wa
as a mixture of hard and soft layers in
nterspersed with
w carbonaaceous pockets.
Con
nsidering the
e presence of other hyd
drocarbons, the thrust pressure
p
andd cutting rate
e were
redu
uced to miniimize the mu
uck operatin g temperatu
ure in conjunction with thhe introductio
on of a
mucck heat Trigg
ger Action Re
esponse Pla n (TARP) with additional foam/fluid m
mix. Reduced
d thrust
presssure of the EPB-TBM and implemen
ntation of mu
uck heat TAR
RP to 45 °C ffurther reduc
ced the
gen
neration of hyydrocarbon products.
p
Lasstly, as used in coal mine spontaneou s combustion manageme
ent and goaff seal management,
con
ntinuous low temperature
t
oxal nitrogen to be introdu
uced, insteadd of compres
ssed air
enabled Flo
for tthe generatio
on of foam designed to m
minimise void
d creation. Th
his resulted iin the genera
ation of
an inert atmosp
phere in the face area an
nd reduced heat generation that othherwise would have
stim
mulated hydro
ocarbon generation.

Fig
gure 11: Metthane samp
pling/bleed h
hose (left) behind the cu
utter bulkheead (right)
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Figure 12: Influence of muck temp
perature and nitrogen injection to TBM shield area
Figure
es 13 and 14
4 shows the influence of iinjecting of nitrogen
n
throu
ugh the existting in-situ Bentonite
B
line
e
directlyy into the cutter
c
chamb
ber to create
e an inert attmosphere. Purging of tthe cutter ch
hamber wass
introdu
uced after cu
utter inspections to ensurre an inert atmosphere is
s provided pprior to rotatin
ng the cutterr
head. After the intrroduction of nitrogen, the
e methane ga
as from the carbonaceou
c
us material present in the
e
EPB-T
TBM face arrea behaved as an inertt blend as opposed
o
to an
a explosive one. This resulted
r
in a
decrea
ase in the ma
agnitude of hazardous
h
ga
as spikes witthout affectin
ng the generaation of the spontaneous
s
s
combu
ustion indicattor gases. It was specula
ated that the methane is most likely too have come
e from strata,,
although coal seam
m was not intersected. O
Other benefits
s of injecting nitrogen gass at low temp
perature wass
the red
duction of th
he overall mu
uck temperattures to belo
ow 45°C which otherwisee would have
e resulted in
n
more ccarbon mono
oxide being generated
g
an
nd other chemical odours
s being deteccted. In summary, based
d
on the
e results, it was
w noted tha
at the likely ssource of carrbon monoxid
de and ethyleene is differe
ent from thatt
produccing hydroge
en. The pres
sence of high
h levels of hydrogen identified initiallly at the starrt of the driftt
could not be expla
ained.
As noted from Fig
gure 8, when
n the TBM a
approached the GM sea
am, the gas levels at th
he face area
a
increased due to th
he formation of a gas sinkk. In addition,, with the retrraction of thee TBM face area, and due
e
to the buoyancy efffect of the ga
as in the TBM
M decline, the
e ventilation system had to be altered
d with a force
e
ducting
g to provide adequate dilution and eli minate the fo
ormation of explosive
e
gass mixtures. Although
A
high
h
gas le
evels were observed
o
at the
t
TBM-EP
PB chamber area, the highest meassured gas level from the
e
surfacce fan was 0.11%
0
of methane. While
e there may be multitudes of ratios that would indicate coall
heating, a simple CO/O2
C
deficiiency ratio off < 0.01 of th
he bag sample results dissproved any existence orr
initiatio
on of coal he
eating contrib
buting to the measured sponcom indicator gases..

Figure 13: Influence
I
off Floxal nitro
ogen to TBM
M shield area to create iinert atmosphere
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Figure 14: Coward
ds triangle and
a Ellicott’s
s diagram in
ndicating TB
BM face inerrt atmosphe
ere
L
LABORATOR
RY INVESTIGATIONS O
OF TBM FLU
UIDS FOR METHANE SO
OURCES
Based on th
he measured
d gas levels obtained fro
om the bag samples
s
take
en at the TBM
M face area,, it was
decided to identify through laborato
ory means, w
whether hydrogen, ethylene, carbon monoxide, ethane
and methan
ne are libera
ated from the
e heating of chemical fluids used in the
t operationn of the EPB
B-TBM.
Furthermore
e, after the im
mplementatio
on of nitroge
en inertisation as part of the
t explosionn risk manag
gement
process, lab
boratory testing was carrried out to disstinguish bettween oxidattion and therrmal degrada
ation of
products ussed in the TB
BM. The five
e samples su
ubmitted for testing were
e; foam, polyymer foam ad
dditive,
grease, sea
aled bearing oil and wearr indicator oill. Laboratory
y testing on th
he five sampples was con
nducted
at SIMTARS
S by heating
g each of the
e samples (e
except foam)) incrementally up to at l east 250°C in both
nitrogen an
nd normal aiir flow (Brad
dy, 2014). O
Out of the fiv
ve samples tested the m
most likely product
p
contributing
g to the eleva
ated hydroge
en is the foam
m. Although not as high as those meeasured in sa
amples
were measu
collected fro
om the TBM
M similar con
ncentrations w
ured in samp
ples from booth nitrogen and
a air
tests up to ~150°C. Most of the other products ttested would
d produce ca
arbon monoxxide and ethy
ylene if
heated abo
ove 200°C acccounting for spikes of tthese compo
onents at various times. Figure 15a to 15e
show the g
generated ga
as level data
a from chem
mical productts used in TBM shield aarea along with
w the
spontaneou
us combustio
on indicator gases of fo
four Grosven
nor coal sam
mples (i.e., carbon mon
noxide,
hydrogen, ethylene, methane
m
and
d ethane). T
The results indicate tha
at at the vaarious temperature
conditions o
of the muck in the TBM face
f
area, th
he measured gas levels in the face a rea of the TB
BM are
s strata mateerial.
not as the re
esult of spon
ntaneous com
mbustion acttivity of any carbonaceou
c
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Figurre 15: Comp
parison of ge
eneration off gases from
m chemicals
s used in TB
BM face area
a-Hydrogen
(top
p left-15a), Ethylene
E
(top
p right-15b) , CO (middle-Left-15c), methane (m
middle-right-15d) and
eth
hane (bottom
m-15e) at va
arious temperatures
Similarly, from the laboratory te
est results off heating ind
dividual chem
mical componnents used in
n the TBM, itt
was cconcluded tha
at it is unlikely the meth
hane measured in the TBM
T
sampless came from
m any of the
e
produccts analysed
d. The measu
ured value o
of 0.27 % in grease appe
ears to be ann anomaly, as
a it was the
e
only m
measured me
ethane at varrious temperrature conditions (Figure 15d). The laboratory te
est results off
genera
ated gases have indicated that hyd
drogen; ethy
ylene, carbon monoxide and ethane
e gases are
e
genera
ated even wh
hile being pu
urged with ni trogen with noticeable
n
od
dours generaated when heated above
e
200°C
C. These odo
ours were no
oticed by the TBM operattors during the TBM connveyor drift development..
Among
gst the five chemicals te
ested, the g rease was found
f
to be the primary contributor towards the
e
significcant volumess of hydroge
en, ethylene,, and CO at higher temp
peratures. Hoowever, it is important to
o
note th
hat any intera
action effects
s of these ch
hemicals thatt may have resulted in th e generation
n of methane
e
or other gases wa
as not studied and can not be disco
ounted at th
his stage. Am
mongst the other gasess
record
ded, the reassons behind the significcantly higherr measured levels of hyddrogen priorr to nitrogen
n
injectio
on and temp
perature control of the m
muck in the TBM
T
face arrea were nott clear. Therrefore, it hass
been planned to introduce
i
the
e bag samp
ple regime from the begiinning of thee men and material
m
driftt
develo
opment. Whiile continuou
us nitrogen i njection has
s definitely assisted the ttemperature control and
d
mainta
aining inert mixture
m
of th
he explosive
e gas (Figure
e 14), it had
d minimized the chance of methane
e
ignition
n in the TBM
M face area.
CO
ONCLUSION
NS AND WAY
Y FORWARD-GLOBAL TBM APPLIICATION
The ap
pplication of the EPB-TB
BM in the devvelopment of
o the convey
yor drift (8133 m in length
h) was safelyy
completed with succcess with significant lea
arnings in the
e methane an
nd other hazzardous gas identification
n
and itss effective methane
m
explo
osion risk m anagement. At the time of completioon of this pap
per, the men
n
and m
material driftt developme
ent using th
he same TB
BM has bee
en initiated. In summarry, following
g
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conclusions that are applicable to a coal mine or other civil TBM projects in managing the explosion risks
have been made:









For the first time in the application of TBM development in coal mines, the operational
experience has suggested that methane and other spontaneous combustion gases will continue
to be present as potential explosion hazards.
The chemicals used in the muck management and stability of the EPB-TBM face area may also
generate levels of spontaneous combustion indicator gases at elevated muck temperatures
suggesting that maintaining a low muck temperature would be beneficial in managing harmful
gas generation.
Application of continuous nitrogen inertisation as spontaneous combustion and explosion
management was successful in managing the explosive gases present at the EPB-TBM face
area.
Continuous monitoring and maintaining a well-established gas bag sample regime and controls
including the TARPs for various gases and ventilation controls must be continued in managing
the potential explosion risks.
Considering the recorded 48 fatalities in the last 45 years due to gas explosions in the tunnelling
industry, civil engineering tunneling projects must apply Qld NERZ/ER1/ERZ0 explosion risk
zoning; hazard monitoring practices using continuous monitoring systems; bag sample regime
and the use of TARPs for risk management, and the use of nitrogen inertisation to maintain inert
atmosphere in the TBM face area.
Ensuring relevant operator skills with adequate coal mine ventilation, gas and heat management
experience is valuable for the global TBM industry in eliminating explosion risks in the future
TBM projects.
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CHANGES IN CUTTER PERFORMANCE WITH TOOL WEAR
Esmat Sarwary and Paul Hagan1
ABSTRACT: Mechanical excavators such as shearers, road-headers, and continuous miners that utilise
conical picks are increasingly being used in civil construction and mining. Their application has
broadened to include stronger and more abrasive rock types that result in higher wear rates and
considerably shorter life span. This results in a bottleneck resulting in lower utilization and lower
productivity. An understanding of the factors that cause high wear rates is crucial in the selection and
design of an excavator, selection of cutter tools, and definition of optimum cutting geometry. All these
parameters can contribute to major cost savings for companies using mechanical excavators. This paper
explores how tool wear affects the cutting performance of a point attack pick with changes in the depth of
cut. Linear rock cutting tests were performed using samples of Gosford Sandstone and Gambier
Limestone at a constant speed of 0.06 m/s and pick attack angle of 55°. The rock samples were cut at
depths ranging between 5 mm and 20 mm using a standard conical pick having tip angles of 70°, 90°
100° and 110°. The cutting forces and normal forces, specific energy, and yield were correlated against
depth of cut. The results reveal that for each rock type, the specific energy increases at a decreasing rate
with pick wear, confirming cutting efficiency decreases with increasing pick wear whereby a slight
increase in pick wear resulted in a significant reduction in cutting efficiency. There was a near two to
threefold decrease in efficiency between a sharp pick and worn out pick. The cutting and normal forces
were also found to increase at a decreasing rate with pick wear.
INTRODUCTION
Most mechanical rock cutting machines in coal mining use tungsten-carbide conical picks, mounted on a
cutting head to fracture the rock in situ prior to its removal and further processing (Lloyd, 1985). As theory
relating to the mechanical excavation of rock has emerged and evolved over time, so too has the
utilisation of these machines, often replacing traditional drill and blast methods, resulting in an increase in
safety performance and a reduction in operating cost. As a consequence, laboratory-scale rock cutting
facilities such as the Portable Linear Rock Cutting Machine (PLCM) in the Machine Cuttability Research
(MCR) facility within the School of Mining Engineering at UNSW Australia are able to provide data for
machine selection, design, and performance prediction for a given rock formation (Balci and Bilgin, 2006;
Jacobs and Hagan, 2007; Langham-Williams and Hagan, 2014).
Normal force measured by the PLCM can be used to estimate the effective mass and thrust required of
an excavator. This is a crucial parameter as it provides an insight into the range of necessary forces
provided by the excavator in order for the cutter to effectively penetrate the rock and maintain the cutting
depth. Furthermore, the cutting force measured by the PLCM is crucial to evaluating the energy
requirements for excavating the rock. Cutting force is used to calculate the specific energy requirements,
defined as the amount of energy required in excavating a unit volume of rock. Specific energy is a direct
measure of cutting efficiency. Lower specific energy correlates to more material being produced by a
given machine; therefore, lower specific energy indicates an increase in cutting efficiency (Roxborough,
2009).
Despite picks being typically constructed from tungsten carbide due to its hardness, thermal resistance,
high compressive strength and high impact resistance; they are still susceptible to wear (Hudson et al.,
1993). There are several mechanics of wear, such as frictional wear, abrasive wear, microfracturing,
thermal fatigue, impact damage, and chemical erosion, all of which contribute to tool wear. The
consequence of wear on the cutting is familiar in the mining and tunnelling industry, since the
performance of the machine deteriorates significantly as the tools become blunt. The mining output will
fall, repairable dust production will rise, and the risk of incendive sparking increases (Roxborough, 2009).
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The objective of this project was to determine how tool wear of a point attack pick impacts on cutting
performance in two different rock types. Cutting tests were undertaken in a combination of a pick of
differing tool angles and at differing depths of cut. Changes in cutting performance were assessed in

1
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terms of changes in:

Cutting force, FC

Normal force, FN

Specific Energy, SE, and

Yield, Q
METHODOLOGY
The research involved tests conducted using the newly installed the newly commissioned PLCM as
shown in Figure 1. The linear rock cutting tests were performed using blocks of Gosford Sandstone and
Gambier Limestone at a constant cutting speed of 0.06 m/s and attack angle of 55°. Tests were
undertaken at depths ranging from 5 mm to 20 mm with conical picks at four different pick angles. A data
acquisition system was used to record the cutter forces measured by a triaxial dynamometer during linear
rock cutting tests.

Figure 1: Portable Rock Cutting Machine in the Machine Cuttability Research facility at UNSW
Sample preparation
Blocks of test samples having dimensions of 260 × 180 × 100 mm were set in plaster within a small steel
box frame to provide the necessary confinement during testing, as depicted in Figure 2. The preparation
of the plaster involved mixing with water at a ratio of 5:3.25 (that is 5 kg of powder to 3.25 kg of water).
The samples were cured for at least 24 hrs prior to any testing to ensure the plaster had hardened
sufficiently.
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utting tests
Figurre 2: Method
d of securing
g the blocks
s of rock samples for cu
Prepa
aration of tes
st picks
New S
Sandvik conical picks witth short-tailed
d 25 mm sha
ank were ma
achined to pprovide four different
d
pickk
tip ang
gles of 70°, 90°
9 100° and
d 110° repre senting a pic
ck at various
s states of weear. An illusttration of the
e
pick ussed in the tests is shown in Figure 3 w
with dimensiions provided
d in Table 1.

gure 3: The short
s
tail pic
ck used in the
t tests (Sa
andvik Minin
ng, 2013)
Fig
Tablle 1: Specifiications of 25
2 mm Short Tail Pick
Product Co
ode
P9Q
QA-2560-356
62

A

B

3
35

58

Dimensions
s (mm)
C
D
58

42

E

F

12

19

(Sourcce: Sandvik Mining,
M
2013)
h a fixed inse
ert as shown
n in Figure 4.. The design allowed the
e
The piick holder syystem was designed with
pick to
o be mounted
d at an attack
k angle of 55
5°. According
g to Mostafav
vi et al., (20066) this is with
hin the range
e
of ang
gles when mo
ounting picks
s on continuo
ous miners, road-headers
r
s, and shearrers.

Fig
gure 4: Desiign of conic
cal tool hold
ding unit tha
at is mounted directly o n the dynam
mometer
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Data analysis
The cutting (FC) and normal (FN), forces were measured using the integrated triaxial dynamometer.
The length of the cut was measured using a Linear Variable Displacement Transducer (LVDT). The
LabView software package was used for real time monitoring and recording of the forces and
displacement.
The force values in conjunction with mass of collected debris were used to calculate the specific energy
and yield based on the following formulas:
Q = (m / ρ) / l

(1)

where:
Q: yield (m3/km)
ρ: density of the rock (kg/m3)
m: weight of the debris collected (kg)
l: length of cut (km)
SE = Fc / Q

(2)

where:
SE: Specific energy (MJ/m3),
Fc = cutting force (kN)
Strength and density of test samples
Compressive strength tests were conducted on specimens of Gambier Limestone, in accordance with the
ISRM suggested method for uniaxial compressive strength determination (Brown, 1981).
The testing procedure involved six limestone rock specimens with a diameter and length of 52 mm and
104 mm respectively using an MTS universal test machine. The tests were conducted at a constant
displacement rate of 0.003 mm/sec. The strength of the Gosford Sandstone was earlier determined by
Masoumi (2013).
Nine core samples were weighed and the diameter and length of each sample recorded. Sufian and
Russell (cited in Masoumi, 2013) conducted an X-ray CT scan on Gosford Sandstone. By using a
resolution of 5 μm they calculated the porosity to be approximately 18.5% with density of 2.5 ×
103 kg/m3. Table 2 summaries the strength and density of the two of rock types. As shown in Table 2,
there is over a ten-fold difference in strength and near doubling in rock density between the sandstone
and limestone samples.
Table 2: Strength and density of Gosford Sandstone and Gambier Limestone samples

Rock type

UCS (MPa)

Density (t/m3)

Gosford Sandstone
Gambier
Limestone

52.3

2.5

5.0

1.4

RESULTS
A series of cutting tests were conducted in the sandstone and limestone with typical results as shown in
Figure 5.
The results of the cutting and normal forces, specific energy, and yield were correlated against picks at
different tool angles representing various states of wear. Figures 6 and 7 show the effects of pick wear on
cutting and normal force for the two rock types. The trends in each of the graphs indicate cutting and
normal force increase with pick wear. The magnitude of forces is much greater for Gosford Sandstone
compared to Gambier Limestone, nearly three times greater for cutting force and six times greater for
normal force. This is in line with the sandstone’s much greater strength and density. It is also evident that
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the ma
agnitude of cutting force for
f both typess of rock is grreater than th
he magnitudee of normal fo
orce. Cutting
g
force is also appro
oximately 1.6
6 times greatter than the normal
n
force for sandstonne and 2.8 times greaterr
for limestone.

e 5: Cutting with a pick tip angle off 70˚ at 15mm
m depth of cut
c in Gosfo
ord Sandston
ne (left) and
d
Figure
Gam
mbier Limesttone (right)

e 6: Effect of
o wear on cu
utting force at varying depths
d
of cu
ut for Gosfo
ord Sandston
ne (left) and
d
Figure
Gam
mbier Limesttone (right)

e 7: Effect of
o wear on no
ormal force at varying depths
d
of cu
ut for Gosfo
ord Sandston
ne (left) and
d
Figure
Gam
mbier Limesttone (right)
Table 3 shows the variation in cutting
c
force and normal force with tool angle at inncreasing depths of cut in
n
the tw
wo rock samp
ples. In the case
c
of sandsstone, the grradient incre
eases with deepth of cut in
ndicating the
e
impactt of wear increases with depth of cut.. The gradien
nts are of sim
milar magnituude level for cutting force
e
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and normal force.
The situatio
on is not as consistent fo
or the softerr limestone whereby
w
there is little siggnificant cha
ange in
gradient witth depth and the values for
f cutting an
nd normal force are again comparablle. Earlier wo
ork has
found that increasing wear usually has
h a much more deleterious effect on
o normal foorce than on cutting
force (Roxb
borough, 200
09). The cons
sequence of this effect is
s that machin
nes, such ass continuous miners
and road-he
eaders, beco
ome thrust lim
mited rather tthan torque limited
l
with increasing weear.
Tab
ble 3: Variatiion in forces
s with tool angle
a
and de
epth of cut

Depth of cut
(mm)

Cutting force
gradie
ent
eg)
(kN/de

Normal
N
force
gradient
(kN/deg)

Ratio C:N

Sandstone

5
10
15
20

0.30
0
0.69
9
0.92
2
1.18
8

0.37
0.67
0.95
1.34

1.55
1.66
1.66
1.77

Limestone

5
10
15
20

0.07
7
0.19
9
0.05
5
0.08
8

0.05
0.10
0.09
0.08

2.77
2.33
2.99
3.22

Rock type

Figure 8 sh
hows specificc energy inc
crease with pick tip ang
gle and hen
nce wear. H ence as wo
ould be
expected ccutting efficie
ency decrea
ases with in
ncreasing we
ear. Also sp
pecific energgy decrease
es with
increasing d
depth of cut and
a hence cutting efficien
ncy increase
es with increa
asing depth oof cut

Figure 8: E
Effect of wea
ar on speciffic energy fo
or Gosford Sandstone
S
(left)
(
and Gaambier Lime
estone
(right)
The increasse in normal force require
ed to succes sfully achiev
ve pick penettration will reesult in the machine
m
becoming th
hrust limited,, consequenttly leading to
o eventual sta
alling.
Although th
he general trrend indicate
es that wear has a nega
ative impact on cutting eefficiency, the
ere are
some outlier results. Clo
oser analysis
s of the resultt reveal that cutting
c
sands
stone with piick tip angle of 110°
at 20 mm de
epth of cut re
esults in a slightly lower sspecific energ
gy compared
d to cutting w
with pick tip angle
a
of
90° and 100
0° which rep
present a slig
ghtly less wo
orn out pick. A possible explanation is that not only
o
the
groove cut w
with a 110° pick
p tip angle
e is wider butt it has been able to achie
eve the samee penetration
n depth
as a sharp pick under the
t same constant thrustt force provid
ded by the PLCM,
P
resultting in greate
er yield
ould have yielded
y
a low
wer efficienc
cy. These variations maay also be due to
which conssequently wo
differences in microfractures, grain size distributtion, and varrying joint structure withi n the differe
ent rock
samples, su
uggesting tha
at the rocks tested
t
are no
ot perfectly homogenous
h
s. There are aalso similar outliers
o
observed w
when cutting sandstone
s
with
w a pick tip angle of 90°° and cutting limestone aat a pick tip angle
a
of
110° at 5 mm depth of cut
c which sug
ggests that itt is more effic
cient to cut with
w a more w
worn out pick
k.
From Figure
e 8, it is evid
dent that the trend indicattes that it is more cost efffective becaause it requires less
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energy to excavate Gambier Limestone than Gosford Sandstone. However, whether it is more efficient to
mine the two different types of rock would require further exploration. It is further observed that wear has
a dramatic effect on cutting efficiency at shallow depths of cut and higher specific energy, but at the
deeper depths of cut, such as 15 mm and 20 mm, a more worn out pick (φ = 110°) has little effect on
cutting efficiency. This indicates that a slightly more worn pick will perform just as well at a higher depth of
cut.
Table 4 shows the percentage decrease in specific energy from 5 mm to 10 mm depth of cut for both
limestone and sandstone. The data outlined in the table shows that a specific mechanical excavator
capable of mining both limestone (soft rock) and sandstone (hard rock) will have a higher efficiency
when mining sandstone compared to limestone as depth of cut increases, given that all other conditions
are constant. This is due to the percentage drop in specific energy when transitioning from a 5 mm depth
of cut to 10 mm being significantly higher in sandstone regardless of pick’s state of wear. This trend
concerns the brittleness of the rock, which is a function of compressive and tensile strength of the rock
(Goktan and Yilmaz, 2005). Generally, if the tensile strength of the rock is similar, a higher compressive
strength value means that the rock would be more brittle (Goktan and Yilmaz, 2005). Since the strength
of Gosford Sandstone is 50.3 MPa, it is more brittle compared to the Gambier limestone of 5.0 MPa. In
this case, when a pick penetrates the rock at the same depth of cut, the ease with which fractures
propagate with sandstone is higher compared to limestone, thus resulting in more rock fragments. This
is consistent with experimental results for this research project. More fragments indicate a higher yield,
given that other parameters are constant, which leads to a lower specific energy.
Table 5: Variation in specific energy with tool angle

Tip angle
(degrees)

Reduction
in specific energy (%)

Limestone

70
90
100
110

9
33
49
32

Sandstone

70
90
100
110

58
23
61
58

Rock type

CONCLUSIONS
A series of rock cutting tests was conducted with two rock types of different strengths and picks with four
levels of pick tip angle to simulate wear of the pick cutting tool. It was found that cutting and normal force
increased with pick tip angle and hence with pick wear but the rates of increase varied between the two
rocks types. As the depth of cut increased there was a rise in the forces. In the weaker Gambier
Limestone, there was little change in the effect of wear on the rate of increase in forces with depth of cut.
Whereas for the stronger Gosford Sandstone, the effect of wear on forces was more enhanced and this
was compounded at larger depth of cut. Mirroring the difference in compressive strength between the two
rock types, there was a near three-fold difference in cutting forces and six-fold difference in normal
between the two rock types.
Specific energy also increased with wear, indicating that cutting efficiency decreased with pick wear. A
two to threefold increase in specific energy was observed between a sharp pick (70°) and a mostly worn
pick (110°). The percentage drop in specific energy transitioning from a 5 mm to 10 mm depth of cut in
sandstone is always higher, regardless of the pick’s state of wear. This suggests that mechanical
excavators capable of mining both limestone (weak rock) and sandstone (strong rock) will have a higher
efficiency when mining sandstone compared to limestone, given all other conditions held constant
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LESSONS FROM THE OPERATIONAL USE OF THE GAG JET
ENGINE AT MINE SITES
Martin Watkinson1, Ken Liddell2, Sean Muller3 and Clive Hanrahan4
ABSTRACT: Rio Tinto Coal Australia (RTCA), Queensland Mines Rescue Service (QMRS) and Simtars
conducted a partial inertisation of an underground coal mine using the GAG-3A engine in February
2014. This was an ACARP funded project No C23006. This project monitored the environmental
conditions and the flow of inert GAG gases into and around the mine. Observations were made by a
variety of remote sensing technologies and by direct measurements as well as observations made by
mines rescue personnel in the inertised area. This paper documents methodology, observations and the
outcomes including a review of previous inertisations. This project proved that the GAG is a reliable and
effective inertisation system. It demonstrated the critical requirement for effective sealing of GAG
docking points. It is not envisaged that the GAG could be deployed where there is an expectation that
mine personnel could be in the vicinity as temperatures of 90°C were measured. Mine infrastructure and
strata in zones close to the GAG docking station were detrimentally affected by prolonged exposure to
the high humidity and temperature.
INTRODUCTION
Rio Tinto Coal Australia (RTCA) Kestrel North Mine is located 50 km NE of Emerald in Queensland. The
mine was accessed by two cross measure drifts, one for the conveyor and one for men and materials.
Rope haulage was installed in both drift for man transport and materials transport. Several shafts were
sunk as part of the mine development.
Kestrel North Mine was in the process of being closed due to exhaustion of the economical coal
reserves and was been made available for the trial. It was initially planned that a week would be
dedicated to trialling and monitoring inertisation with the mine being re-ventilated and additional
instrumentation moved/installed as required. Operational issues with the water table required a revised
scope where inertisation would be monitored on two separate days. This was ACARP funded Project
C23006 (Watkinson et al., 2014).
GORNICZY AGREGAT GASNICZY (GAG) SYSTEM
The GAG jet engine system itself is a custom designed zero-thrust jet engine with after-burner; coupled
with an extension duct where water is injected into the hot exhaust gases. The system is mounted on a
trailer to enable rapid deployment and operation by Queensland Mines Rescue Service QMRS (See
Figure 1).

Figure 1: Section of the GAG system showing water injection mechanism
This combination of cooled, jet engine exhaust and water vapour is then introduced into the mine to
establish an inert atmosphere.
1
2
3
4
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The GAG co
onsumes 18
800 litres of A1
A jet fuel/hr and can pro
oduce around
d 25m3/s of jjet exhaust product
p
and water vvapour. The untreated
u
ex
xhaust gasess are very hot as they exitt the engine afterburner so
s they
are then co
ooled by the injection off water at a rate of 600L
L/minute. Th
he resultant ttemperature
e of the
inertisation gases is closse to 90°C. Further
F
coolin
ng of the gas
ses occurs as they pass iinto the mine
e which
results in wa
ater condenssing out of th
he vapour ph
hase. This wa
ater vapour lo
oss results inn a net volum
me flow
rate of inert gas of aroun
nd 7m3/s.
The compossition of the GAG
G
exhaus
st gases rang
ge between these
t
values
s in normal ooperation:






0.5‐5%;
O2
10‐16%;
CO22
N2 & water vapour 79.5‐84..5%.
H2
20‐200 ppm
m).
CO
up to 300 ppm
KESTREL
L INERTISAT
TION

All elementts of the inte
ended inertis
sation processs were risk
k assessed and
a detailed procedures
s put in
place to co
over the ope
eration. The
e “target” of the inertisa
ation was the 311LW bblock. The planned
p
inertisation circuit was the
t 1km leng
gth of the crross measurre conveyor drift to 3CT;; the belt roa
ad 2km
W311; then back
b
around the return to
o the up-castt shaft, as in
ndicated in F
Figure 2. The
e entire
towards LW
route was a
approximatelyy 5.4km in le
ength the app
proximate vo
olume to be in
nertised wass around 81,0
000m3.
RTCA team
ms prepared stoppings
s
an
nd sealed acccess doors as
a necessary
y ahead of thhe exercise in order
to minimise leakage.
ablished in the
t GAG circ
cuit with arouund 30 m3/s
s being
On Day 1 a ventilation rate of10 m3/s was esta
delivered in
nto the vehiccle roadways
s. This enablled QMRS personnel
p
to be undergroound and en
nter the
GAG circuitt under Comp
pressed Air Breathing
B
Ap
pparatus (CA
ABA) at prede
etermined Loook Points (L
LP). On
Day 2 there
e was no mine ventilation thus no und
derground ob
bservers were in place.

F
Figure 2: Ine
ertisation La
ayout, Monittoring Pointt locations and
a LP1 tesst set up
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Monitoring
A wide scope of monitoring activities we
ere impleme
ented, in particular as itt was possiible to have
e
person
nnel statione
ed in ventilated areas adjjacent to the
e 3 points in the GAG cirrcuit (look po
oints 1 to 3)..
During
g the inertisa
ation these personnel
p
we
ere able to enter
e
the GA
AG circuit un der CABA and
a following
g
QMRS
S protocol, to
o make environmental o
observations augmented by additionnal gas and temperature
e
monito
oring at other inaccessible position
ns. The broa
ad scope off the monitooring aims is shown in
n
Figure
e 3. The scope was achiieved by mo
onitoring temperatures, gas levels, reelative humid
dity, air flow,,
visibilitty and physiccal inspectio
ons of the min
ne infrastructure.

Figurre 3: Scope of
o the monittoring durin
ng the inertis
sation at Keestrel North
Gas m
monitoring
Gas m
monitoring wa
as conducted
d using a var iety of techniques, which included thee mine’s tube
e bundle and
d
real tim
me systems. Additional sa
ampling wass set up at each LP. Quee
ensland Minees rescue use
ed XAM7000
0
hand held gas de
etectors to monitor
m
gas concentratio
ons during their
t
inspecttions of the zone being
g
inertised.
Tempe
erature
Tempe
erature in the
e drift was monitored
m
con
ntinuously ov
ver a range of 0-400m, i n 1m interva
als. This wass
achievved by the usse of a SensorNet Distrib
buted Tempe
erature Sensor (DTS) sysstem. The DT
TS is a laserr
and fib
bre optic bassed device that
t
can mea
asure tempe
erature at 1m
m intervals oover distance
es of 10 km..
Therm
mocouples we
ere used at each
e
LP at th
he roof and floor level. Th
he primary cooncern was to ensure the
e
safety of the QMRS personnel and that the
ey did not entter the conve
eyor drift if th e atmospherre presented
d
them w
with unmana
ageable risks
s. Monitoring
g was establiished to give
e the undergground crew live gas and
d
tempe
erature readin
ngs from insiide the inertissation circuitt.
Monito
oring at LP1 consisted off:






mocouple pos
sitions.
Two therm
MultiRAE gas
g analyserr sampling th
hrough waterr traps.
Tube bund
dle point (in the
t drift).
Conspec real
r
time oxygen and carb
bon dioxide sensors
s
(in the drift).
Altair gas detector
d
mea
asuring in sittu, (50cm offf the ground under the coonveyor).
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Additional o
observations carried out by
b QMRS pe
ersonnel at all 3 LPs inclu
uded:





Visiibility.
Relative humiditty.
Gass concentratiions.
Takking bag sam
mples for subsequent gass chromatogrraph analysis
s.

Note: At LP1 the Real Time (RT) sys
stem provide
ed data on ca
arbon monoxide and oxyggen for just 2 hours.
Day 1 Inerttisation
Temperaturre distribution
n in the drift is shown in F
Figure 4.

Fig
gure 4: Tem
mperature di stributions in the conveyor drift

F
Figure
5: CO
O2 and O2 m
measuremen
nts at LP1 on Day 1

Figu
ure 6: Oxyge
en level results at LP2
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LP3 gas monitoring results
Very little GAG product made it to LP3.
The maximum (minimum for O2) gas levels measured at LP3 were:




CO 13.4 ppm
CO2 0.73%
O2 dropped by 1% from the baseline levels

Day 1 - concluding observations





The leakage around the conveyor drift door was substantial and adversely impacted the process
of inertising the mine. In preparation for the second inertisation event, RTCA staff provided
additional sealing around and behind the conveyor door
The inertisation run on day 1 was curtailed due to the break in the compressed air line, which
rendered any further attempt at inertisation futile.
Comparative gas measurements at LP1 showed a wide variation between instruments. See
figure 5
o This could be due to layering of the GAG product as it emerged from the conveyor drift at pit
bottom
o Further investigation into layering is necessary










The CO levels at LP1 were much higher than measured by gas monitoring at the GAG. An
additional tube bundle line was installed in the conveyor drift; close to the GAG inlet position to
verify readings.
The real time monitoring system at LP1 failed after 2 hr. See figure 5
Despite the leakage at the surface, the zone around LP1 (1km from the portal) had an inert
atmosphere (less than 10% oxygen) after 2 hr and 45 min. At LP2 the oxygen level fell to 16%
see Figure 6
Visibility remained good 1 km from the GAG inlet.
Temperatures close to the GAG reached 93°C, but remained at ambient in the mine.
After the conveyor drift had cooled the surface roller door was opened and inspection showed
deterioration of exposed rock/coal areas and buckling of the steel rail track in places.

Day 2 - concluding observations


There was no mine ventilation on day 2, but natural ventilation paths allowed the inertisation to
take place and the GAG gases were delivered much more effectively than on day 1 due to the
improvements of the conveyor drift portal door seal.



Leakage through an open door at 3CT reduced the impact of inbye inertisation however; the
process was unaffected up to LP1 as seen from the progress of temperature gradients in the drift
and with GAG product migration.



Maximum temperatures in the conveyor drift reached the same levels as on day 1, i.e. close to
90°C as shown in Figure 7.



A low oxygen atmosphere (less than 5%) was achieved after 2 hrs and 19 min (Figure 8).

The main visual observations in the conveyor drift were that the rail tracks had buckled and split in places
due to the 90°C heat and the lack of rail expansion joints (Figure 9). Surface areas of the drift had
deteriorated following exposure to the GAG product. Shotcrete areas had fared better, but exposed rock
and coal were spalling and in places had fallen away.
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Figure 7:: Temperatu
ure distribut ions in the conveyor
c
drrift during D
Day 2

F
Figure
8: Ox
xygen perce
entages at LP
L 1, Day 1 & Day 2

Figure
e 9: Damage
e to dolly-ca r rail & spalling in the conveyor
c
drrift
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OTHER INERTISATIONS
Kestrel North Mine – August 2013
In August 2013 the RTCA decided to seal and inertise an area of the mine in bye of 12CT in the 300
series longwalls to protect the 311LW block to enable coal production to continue for as long as possible.
(Kachel, J, 2013). The area to be sealed would contain a void of over 200,000 m3. All adjacent goafs
were inert.
In preparation for the inertisation, substantial preparatory works were carried out to direct the GAG
product to the 313 area and to allow continued coal production elsewhere in the mine, without putting
personnel at risk of exposure to potential high temperatures or GAG gases. The progress of the GAG
gases was monitored using the tube bundle system.
Observations


Introduction of GAG gases down a shaft worked well.



Real time sensors are needed during a GAG operation as the tube bundle delay times were in
excess of 60 minutes. So the tube bundle system couldn’t be used to control the process.



The inertisation route split into 3 roadways and may have resulted in excess dilution rather than a
displacement of the fresh air out of the area to be sealed.



Gas samples from the GAG jet system, tube bundle, gas chromatograph and real time were
similar.



GAG output temperatures were higher than anticipated.



The target of <5% O2 in the sealed area wasn’t achieved. (13% was achieved)



Some equipment in the mine was damaged from high temperatures. This included pogo sticks,
guide cones on the escape routes and the real time telemetry equipment.



Some rib spall occurred



Stone dust was washed away



After shut down, underground crews couldn’t access the zone for over 5 hours

Collinsville, 1997
Surface and underground trials of the GAG-3A jet inertisation device were held at the Collinsville No 2
underground coal mine from 7th April to 18th April 1997. (Bell, et al., 1997)
The test criteria for the trial were developed by the Moura Task Group 5 Committee. This committee was
tasked with investigation of inertisation and sealing strategies in underground coal mines.


Output flow rates during the trial were measured at 19 m3/s (against a target of 20-25 m3/s).



The GAG output was stable around 90°C, oxygen 6-8%, carbon dioxide 8-10%



Control of ventilation was a major priority



Limited stratification of the GAG gases showed that it tended to move closer to the roof than the
floor.



Simtars concluded that the GAG-3A system is a good solution to inertise an underground coal
mine.



It is not considered a universal solution

Goede Hoop Colliery South Africa, 2005
A fire was detected on 10 April 2005 in Goede Hoop Colliery in South Africa. The mine is a bord and
pillar mine and the fire was detected near a downcast shaft some 12 km from the main intakes of the
mine. Underground seals were built to isolate the fire area. An evaluation of inertisation capability was
undertaken and the Steamexfire fire unit selected on availability and weight for transport. The unit was
11 –13 February 2015
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run from 21 April 2005 to 6 May 2005. Initial use introduced 14-18% oxygen underground due to the
settings on the unit. One working section and associated equipment became trapped in the fire area. The
area was not recovered after the inertisation. The inertisation process pressurized the affected area to
maximum of 6.5 inches of water gauge (1.6 Kpa). The system ran for a total of 191.5 hours. The
estimated volume of the product inserted into the fire affected area was approximately 17.2M m3. This is
three times more than the estimated volume to fill the workings of 6M m3. (Romanski M 2005)
Svea Nord Norway, 2005
Little is known of the operation at Save Nord other than what is provided in the 2005 Store Norske
Spitsbergen Grubekompani annual report: “On the night of 30th July 2005, a plastic pipe in the C drift of
main drift 3 caught fire. The pipe had been welded to its full 1.3 km length only a few hours earlier by a
specialist contractor. The mine was quickly evacuated, and in a few hours the fire was ablaze along the
entire length of the pipe. After a month of inertisation with the steamexfire unit the mine was recovered in
February 2006. Production was resumed on 1st April 2006.
Pike River
A bespoke docking device created form an old shipping container and placed into the mine opening.
The area around was sealed with shotcrete and PUR. Despite several issues with leakage, the mine was
successfully inertised and the fire brought under control. This was a single entry and the fire was
approximately 2.4 Km from the portal with the vent at the upcast shaft.
Blair Athol
Underground mine fires in old mine workings at an open cut mine were brought under control by using the
GAG to fill the mine with inert gas then keeping it topped up using the Tomlinson Boiler. In preparation
the open roadways in the high wall were plugged with inter-burden and clay to create a seal. This was
an ongoing issue and over $1 million was spent on diesel for the Tomlinson boiler. The GAG was
instrumental in bringing the situation under control by the flooding the fire zones with inert gas.
Loveridge
On the afternoon shift of Friday 13th February 2003 coal cars loaded with garbage gathered from the
operating sections and throughout the mine was brought to the slope bottom in order to be sent out of the
mine for dumping. One of the cars caught fire. The fire was thought to have been extinguished, using
several fire extinguishers. Within a short time the fire had flared up again. The decision was made to pull
the cars out of the mine to the surface via the slope track. Whilst undertaking this task several adverse
events took place that prevented the cars from being sent out via the slope track. The fire then spread
from car to car and subsequently out of control. The mine was sealed and the GAG was selected for the
inertisation process. There were issues with the sealing of the belt drift and leakage up to 30% of the
GAG product was being lost. The GAG operated for a period of 13 days and a maximum back pressure of
around 2.2kPa was measured. An inert atmosphere was established over 14km from the GAG docking
station. The fire was extinguished and the mine recovered successfully (Parkin, 2003).
Newland Southern Underground
The Newlands Southern underground mine was inertised using the GAG placed at the fan shaft. Little is
known of the outcomes other than there was a failure of the shaft collar some 6 months after the GAG had
been used and the failure was attributed to the hot GAG gases.
Southland
The GAG was deployed to the Southland mine fire in 2003. The use was suspended and the full benefit
of the GAG was not realised due to the mine not being sealed and the GAG product being diluted. The
GAG was run 27 to 29 December 2003. The main fan stopped on 29th December and the mine was
sealed and left to naturally inertise up to 27 January 2014 (Haynes PJ, Davis J Southland).
Carborough Downs
There was a spontaneous combustion identified in a longwall goaf an attempt was made to use the GAG
for inertisation , however due to the fact the mine was not completely sealed and no direct control over the
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ventilation circuit little or no GAG product made it to the longwall. The heating was brought under control
by nitrogen foam injection
CONCLUSIONS
It has been demonstrated that the GAG is an effective tool for whole-mine inertisation. There are clear
outcomes, namely:


Successful deployment of the GAG depends on the mine being effectively sealed.



It is likely to take many days for the GAG to inertise a typical longwall mine in Australia.



Attempting to direct the GAG product to a specific, remote location underground is not practical
without pre-existing infrastructure.



The integrity and position of normal mine ventilation control devices doors/stopping regulators
can have a major influence on the spread of the GAG gas through the mine



GAG temperatures rise to a maximum of 90°C.



Temperatures would rise quickly to levels that would not permit men to survive if they were close
to the GAG docking station.



Areas of rock or coal in the roof and rib that become exposed to high temperatures and humidity
can be expected to experience deterioration.



In the event of an underground emergency access to the portal will be restricted.



Strategically located tube bundle sampling locations appear to be the optimum solution for
monitoring the spread of the GAG gas underground.



The GAG gas can contain up to 300 ppm of carbon monoxide and 200 ppm of hydrogen.
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CONTRAST IN SELF-HEATING RATE BEHAVIOUR FOR COALS
OF SIMILAR RANK
Basil Beamish and Jan Theiler1
ABSTRACT: Adiabatic oven testing of seven coal samples with a similar rank has been conducted,
which demonstrates differences in their self-heating rate behaviours under the mine settings that they
are found in. This has been achieved using a new benchmarking adiabatic test that provides an accurate
means of establishing if a coal can reach thermal runaway and in what minimum timeframe. Four of the
samples reached thermal runaway, but there was a considerable range in the time taken. The shape of
the self-heating rate curves also showed a degree of variation. One of the samples displayed gradual
self-heating over the duration of the test and would have reached thermal runaway eventually. The other
two samples initially self-heated and reached a maximum temperature before the heat loss mechanism
from moisture evaporation dominated and the coal temperature steadily decreased. One of these
samples was retested at a lower moisture state and was able to reach thermal runaway. These results
confirm the importance of testing samples to assess the risk of developing a spontaneous combustion
event.
INTRODUCTION
Adiabatic oven testing has been used routinely by Australian and New Zealand coal mine operations
since the early 1980’s to rate the propensity of coal to spontaneously combust (Humphreys et al., 1981).
A relative rating scale has been applied to the R70 initial self-heating rate parameter normally obtained
from these tests (Beamish and Beamish, 2012). This intrinsic spontaneous combustion propensity rating
enables an assessment to be made of the possible risk of a spontaneous combustion event developing;
however it does not provide an indication of the timeframe in which this can occur. More recently
adiabatic oven testing has been applied to benchmark the time taken to reach thermal runaway
(Beamish and Beamish, 2010, 2011, 2012).
R70 values are strongly rank dependent (Beamish and Arisoy, 2008a,b; Beamish and Beamish, 2012),
with low rank coals having high R70 values (up to 99 °C/h for lignite) and high rank coals having low R70
values (less than 0.5 °C/h for medium and low volatile bituminous coals). Other coal properties such as
mineral matter and coal type (dull or bright) can also affect the R70 value (Beamish and Blazak, 2005;
Beamish and Clarkson, 2006; Beamish and Sainsbury, 2008). This paper presents examples of the
self-heating behaviour of coals with a similar rank that shows considerable contrast in self-heating rates
under moist adiabatic conditions.
COAL SAMPLES AND ADIABATIC TESTING
Seven coal samples of similar rank from Queensland (five samples) and New South Wales (two
samples) were tested in an adiabatic oven to establish their R70 values and to benchmark the time taken
to reach thermal runaway under conditions more closely resembling those of the mine site. The R70
testing procedure is described by Beamish (2005) and essentially involves testing a dried, crushed coal
sample under adiabatic conditions from a fixed starting temperature of 40 C. The benchmarking
procedure, known as SponComSIM™ testing, uses the coal in its as-mined moisture state and a starting
temperature that reflects the site-specific conditions. The results obtained provide both an indication of
the time taken to reach thermal runaway and the characteristic behaviour of the coal as self-heating
progresses. This can be compared against case history coals of known self-heating behaviour.
The coal quality details of the samples are contained in Table 1 and their similarity in coal rank is
demonstrated on a Suggate rank plot (Suggate, 2000) shown in Figure 1. The Suggate rank number for
the samples ranges from 11.0 to 11.5 and the samples are considered to be high volatile bituminous
under the ASTM classification scheme. There is a difference in coal type from high vitrinite (QLD1 and
QLD4 plotting within the New Zealand coal band) to low-medium vitrinite (QLD2, QLD3, QLD5, NSW1
and NSW2 plotting below the New Zealand coal band). Three of the Queensland samples (QLD3, QLD4
and QLD5) are from the one seam and the other two samples (QLD1 and QLD2) come from different
CB3 Mine Services Pty Ltd, PO Box 1089, Mt Ommaney QLD 4074, E-mail: basil@b3miningservices.com, Tel: +61 488 708 949
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mining locations. The two New South Wales samples are from the same seam with NSW1 collected
from the upper part of the seam and NSW2 collected from the lower part of the seam. All of these coals
are mined for thermal coal markets.
Table 1: Coal quality data for Queensland and New South Wales coal samples

Sample

R70
(C/h)

Moisture
content
(%, ar)

Ash
content
(%, db)

Calorific
ASTM
Sulphur Volatile
value
rank
content matter
(Btu/lb,
(%, db) (%, dmmf)
mmmf)

Queensland coals
QLD1

2.74

7.3

8.7

0.31

40.2

13666

hvBb

QLD2

3.42

8.8

13.8

0.26

28.2

13567

hvBb

QLD3

7.35

10.0

4.6

0.33

31.3

13040

hvBb

QLD4

7.78

8.0

2.4

0.62

40.7

13346

hvBb

QLD5

6.34

12.0

4.2

0.57

36.7

12858

hvBb

New South Wales coals
NSW1

6.76

9.1

9.1

0.38

27.8

13277

hvBb

NSW2

4.18

8.1

7.9

0.36

30.0

13541

hvBb

80

70

0

Volatile Matter (%, dmmsf)

1
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Figure 1: Suggate rank plot of coal samples used in adiabatic testing
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ADIABATIC TESTING RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
R70 values
The R70 self-heating rate curves for all the samples are shown in Figure 2. The Queensland samples
show a range of R70 values from 2.74 °C/h to 7.78 °C/h, which rates these coals as having a high to very
high intrinsic spontaneous combustion propensity for Queensland conditions (Beamish and Beamish,
2012). The New South Wales samples have a narrower range and rate this coal seam as having a high
intrinsic spontaneous combustion propensity based on New South Wales conditions (Beamish and
Beamish, 2012). The lower R70 values for the QLD1 and QLD2 samples may be related to a combination
of higher ash contents and a slightly elevated rank compared to the other Queensland samples. The
difference in the R70 values of the New South Wales samples may be related to a subtle difference in the
mineral matter assemblage present in each sample. The lower part of the seam is believed to contain
the mineral Dawsonite, similar to other seams in this region (Zhao et al., 2014), which may be acting as
a natural block to oxygen availability to reactive sites.
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Figure 2: Adiabatic self-heating curves for a range of Queensland and New South Wales high
volatile bituminous coals under dry conditions
Self-heating performance
The SponComSIM™ test results are shown in Figure 3. Despite the similarity in coal rank of the samples
there is a clear set of contrasting behaviours displayed by the coals under these test conditions. Not all
of the samples reached thermal runaway.
Sample QLD1, which has the lowest moisture content of the samples and the lowest R70 value gradually
self-heats to thermal runaway (Figure 3), and the shape of the self-heating curve is similar to the R70
self-heating rate curve (Figure 2). The main difference is that it takes 136 hours to reach 160 °C
compared with 16 hours in the dry state used for the R70 test.
Sample QLD2 has a higher R70 value than sample QLD1, but it also has a higher moisture content (8.8%
cf 7.3%). In this case the increased moisture content of the coal is sufficient to provide a higher heat loss
from moisture evaporation as the coal temperature increases from the oxidation reaction. Consequently,
the coal initially self-heats to a maximum temperature of 53 °C before the heat loss from moisture
evaporation exceeds the heat gained from coal oxidation and subsequently the temperature of the coal
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decreases (Figure 3). This result emphasises the importance of this heat balance mechanism in
governing whether an intrinsically reactive coal can reach thermal runaway.
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Figure 3: Adiabatic self-heating curves for a range of Queensland and New South Wales high
volatile bituminous coals under moist conditions
This heat balance mechanism is further demonstrated by the self-heating performance of the QLD3,
QLD4 and QLD5 coal samples. All three samples are identified as very reactive from the R70 test results,
but it is clear that the time to thermal runaway under normal mine conditions is strongly modified by the
moisture content present in the coal. In this case QLD4 reaches thermal runaway in the shortest time
due to having the lowest moisture content (8.0%) and QLD5, which has the highest moisture content
(12.0%) does not reach thermal runaway at all (Figure 3). Instead QLD5 displays a similar self-heating
curve to QLD2 and reaches a maximum temperature of 64 °C before the heat loss from moisture
evaporation exceeds the heat gained from coal oxidation and subsequently the temperature of the coal
decreases. A replicate sample of QLD5 was tested at a lower moisture content of 9.3% to confirm the
influence of the moisture on the coal self-heating performance. This result is shown in Figure 3 and it
can be seen that the self-heating curve falls between QLD3 and QLD4, consistent with the moisture
content difference between the samples.
Sample QLD3 shows a noticeable inflection in the self-heating curve once the coal temperature exceeds
80 °C. This is referred to as a moisture shoulder and is the result of the on-going heat balance response
between heat loss from moisture evaporation and heat gain from coal oxidation. As the coal dries out
more reactive sites become available for the oxidation reaction to continue and in this case it appears
that once the coal temperature exceeds 100 °C the coal temperature rapidly progresses to thermal
runaway.
The intrinsic coal reactivity of NSW1 is just over 50% higher than NSW2 as shown by the difference in
their R70 values (Table 1). This difference is sufficient for NSW1 to reach thermal runaway in a shorter
timeframe than NSW2 despite having 1% more moisture content. There also appears to be a
fundamental difference between the self-heating response of NSW1 and QLD3. Despite having a higher
moisture content QLD3 reaches thermal runaway in a shorter timeframe than NSW1. This may be due to
subtle differences in the pore structure of the two coals as a result of their different basinal histories both
during and after coalification. Reactive sites may be more readily available in the QLD3 sample than in
the NSW1 sample.
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CONCLUSION
Coal self-heating performance is not a simple predictable behaviour. There are many competing
influences and mechanisms taking place that can moderate whether a spontaneous combustion event
can take place. The overall outcome is governed by the heat balance, which is a function of the
interaction between coal intrinsic properties and site-specific extrinsic factors. Coals of quite similar rank
can display contrasting self-heating behaviours due to these parameters. This has been demonstrated
from adiabatic oven testing of thermal coals from Queensland and New South Wales. Essentially, one of
the key controls identified by this testing is the importance of the interaction that takes place between the
moisture in the coal and intrinsic oxidation reaction rate.
Higher moisture content coals display an inflection in the self-heating rate curve due to the competing
effects of heat loss from moisture evaporation and heat gain from coal oxidation. This prolongs the time
taken to reach thermal runaway and is an important feature of coal self-heating performance that needs
to be identified. In some cases the heat loss mechanism from moisture evaporation is sufficient to
overcome the heat gain from oxidation and results in the coal losing temperature and therefore it is not
able to achieve thermal runaway in a practical timeframe or not at all.
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THE HAZELWOOD MINE FIRE 2014
David Cliff1
ABSTRACT: On 9 February 2014 a fire began in the open cut brown coal mine at Hazelwood near
Morwell in Victoria. This fire burnt for 45 days before it was extinguished. The fire necessitated the
evacuation of parts of Morwell and required a major coordinated fire-fighting effort. The severity of the
fire and the impact upon the local community caused the Victorian Government to institute a Board of
Inquiry (Teague et al., 2014). This paper discusses the information presented to the Board of Inquiry into
this fire and the conclusions and recommendation of the Inquiry, focussing on what caused the fire and
what could be done to prevent a recurrence. This paper draws heavily on the Board’s published report of
over 430 pages (Teague et al., 2014) and is the source of the information unless otherwise stated.
INTRODUCTION
The Latrobe Valley coal reserves are unique and are characterised by a relatively thin layer of soil and
clay overburden covering massive coal seams that are on average 100 metres thick. This makes
accessing the vast brown coal reserves in the Latrobe Valley relatively easy compared with elsewhere in
the world.
The Hazelwood Mine provides approximately 25 per cent of Victoria’s baseline electricity supply. Coal
was first discovered at Morwell were discovered in the late nineteenth century by the Great Morwell Coal
Mining Company. The State Electricity Commission of Victoria (SECV) acquired the Hazelwood mine
site in 1924. The SECV established the Hazelwood mine, then known as the Morwell Open Cut in 1949,
in order to supply brown coal to the adjoining briquette works, to supply the increase in power demands
post world war two. Mining operations initially commenced in 1955 in what is now known as the east
field, bounded at the north by the northern batters.
The Hazelwood mine was further developed from the late 1950s. Between 1964 and 1971, the
Hazelwood Power Station was built and demand for coal from the Hazelwood mine increased
dramatically. The Hazelwood pondage was constructed in the early 1970s to establish a supply of
cooling water for the Hazelwood Power Station. Mining of the east field continued until about 1980. The
Hazelwood mine then expanded to the south-west, then to the south-east and then west again, where
the operational area of the mine is now situated. Under the current proposed mining schedule, mining at
the Hazelwood mine will continue to the west and then to the north before the anticipated closure of the
mine in 2031.
The Victorian Government privatised the SECV in the early to mid-1990s, and its power stations were
sold separately to overseas interests.
The Hazelwood mine, including the land on which it operates, is owned by the Hazelwood Power
Partnership. Since 7 June 2013, the four partners have been subsidiaries of International Power
(Australia) Holdings Pty Ltd. This company is in turn jointly owned by subsidiaries of GDF Suez S.A. (72
per cent ownership) and Mitsui & Co Ltd (28 per cent ownership). GDF Suez S.A. is a global energy
company with corporate headquarters in France.
Fire is a well-known occurrence in mines in the Latrobe Valley, and there have been a number of fires in
the past ten years at the Hazelwood mine, most recently in 2005, 2006 and 2008. On each of these
occasions the fire initiated in a single location, rapidly increased in size, fanned by strong winds and took
a number of days to extinguish (Potter, 2008).
THE MINE
The Latrobe Valley currently contains three huge open cut brown coal mines. Open cut brown coal
mines are particularly vulnerable to fire. Laboratory reactivity tests place the coal in the exceptionally
high category (Beamish and Arisoy, 2008) due to its low rank. The coal is only stable when wet (inherent
moisture is about 60 % by weight). If the coal was dried, any fire initiated in the coal would spread
quickly and be difficult to extinguish. The coal is not stockpiled but burnt as soon as possible after being
1
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mined. Hazelwood open cut mine is shown in figure 1. The mine stretches approximately 5km from west
to east and about 2.5 km from south to north at the widest point. The area being extracted is located in
the south west of the pit.

Figure 1: Aerial view of the mine (Teague et al., 2014)
THE EVENT
Victoria experienced one of its hottest and driest summers on record in 2014. In mid-January 2014,
Melbourne endured its most prolonged heatwave since 1908, with four consecutive days over 40°C.
Between 7 and 9 February 2014, emergency services and firefighting resources were committed to
responding to multiple significant fires across the State and within the Latrobe Valley. The Fire Services
Commissioner and the Chief Health Officer made several announcements warning the community about
the potential for extreme weather conditions and associated fire and health risks. On 9 February 2014,
the entire State of Victoria was facing the most extreme weather conditions since Black Saturday.
This weather had the effect of drying out the abandoned areas of the mine leaving the exposed batters
in the north and east in a reactive state. The predominant wind at this time came from the
north-west/south-west that would tend to fan any fire along the exposed batters and the abandoned area
of the mine.
The Hazelwood mine fire that began on 9 February 2014 was the largest and longest burning mine fire
that has occurred in the Latrobe Valley to date. The fire was not a spontaneous combustion event. The
fire was probably caused by embers spotting into the Hazelwood mine from bushfires burning in close
proximity to the mine. The mine fire burned for 45 days and sent smoke and ash over the town of
Morwell and surrounding areas for much of that time.
The Hazelwood mine fire was not only a major complex fire emergency but also posed a serious public
health emergency.
The impact of the Hazelwood mine fire on the Latrobe Valley community has been significant. People
have been affected in many ways. First and foremost, the community has experienced adverse health
effects and may be affected for an indeterminate period into the future.
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In addition there have been significant financial impacts on many people, including medical costs,
veterinary costs, time taken off work, relocation from their homes and cleaning their homes. Local
businesses have suffered a downturn in business, and the costs of cleaning their businesses. There is
also the possible decrease in property values.
It is impossible to quantify the cost of the Hazelwood mine fire, but the Board of Inquiry estimated the
total cost borne by the Victorian Government, the local community and the operator of the Hazelwood
mine, GDF Suez, exceeds $100 million.
During the Inquiry, the State and GDF Suez expressed a commitment to undertake numerous additional
actions in response to the Hazelwood mine fire. The Board of Inquiry made 18 recommendations to the
State and GDF Suez, which have been drafted taking into account the feasibility of implementation, as
well as the issues raised by the Latrobe Valley community.
THE SOURCE OF THE FIRE
The Hazelwood mine fire was not just one fire, it started as a series of smaller fires that ignited in the
northern, eastern and south-eastern batters and floor of the Hazelwood mine on 9 February 2014.
There is difficulty in determining with precision which of the external fires was responsible for the
spotting of embers into the mine. On the evidence provided, spotting from the Hernes Oak fire was the
more likely cause of the Hazelwood mine fire, while spotting from the Driffield fire may have also
contributed. Both the Hernes Oak fire and the Driffield fire are regarded by Victoria Police as suspicious
and both are the subject of ongoing investigation.
The probability of embers spotting into the Hazelwood mine was supported by clear evidence from
several mine employees, contemporaneous photographs and video, expert evidence and computer
simulations of likely fire behaviour on 9 February 2014. Figure 2 shows possible fire sources and area of
the mine affected.

Figure 2: Possible sources of the fire and areas of the mine that burnt (Teauge et al., 2014)
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE INQUIRY AND COMMENTS
The discussion on the causes of the fire and what can be done to minimise the potential for a repeat
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including mitigating any potential consequences is best framed in terms of the recommendations of the
Board of Inquiry.
The recommendations of the inquiry focus in two different areas: the State and GDF Suez, the operator
of the mine. The term ‘State’ is used broadly in the recommendations to refer to the Victorian
Government, the Victorian public service, and public entities such as Emergency Management Victoria,
the Country Fire Authority, the Environment Protection Authority and the Victorian WorkCover Authority.
Recommendations relevant to the State are generally not prescriptive in terms of the entity tasked with
implementation.
The first recommendation relates to mandating a plan to implement the recommendations of the Inquiry
and the commitments made by GDF SUEZ, and to report on the progress made in their implementation.
Recommendation 1
The State empowers and require the Auditor-General or another appropriate agency, to:



oversee the implementation of these recommendations and the commitments made by the
State and GDF Suez during this Inquiry; and
report publicly every year for the next three years on the progress made in implementing
recommendations and commitments.

The next two recommendations relate to the need to improve the rapidity and complexity of the response
to an incident by external agencies. It is interesting to note that most Queensland coal mines operate
emergency response plans based upon the Australasian Inter-service Incident Management System
and it is the model recommended by the Mines Rescue Service of New South Wales.
Recommendation 2
The State establish, for any future incident, integrated incident management teams with
GDF Suez and other Victorian essential industry providers, to:



require that emergency services personnel work with GDF Suez and other appropriate essential
industry providers; and
implement the Australasian Inter-service Incident Management System.

Recommendation 3
The State enact legislation, to:



require Integrated Fire Management Planning; and
authorise the Emergency Management Commissioner to develop and implement regional and
municipal fire management plans.

The next recommendation enhances the capacity of the legislation to consider the potential impacts of
fire on the adjacent community, and the capacity of the government to monitor compliance with this.
Recommendation 4
The State:



bring forward the commencement date of s.16 of the Mineral Resources (Sustainable
Development) Amendment Act 2014 (Vic), to facilitate the requirement that approved work
plans specifically address fire prevention, mitigation and suppression; and
acquire the expertise necessary to monitor and enforce compliance with fire risk measures
adopted by the Victorian coal mining industry under both the mine licensing and occupational
health and safety regimes.

One of the major issues identified was the time taken to assess the potential health impact of the smoke
from the fire on the population of Morwell. In particular the capacity to assess the potential health
impacts from fine particles sub 2.5 micrometres in diameter (PM 2.5) was recognised as being
inadequate. The Victorian EPA was not equipped to respond to the monitoring requirements of such a
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fire. Further, it was recognised that more work was needed to quantify the potential health impacts and
to try to establish a full national ambient air quality standard for PM2.5 rather than the current advisory
standard. The potential exposure of fire fighters to carbon monoxide from the fire was also a concern to
the Inquiry. Due to the level of uncertainty of the potential health impacts on the local population the
Inquiry recommended a long-term health study of the residents.
Recommendation 5
The State equip itself to undertake rapid air quality monitoring in any location in Victoria, to:



collect all relevant data, including data on PM2.5, carbon monoxide and ozone; and
ensure this data is used to inform decision-making within 24 hours of the incident occurring.

Recommendation 6
The State take the lead in advocating for a national compliance standard for PM2.5.
Recommendation 7
The State review and revise the community carbon monoxide response protocol and the firefighter
carbon monoxide response protocol, to:






ensure both protocols are consistent with each other;
ensure both protocols include assessment methods and trigger points for specific responses;
ensure GDF Suez and other appropriate essential industry providers are required to adopt and
apply the firefighter carbon monoxide protocol; and
inform all firefighters about the dangers of carbon monoxide poisoning, and in particular
highlight the increased risks for those with health conditions and those who are pregnant.

Recommendation 8
The State review and revise the Bushfire Smoke Protocol and the PM2.5 Health Protection Protocol, to:



ensure both protocols are consistent with each other; and
ensure both protocols include assessment methods and trigger points for specific responses.

Recommendation 9
The State develop and widely disseminate an integrated State Smoke Guide, to:




incorporate the proposed State Smoke Plan for the management of public health impacts from
large scale, extended smoke events;
include updated Bushfire Smoke, carbon monoxide and PM2.5 protocols; and
provide practical advice and support materials to employers, communities and individuals on
how to minimise the harmful effects of smoke.

Recommendation 10
The State should continue the long-term health study, and:




extend the study to at least 20 years;
appoint an independent board, which includes Latrobe Valley community representatives, to
govern the study; and
direct that the independent board publish regular progress reports.

Communications during the fire came under close scrutiny and there were a number of instances where
inadequate communications occurred between the various emergency response agencies and also by
the agencies with the public. Appropriate risk communication with the public is difficult to achieve and
relates not just to information but establishing and maintaining trust so that the information is accepted.
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Recommendation 11
The State review and revise its communication strategy, to:



ensure all emergency response agencies have, or have access to, the capability and resources
needed for effective and rapid public communications during an emergency; and
ensure, where appropriate, that private operators of essential infrastructure are included in the
coordination of public communications during an emergency concerning that infrastructure.

Recommendation 12
The State, led by Emergency Management Victoria, develop a community engagement model for
emergency management to ensure all State agencies and local governments engage with communities
and already identified trusted networks as an integral component of emergency management planning.
The remaining recommendations relate to improving the capacity of the mine operator to prevent and
control such an event in the future. Some of the recommendations relate to improved capacity in terms
of preparedness and equipment redundancy whilst others relate to improved planning and risk
assessment and control.
Recommendation 13
GDF Suez revise its Emergency Response Plan, to:





require an increased state of readiness on days of Total Fire Ban;
require pre-establishment of an Emergency Command Centre;
require pre-positioning of an accredited Incident Controller as Emergency Commander; and
require any persons nominated as Emergency Commander to have incident controller
accreditation and proficiency in the use of the Australasian Inter-service Incident Management
System.

Recommendation 14
GDF Suez establish enhanced back-up power supply arrangements that do not depend wholly on mains
power, to:



ensure that the Emergency Command Centre can continue to operate if mains power is lost;
and
ensure that the reticulated fire services water system can operate with minimal disruption if
mains power is lost.

Recommendation 15
GDF Suez:




conduct, assisted by an independent consultant, a risk assessment of the likelihood and
consequences of fire in the worked out areas of the Hazelwood mine, and an assessment of the
most effective fire protection for the exposed coal surfaces;
prepare an implementation plan that ensures the most effective and reasonably practicable
controls are in place to eliminate or reduce the risk of fire; and
implement the plan.

Recommendation 16
GDF Suez:
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review its ‘Mine Fire Service Policy and Code of Practice’ so that it reflects industry best practice
and ensures that, by taking a risk management approach, it is suitable for fire prevention,
mitigation and suppression in all parts of the Hazelwood mine; and
incorporate the revised ‘Mine Fire Service Policy and Code of Practice’ into the approved work
plan for the Hazelwood mine.
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Recommendation 17
GDF Suez adopt and apply the firefighter carbon monoxide response protocol.
Recommendation 18
GDF Suez improve its crisis management communication strategy for the Hazelwood mine in line with
international best practice.
CONCLUSION
The fire in the open cut at Hazelwood in February 2014 caused major disruption to the local community
as well as major costs to the state. The Board of Inquiry established to inquire into the incident found
that there were major deficiencies in the way the fire was treated. The Board of Inquiry did not accept the
position of the mine operator that the fire was not reasonably predictable – a “Perfect Storm”. It found
that more should have been done to prevent such an occurrence.
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TRANSLATING ROAD SAFETY RESEARCH ON NIGHT-TIME
VISIBILITY TO THE CONTEXT OF MINING
Joanne Wood1, David Cliff2 and R Burgess-Limerick3
ABSTRACT: In recent years a significant amount of research has been undertaken in collision
avoidance and personnel location technology in order to reduce the number of incidents involving
pedestrians and mobile plant equipment which are a high risk in underground coal mines. Improving the
visibility of pedestrians to drivers would potentially reduce the likelihood of these incidents. In the road
safety context, a variety of approaches have been used to make pedestrians more conspicuous to
drivers at night (including vehicle and roadway lighting technologies and night vision enhancement
systems). However, emerging research from our group and others has demonstrated that clothing
incorporating retroreflective markers on the movable joints as well as the torso can provide highly
significant improvements in pedestrian visibility in reduced illumination. Importantly, retroreflective
markers are most effective when positioned on the moveable joints creating a sensation of “biological
motion”. Based only on the motion of points on the moveable joints of an otherwise invisible body,
observers can quickly recognize a walking human form, and even correctly judge characteristics such as
gender and weight. An important and as yet unexplored question is whether the benefits of these
retroreflective clothing configurations translate to the context of mining where workers are operating
under low light conditions. Given that the benefits of biomotion clothing are effective for both young and
older drivers, as well as those with various eye conditions common in those >50 years reinforces their
potential application in the mining industry which employs many workers in this age bracket. This paper
will summarise the visibility benefits of retroreflective markers in a biomotion configuration for the mining
industry, highlighting that this form of clothing has the potential to be an affordable and convenient way
to provide a sizeable safety benefit. It does not involve modifications to vehicles, drivers, or
infrastructure. Instead, adding biomotion markings to standard retroreflective vests can enhance the
night-time conspicuity of mining workers by capitalising on perceptual capabilities that have already
been well documented.
INTRODUCTION
The problem
Collisions between mine vehicles and other vehicles, personnel and infrastructure continue to be one of
the main causes of fatal accidents in the mining industry, with reports that among the 112 fatalities that
occurred in the mining, exploration and extraction industries in Australia during 1998 - 2008, vehicle
collisions accounted for ~28% and claimed the lives of 31 people (Kizil et al., 2011).
Collisions between pedestrians and mining equipment are a particularly high risk in underground mines,
although interactions between pedestrians and vehicles also occur at surface mines.
Consequently, there has been a significant amount of research undertaken in collision avoidance and
personnel location technology in order to reduce the relatively high number of incidents involving
pedestrians and mobile plant equipment, given the unacceptably high risk they represent in
underground coal mines. Improving the visibility of pedestrians to drivers would potentially reduce the
likelihood of these incidents.
Improving pedestrian visibility
In the context of road safety, a variety of approaches have been used to make pedestrians more
conspicuous to drivers at night, these have included vehicle and roadway lighting technologies and night
vision enhancement systems. This has been a particular focus given that crash statistics indicate that
1
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when adjusted for mileage, the night-time fatality rate is two to four times higher than that for daytime
(NHTSA, 2005) and night-time crashes are more severe than those occurring in the day (Plainis et al.,
2006). The night-time elevation in road safety risk is even greater for collisions between vehicles and
pedestrians who are up to seven times more vulnerable to a fatal collision at night than in the day
(Sullivan and Flannagan, 2002).
Although multiple factors, including alcohol and fatigue, may contribute to the elevated night-time fatality
rate, the basic difference between night and daytime driving is the reduction in illumination at night. The
increase in crash rates, particularly collisions with pedestrians, cyclists, and other low-contrast obstacles
during night-time driving, has been largely attributed to poor visibility (Owens and Sivak, 1996). It has
also been suggested that even the low illumination levels available from a full moon can have a positive
effect on pedestrian fatalities. For example, pedestrian fatalities were 22% lower on nights with a full
moon than on moonless nights (Sivak et al., 2007). The problems of poor visibility at night are further
compounded by drivers’ misjudgment of their own visual limitations, where drivers’ confidence appears
to be largely based upon their lane-keeping ability at night, which is relatively unimpaired compared to
the significant loss in ‘focal’ vision evident under low light conditions (Owens and Tyrrell, 1999, Owens,
2003).
An important challenge is to better understand the problems involved in driving under reduced light
levels where there has been only limited research, despite the risk to safety, particularly for vulnerable
road users such as pedestrians. In addition, there has been a widespread emergence of night vision
systems and other devices which are believed to assist in night-time driving, including near and far
infrared night vision systems (Tsimhoni et al., 2004) and adaptive headlights. These interventions
require rigorous evaluation and validation under as realistic driving conditions as possible to ensure that
they actually do provide tangible safety benefits for all road users.
Research from our group and others has clearly demonstrated that clothing incorporating retroreflective
markers positioned on the moveable joints that create a sensation of “biological motion” has potential
benefits for improving night-time visibility. Biological motion is a compelling visual phenomenon, where
based only on the motion of point-lights on the moveable joints of an otherwise invisible body, observers
can quickly recognize a range of features of the moving human form (Blake and Shiffrar, 2007).
Biological motion
The effect of biological motion was first demonstrated more than four decades ago (Johansson, 1973),
as an extension of psychophysical research into motion perception, where the moving point-lights on the
joints of a moving person were sufficient to perceive a human form. Since that time there has been an
extensive body of research that has demonstrated that such point-light walkers are able to convey
information about gender (Kozlowski and Cutting, 1977), identity of walkers (Troje et al., 2005),
emotions (Roether et al., 2008), and even to the estimation of the weight of lifted objects (Bingham,
1993).
Research to improve night-time conspicuity of pedestrians
Our research has demonstrated that clothing that incorporates retroreflective markers on the moveable
joints (ankles, knees, shoulders, waist, elbows and wrists) which are illuminated by oncoming headlights
produce similar visibility benefits to that of the biological motion effect of point-light walkers (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Example of biomotion clothing for improving pedestrian conspicuity at night
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Our studies have demonstrated that retroreflective strips positioned in the full biomotion pattern provide
substantial advantages for improving pedestrian visibility over and above that of retroreflective material
positioned on the torso, such as retroreflective vests. In one of our closed road studies, for example,
drivers using low beam headlights recognised a pedestrian walking while wearing biomotion markers at
a distance that was 3.4 times greater than when the same pedestrian wore a vest that included an equal
amount of retroreflective material (148m compared to 43m) (Wood et al., 2005). Importantly, these
studies clearly demonstrate that it is the configuration and not the amount of retroreflective material that
determines pedestrian conspicuity. Our other research has also shown that the visibility advantages of
biomotion configurations are relatively robust to the effects of driver age (Wood et al., 2005, Owens et
al., 2007, Wood et al., 2014a), visual impairment (Wood et al., 2012a, Wood et al., 2010), headlight
glare (Wood et al., 2012a) and the visual clutter surrounding the pedestrian (Tyrrell et al., 2009). Field
studies at real road worker sites have also demonstrated improvements in perceived conspicuity of
roadworkers (Wood et al., 2011), which are reflected in recent closed road studies (Wood et al., 2014b).
We have also demonstrated that an adapted form of biomotion markers attached to the ankles and
knees have significant benefits for improving bicyclist conspicuity, over and above that of a standard
retroreflective cycling vest (Wood et al., 2012b).
Previous research has also demonstrated that a key element of the visibility problem of vulnerable
road users, including pedestrians and cyclists, is their failure to appreciate the extent of the problem
and their tendency to overestimate their own visibility to oncoming drivers (Tyrrell et al., 2004b, Wood
et al., 2013). In the only study that sought to alter pedestrians’ estimates of their own visibility, it was
demonstrated that a lecture-based delivery of information on night-time visibility effectively changed
subsequent judgments of visibility by pedestrians in an on-road situation (Tyrrell et al., 2004a). This
research provides reason for optimism about translating the findings from our research into safety
benefits for workers over and above the benefits gained by using biomotion. We have recently
developed a video-based intervention that similarly outlines the problems of the conspicuity of
pedestrians under low light levels, highlighting the need to be aware of difficulties that drivers have in
seeing pedestrians at night-time, particularly older drivers and those with visual impairment, and the
utility and value of biomotion markings in relation to other clothing configurations. There is potential
application for effective and easily implementable interventions like this in the context of mining
organisations, which have the potential to change both knowledge and behaviour of workers with
ultimate benefits for workplace safety.
Low illumination levels are a constant hazard associated with underground mines, and are also
associated with night-time operations at surface mines. The importance of retroreflective markings on
clothing is recognized by the mining industry and is a standard on all sites. Some sites also mandate
reflective strips on upper and lower body. The location of these retroreflective markings to coincide
with the anatomical joints in the biomotion pattern constitutes a relatively low-cost modification to these
standards.
CONCLUSIONS
The adoption of retroreflective markers in a biomotion configuration has the potential to be an affordable
and practical way to provide a sizeable safety benefit in the mining context. It does not involve
modifications to vehicles, drivers, or infrastructure; instead, adding biomotion markings to standard vests
can enhance the night-time conspicuity of workers by capitalising on perceptual capabilities that are
already well established.
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CAUSES OF DYNAMIC OVERBREAK AND CONTROL
MEASURES TAKEN AT THE ALBORZ TUNNEL, IRAN
Mohammad Farouq Hossaini1, Mohammad Mohammadi2, Nabiollah
Hajiantilaki2 and Alireza Tavallaie2
ABSTRACT: Drilling and blasting is widely used in underground excavation projects, where the amount
of damage to the surrounding rock mass is crucially important, due to its impact on the safety of
working environment and operational costs,. The causes of overbreak in the Alborz Tunnel of Iran are
evaluted. In this regard, ten rounds of presplitting and 11 rounds of smooth blasting methods were
carried out to determine the dominancy of ground condition over the blasting pattern characteristics.
Further study was undertaken to identify the most important parameters of ground condition affecting
the overbreak area. These parameters include; joint condition, spacing, orientation, RQD and type of
rock mass. As the characteristics of the blasting pattern have very little effect on the amount of
overbreak, the smooth blasting technique was chosen for the future operations where the current
ground condition is going to be dealt with for about 500 meters of length, based on the data acquired
from the Alborz Exploratory Tunnel. Results of this investigation helped to solve disputes between
contractors and clients over the issue of permissible overbreak.
INTRODUCTION
Overbreak is the result of damage to surrounding rock mass, which can be quantified as the extra cost
involved in additional removal of muckpile and the application of extra support. Overbreak either occurs
immediately after blasting or within time durations, which are dynamic and quasi-static type respectively
(Mandal and Singh, 2009).
As an undesirable phenomenon in underground construction practices, overbreak can occur due to the
effect of the ground conditions and the nature of excavation operations (Ibarra et al., 1996). However,
the factors influencing the smoothness and softness of the perimeter can be classified into four
categories namely: drilling accuracy, perimeter hole spacing and loading (charging), treatment of firstrow-in holes and geology (McKown, 1984). A summary of factors affecting overbreak is depicted in
Figure 1. The occurrence of excessive overbreak can incur an additional cost for controlling the percent
of overbreak, which is crucially important in any underground excavation project. Thus, during this
investigation, smooth and presplitting methods of blasting were carried out to minimize the overbreak
percentage in the Alborz Tunnel of Iran. The nature of overbreak after carrying these different blasting
patterns was analyzed and decisions made towards the causes of dynamic overbreak.

Figure 1: Summary of the causes of overbreak (Kim and Moon, 2013)
1
2
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Case study
The Albroz Tunnel is the largest one with an approximate length of 6400 to be excavated along the
Tehran-Shomal freeway in Iran. The rock mass type blasted during this study was Tuff. A combination
of black and grey Tuffs comprise the face of the excavation, where the uniaxial compressive strength of
rock material for both types varies from 70 to 120 MPa. The thickness of alternative Tuff layers differs
from 60 to 600 mm and the orientation of these layers with regard to the tunnel axis is fair as reported
by Wickham et al., (1972). Three different joint sets exist in addition to bedding surfaces. The
characteristics of these discontinuity sets are presented in Table 1. The geomechanical evaluation of
Tuffs of the Alborz region of Iran is reported by Yassaghi et al., (2005). A schematic view of the
alternation of black and grey Tuffs is displayed in Figure 2.
Table 1: Properties and condition of discontinuities of the rock mass under investigation
System
I
II
III
IV

Type

dip/dip direction

Bedding
Joint
Joint
Joint

15/244
65/090-086
78/140
84/183

Roughness
Smooth
Smooth
Slightly Rough
Slightly Rough

undulating
planar
planar
planar

Spacing (cm)
6 - 50
35 - 45
20 - 25
15 - 18

Figure 2: bedding condition in the face of excavation (schematic view)
Blasting practices in the alborz tunnel
As the characteristics of contour holes have a great influence on the results of blasting with respect to
overbreak and underbreak, the presplitting and smooth blasting methods of controlled blasting were
carried out in the Alborz Tunnel to acquire the intended tunnel profile with minimum possible overbreak.
The characteristics of contour holes in the blasting patterns for both presplitting and smooth blasting
are presented in Table 2. The implementation of these blasting patterns was strictly supervised in both
drilling and charging stages ensure the accurate execution of designed patterns for 21 blasting rounds.
However, the results of blasting did not cause any noticeable changes in the amount and nature of the
overbreak due to the orientation of bedding with the tunnel axis. The acquired tunnel profile after each
blasting round (either by pre-splitting or by smooth blasting) was as depicted in Figure 3, obtained via
electronic surveying. Figure 4 shows the charging process and post blast profile of the tunnel. The
dominancy of ground condition over the blasting pattern condition was concluded as a result of
performing different controlled blasting methods. Therefore, it should be noticed in the definition of
permissible overbreak for this section of the Alborz Tunnel, to consider the right values of constants to
represent the ground condition, as suggested by Ibbara et al., (1972). The difference in the amount of
overbreak in right and left sections of the tunnel profile shows the effect and dominancy of ground
condition over blasting pattern characteristics. The mechanism of overbreak in right section is due to
sliding whereas it is due to block failure in left part. Due to the dominancy of ground condition on the
overbreak the smooth blasting method is preferred compared to pre-splitting as it needs less drilling
holes.
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Table 2: Characteristics of contour zone in presplitting and smooth blasting methods
performed in the Alborz Tunnel
Blasting method
Presplitting
Smooth blasting

Spacing
(cm)
50
70

Charge density in
drill holes (kg/m)
0.24
0.2

Hole diameter
(mm)
51
51

Charge diameter
(mm)
27
27

Powder factor of
3
contour zone (kg/m )
0.44
0.28

Figure 3: Overbreak of blasting rounds in the Alborz Tunnel
Geological causes of overbreak
The results of the presplitting and smooth blasting techniques revealed the dominancy of geological
conditions over blasting patterns on overbreak occurrence in the study area. Therefore, a further study
was carried out to determine specific causes of overbreak related to geological conditions which can be
of great importance in future uses of presplitting and smooth blasting techniques in the Alborz Tunnel as
well as any other tunneling cases.

Figure 4: Charging process and resulted profile after blasting
A wide range of research has been carried out to obtain a reliable method for determination of the
amount of damage and overbreak on the surrounding rock mass caused as a result of blasting. Almost
all parameters, used for determination of damage level to surrounding rock mass, are related to ground
condition, showing the importance of geological features as the main cause of overbreak. Some of
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these parameters include Peak Particle Velocity (PPV), rock density, P-wave velocity, dynamic tensile
strength of rock, site quality constant, Young’s modulus, uniaxial tensile strength of rock, joint
orientation and rock mass strength (Langefors and Kihlström, 1967; Holmberg and Persson, 1979;
McKenzie, 1994; Yu and Vongpaisals, 1996; Innaurato et al., 1998; Johansen and Mathiesen, 2000).
Jointing is the most critical aspect of stability and damage level to the surrounding rock mass and thus
the stability of underground structure should be considered in terms of joint condition, spacing and
orientation (Cunningham and Goetzsche, 1990). The following are some likely results of some
investigations on the causes of overbreak in underground blasting, in cases with ground condition
similar to the Albroz Tunnel.












Excessive overbreak can occur where open joints containing gouge are encountered
(Cunningham and Goetzsche, 1990).Filled open joints are present in parts of the Alborz Tunnel
under investigation.
Noticeable overbreak even in case of low values of powder factor and high advance per blast
can occur in weak and fair rocks (Chakraborty et al., 1994). The rock mass under this
investigation is categorized as fair rock mass.
The surrounding rock mass will be prone to excessive overbreak as the result of blasting if the
Rock Quality Designation (RQD) index of rock mass is lower than 70% (Cunningham and
Goetzsche, 1990). The RQD of the surrounding rock mass in this study is 60%.
The excavation profile can be controlled by joint orientation to such a degree that it can be
worthwhile to either change the design profile, or alter the position or orientation of the
excavation. This would be of great importance if the plane runs diagonally across the tunnel
and parallel to it (Cunningham and Goetzsche, 1990). Almost the same situation is present in
the area covered by this study.
Joint orientation of 60o to 90o, preserving the intended shape of the tunnel would be very
difficult. The situation probably will be beyond blasting control for joint angles less than 15o
(Cunningham and Goetzsche, 1990). Joint angle is less than 15o in the area under this
investigation.
Perimeter problems can be expected in the jointed rock mass, where the drilling pattern is
wider than the joint spacing (Cunningham and Goetzsche, 1990). Due to very small spacing of
the beddings and joint sets, the drilling pattern was wider than the joint spacing in the area of
this study.

The quality of surrounding rock mass is therefore determined as the most dominant affecting parameter
on the percent of overbreak in the study area. The same condition of surrounding rock mass in the
Alborz Tunnel is going to be dealt with for about another 500 m based on the geological maps obtained
from the Alborz Exploratory Tunnel. Thus, the obtained results from this research can be very helpful in
dealing with blasting pattern design, overbreak considerations and disputes between the contractor and
client over the issue of permissible overbreak.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Different causes affecting overbreak were analyzed in the Alborz Tunnel using controlled methods of
presplitting and smooth blasting. Two blasting methods were carried out for 21 rounds of blasting (10
rounds of presplitting and 11 rounds of smooth blasting) the results of which are as follows:




The excavated profile after each blasting round was almost the same as other rounds of
blasting for both presplitting and smooth blasting methods showing that the nature of blasting
patterns have very little influence on the percent of overbreak due to dominancy of the ground
condition.
The differences between the nature of overbreak in the right and left parts of the cross section
occurred as aconsequence of bedding orientation with regard to tunnel axis. These states of
overbreak also proved the dominancy of ground condition over the blasting pattern
characteristics.
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As there is no considerable change in the percent of overbreak, the smooth blasting method
was chosen to be carried out in the blasting patterns due to its lower drilling requirements
compared to presplitting method.
Joint condition, orientation, spacing, RQD and rock mass type, as the factors defining ground
condition, were determined to be the most important factors influencing the results of blasting
as follows:

1. Joint condition: Open joint sets were encountered.
2. Joint orientation: The angle of discontinuity sets with regard to tunnel axis was less than 15o
3. Joint spacing: Very small joint spacing led to a condition where the drilling patterns were wider
than joint spacing.
4. RQD: was less than 70 %
5. Rock mass type: the strip surrounding rock mass caused noticeable overbreak even with low
values of powder factor.
As the current condition of ground is going to be dealt with for about another 500 m of length, the
results of this investigation will be very helpful in determination of permissible overbreak and solution of
disputes between the contractor and the client.
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MONETARY SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES OF ELECTRONIC
BLAST INITIATION SYSTEMS
Edward Hay and Saiied Mostafa Aminossadati1
ABSTRACT: There are several blast initiation systems available on the market; these form a large
component of the performance of each blast. Each available system has its own advantages and
disadvantages which can affect the fragmentation of each blast, which in turn can affect downstream
processes such as digging and hauling of material. This study was conducted to determine if there were
monetary savings opportunities due to an increase in fragmentation (and hence downstream
productivity) due to the use of an electronic blast initiation system over a pyrotechnic blast initiation
system. It was completed using data collected from an open cut metallurgical coal mine in Queensland
that agreed to be used as a case study. Statistical analysis of data was completed in order to identify if
downstream productivity had increased, with the results from this being used to calculate potential
savings opportunities. The results of this study suggest that there are increases in productivity during
loading and hauling, which lead to significant savings opportunities when using an electronic blast
initiation system.
INTRODUCTION
Most operating mines require a blasting system that is consistently capable of performing each required
blast to specification. A large component of achieving this is the blast initiation system. Generally, blasts
are initiated using a traditional pyrotechnic system; however these blasts are limited to the set of timings
available for both surface connectors and downhole lines, and are also subject to the inherent
inaccuracies of pyrotechnic elements (Combrinck and Strong, 2007). Due to these timing limitations and
inaccuracies, blasthole interaction is often not at the optimal level to achieve the best fragmentation and,
as a result of this, downstream processes such as digging productivity are negatively affected (Sullivan,
2003).In order to combat these issues with pyrotechnic systems, an electronic initiation system can be
used. Electronic detonators have been in development for over four decades, yet have only been
commercially acceptable within the last ten years. During this time, the benefits of them have become
evident in both safety and productivity aspects of mines. From a safety perspective, the use of inert wires
removes the inherent risk associated with pyrotechnic connections, while two way communications
between a programming unit and each detonator aids in the identification of faults before they become a
major event. Potential improvements to productivity stem from the increased control over blast induced
forces in the strata that allow for better fragmentation which can decrease digging cycle times, and
increases in loading fill factors (Cardu, 2013).
This project was completed using an open cut metallurgical coal mining site in Queensland as a case
study site. The site had been using a pyrotechnic blast initiation system, using shock tube connectors.
The price of metallurgical coal rose dramatically in 2011 (MCI, 2014), which provided larger revenue for
the sites coal. Using this additional income, the site started investigating the use of a more expensive
electronic blast initiation system. When the metallurgical coal price dropped in 2013 (MCI, 2014), many
mine managers and accountants recommended reverting to the use of a pyrotechnic system as these
systems are cheaper than electronic systems. Fortunately operations managers on site identified that
there appeared to be an increase I productivity when using the electronic system. They thought that it
could lead to savings in downstream processes, but these needed to be quantified in order to provide
reason for the continued use of the electronic blast initiation system.
BLASTING CONCEPTS
Explosive detonation and rock interaction
When an explosive charge that is contained within a blasthole is detonated, there is a series of stress
waves that move out radially, as well as the creation of gasses that are under extreme pressure. Primary
breakage is due to the stress waves, with secondary breakage processes attributed to the gasses and
indirect tensile stresses. The interaction between detonated explosives, and their associated breakage
mechanisms, and a rock mass is a complex system that consists of three predominant zones. These
School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, The University of Queensland, Qld 4072. E-mail: edward.hay@uqconnect.edu.au
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onsiderably lower
l
than itss UCS, these
e small
tensile stressses are all th
hat are requirred to furtherr fractures tha
at formed in the
t cracked zzone (Fairhu
urst and
Kutter, 1971
1).

Figure 1: Zones of b reakage aro
ound a blastthole
Blasthole interaction and
a timing
Blastholes b
breakage pro
ocesses are able
a
to intera
act in two pre
edominant wa
ays, these beeing between
n two or
more holes in the same row (inter-ho
ole), or betw
ween two or more
m
holes th
hat are in diffferent rows th
hat line
up (inter-row
w). In order for
f blasts to fragment
f
pro
operly, a free--face must be available fo
for material to
o move
towards.
Interaction between bla
astholes can act to impro
ove or hinde
er fragmentation of a blaast as a who
ole. For
optimal frag
gmentation results,
r
the entire
e
blast sshould be in
nitiated on a hole-by-holee basis as seen
s
in
Figure 2. In doing this, the
t benefits of both interr-hole and inter-row interactions are eexploited, as
s well a
dynamic fre
ee face being
g provided to each blasth ole by the blastholes beffore it (Orica,, 2013).

Figure 2: Multi-row blast
b
initiate
ed on a hole-by-hole bas
sic (Orica, 22013)
Stagg and Nutting (19
987) suggestted that del ays between 3-56 ms/m
m of burdenn or spacing
g were
appropriate to achieve the desired
d fragmentattion. This however doe
es not speciffy what range the
inter-hole a
and inter-row
w timing delays should be, providing an area for inaccurracy. Orica (1998)
suggested sseparate ran
nges for interr-hole and intter-hole timin
ngs. These recommendaations are 2-5
5 ms/m
for inter-holle, and 10-2
25 ms/m for inter-row. T
The optimal timing for any
a given blaast is the on
ne that
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produces the best overall fragmentation that cannot be further improved without significantly increasing
the powder factor.
Fragmentation, diggability and fill factors
The three statistical Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for this study (loads/operating hour involving loose
Cubic Meters (LCM) and loading rate, and LCM and operating hours are each related to the
fragmentation and fill factors. As rock is blasted in order to excavate it, it is broken down into smaller
fragments. The more a material is broken down, the more fragmented it is. This means that as
fragmentation increases, particle size decreases. It was thought that this decrease in particle size may do
two things for the machines digging the material. The first is making it easier for the loaders bucket to
penetrate into the material, increasing the rate at which loads can be completed, thus increasing the
loads completed in each operating hour. The second is increasing the amount of material in the bucket as
with smaller particles, there are fewer voids left in the bucket, thus increasing the fill factor which directly
relates to LCM’s per load.
It has been suggested by Cardu (2013) that when compared to a pyrotechnic initiation system, an
electronic system can provide a decrease in mean particle size of 25 %. Similar work by Sullivan (2003)
found that 11 % more material passed through the required passing size. Each of these studies show that
using electronic detonators can increase the fragmentation of a blast. Martin and Miller (2007) took this
analysis one step further and found that when using an electronic initiation system in a quarrying
application, operating costs were decreased by 13 %, suggesting that savings opportunities exist in an
operation when lauding and hauling rock material.
BLASTING TECHNOLOGIES USED
Bulk explosives and primers
There are several variations of bulk explosive that can be used to load blastholes. The most common bulk
explosive used in the mining industry is Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil (ANFO), although each product has
situations where they are more suitable over other options (University of Queensland, 1996). Nielson and
Kristiansen (1996) suggest that when selecting a bulk explosive for a blast, it is desirable to use the
explosive which has the highest velocity of detonation to provide the highest fragmentation, provided the
powder factor is not changing. However, financial analysis may show that this is not the most optimum
explosive for the blast.
Although bulk explosives provide the energy required to induce rock breakage, they are not sensitive
enough to be initiated by detonation cord or a detonator alone. In order to initiate bulk explosives, a
primer is used. Primers are a packaged source of high explosive that can be initiated by a detonator, and
provide sufficient energy and shock to initiate a bulk explosive (Coundouris and Scott, 2009). The
optimum bulk explosive and primer were selected for each blast at the case study site during the period
from which data was used. For each blast examined for this study, a site sensitized emulsion, and
identical primers were used.
Detonation system
Before the case study site started trialing electronic blast initiation systems, they were using a shock tube
initiated pyrotechnic delay system. Central to both pyrotechnic and electronic systems are the detonators
that are used in blastholes. Figure 3 shows the internal structure of the two types of detonators used at
the case study site during the trial period.
Though both types of detonators will provide the energy required to initiate the primer, and hence the bulk
explosive, there is one fundamental difference that provides the basis for this study. This difference is
how the timing delay is achieved within each detonator. The shock tube initiated detonators that form the
centre of a pyrotechnic initiation system use a pyrotechnic element that burns at a certain rate to provide
the timing delay. This timing method has inaccuracies of up to 1.0 %, meaning that detonators may not
detonate at the exact timing delay required. The electronic detonators that form the centre of an
electronic initiation system have an internal digital delay timer. This timing method reduces timing
inaccuracies to 0.1 %, meaning there is less difference between the design delay time, and the actual
delay time. This increase in accuracy of timing means that when using an electronic system, the timing of
the blast will be more accurate, which should lead to an increase in fragmentation. Another way that
11 –13 February 2015
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electronic in
nitiation systtems achieve
e increased fragmentatio
on is through
h the availabble range off timing
delays. Pyrrotechnic syystems are only availab
ble at set delay
d
times for detonatoors and dow
wnhole
connectors;; electronic detonators ho
owever can b
be individually
y programme
ed exactly to any value be
etween
0 - 15,000 m
ms (Cardu an
nd Giraudi, 2013).
2

Figure 3: Detonators used on-sitte during th e trial period (adapted from
f
Cound
douris and Scott,
S
2009)
COMPARISO
C
ON CALCUL
LATIONS
Data collec
ction
Initially, pairrs of blasts were
w
to be id
dentified thatt were in eith
her adjacent blocks in thee same strip, or the
same blockk location in adjacent striips as shown
n in Figure 4.
4 This would
d have ensuured that geo
ological
differences were minima
al in order to retain some
e level of con
nsistency for the comparisson.

Figure 4:
4 Ideal blastt locations for
f comparison
Due to the g
guidelines on
n-site as to which
w
initiatio
on system to
o use for eac
ch blast, no ssuch pairs co
ould be
identified. In
n the absencce of such pa
airs, an alterrnative appro
oach was implemented. T
This approach saw
blasts with complete se
ets of dig data that were initiated usin
ng either of the
t two systeems during the
t trial
period (Janu
uary 2012 – December 2013) being ccompared. Th
hese blasts were
w
identifieed through th
he case
study sites internal repo
orting softwa
are. Once the
ese blasts had been fou
und, the repoorting softwa
are was
then used to
o access dig data. The dig data reporrts contained
d the followin
ng informatioon:
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Date of shift;
Night/day shift;
Loader, loader availability, loader utilization;
Shift operating hours;
Shift operating delays and standby times;
Scheduled and unscheduled time losses;
Volume of overburden moved in shift; and
Number of loads completed in shift.

This data was extracted and record for each of the three excavation fleets used on-site for both
pyrotechnically and electronically initiated blasts. These are 30 m3 loaders with three pass matched
trucks, 34 m3 loaders with three pass matched trucks, and 60 m3 loaders with two pass matched trucks.
This created six sets of data, which were then normalized in order to remove any errors from loaders
occasionally working on the border between two blasts on the same shift, resulting in material being
moved that was not to be included in the analysis.
Data analysis and KPI calculations
Equations 1, 2 and 3 shows how the three KPI’s of the study were calculated. Once these values had
been worked out for all data points, a strict outlier removal was conducted. A data point was considered
an outlier if it was outside the range defined by Equation 4.

1

2
⁄

3

⁄
1

1.5 ∗

3

4

1.5 ∗

Where:





X is the data point in question;
Q1 is the first quartile of the data set;
Q3 is the third quartile of the data set; and
IQR is the interquartile range (i.e. Q3-Q1)

Once outliers were removed, key statistical values for each data set were calculated, these were the
minimum, median, maximum, average and variance.
AU$/LCM calculations
Equations 5, 6 and 7 were used to calculate the total cost of loading and hauling one LCM of overburden.
These calculations were completed using operating costs that were supplied by the case study site which
can be seen in Table 1.
$⁄
⁄
$⁄
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$

$⁄

$

$⁄

7

These calculations done for each of the six data sets, provide costs for each loader fleet for both
pyrotechnical and electronic blasts. Equation 8 shows how the difference between these two costs
provides the savings the result from the use of an electronic system.
$

$

$

8

Table 1: Operating costs of on-site equipment
Loader op. cost (AU$/op. hour)
Truck op. cost (AU$/op. hour)

30 m3 fleet
1099.00
288.00

34 m3 fleet
973.00
374.00

60 m3 fleet
746.00
374.00

Savings opportunities calculations
Once savings possible for each LCM moved were calculated, a calculation was required to identify if
these savings were enough to offset the additional upfront cost of using an electronic initiation system. In
order to do this, a conceptual blast was designed that resembled a typical overburden shot at the case
study site. This conceptual shot had the following parameters:


478 holes;



Three detonators/hole;



34 m average hole length;



270 mm hole diameter;



8.6 m burden;



10.7 m spacing; and



1.7 million LCM

Using this information, and the values in Table 2, two factors could be calculated: the additional cost for
using an electronic initiation system, and the total savings for the blast for each loader fleet. Equation 9
shows how the savings for the blast were calculated for each of the three loader fleets.
$

∗

$

9

For the conceptual blast, it is assumed that all loading practices remain the same, and the time spent to
load is the same, meaning that the only difference in cost is that of the detonators and associated
connections for each initiation system. It is important to note that the values in Table 2 include the
detonator and associated surface connections for each detonator in the blast.
Table 2: Cost of implementing each initiation system
Electronic system
(AU$/detonator)
44.31
326

Pyrotechnic system
(AU$/detonator)
25.12
11 – 13 February 2015
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Equation 10 was used to calculate the total cost for each initiation system if it were to be used on the
conceptual blast. Once total initiation costs were calculated, the difference in initiation costs were
calculated using Equation 11. This represents the additional cost due to using an electronic initiation
system. Once the additional cost for using an electronic system was identified, Equation 12 was used to
identify the net savings opportunity for the conceptual blast.
∗

∗

10

11

12
RESULTS
Statistical Results
Each loading fleet has two data sets, one for blasts initiated using a pyrotechnic system, and one for
blasts initiated using an electronic system. Each of these data sets has three KPI's analysed, providing
nine groups of data for comparison. It can be seen in Tables 3, 4 and 5 that every data comparison pair,
the average values for electronic blasts are higher. This shows that there is an increase in fragmentation,
providing increases in diggability which results in higher downstream productivity. It is worth noting that
for a large portion of the data comparison pairs that the variance is lower, meaning that these higher
values are being achieved more consistently. For the pairs where the electronic blasts have higher
variance, the minimum and maximum are both higher than that of the pyrotechnic blasts, meaning that
they are digging at less consistent rates, but are still outperforming the pyrotechnic blasts.
Table 3: Key statistical results for 30 m3 loader fleet

Pyro.
Elec.

Loads/op. hour
Av.
Var.
22.72 21.53
23.61
2.69

LCM/load
Av.
Var.
89.79
0.07
90.61
0.19

LCM/op. hour
Av.
Var.
2,042 167,690
2,140 24,211

Table 4: Key statistical results for 34 m3 loader fleet

Pyro.
Elec.

Loads/op. hour
Av.
Var.
18.87
2.66
20.58
4.29

LCM/load
Av.
Var.
103.63 73.44
109.10 102.01

LCM/op. hour
Av.
Var.
1953 50,073
2,240 73,690

Table 5: Key statistical results for 60 m3 loader fleet

Pyro.
Elec.

Loads/op. hour
Av.
Var.
30.52 10.37
30.83 11.83

LCM/load
Av.
Var.
121.58 19.27
130.69 15.76

LCM/op. hour
Av.
Var.
3,745 126,522
3,998 103,961

AU$/LCM results
Figure 5 shows that due to the increase in fragmentation, and hence downstream productivity, there are
savings available, on an AU$/LCM basis, through the use of an electronic blast initiation system.
Savings results
The difference in cost to load the conceptual blast with an electronic initiation system was calculated to be
AU$27,524. It can be seen in Table 6 that even with the additional cost of using an electronic system,
substantial savings opportunities are available for each loader fleet and associated trucks.
11 –13 February 2015
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Figu
ure 5: AU$/LCM saving o
opportunitie
es for each loader fleett
Table 6: Net savings
s when usin
ng an electro
onic blast in
nitiation sysstem
Total AU$
saved
Electronic
AU$
difference
Net AU$
saved

30 m3 fleeet

34 m3 fleet
f

60 m3 fleet

85,757

205,8
817

120
0,059

27,524

27,52
24

27,,524

58,233

178,2
293

92,,535

CON
NCLUSIONS
This study was comple
eted in orderr to identify if savings opportunities
o
existed duee to an incre
ease in
fragmentatio
on through the use of an
a electronicc blast initia
ation system
m at an openn cut coal mine
m
in
Queensland
d.
Through co
ompleting sta
atistical analy
ysis, it was fo
found that there was an increase in bboth the num
mber of
loads per o
operating hou
ur, and mate
erial in each
h load by 1.0
0-9.1 % and 0.9-7.5 % rrespectively. These
increases trranslated to an overall in
ncrease in m aterial move
ed per operatting hour by 4.7-14.7 %. These
findings are
e consistent with
w those su
uggested by Cardu (2013
3) and Sulliva
an (2003).
Through this production
n increase, itt was found tthat the case
e study site was saving AU$0.05, AU
U$0.12
07 on each LCM
L
moved for
f each of th
he 30 m3, 34
4 m3 and 60 m3 respectivvely. These savings
s
and AU$0.0
translate directly into savings opp
portunities o
of AU$58,23
33, AU$178,293 and A
AU$92,535 for
f
the
conceptual blast. This finding is cons
sistent with tthat found by
y Martin and Miller (2007)).
Through the
e completion of this study
y, it has been found that th
he use of an electronic
e
blaast initiation system
s
over a pyro
otechnic blasst initiation system
s
incre
eases both frragmentation
n and downsstream productivity
(overburden
n loading and
d hauling) sig
gnificantly en
nough that su
ubstantial sa
avings opporttunities existt.
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CHANGE
ES IN DRILLING
R
PERFO
ORMANC
CE AND D UST
SUPPR
RESSION
N WITH THE
T
US
SE OF A WATER
R SEPAR
RATOR SUB
Briann
na Millga
ate and Paul
P
Hag
gan
ABSTRACT
T: Drill and blast is a key excavation p
process in op
pen pit minin
ng systems. R
Rock fragme
entation
due to drillin
ng results in the production of fine du
ust particles that can be detrimental tto the enviro
onment.
There are d
different meth
hods to manage the dustt make often based on so
ome form of “wet” drilling
g which
can cause further issue
es. The wate
er separatorr sub is a de
evice aimed at overcom
ming some off these
issues. This paper outlines a stu
udy undertakken of the effect of a water sepaarator sub on
o drill
performance and dust suppression
s
. The study involved collecting dust measuremeents through
h a real
time dust m
monitor, and analysing drrill performan
nce data from
m a mine sitte, in particuular drill pene
etration
rate data an
nd bit life.
INTR
RODUCTION
N
Depending on the type of
o rock being
g drilled, drilli ng can be a source of ha
armful dust thhat is detrime
ental to
human hea
alth (Kaleston
ne Environm
mental, 2011)). Current du
ust suppress
sion techniquues have pittfalls in
terms of pro
oductivity, he
ealth and safe
ety and envi ronmental su
ustainability.
The water sseparator sub shown in Figure 1 is a device thatt replaces the bit sub in the drill strin
ng. It is
designed so
o the combination of wate
er and comprressed air tha
at is directed
d down througgh the centre
e of the
drill string ta
akes a sudde
en sharp turn before the drill bit. Due
e to the higher inertia of w
water particlles, the
water is unable to nego
otiate the turrn and is ph
hysically separated from the air (USB
BM, 1988). The
T air
continues itts flow and makes it wa
ay through tthe U-turn flowing throu
ugh slots to the bit. The
e water
accumulates in a small reservoir an
nd the air pre
essure forces
s it to be ejected out of w
weep holes located
l
above the b
bit as a fine spray as show
wn in Figure 2 (NIOSH, 2012).
2
The co
ompressed aair that exits the
t drill
bit forces th
he fragmente
ed drill cuttin
ngs up the ho
ole and then
n mixes it with the waterr spray carry
ying the
wetted mate
erial to the su
urface (Listak and Reed, 2007).

n a blastholle (NIOSH, 2012)
Figure 1: S
Schematic of
o water sepa
arator sub in
2
(left) aand, installattion of
the sub (right)
The water separator su
ub has the potential
p
to utilise the advantages
a
of
o wet drillinng in terms of
o dust
suppression
n. This contrributes to sustainability o
of the mining
g industry by
y allowing drrilling operattions to
occur, witho
out posing a threat to hu
uman health
h and the en
nvironment. Minimising
M
ddust also ben
nefits a
mining ope
eration’s soccial license to operate. Dust can be irritating and worryi ng to surro
ounding
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communities, even if the particular dust particles are not harmful. It can result in complaints and
resistance from communities to any future development or extension of operations. Dust can also be
extremely problematic for visibility. It can cause operations to be halted, resulting in lost production.
Suppressing dust at drilling operations will help reduce dust make at a mine site and contribute to
ensuring production is maintained.

Figure 2: Water spray from weep holes in side of the sub above the drill bit
The water separator sub also has the potential to lower drill bit costs. Preventing water from coming into
contact with the drill bit can extend bit life by preventing corrosion and premature bit wear that is
associated with standard wet drilling. If drill bit life is extended, bits do not need to be replaced as often
reducing downtime and therefore lowering costs. This contributes to sustainability as companies are
always looking for ways to lower operating costs in order to mine economically in deep pits and in tough
markets.
METHODOLOGY
The project involved a field study at an openpit coalmine operating in the Hunter Valley of Australia. Data
related to bit life and penetration rate and, measurements of dust levels were analysed over a period of
several months before and after a water separator sub was installed.
RESULTS
Dust levels
Dust monitoring was conducted to compare the effect of wet drilling on dust suppression with and without
use of the water separation over a six-day period. A Dust Trak II Aerosol Monitor mounted on the surface
near to the drillhole collar as shown in Figure 3 was used in the study. The unit utilises a light-scattering
laser photometer to provide real-time aerosol mass readings every 30 seconds and reports the
instantaneous dust concentration in air in units of mg/m3. Figure 4 shows a plot comparing the dust
readings for the same time period for the three days before and after sub installation that indicates there
were more instances of high peaks readings before sub installation.

Figure 3: Dust monitor in use during drilling operations
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Figure 4:
4 Variation in dust read
dings before
e and after sub
s installattion
Table 1 sho
ows a summa
ary of the me
ean and maxximum readin
ngs on each day of monittoring. While
e use of
the water se
eparator sub
b in wet drilling resulted in a slight re
eduction in th
he mean daiily dust read
dings of
12%, there was a near halving
h
in the
e maximum d
daily dust rea
adings.
Tab
ble 1: Compa
arison of du
ust readings
s over a six-day period
D
Day

Dust readiing (mg/m3)
mean
m
maximum
m

no water separator

1
2
3
meean

1.99
4.24
4
2.08
2
2.77
2

65.3
159.0
98.6
107.6

water sepparator installeed

5
6
7
meean

3.65
3
1.16
2.48
2
2.43
2

70.3
49.1
35.0
51.5

oring comme
enced at 8:0 0 am with wet
w drilling prior to installlation of the
e water
On Day 4, dust monito
ued until the
e water sep
parator was installed at approximattely 9:30 am
m. Dust
separation and continu
ued until 3:30
0 pm, utilisin
ng water separated wet drilling.
d
Theree was a noticeable
monitoring tthen continu
reduction in
n the dust levvels after the sub installattion with more consistentt and fewer ppeaks in dus
st make
post installa
ation as show
wn in Figure 5.The
5
resultss in Table 2 compare
c
the mean, minim
mum and ma
aximum
readings be
efore and afte
er the sub wa
as installed.
The significance of this data set is th
hat it appliess to the same
e set of conditions in term
ms of rock typ
pe, drill
machine, drrill bit, opera
ator and wea
ather conditio
ons. As the data
d
indicate
es there wass a reduction
n in the
3
mean reading by 0.81 mg/m
m
or 25%
%, the minim um reading decreased by
b 0.027 mg//m3 or 47%, and
a the
3
maximum reading decre
eased signifficantly by 17
7.9 mg/m orr 37%. This shows that oon this day with
w all
other variab
bles being the
e same, use of the waterr separatorsu
ub increased the effectiveeness of wet drilling
in reducing dust make.
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Figure 5:
5 Variation in dust read
dings before
e and after sub
s installat
ation on Day
y4
Table 2: Effect
E
of watter separato
or installation on dust m
make
Dusst reading (mg
g/m3)
mean
minimum
maximum
m
before installation
after instaallation
percentagee change

3.19
2.38
25%

0.057
0.03
47%

47.6
29.7
37%

monitoring limitations
l
Dust m
While it was plann
ned to mainttain similar cconditions with
w the water separator sub during the
t study, in
n
reality a number off changes oc
ccurred and d
differences in
n operating conditions
c
thaat may have impacted on
n
the me
easurementss.
ed with a dus
st curtain and collection system. It was observed
d
First, tthe drill rig used in the sttudy was fitte
that th
here were diffferences bettween drill op
perators in th
he use of this
s system.
Secon
nd, the water flow rate wa
as not fixed b
but varied by the operatorr depending oon the groun
nd conditionss
and th
he amount off visible dust present.
w moved be
etween drill ssites after thrree days into the study. It was initially planned thatt
Third, the drill rig was
the drill rig would remain in th
he same loca
ation for the
e duration of testing, how
wever due to
o scheduling
g
changes, drilling was
w completted prematurrely and the
e rig relocate
ed. This is liikely to have
e introduced
d
differe
ences in geo
ological ground condition
ns. This facto
or does not apply to thee data in Tab
ble 2.Finally,,
weather condition
ns such as temperature
e, wind and humidity ca
an also affeect the amo
ount of dustt
genera
ation. Dry, ho
ot and windy
y days will se
ee an increas
se in the amount of dust present in th
he air. It wass
observved during th
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Drill p
penetration rate
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removing water from the
e point of rock
k breakage, h
however the data indicate
es the oppossite seemed to
t have
occurred.

Mean daily drill
d
penetra
ation rate be
efore sub ins
stallation (le
eft) and afteer sub installlation
Figure 6: M
(right)
Table 3: Comparison of the
e drill bit pen
netration ratte before an
nd after sub installation
n
Daily penetra
ation rate (m/h
hr)
meddian
mean
s.d.
before installatio
on
aftter installation
n
percentage chan
nge

711.2
633.8
10..4%

70.4
64.2
8.8%

16.9
16.4
–

Penetration
n rate data limitations
A problem iin analysing penetration rate data is that it is reliiant on opera
ator efficienccy. Each ope
erator’s
will influence
experience and drilling performance
p
e penetration
n rates. This factor could have accoun
nted for
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some variance in the results. On the other hand, considering the size of the two data sets, this is less
likely to be a contributing factor. Nevertheless during the period of study, a number of new drillers were
employed and, due to the large number of operators at the mine as well as the number of drill rigs, there
may have been differences in the actual operators between the two periods.
Another issue is variation in ground conditions. Numerous drill sites can result in variations in the material
properties of the overburden material. Factors such as strength, hardness and abrasivity of the rock and
moisture content all present the potential to alter penetration rates.
Drill bit life
Bit life was examined over similar periods as penetration rate before and after installation of the water
separator sub. The data analysed for drill bit life was based on the metres drilled per bit from the time a bit
was first mounted to being dismounted. This was chosen as simply measuring the period during which a
bit was used and does not take into account time delays for crib breaks or maintenance, nor does it
consider lower penetration rates due to harder rock beds. Table 4 shows a comparison of the mean,
minimum and maximum metres drilled per bit before and after sub installation. The mean bit life was
found to have increased significantly by 58% after the water separator sub was installed. The
improvements in the minimum and maximum values were 78% and 71% respectively.
Table 4: Comparison of the drill bit life before and after water sub installation

Number
of bits
before installation
after installation
percentage change

13
8

mean

Bit life (m/bit)
minimum

maximum

13,326
21,060
58%

6,743
12,039
78%

26,230
44,854
71%

Drill bit life limitations
A limitation on the reliability of the data is the variation in ground conditions. As is the case for penetration
rate, drilling operations would have occurred between locations in the pit resulting in different drilling
conditions with changes in rock strength, hardness and abrasivity.
Another factor that may have impacted on bit life is the operator decisions on what constitutes a worn-out
drill bit. Although there are strict guidelines on what constitutes a worn bit, if a bit was used past its
optimum point then it would have skewed the results towards appearing to have improved drill bit life and
conversely if changed too early.
CONCLUSION
The impact of a water separator sub was examined in terms of changes in dust make, drill penetration
rate and drill bit life. Water is injected into the compressed air line that is used to bail rock fragments from
the bit face in order to reduce the amount of fine dust produced at the drillhole collar. Over a three-day
period both before and after installation of the sub, there was little significant change in the measured
dust levels. As the drill rig was moved before and after installation this may have consequently resulted in
changes in drilling conditions and may have masked any improvements. Interestingly, a 25% reduction in
dust make was measured post installation on the actual day the sub was installed. It is recommended that
a further study be undertaken over a much longer time period to confirm the impact on dust levels.
The average daily drill bit penetration rate and bit life were analysed over a nine-month period before
installation of the sub and a six-month period after installation. It was found that there was a reduction in
the median and mean penetration rates by 10.4% and 8.8% respectively. Conversely, the sub had a
marked beneficial effect of increasing bit life over the period studied of 25%.
Overall, while installation of the water separator sub was not found to have had any significant impact in
the measured dust levels on the surface near the drillhole collar, it had a slight detrimental impact on
penetration rate while it had led to a significant improvement in extending bit life.
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SIMULATION OF PAYLOAD VARIANCE EFFECTS ON TRUCK
BUNCHING TO MINIMISE ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Ali Soofastaei, Saiied Mostafa Aminossadati, Mehmet Siddik Kizil
and Peter Knights1
ABSTRACT: Data collected from truck payload management systems at various surface mines shows
that the payload variance is significant and must be considered in analysing the mine productivity,
energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. Payload variance, causes significant differences in
gross vehicle weights. Heavily loaded trucks travel slower up ramps than lightly loaded trucks. Faster
trucks are slowed by the presence of slower trucks, resulting in ‘bunching’, production losses and
increasing fuel consumptions. This paper simulates the truck bunching phenomena in large surface
mines to improve truck and shovel systems’ efficiency, minimise energy consumption and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The study concentrated on completing a practical simulation model based
on a discrete event method which is most commonly used in this field of research in other industries.
The rate of greenhouse gas emissions corresponding to diesel consumption by haul trucks is calculated
according to global warming potential guidelines. The simulation model has been validated by a dataset
collected from a large surface mine in Arizona state, USA. The results have shown that there is a good
agreement between the actual and estimated values of investigated parameters. The validated model
has been utilised in a real mine site in central Queensland, Australia as a case study. The focus of this
case study has been on the relationship between the trucks bunching due to payload variance with
average cycle time, average hauled mine materials, fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.
The results have indicated that there is a non-linear correlation between the payload variance and the
mentioned parameters. In this case study, the simulation results indicate that a reduction of up to 15
minutes on average cycle time is possible if the standard deviation of payload is reduced from 30 down
to 5 tonnes. By reducing the payload variance, the average of hauled mine materials can be increased
up to 35 kt per day. Moreover, the fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions can be reduced
dramatically by reducing the payload variance.
INTRODUCTION
Improving the efficiency of haulage systems is one of the great challenges in mining engineering and is
the subject of many research projects undertaken in the mining industry (Ercelebi and Bascetin, 2009;
Limsiri, 2011).The main effective parameters on material transport when the truck and shovel system is
used in surface mines are mine planning, road condition, truck and shovel matching, swell factors,
shovel and truck driver’s ability, weather condition, payload distribution and payload variance (Raj,
Vardhan and Rao, 2009). Based on the literature, among all the above mentioned parameters, truck
payload variance is one of the most important parameters in this field (Schexnayder, Weber and Brooks,
1999). The main source of the payload variance in truck and shovel mine operation is the loading
process. Loading is a stochastic process and excavator performance is dependent on factors such as
swell factor, material density and particle size distribution (Singh and Narendrula, 2006). Variation of
these factors causes variation of bucket and consequently truck payloads, affecting productivity.
Reducing truck payload variance in surface mining operations improves productivity by reducing
bunching effects and machine wear from overloaded trucks (Paton, 2009).In large surface mines having
long ramps, bi-directional traffic and restrictions on haul road widths negate the possibility of overtaking.
Overloaded trucks are slower up ramp in comparison to under-loaded trucks. Thus faster trucks can be
delayed behind slower trucks in a phenomenon known as truck bunching (Knights and Paton, 2010).
This is a source of considerable productivity loss for truck haulage systems in large surface mines.
There are some investigations about the payload variance simulation and the effect of this event on
other mining operation parameters. The study conducted by Hewavisenthi, Lever and Tadic(2011) is
concerned with using a Mont-Carlo simulation to study the effect of bulk density, fill factor, bucket size
and a number of loading passes on the long term payload distribution of earthmoving systems. The
focus of their study is on simulation of payload distribution and variance in large surface mines. The
study conducted by Knights and Paton(2010) is concerned with the truck bunching due to load variance.
1
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This study was conducted to provide an analysis of the effect of load variance on truck bunching.
Webb(2008) investigated the effect of different bucket load sizes on truck cycle times and the inherent
costs. The research project being undertaken will focus primarily on the effect of load variance on truck
bunching. The payload variance not only affects the production rate, but also it is an important
parameter in the analysis of energy consumption and gas emissions.
The trucks utilised in the haulage operations of surface mines use a great amount of energy (DOE,
2002) and this has encouraged truck manufacturers and major mining corporations to carry out a
number of research projects on the energy efficiency of haul trucks (EEO, 2012).There are many factors
that affect the rate of fuel consumption for haul trucks such as payload, truck velocity, haul road
condition, road design, traffic layout, fuel quality, weather conditions and driver skill(Cetin, 2004). A
review of the literature indicates that understanding of energy efficiency of a haul truck is not limited to
the analysis of vehicle-specific parameters; and mining companies can often find greater energy saving
opportunities by expanding the analysis to include other effective factors such as payload distribution
and payload variance (White and Olson, 1992).
This paper aims to present a new simulation model based on the discrete event methods to investigate
the effect of truck bunching due to payload variance on average cycle time, the rate of loading materials,
fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.
PAYLOAD VARIANCE
Loading performance depends on different factors such as bench geometry, blast design, muckpile
fragmentation, operators’ efficiency, weather conditions, utilisation of trucks and shovels, mine planning
and mine equipment selection (Schexnayder, Weber and Brooks, 1999; Hewavisenthi, Lever and Tadic,
2011). In addition, for loading a truck in an effective manner, the shovel operator must also strive to load
the truck with an optimal payload. The optimal payload can be defined in different ways, but it is always
designed so that the haul truck will carry the greatest amount of material with lowest payload variance
(Knights and Paton, 2010). The payload variance can be illustrated by carrying a different amount of
overburden or ore by the same trucks in each cycle. The range of payload variance can be defined
based on the capacity and power of the truck. The increase of payload variance decreases the accuracy
of the maintenance program. This is because the rate of equipment wear and tear is not predictable
when the mine fleet faces a large payload variance (Paton, 2009). Minimising the variation of particle
size distribution, swell factors, material density and fill factor can decrease the payload variance but it
must be noted that some of the mentioned parameters are not controllable. Hence, the pertinent
methods to minimise the payload variance are real-time truck and shovel payload measurement, better
fragmentation through optimised blasting and improvement of truck-shovel matching. The payload
variance can be shown by variance of standard deviation (σ). Standard deviation measures the amount
of variation from the average. A low standard deviation indicates that the data points tend to be very
close to the mean; a high standard deviation indicates that the data points are spread out over a large
range of values. This parameter can be calculated by Equation 1.



1 N
xi  2
N i 1



(1)

Where N is the number of available data for each parameter, i is a counter of data, x is the value of
parameter and μ can be calculated by Equation 2.



1
N
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i
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Figure 1 shows the different kinds of normal payload distribution (the best estimation function for
payload distribution) based on the difference σ for one type of the mostly used truck in surface mines
(CAT 793D).
The GVW is the total weight of empty truck and payload. Based on the CAT 793D technical
specifications, the range of Gross Vehicle Weight GVW () variation is between 165 tonnes (empty truck)
and 385 tonnes (maximum payload). Hence, the maximum σ for this truck can be defined as 30; that is
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because for higher standard deviations, the minimum GVW is less than the weight of empty truck and
the maximum GVW is more than the maximum capacity of truck.

Figure 1:Normal payload distribution for difference standard deviations (σ) (CAT 793D)
Simulation Models
Based on the condition of truck and shovel mining operation in surface mines, the best simulation for this
event can be by discrete event methods. Discrete event simulation can be used to model systems which
exhibit changes in state variables at a discrete set of points in time(Banks et al., 2010).The models can
be static or dynamic. Static models represent a system at a specific time, while dynamic models
represent a system as it evolves over a period of time (Byoung and Donghun, 2013). A mining operation
is a dynamic system which is very difficult to model using analytical methods. There are different kinds of
discrete simulation models used for modelling the systems in industrial projects. In this study, some of
the most popular models have been investigated and a new model to simulate the truck bunching event
in surface mining operation has been developed.
The first investigated model is AutoMod. This model is a simulation system which is designed for use in
material movement systems developed by Applied Materials, USA(Muller, 2011). It can be used for
simulation of truck haulage circuits and transport circuits, conveyors, load dumping and retrieval, cranes
and robots. Simulations with AutoMod have the ability for simulation of complex movement with
stochastic inputs.
The second studied model is SIMUL8. This model is a graphically oriented simulation package
developed by the SIMUL8 Corporation (Concannon, Hunter and Tremble, 2003). This software is a
discrete event simulation package, meaning it simply executes tasks in queue based on time, which
then triggers the activity of new tasks. SIMUL8 can be used in simulation of multiple haulage systems,
but is more effective at single circuit simulations.
The third analysed model is GPSS/H. This model was released in 1977 by Wolverine Software
Corporation who still develop and sell this model today (Stout et al., 2013). GPSS/H is stochastic in
nature, such that it can execute Monte Carlo style randomisation to apply statistical distributions.
GPSS/H is particularly adept at simulating queuing and bunching.
The fourth observed model in this project is WITNESS. This model is a discrete event simulation suite
developed by Lanner (Paton, 2009). Witness is capable of producing haulage system simulations in a
dynamic animated computer model.
The last but not least inspected model is Arena. This model is a simulation software package developed
by Rockwell Automation based on the SIMAN programming language (Kamrani, Hashemi and
Rahimpour, 2014). SIMAN is a Discrete Event Simulation package which can be used in a process or
event scheduling mode. SIMAN is most commonly used in conjunction with Arena in the industry today.
The ARENA system can produce scale models of circuits and other simulations.
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TRUCK BUNCHING MODEL
Developed algorithm
Hauling operations in surface mines consist of different kinds of components. These components are
loading, hauling, manoeuvring, dumping, returning and spotting (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Schematic of hauling operation in surface mines
In the standard hauling operation loading time is the time taken to load the truck, hauling and returning
time are traveling time for each truck between loading zone and dumping area. Spotting time is the time
during which the loading unit has the bucket in place to dump, but is waiting for the truck to move into
position. Spotting time will depend on the truck driver’s ability and the loading system. Double-side
loading should almost eliminate spot time. Dumping time is the time taken for the truck to manoeuvre
and dump its payload either at a crusher or dump.
Based on the above mentioned hauling operation components, four main times can be defined; fixed
time, travel time, wait time and cycle time.
Fixed time is the sum of loading, spotting and dumping time. It is called ‘fixed’ because it is essentially
invariable for a truck and loading unit combination. Travel time is the time taken to haul and return the
payload. Wait time is the time the truck must wait before being served by the loading unit, waiting in a
queue for dumping and the waiting in a line behind the overloaded trucks in large surface mines (truck
bunching). Cycle time is the round trip time for the truck. It is the sum of fixed, travel and wait time.

Figure 3: Truck bunching algorithm
Figure 3 illustrates the proposed algorithm to complete a discrete event model in this project. This
algorithm consists of four main subroutines to cover all processes in the hauling operation. These main
components are loading, hauling, dumping and returning. Based on the developed model, each
component has a waiting time.
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Payload distribution and variance simulation
A main part of the truck bunching model is simulating the payload distribution and variance. In this study,
a simulation model was designed to estimate the distribution of truck and bucket payloads based on
variations of input parameters. These parameters are bucket size, number of loader passes (to fill the
truck tray), distribution of bucket bulk density and distribution of bucket fill factor.
This simulation was implemented as a MATLAB workbook and a commercially available Monte-Carlo
simulation engine was used to run the simulation. In this model the truck payload is calculated by
Equation 3.

mk  k

p

v f

(3)

b q

q1

Where mk is truck payload (for the kth truck), Vb is bucket rated capacity, fq is fill factor, ρk is bucket
density (one value for all of the passes in one truck), q is bucket pass and p is the maximum bucket pass
to fill the truck tray. In this simulation bucket bulk density (ρk) and fill factor (fq) are randomly selected by
the Mont-Carlo simulation engine.
Decision variables
In completed discrete event model three decision variables have been defined. These variables are uk,
sk and ni,k.

1
uk  
0

If Truck k is in first segment

(4)

Otherwise

1
sk  
0

If Truck k is in last segment

(5)

Otherwise

If Vi ,k  Vi ,( k1)

1
ni ,k  
0

Otherwise

(6)

To create a practical model, it is necessary to define some functions based on the above mentioned
decision variables.
Objective functions
In this section, the objective functions for cycle time and traveling time have been presented in Equation
7 and Equation 8.
(7)
(Cycle Time )k  t S  t L 
t ( T )i  t M  t D  ( t S  t L )Wokj u k  ( t M  t D )WLkj s k


i

Where:
ts : Spotting time;
tL : Loading time;
tT : Travel time;
tM : Manoeuvring time;
tD : Dumping time;
Number of trucks at queue in front of truck k at time j in the first segment;
W0kj :
WLkj :
Number of trucks at queue in front of truck k at time j in the last segment;
uk : First decision variables; and
sk : Second decision variables.

t ( T )i , k 


i

2X i ( V( i1 ),( k 1 )  V( i1 ),k )
V2i1 ,k 1 

 V(2i1 ),k

n i ,k 

2X i ( Vi ,k  V( i1 ),k )
Vi2,k  V(2i1 ),k

(1  n i ,k )
(8)

Where:
Travel time for truck k in segment i;
t(T)i,k :
Xi : The length of segment i;
Vi,k : The velocity of truck k in segment i;
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V(i-1),k : The velocity of truck k in segment i-1; and
ni,k : Decision variable.
The effect of truck bunching on hauled mine materials in each shift can be estimated by Equation 9.

Hauled min e materials 

 payload
r

k ,r

/ shift time

k

(9)

Where:
Payload k,r :The payload of truck k in cycle r.
Fuel Consumption simulation
Haul truck fuel consumption is a function of various parameters. The key parameters that affect the
energy consumption of haul trucks include the payload management, the model of the truck, the grade
resistance and the rolling resistance, according to a study conducted by the Department of Resources,
Energy and Tourism(EEO, 2012). In the present study, the effects of the GVW, the truck velocity and the
Total Resistance (TR) on the energy consumption of the haul trucks were examined. The TR is equal to
the sum of the Rolling Resistance (RR) and the Grade Resistance (GR) when the truck is moving
against the grade of the haul road.
TR  RR  GR

(10)

Figure 4 presents a schematic diagram of a typical haul truck and the key factors that affect the
performance of the truck such as the GVW, RR, gradient, friction force and Rimpull Force (RF).

Figure 4: A schematic diagram of a typical haul truck
RF is the force available between the tyre and the ground to propel the machine. It is related to the
Torque (T) that the machine is capable of exerting at the point of contact between its tyres and the
ground and the truck wheel radius (r).

RF 

T
r

(11)

The truck fuel consumption can be calculated from Equation 3(Filas, 2002):

FC 

SFC
( LF. P )
FD

(12)

Where SFC is the engine specific fuel consumption at full power (0.213–0.268 kg/kw.hr) and FD is the
fuel density (0.85 kg/L for diesel). The simplified version of Equation 3 is presented by Runge(2005):

FC  0.3 ( LF. P )
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Where LF is the engine load factor and is defined as the ratio of average payload to the maximum load
in an operating cycle(Kecojevic and Komljenovic, 2011). P is the truck power (kW). For the best
performance of the truck operation, P is determined by:

P

1
(RF . V )
3.6

(14)

Where the RF is calculated by the product of Rimpull (R) and the gravitational acceleration (g). V is
calculated by Equation 15.

V  a  b  exp( c  R d )

(15)

Where a= 53.867, b= 54.906, c= 37.979 and d= -1.309.
In this paper, DataThief 5.6 and Curve Expert 2.1 were used to find an equation for R as a function of TR
and GVW based on the Rimpull-Speed-Grade ability curve.

R  0.183 GVW 0.006  0.053 TR 

(16)

The developed model, in this project, can simulate the fuel consumption by haul trucks based on the
above mentioned formulas.
Greenhouse gas emissions
Diesel engines emit both Greenhouse Gases (GHGS) and Non-Greenhouse Gases (NGHGS) into the
environment(Aziz and Kecojevic, 2008). Total GHG emissions are calculated according to the Global
Warming Potential (GWP) and expressed in CO2 equivalent or CO2 - e.
The following equation can be used to determine the haul truck diesel engine GHGS emissions(ANGA,
2013).

GHG Emissions  (CO2  e)  FC  EF

(17)

Where FC is the quantity of fuel consumed (kL) and EF is the emission factor. The emission factor for
haul truck diesel engines is 2.7 t.
Model Validation
Model validation is a main part of this project. To validate the developed model a dataset collected from
a large open pit mine in the central part of Arizona State, USA has been applied. This dataset included
measuring loader payloads, truck payloads, bucket bulk density, fill factors and swell factors (Table 1).
Table 1: A sample of data collected for model validation
Truck Payload
(tonne)

Average Bucket Bulk

(tonne/pass)

Density (tonne/m )

Loader Bucket
Fill Factor

Average
Swell Factor

1

47.23

218.21

2.01

0.937

1.25

2

45.12

217.46

1.98

0.978

1.22

3

38.14

209.42

1.96

0.919

1.18

4

42.15

210.36

2.03

0.954

1.27

5

46.58

216.78

2.14

0.984

1.19

6

47.56

217.96

1.86

0.927

1.26

7

39.87

218.04

2.07

0.946

1.24

8

38.47

218.43

2.18

0.992

1.25

NO

Average Loader Payload

3

9

42.58

217.69

2.05

0.957

1.20

10

40.59

216.97

1.99

0.939

1.25
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In this mine, the volume of material loaded into the bucket was determined by comparing loaded and
empty laser scan profiles of the buckets. Fill factors were calculated by dividing the material volume by
the rated volume of the bucket and bulk densities were calculated by dividing the payload by the loaded
volume. On-board payload monitoring systems were used to measure payloads. The validation of model
has been completed for average cycle time and the average of mine material hauled by one type of truck
(CAT 793D) after truck bunching. The test results of the developed model are shown in Figure 5.

Figures 5a & 5b: Comparison of actual values of cycle time and hauled materials with model
outputs
The results indicate good agreement between the actual and estimated values of average cycle time
and average hauled mine materials.
CASE STUDY
In this project, a real mine site dataset that was collected from a large surface mine in central
Queensland, Australia has been analysed. In this case study, TalpacTM and MATLAB software have
been used to develop the model. The effect of truck bunching due to payload variance on average cycle
time and average hauled materials are illustrated in Figure 6. In this figure, the standard deviation
indicates the payload variance changes from 5 to 30.

Figure 6: The effect of payload variance on average cycle time and average hauled materials
Figure 6 demonstrates that, there is a non-linear relationship between standard deviation and average
cycle time in the fleet. This figure also illustrates the relationship between the standard deviation (σ) and
average hauled materials. Finding the best correlation between the standard deviation and average
hauled materials can be very important in calculation of the effect of truck bunching due to payload
variance on productivity and production cost. Hence, the following equation has been developed to
estimate the hauled mine materials based on the payload variance.
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Haulled Materilaas  130  exp
p  0.014  

(18
8)

The e
effect of payyload varianc
ce on haul ttruck fuel co
onsumption in different haul road conditions
c
iss
illustra
ated in Figurre 7. In this figure, the to
otal resistance has been
n changed frrom 5% to 30%
3
and the
e
en 0 and 30. It is noted th
payloa
ad standard deviation
d
is varied
v
betwee
hat, to have a better unde
erstanding, a
fuel co
onsumption index (FCIndeex) has been
n defined. Th
his index pre
esents the quuantity of fue
el used by a
haul trruck to move
e one tonne of
o mine mate
erial (Ore or Overburden)
O
in an hour.

Figu
ure 7: The efffect of payload varianc
ce on haul trruck fuel co
onsumption in different haul road
condition
ns (TR= Tottal Resistanc
ce)
Figure
e 7 demonstrrates that the
ere is a non-liinear relation
nship betwee
en the standaard deviation and the fuell
consumption for all
a haul road
d total resisttance. Moreo
over, the FC
CIndex rises w
with increasiing the totall
resista
ance.
The va
ariation of CO2-e with sta
andard devia
ation for CAT
T 793D is prresented by CO2-eIndex in
n Table 2. In
n
this table CO2-eIndeex presents the amount o
of GHG emis
ssion generated by truck to haul one tonne of ore
e
or ove
erburden in an
a hour.
Table 2: The variance of
o CO2-e Indeex (kg/hr. ton
nne) with sta
andard deviaation (CAT 793D)

Based
d on the tabulated results, it is obviouss that there is
s a non-linea
ar relationshi p between th
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model a dataset collected from a large surface mine in the central part of Arizona State, USA was used.
Validation of the model was completed for the cycle time and the hauled mine materials by one type of
truck (CAT 793D) after truck bunching. The results indicated a good agreement between the actual and
estimated values of cycle time and hauled mine materials. The model was utilised in a real mine site in
Australia as a case study. The results of this project showed that there is a non-linear relationship
between standard deviation and cycle time in the fleet. In this case study, a correlation between the
standard deviation and hauled mine materials was developed and the effects of truck bunching due to
payload variance on energy consumption and greenhouse gas emission were studied.
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DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A GEOTECHNICAL
DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Sean Keen1, Alex Hossack2 and Mehmet S Kizil1
ABSTRACT: Geotechnical Engineering is classified by many mining companies as the highest
corporate, investor and operational risk associated with the development and successful exploitation of
a mineral resource. Given the shift in culture towards geotechnical engineering and the influx of new
exploration projects, the quantity and complexity of geotechnical data is increasing at exponential rates.
Unfortunately, in some cases, data management techniques have lagged behind data capture
processes, resulting in relatively primitive technologies to store highly sensitive and costly data. Under
these primitive systems, there is no quantifiable handling on the quantity or quality of geotechnical data.
The rollover effects of poor data management standards are significant and in severe cases, areas
require redrilling or revaluation to capture lost data. The aim of this project was to capture, extract and
upload geotechnical data into an easily accessible, single source geotechnical database. Using Rio
Tinto Coal Australia (RTCA) as a case study, the project formed a framework for future database
implementations by outlining the systematic project progression from data extraction to population and
application of the database. By providing a single source database, frequent engineering tasks at RTCA
were automated which significantly increased engineering efficiency and accuracy. Additionally,
comprehensive Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QAQC) checks improved overall data integrity,
resulting in enhanced data confidence.
INTRODUCTION
Geotechnical engineering is a relatively young field of expertise in the resource industry (Harrison and
Hudson, 2007). In its most simplistic form, geotechnical engineering involves the acquisition of
geological, structural, hydrogeological and geomechanical data to feed a geotechnical model (Hanson,
Thomas and Gallagher, 2005). This geotechnical model forms the basis of decisions surrounding pit
geometry, slope and batter angles, mining method and equipment selection and plays a factor in
virtually all other strategic planning decisions (MOSHAB, 1997). Due to the inherently anisotropic and
inhomogeneous geological makeup of resource deposits, huge data sets are required to accurately
depict geotechnical behaviour over a single mine site. These data sets require extensive exploration
drilling programs and subsequent laboratory and geophysical analysis of the samples (Hanson, Thomas
and Gallagher, 2005). The extensive coring and drilling involved to obtain geotechnical data incurs
enormous capital and operational costs to companies, rendering any subsequent datasets extremely
valuable.
Rio Tinto Coal Australia (RTCA)’s Orebody Knowledge (OBK) team is responsible for the collection and
management of geotechnical data for Rio Tinto’s five coal mines and nine exploration projects in New
South Wales and Queensland. Presently, the data captured from field and laboratory investigations are
kept in servers, archives and libraries. Under the current system, there is no quantifiable handling on the
quantity or quality of geotechnical data, resulting in significant and costly rollover effects. The
Geotechnical Database Management System (GDMS) is designed to capture and update the existing
geotechnical database with relevant information from RTCA archives, servers and libraries. Relevant
information will be extracted from digitised and electronic documents and uploaded into the database
system. At a minimal cost to RTCA, the new database will aim to collate all existing data into a single
database and provide secure storage of highly valued information. The database will undergo a strict
validation process prior to and following the population of the database to ensure the entries fall within
acceptable limits, do not contain errors and allow for effective modelling.
Implementing a geotechnical database, at a minimal cost, has huge cost benefits for Rio Tinto. By
securing the geotechnical data into a readily available database management system the risk of losing
and/or corrupting data is almost negligible. By removing this risk, the need to redrill or revaluate areas
would be extremely rare. Furthermore, by creating a single source database, engineering efficiency will
increase significantly and allow for superior geological and geotechnical models. By reporting the pitfalls
1
2
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and inefficiencies of the project and outlining recommendations, the process can be streamlined and a
framework for future projects can be drafted. Figure 1 shows the slope failure occurred at Bingham
Canyon mine in 2013. Such events may be detected earlier and be avoided with the availability of better
geological and geotechnical models.

Figure 1: Slope instability causing landslide, Bingham Canyon (Pankow et al., 2013)
Following the implementation of the database, the system will be used to source a drill and blast
fragmentation model with geotechnical data for RTCA’s open cut mines. The model will output
fragmentation distributions based on the information provided by a live link to the database. The model
will serve as a useful tool for site drill and blast engineers and demonstrate the benefits of the database
to disciplines outside the realms of geotechnical engineering.
GEOTECHNICAL DATA IN MINING
Before a geotechnical database can be scoped and implemented, the geotechnical data required for the
database must be identified. For population and implementation purposes, simply identifying the
parameters is not enough. For a database to undergo a population and implementation stage with
rigorous validation, the data and the format of the data needs to be understood. Additionally, crucial
metadata – data relationships must be recognised to ensure data within the database retains
fundamental explanatory information.
Geomechanical Data
Geomechanical data aims to quantify the intrinsic strength of rock specimens gathered through field
sampling. The data gathered from geomechanical testing forms the essential inputs for numerical and
empirical design tools (Hadjigeorgiou, 2012). These design tools identify areas within a mine that are
susceptible to instability or require increased support and reinforcement infrastructure. Hoek (1994)
cautioned that inadequate emphasis placed on the collection of geomechanical data can result in data
limited models and designs. With limited data, highly advanced and technical models cannot operate at
desired accuracy levels. Hence, any design modelling requires significant quantities of geomechanical
data to accurately gauge the strength of the geological formation. Unfortunately the process to acquire
and test specimens for geomechanical data is costly though any subsequent data is highly valuable.
Field Test Data
Field data refers to the information captured on site through manual and automated logging as well as
in-situ tests not specifically related to hydrogeological data. The majority of field data is captured during
exploration drilling where geologists and geotechnical engineers log information regarding the extracted
core (Harrison and Hudson, 2007). The highly manual task produces detailed logs of grain size,
lithology, defects, strength and overall appearance of rock mass down-hole. These logs form the basis
of geological models and rock domain classifications. The labour intensive process has a high risk of
human error and the logs depend heavily on the skill of the geologist or geotechnical engineer. When
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establishing a database, terminology standardisation is paramount to ensure consistency across logs
and to support electronic data validation processes.
Hydrogeology Data
Hydrogeology is a broad term used to describe issues related to ground and surface water. Atkinson,
Dow and Brom (1984) postulated that ground water issues in mining operations take two general forms:
1.
2.

Engineering associated challenges relating to seepage forces, water inflow, piping and slaking;
and
Environmental controls identifying the effect of mining on the water table, water quality and
nearby water resources.

The data formats vary greatly for different hydrogeological tests, however the testing can usually be
classified as either monitoring or discrete in-situ testing. Water levels, quality readings, seepage rates
and hydraulic forces can all be measured continuously under monitoring type scenarios or as a discrete
measurement.
Geotechnical Monitoring Data
Monitoring data is associated with the surveillance of engineering structures, either visually or through
instrumentation. Brady and Brown (2004) proposed monitoring data, in a geotechnical context, is carried
out for one of four main reasons:
1.

To record the variation in geotechnical parameters such as water table level and seismic
activity;

2.

To ensure safety during development and operations by alerting management to excessive
ground deformations, groundwater pressures and loads;

3.

To control and ensure the stability of ground reinforcements and remedial works; and

4.

To check the validity of assumptions, conceptual models and rock mass properties.

Although monitoring data is cheap to acquire, the time dependent and non-repeatable nature of the data
renders the information extremely valuable. Additionally, the continuous data capture associated with
monitoring means the subsequent data is significant in quantity.
Legacy Data
Legacy data is defined as information that is ‘inactive’ – stored in physical or electronic format and is not
currently understood, used or managed (Perez et al., 2002). Companies dealing with existing
geotechnical information in a legacy format are required to undergo a process of inventory, extraction
and migration of the data. This process fosters successful population of the geotechnical database
utilising structured QAQC processes.
GEOTECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT
Companies and contractors that deal with large sets of geological and geotechnical data often struggle
with storing, recalling and manipulating data in an accurate and efficient manner. Data management
tools are available, however the quality of these tools vary, as does the quality of the data stored within
them. Many systems lack the proper validation, interrogation and querying capabilities required to
maintain an effective and accurate database. Bad experiences and rudimentary thinking has resulted in
companies storing data in excel spreadsheets or in poorly organised servers and archives (Caronna,
2010). In some veteran departments, the use of paper-based reports is common practice which is
becoming increasingly impractical as projects become larger and more advanced (Caronna, 2010).
An advantage of a GDMS is the ease in which data can be viewed, filtered and manipulated.
Furthermore, through business rules, data validation and thorough QAQC processes the risk of
inaccurate information is greatly reduced. A properly designed database will only require data to be
entered once, eliminating the need for re-entry and reformatting. A study performed by Goldin et al.,
(2008) showed on average 1.24% of data entries in excel are entered incorrectly; the error then
compounds every time the data is re-entered. The ‘single entry multi-use’ set up of a well-designed
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database reduces human transcription errors which is a major source of inaccuracy for companies
dealing with large quantities of geotechnical data (Antoljak and Caronna, 2012).
Reportbase vs Database
Understanding the importance of a GDMS is an important first step to successful data management,
however, the development of a database system is not as intuitive as it may seem. Caronna (2006)
discussed a common pitfall that geotechnical engineering firms encountered during the implementation
of a GDMS. Caronna used the term ‘reportbase’ to describe databases designed for the sole purpose of
generating specific reports. Companies that followed this line of thinking created a disparity between the
raw data and the formatted information within the database. This was a result of the extensive use of
computer aided design (CAD) software, excel and word programs to enter data into the database,
creating formatted information for specific reporting needs. This approach to database implementation
limited the usability and functionality of the data.
The defining characteristic of a reportbase, as outlined by Caronna (2006), is the structure of the
database mimicking a one-to-one image of the desired report. The advantage of this layout revolves
around the simplicity of setup, the ease of use and the uncomplicated table arrangement. Despite the
simplicity, data in this form had limited to no reusability, no electronic validation and limited automation.
Caronna (2006) described that a database, in its truest form, contains data free from the constraints of
formatting, where each individual parameter is captured in its own field. The unformatted, but controlled
layout allows data to be easily queried and manipulated into reports, graphs and tables for a broad
range of functionalities. The configuration of the database tables does require a reporting engine and
increased querying capabilities to manipulate the data into the desired format. The higher database
complexity requires increased design work and generally an increased implementation cost (Caronna,
2006). The increased complexity and cost of the database is more than offset by the advantages of this
configuration, most notably:







Database contains data, not formatted information;
Data reusability;
Improved querying functionality;
Electronic validation;
Enforced standardisation of data descriptions; and
Electronic data capture.

Quality Assurance and Quality Control
QAQC of data is an essential process to ensure the integrity and accuracy of any database. An effective
QAQC system identifies the key errors associated with the data and employs controls and risk
management techniques to mitigate or fully eliminate the issue, with the ultimate goal to perform
modelling or design work without unacceptable influence of inaccurate entries. The key errors
associated with geotechnical data are not attributable to one source and an effective system takes into
account a broad range of possible errors, most notably (Baecher, 1987):








Human incompetency/error;
Sample degradation;
Data tampering;
Laboratory errors;
Mislabelled information;
Unrepresentative values; and
Data entry errors.

Extensive literature regarding QAQC processes is widely published in both print and electronic formats.
A brief summary of important QAQC practices for geotechnical data management are outlined in Figure
2.
CASE STUDY
A database management system was created using data collected from all existing RTCA mines and
development projects. The sites are located in the Bowen Basin in Queensland and the Hunter Valley in
New South Wales. The geographic spread of sites and complexity of the legacy data provided a good
basis for determining a robust system for the development of a database management system. The
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in the selection of inventoried files. The process was controlled using inventory headings and a thorough
QAQC process.
Data inventory headings were created to act as a template for the inventory process. Geotechnical data
types were classified into 44 umbrella headings which represented the column headers for the inventory
sheet. When a data file contained relevant geotechnical information, a Y was scribed underneath the
corresponding column header, to signify this type of data existed within the file. Each new data file was
captured on a new row in the data inventory sheet. In the case where multiple boreholes exist within the
one data file, each new borehole was captured on a new row under the same file name. All inventoried
files were subject to stringent QAQC checks by the inventory team and once the delivery had been
made to RTCA.
Data Extraction
The data extraction phase aimed to extract all relevant geotechnical information from selected files
under data extraction headings. Similarly to data inventory, the extraction process was outsourced,
however, duplicate files were identified during the inventory stage, and as such not all inventoried files
required extraction. The data extraction process began on the 2nd of July and is expected to conclude
on the 16th of January. During the process 6,401 files are scheduled for extraction, with fortnightly
deliveries of ~500 reports over the seven month period. Like the inventory process, data extraction was
controlled using extraction headings and a comprehensive QAQC process.
A total of 541 headings were created, each tasked with capturing a particular piece of data. The
extraction headings acted as column headers and the relevant data was entered into the corresponding
column. Each new data file was entered on a new sheet and files with more than one borehole or files
containing numerous datasets were entered on separate rows. Additionally, the extraction heading
sheets were used as a template for the legacy importer objects, successfully eliminating the need for
further data manipulation.
The manual nature of data extraction can lead to extensive human transcription errors within the
geotechnical data. Three QAQC stages were implemented during data extraction to ensure data
integrity was maintained, the full QAQC flowchart is summarised in Figure 3. Maskell (2014) outlined the
first stage of quality control used for the extraction of RTCA’s legacy data, identifying five QAQC checks
throughout the extraction phase, these are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Manual check for completeness and correctness of data;
Quality control check of 100% of the extracted data (quality must exceed 92%);
Electronic validation of data (0% defect tolerance);
Quality assurance check of 20% data sample (quality must exceed 95%); and
Electronic validation against business rules (0% defect tolerance).

Figure 3: Data extraction QAQC flowchart
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Should any of the data checks fail, the data flows back through the process to fix inaccurate data and
remove defects. The process ensures not only data accuracy, it fosters data totality by certifying all
relevant data is captured. During the extraction of RTCA legacy data, 20% of the personnel allocated to
data extraction were exclusively assigned to QAQC to ensure the process was thorough.
When data passed the QAQC checks, the files progressed to a separate team of analysts to perform
quality assurance on an additional 20% of randomly selected files forming stage 2 of the QAQC pocess.
The extracted data was cross referenced against the business rules and specification documents to
ensure accuracy. If defects were present, a feedback document was constructed and sent to RTCA with
the extracted files. If the defects proved to be a systemic issue, the data was typically recirculated
through the entire extraction process.
The data packages sent to RTCA were subject to a final QAQC process undertaken by the OBK team.
Of the extracted files, 10% were randomly selected and checked to ensure all data was captured and
accurate. Files containing errors were corrected and feedback was provided to ensure accuracy was
maintained. If errors were unacceptably high, the batch would require re-extraction.
Database Scoping Study
Prior to implementation of the database, a scoping study was conducted to personalise the database to
RTCA’s specific customary requirements. The scoping study outlined the most effective workflow for the
database implementation to satisfy the habitual necessities of the RTCA legacy data and the required
outputs. The solution of the scoping study addressed three fundamental aspects of the technical
deployment:
1.
2.
3.

People – the roles required to run the system;
Process – workflow and practices to optimise data management; and
Technology – technological components that the implementation will be based upon.

Database Implementation
The implementation process was undertaken after the completion of the scoping study, ensuring the key
attributes outlined within the scope were included to produce the proposed workflow. A relational
database structure was chosen for the GDMS using a process known as data normalising. Under a
relational database system, data is identified and placed in relevant tables with strict rules governing
duplication of data through identification of uniqueness. Data uniqueness was controlled by primary keys
which consist of one or more fields in a table. A primary key is completely unique to a data entry and
cannot be repeated in any other data set. For example, when describing collar data, the hole ID and
project code fields were used as the primary keys, as no two boreholes have the same entries for these
two fields. Any primary key consisting of two or more fields are referred to as composite keys.
Given that relational databases place data in separate tables, it is also important that correlated data in
separate tables be linked together using a derived relationship. A derived relationship links data to
metadata or dependant data, forming a parent – child table relationship. This relationship is defined
using a foreign key which enforces referential constraint by referencing a key field in the child table
which relates it to the parent table. By normalising data into parent – child relationships, data integrity is
enforced and the possibility of redundant data is eliminated.
User Acceptance Testing
Database acceptance testing was carried out during the implementation of the database, to ensure
objects within the database were up to standard. During testing the functionality, layout and aesthetics
were evaluated, and were only accepted into the database once approval was granted. User acceptance
testing was also carried out after the completion of the database implementation phase and during data
migration to ensure objects were fit for purpose and to minimise or altogether mitigate start up issues.
Data Migration
The migration of the RTCA legacy data was the first step involved in populating the database. Using the
extraction sheets completed by Cyient, the data was transferred into the database using the legacy
template importers. Given the age and complexity of the data, a number of issues were encountered
during the migration phase of the project which are summarised in Figure 4.
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mes an
de and relational tables provide an eefficient mech
issue for qu
uerying and viewing
v
data. Whilst cod
hanism
for storing site specificc attributes, information presented in this form
mat is not inntuitive or easy
e
to
d. To aid vie
ewing, the da
atabase is ‘fla
attened’ so that
t
field nam
mes appear aas column headers
comprehend
and their va
alues appearr in the asso
ociated colum
mn. The GDM
MS database
e provides thhe means to flatten
using a featture known as
a compound
d definitions. Compound definitions crreate a view accessible through
user specified filters. Da
ata accessiblle through co
ompound definitions are not stored inn the databas
se as a
distinct obje
ect, rather a ‘SELECT’
‘
sta
atement whicch is triggere
ed by the use
er forming th e view.
In the GDM
MS Project, views were created thrrough a separate progra
am to the coore databas
se. The
program inccorporates an
a intuitive ‘drag-and-dro
op’ functiona
ality with inb
built filters too mould a ta
able to
specific requirements an
nd purposes. For specificc data outputts that are fre
equently requuired, a form
m object
within the database worrkspace can be created.
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DATABASE APPLICATION – FRAGMENTATION MODEL
Fragmentation models are an important feature of drill and blast designs. The model acts as a cheap
tool for engineers to evaluate and compare outputs from different blast designs. All models require input
relating to bench parameters (spacing, burden and hole diameter) and explosive properties, the
somewhat uncontrollable error in models originates from the input of geotechnical and geological data.
Rock mass by its very nature is inhomogeneous and anisotropic, hence assigning a global value for
faults, joint spacing, UCS and other properties is a necessary, and all be it, inaccurate assumption
(Kanchibolta, Morrell and Valery, 1999).
Fragmentation models can be generalised into two main categories; empirical models and numerical
models. Numerical models follow a mechanistic approach, tracking the physics of detonation in
well-defined rock mass for specific blast geometries. This type of model requires very specific and
detailed data regarding detonation, the rock mass and the end result. Empirical methods offer a more
generalised model which is more suitable for daily blast design. The Kuz-Ram empirical model is one of
the most established simulation, used for its simplicity for garnering data, simple calculations and clear
outputs (Cunningham, 2005). The Kuz-Ram algorithms are easily incorporated into spreadsheets for
ease of modelling, Figure 5 is an Excel fragmentation model created for RTCA.

Figure 5: RTCA Kuz-Ram fragmentation Model
Advantages of a Fragmentation Model
Drilling and blasting of a rock mass is used to condition rock and ore for extraction and is the first phase
of the comminution process. The Run Of Mine (ROM) fragmentation is considered ideal, from an
operations stand point, if the dig rates and haul requirements are satisfied. For this reason drill and blast
engineers design blasts to meet the minimum fragmentation requirements of the operation. Although
this approach maximises mining productivity relative to operational expenditure, it ignores the potential
impact of downstream processing and the productivity of production equipment (Kanchibolta, Morrell
and Valery, 1999).
A study conducted by Doktan (2001) reviewed the effects of blast fragmentation on truck and shovel
fleet performance. The study showed better fragmentation resulted in the following operational
improvements:


Increased digability (up to 35%);
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Higher bucket payload (reduced void ratio and increased fill factor);
Higher truck payload; and
Reduced maintenance requirements on truck and shovel fleet.

Given the importance of proper fragmentation, the use of a fragmentation model can represent
significant production and fiscal advantages to a business.
Creating a Live Link between the GDMS and the Fragmentation model
Even with inherent errors, the advantages of fragmentation models are considerable, however these
models are often put in the too hard basket and dismissed. The ability of drill and blast engineers to
acquire the correct geotechnical information to accurately model a blast design is the most time
consuming component of the process. Finding the information for a blast at a specific location can be a
struggle and the data is often incomplete and inaccurate. When mines have multiple blasts a day, it is
understandable that many sites do not utilise fragmentation models.
A Kuz-Ram script was created during the database implementation to query relevant geotechnical
information for the fragmentation simulation. The algorithm queried two key types of geotechnical
information to fulfil the requirements of the model, that is, geomechanical data and structural properties.
Given the significant quantity of relevant information in the database, filtering the results for the blast
zone was crucial. By outlining the coordinates of the blast through Easting, Northing and RL ranges the
data was restricted to the blast horizon, limiting the geotechnical data to the most pertinent entries.
The RTCA geotechnical database system was linked to the Excel fragmentation model through an SQL
database connection. The generated data could be dumped into the fragmentation model from any
computer with access to the RTCA server and a current installation of SQL. Assuming the blast
geometry and explosive data had previously been entered into the model, by refreshing the excel sheet
a fragmentation distribution, drill and blast cost per BCM, peak particle velocity at nearest structure, and
flyrock range was immediately generated using the updated geotechnical data.
CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this project was to capture, extract and upload RTCA’s geotechnical data into an easily
accessible, single source geotechnical database. At a minimal cost to RTCA, the database system
aimed to increase data security and accuracy; allowing for more efficient engineering processes.
The GDMS at RTCA was used as a case study to document a systematic database implementation
process from start to finish. The inventory and extraction processes were analysed, with significant
emphasis placed on the development of specific business rules to ensure data integrity and totality was
maintained. Furthermore, the manual nature of the data extraction process demanded intense QAQC
procedures to limit human transcription errors. Three separate QAQC workflows were implemented to
ensure the data was extracted correctly, involving re-extraction of random data samples to ensure
quality and running data through macros against business rules to limit defects.
The database scope and implementation process was discussed, identifying a relational database as
the most suitable structure given the variety and complexity of the RTCA legacy data. Primary keys and
foreign keys were established throughout each table to remove redundant and duplicate data and
ensure correlated data could be linked by forming derived relationships. Importer objects were
developed and analysed to outline the data migration process and the strict validation procedures
associated with these objects.
Finally, the advantages of creating a live link between the geotechnical database and a blast
fragmentation model were discussed. By querying the database for geomechanical and structural
information within the blast coordinates; accurate and up-to-date geotechnical data can be fed into the
model. The model was developed to create a cost effective comparative tool to compare blast outputs
for varying blast geometries and explosives.
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THE APPLICATION OF HOSE MANAGEMENT IN MINING
Paulo Roberto Pereira1
ABSTRACT: In a surface mining operation the unscheduled downtime due to hose can reach up to 37%
of the entire unscheduled downtime for a prime mover hydraulic shovel. Reliability Based Maintenance
Programs are more effective at improving fleet availability and Total Cost of Ownership. In this regard,
correct process management is a fundamental building block of any successful machine reliability
centered maintenance program. This can be expressed as well as the correct management of the
application of the machine components, the quality and capability of the human resources involved, the
comparative acquisition costs of those components and more importantly the comparative operational
performance of those components. The main objective is to quantify the economic value that a reliability
centered component maintenance program will bring to the operation in increased safety, machine
availability and productivity, environmental compliance and total cost of ownership. This paper will
present what this program, called Hose Management Program, looks like for flexible hose assemblies,
its applications and the value that it has brought to some mine operators around the world.
RELIABILITY CENTERED MAINTENANCE – AN OVERVIEW
Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) is a process to ensure that assets continue to do what their
users require in their present operating context (Moubray, 1997).
It is generally used to achieve improvements in fields such as the establishment of safe minimum levels
of maintenance, changes to operating procedures and strategies and the establishment of capital
maintenance regimes and plans. Successful implementation of RCM will lead to increase in cost
effectiveness, machine uptime, and a greater understanding of the level of risk that the organization is
managing.
John Moubray (1977), characterized Reliability-centered Maintenance as a process to establish the safe
minimum levels of maintenance.
Reliability centered maintenance is an engineering framework that enables the definition of a complete
maintenance regime. It regards maintenance as the means to maintain the functions a user may require
of machinery in a defined operating context. As a discipline it enables machinery stakeholders to monitor,
assess and recommend the working regime of their physical assets. This is embodied in the initial part of
the RCM process which is to identify the operating context of the machinery, and write a Failure Mode
Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA). The second part of the analysis is to apply the "RCM logic",
which helps determine the appropriate maintenance tasks for the identified failure modes in the FMECA.
Once the logic is complete for all elements in the FMECA, the resulting list of maintenance is "packaged",
so that the periodicities of the tasks are rationalized to be called up in work packages; it is important not to
destroy the applicability of maintenance in this phase. Lastly, RCM is kept live throughout the "in-service"
life of machinery, where the effectiveness of the maintenance is kept under constant review and adjusted
in light of the experience gained.
RCM can be used to create a cost-effective maintenance strategy to address dominant causes of
equipment failure. It is a systematic approach to defining a routine maintenance program composed of
cost-effective tasks that preserve important functions.
The important functions (of a piece of equipment) to preserve with routine maintenance are identified,
their dominant failure modes and causes determined and the consequences of failure ascertained.
Levels of criticality are assigned to the consequences of failure. Maintenance tasks are selected that
address the dominant failure causes. This process directly addresses maintenance preventable failures.
Failures caused by unlikely events such as non-predictable acts of nature will usually receive no action
provided their risk (combination of severity and frequency) is trivial (or at least tolerable). When the risk of
such failures is very high, RCM helps the user to consider changing something which will reduce the risk
to a tolerable level.
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The result is a maintenance program that focuses scarce economic resources on those items that would
cause the most disruption if they were to fail. For mobile equipment failure of certain components will
always be severe enough to cause that piece of equipment to be down often in an unscheduled basis.
Therefore, there is an immediate detrimental impact (severe) to the performance of that equipment and
by extension to the operation in which that equipment is involved. This is true for hose assemblies on any
piece of equipment
RCM emphasizes the use of Predictive Maintenance (PdM) techniques in addition to traditional
preventive measures. By establishing testing parameters for component it is possible to define “useful
lives” for items which not necessarily means their ultimate life but the recommended durability of that
component in a lab setting. By combining this durability with the ability to monitor the lab parameters in
the field a “predictive” replacement schedule can be produced by the maintenance personnel
RELIABILITY CENTERED MAINTENANCE - EVOLUTION
Since the 1930's, the evolution of maintenance can be traced through three generations. RCM is rapidly
becoming a cornerstone of the Third Generation, but this generation can only be put in perspective in
the light of the First and Second Generations.
The First Generation
The First Generation covers the period up to World War II. In those days industry was not very highly
mechanized, so downtime did not matter much. This meant that the prevention of equipment failure was
not a very high priority in the minds of most managers. At the same time, most equipment was simple
and much of it was over-designed. This made it reliable and easy to repair. As a result, there was no
need for systematic maintenance of any sort beyond simple cleaning, servicing and lubrication routines.
The need for skills was also lower than it is today.
The Second Generation
Things changed dramatically during World War II. Wartime pressures increased the demand for goods
of all kinds while the supply of industrial manpower dropped sharply. This led to increased
mechanization. By the 1950's machines of all types were more numerous and more complex. Industry
was beginning to depend on them.
As this dependence grew, downtime came into sharper focus. This led to the idea that equipment
failures could and should be prevented, which led in turn to the concept of preventive maintenance. In
the 1960's, this consisted mainly of equipment overhauls done at fixed intervals.
The cost of maintenance also started to rise sharply relative to other operating costs. This led to the
growth of maintenance planning and control systems. These have helped greatly to bring maintenance
under control, and are now an established part of the practice of maintenance.
Finally, the amount of capital tied up in fixed assets together with a sharp increase in the cost of that
capital led people to start seeking ways in which they could maximize the life of the assets.
The Third Generation
Since the mid-seventies, the process of change in industry has gathered even greater momentum. The
changes can be classified under the headings of new expectations and new techniques.
Evolution of Maintenance Expectations as shown in Figure 1.
New techniques
There has been explosive growth in new maintenance concepts and techniques. Hundreds have been
developed over the past fifteen years, and more are emerging every week.
Figure 2 shows how the classical emphasis on overhauls and administrative systems has grown to
include many new developments in a number of different fields.
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Figure 1: Evolution of maintenance expectations

Figure 2: Evolution of maintenance technologies
The new developments include:





decision support tools, such as hazard studies, failure modes and effects analyses and expert
systems
new maintenance techniques, such as condition monitoring
designing equipment with a much greater emphasis on reliability and maintainability
a major shift in organizational thinking towards participation, team-working and flexibility.

A major challenge facing maintenance people nowadays is not only to learn what these techniques are,
but to decide which are worthwhile and which are not in their own organizations. If we make the right
choices, it is possible to improve asset performance and at the same time contain and even reduce the
cost of maintenance. If we make the wrong choices, new problems are created while existing problems
only get worse.
The challenges facing maintenance
In a nutshell, the key challenges facing modem maintenance managers can be summarized as follows:
“To select the most appropriate techniques to deal with each type of failure process in order to fulfill all the
expectations of the owners of the assets, the users of the assets and of society as a whole in the most
cost-effective and enduring fashion with the active support and co-operation of all the people involved.”
RCM provides a framework which enables users to respond to these challenges, quickly and simply. It
does so because it never loses sight of the fact that maintenance is about physical assets. If these assets
did not exist, the maintenance function itself would not exist. So RCM starts with a comprehensive,
zero-based review of the maintenance requirements of each, asset in its operating context.
All too often, these requirements are taken for granted. This results in the development of organization
structures, the deployment of resources and the implementation of systems on the basis of incomplete or
incorrect assumptions about the real needs of the assets. On the other hand, if these requirements are
defined correctly in the light of modem thinking, it is possible to achieve quite remarkable step changes in
maintenance efficiency and effectiveness.
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Hose Assemblies and RCM – The need for a Hose Management Program
The Hose Management Program seeks to address the third generation of Maintenance Expectations as
listed in Figure 1 with the following techniques:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Condition monitoring, where hose condition both external and internal are closely monitored
VEVA (Value Engineering/Value Analysis) for greater system reliability and maintainability
Hazard studies enabled by systematic inspections, tracking, condition monitoring and
engineering analysis of the data collected
Root cause and effects analysis supported by the build-up of experience and investigation of
failures. This will also help establish a site specific standard of systems criticality and a reliability
based hose replacement
Expert systems that support traceability of hose assemblies
Multiskilling and team work between end user and supplier team which are crucial for the
successful implementation of the program

To extend on the above and explain the hose assembly performance relationship to RCM and the need
for a well designed and implemented Hose Management Program the 7 RCM Expectations above as
they pertain to Hose Assemblies are discussed as follows:
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

What is the item supposed to do and what are its associated performance standards?
Hose assemblies convey power through the dynamic action of pressurized hydraulic fluids
which enable a piece of machinery to perform its basic operating functions of loading, ripping,
digging, hauling, drilling or grading. The performance standards are derived from the various
industry bodies that establish standards for hose assemblies such SAE, ISO, DIN and MDG 41 to
name a few.
In what ways can it fail to provide the required functions?
Hose assemblies can fail in several ways depending on the application in which they are
installed. They can fail by internal effects such as manufacturing defects, poorly designed hose /
coupling interface, continuous pressure impulse spikes above working pressure, temperature
spikes and by external effects such as poor crimping, twisting, external cover abrasion, cuts, or
gouges. The program tracks hose assemblies from cradle to grave thereby identifying when the
hose fails and what was the failure mode.
What are the events that cause each failure?
Many events cause these failures but most are related to manufacturing processes, crimping
practices, installation practices and engineering practice. Analysis of each failure will help to
recommend the right product that will ensure from the beginning the highest possible reliability for
a particular hose assembly.
What happens when each failure occurs?
Usually, when a hose assembly fails on a piece of mining equipment the equipment is out of
service immediately after the failure. Although the frequency will vary, from a mining operator’s
perspective the severity is high and immediate. Additional risks that are involved are severe
injury to the operator and potential complete loss of the piece of equipment due to a fire for
example. In addition, the environmental consequences of a failure might be severe depending on
which hose assembly fails. Usually, the cost of the hose assembly that fails pales in comparison
with all the other costs that are involved with a failure
In what way does each failure matter?
Each failure matters because it will affect to a greater or lesser extent the profitability pyramid of
a mining operations described in Figure 3:

Every one of the sub-pyramids can have an economic value associated with them and in conjunction
changes in them will lead to incremental positive or negative cash flows in a given mining operation.
1)

2)

What systematic task can be performed proactively to prevent, or to diminish to a satisfactory
degree, the consequences of the failure?
The most proactive action an operator can take to prevent or diminish to a satisfactory degree
the consequences of failure is to take an Applications Engineering approach. This approach
involves studying the hydraulic system on the machine and prescribing the right hose assembly
component for that application. In addition, Application Engineering helps with the serviceability
of the machine when it comes the time for Hose Assembly fabrication, replacement while also
helping with the cost of the machine’s Bill of Materials
What must be done if a suitable preventive task cannot be found?
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Time and answers to questions 1 through 6 will help build a database of well documented cases that will
help the user to establish maintenance principles and a body of maintenance tasks (preventative and/or
predictive) where correct remediation is not immediately obvious. So, this body of information is the
essence of the Hose Management Program.

Safety

Total Cost of
Ownership

Machine
Availability

Environmental
Impact

Figure 3: Profitability pyramid
Key Components of the Hose Management Program
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Key performance Indicators to be determined at the beginning of the implementation of the
program
High performance products that will enable a significant reduction in undesired outcomes
Product application engineering analysis that will optimize hydraulic systems
Hose assembly tagging and tracking to track the lifecycle of every hose assembly
Internal Condition Monitoring and engineering analysis of selected hydraulic circuits
External Condition Monitoring of hose assembly conditions
Risk analysis based on hose assembly function and location on a given piece of equipment
Reliability Based Replacement Alerts based on condition monitoring
APPLICATIONS OF THE HOSE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

By applying some or all of the components of the Reliability Based Hose Management program as
described above it has been possible to produce the following results at several different types of mining
operations described in Figure 4:
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Mine Type

Area of Improvement

Equipment Type

Quantifiable
Improvement After
Hose Management

UG Hard Rock Mine

Mean Time Between
Failures

One boom Jumbo

206% Improvement

UG Hard Rock Mine

Mean Time Between
Failures

One boom Jumbo

240% Improvement

UG Room and Pillar
Coal Mine

Total Cost of
Ownership

Continuous Miner

Reduction in Hose
and couplings
expense

Aggregates Mine

Mean Time Between
Failures

Mining Fleet

33% Increase in Fleet
Availability

Surface Coal Mine

Total Cost of
Ownership

Large Hydraulic
Shovel Boom Hoses

Reduction in Hose
Acquisition Cost

Surface Coal Mine

Mean Time Between
Failures

Hydraulic Shovel
Boom Hoses

20% to 40% longer life.

Mining OEM

BOM, Assembly Time

Haul Truck

Reduction in the BOM
Cost

Figure 4: Hose management field examples
Relation between the cost of a hose assembly and the cost of downtime
An idea of the relationship between the cost of downtime for selected mining operations and the cost of a
hose assembly on a given machine are presented in two examples shown in Figure 5

Surface Gold Mine Heap Leach

Cost of Hose Assembly: up to $840.00

Content per Machine: up to $25,000

Lost production per hour of downtime on a
prime mover: $77,000/Hr

Spot Gold Price at 1,300/oz

Surface Coal Mine

Cost of Hose Assembly: up to $1,100.00

Content per Machine: up to $40,000

Lost production per hour of downtime on a prime
mover: $27,000/Hr

Spot Price of Coal at $7.53/metric ton

Figure 5: Relative values of downtime, content per machine and hose assembly pricing
CONCLUSIONS
The paper discusses Reliability Based Maintenance applied to Hose Assemblies and shows the results
produced by applying one or more components of a Reliability Based Hose Management Program in
several mining operations around the world departing from a time based maintenance program to a
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condition based maintenance program. This new approach in hose assembly maintenance has shown
significant improvement in Mean Time Between Failures, Reduction in the Total Cost of Ownership and
improvement in Mobile equipment Fleet availability. The main factors determining the success of mining
operations were discussed and it is shown that the acquisition cost of a hose assembly is insignificant
compared to the value of downtime of a major piece of equipment in any mining operation.
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STRENGTH PROPERTIES OF FIBRE GLASS DOWELS USED
FOR STRATA REINFORCEMENT IN COAL MINES
David Gilbert, Ali Mirza, Xuwei Li, Haleh Rasekh, Naj Aziz and Jan
Nemcik
1

ABSTRACT: Glass-Reinforced Polymer (GRP) bolts, commonly known as Fibre Glass (FG) dowels are
increasingly applied for strata reinforcement in mines. The most popular dowels used in coal mines are
the 22 mm diameter fully threaded type. A series of tests were undertaken to evaluate various strength
properties of FG dowels. These include tensile failure tests by the double-embedment method, single
and double guillotine shear tests, double shear tests in concrete medium and punch shear tests. Punch
shear tests were used to evaluate the dowel shear strength parallel and perpendicular to the fibre glass
strands or elements direction of extrusion. The study found that the tensile strength of the 22 mm
diameter fibre glass dowels was in the order of 30 t. In the shear testing, the peak shear load was
influence by the encapsulation grout type and the level of fibre glass axial pre-tension. Also, there was a
nearly fivefold difference in the shear strength value of fibre glass dowels tested parallel as against
perpendicular to the dowel axis.
INTRODUCTION
Glass-Reinforced Polymer (GRP) bolts, commonly known as Fibre Glass (FG) dowels are increasingly
used in Australian coal mines as a mean of rib support in heading development and for coal face
equipment recovery. The increased mechanisation of coal winning particularly by longwall mining
necessitated the use of non-metallic rib dowels for rib support, where extraction includes cutting of bolts.
FG dowels are made by pultrusion, a process that combines extrusion and pulling of molten or curable
resin and continuous fibres usually arranged in unidirectional layers, through a die of a desired structural
shape ("pull” and “extrusion”). FG dowels are made of glass strands pulled through a saturated thermo
set resin and heated (Lowenstein, 1973). Presently FG dowels used in coal mines rib support have
continuous rope thread profiles providing deformations for high bond strength with resin and rock.
Other factors contributing to the increased application of polymeric dowels, as elements of support
instead of steel, include:







Improvement in the strength properties of the non-steel based dowels. The ultimate tensile
strength of presently made 22 mm diameter dowels can range between 57 - 85 % of steel
rebar of the same diameter.
Easy and safe handleability of the non-steel dowels particularly FG ,
Lightweight, fire resistant and easy to handle,
FG dowels are relatively cheap,
Cuttable, longer lasting and can be supplied a greater length.

Presently, there are two types of GRP bolts in the market, they are plastic and FG dowels, however, FG
dowel is characterised as having lower yield deformation against shearing, and can twist on torqueing.
Properties and characteristics of polymeric bolts are variable depending on the chemistry of the product,
dowel diameter, solid or hollow core, surface profile shape and composition. FG dowels are used as
rib support dowels. Dowels of the same core diameter can vary in length, identified by dowel colour and
colour coding. Typical dowel lengths with colour coding include dowel length 1.2 m (blue), 1.5m
(orange), 1.8m (red) and 2.1 m (green).
Procedures used for evaluating strength integrity of dowels are based on Australian and various
international standards. These include American Standards of Testing Materials (ASTM. C-759, 1991),
The British Standard (BS 7861- Parts 1 and 2, 1996), International Standard ISO 10406-1 (2008), South
African Standard, SANS1534 (2004) and others. In general, many well-known standards are invariably
interrelated; however, the suitability of any particular standard, for testing the given property of the
dowel, will depend on the purpose of the dowel use and host medium properties. The current reporting
1
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of the shear strength of dowels is normally based on guillotine testing of the FG rod in steel apparatus.
Guillotining of the GRP dowels in steel shear apparatus yields lower shear values and is a desirable test.
It is important that the shear strength of dowels must be determined based on simulated ground
conditions, and therefore it is logical to test dowels in rock or cementitious medium of concrete.
Accordingly there is a need for establishing a credible testing methodology and procedures of marketed
dowels. The double shear testing of dowels in concrete blocks represents a novel approach to
simulating the shear behaviour of dowel in rock formation in situ. This paper discusses tensile and
shear strength characteristic of 22 mm core diameter FG dowels, which are used in Australia coal
mines.
TENSILE STRENGTH PROPERTIES
Eight FG solid core dowels were tested for failure. Each 500 mm long dowel section was double
embedded in 150 mm length steel tubes and pull tested to failure. Oil based standard J-LOK resin was
used to install the dowels in steel tubes. FG dowels were pull-tested in a 50 t Instron universal testing
machine. The elongation of the 110 mm length of the middle section was monitored using an accurate
extensometer as shown in Figure 1 and b. Monitoring of the bolt section elongation was necessary in
order to eliminate any displacement of bolt ends between the jaws of the test machine or the
encapsulated bolt ends in the steel tubes being displaced.
To alleviate the concern of the possible influence of short lengths of tested samples end in steel tubes
on test values, tests were also made on 1.2 m long dowels with ends being embedded in 450 mm long
steel tubes as shown in Figure 1b. Solid threaded bars were connected to the end of each embedded
encapsulation tube, to enable anchoring/clamping of the dowel and tube assembly to the jaws of the
testing machine. The internal lining of embedded tubes was threaded with 2 mm threads and in
accordance with recognised test standards such as ISO-10 406-1:2008. Figure 2 show short and long
encapsulated dowels before and after testing. Figure 3 shows the load displacement of both short and
long dowel test results. The pull test results revealed that end encapsulation of the dowels had no
significant influence on the outcome of strength test results. The average displacement of the short
encapsulated bolt at yield strength is in the order of 6%; however the displacement amount at yield
strength appears to be significantly longer at around 9%. More tests are needed to verify this finding.

(a) 500 mm long dowel section

(b) 1200 mm long dowel

Figure 1: Fibre glass bolt tested for tensile failure with extensometer

(a) Intact 500 mm long dowels with short end encapsulation
samples
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(c) P
Post‐test 1.2 mm
m long test sample
Figure 2: FG dowels p
prior to and
d post tensile failure tessting

Figure 3: Tensile
T
load
d versus dis
splacement of
o 500 mm long and 1.22 m long dow
wels
SHEAR
R TESTING OF
O DOWELS
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Single
e shear guilllotine test
Figure
e 4 shows the single she
ear apparatuss used for shear testing of FG doweels. Common
nly known ass
guillotiine and is in complianc
ce with the British Standard 7861 (2009),
(
the iinstrument allows
a
directt
shearing of dowels and steel rebar to faillure. Figure 5 shows examples of teested samples. Figure 6
showss load-displa
acement grap
phs of single
e shearing tests
t
of only
y six, 300 m
mm long dow
wel sections..
Detailss of the test results
r
are allso shown in Table 1. The
e average va
alue of the shhear strength
h was 133.51
MPa. T
The cut face
e surface of all
a ten tested
d dowels was
s identically stepped at m
mid face as is
i obvious in
n
Figure
e 5. This may be attributted to the po
ossibility of (a)
( the latera
al incrementaal side move
ement of the
e
dowel side during the
t shearing process, ass the dowel sample was not
n grouted too its housing or held tightt
againsst the shearin
ng apparatus
s and (2) the structural co
omposition of
o the strandss lay binding resin.

Figure 4: Sin gle shear guillotine app
paratus
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Figure 5: Sin
ngle sheared
d failed 22 mm
m diameter dowels
Table 11 Single she
ear results for
f ten dowe
els
Sample

Peak Load
(kN)
49.48

Shea
ar Stress (MP
Pa)

1

Displacement
(mm)
7.25
5

2

8.55
5

46.59

122.57

3

7.13
3

48.26

126.96

4

7.35
5

51.35

135.09

5

7.94
4

52.74

138.73

6

8.40
0

49.83

131.08

7

8.26
6

52.67

138.56

8

8.28
8

53.26

140.11

9

7.76
6

50.32

132.39

10

7.64
4

52.99

139.41

Ave

50.75

133.51

130.16

Figure
e 6: Shear lo
oad displace
ement graph
hs of single shear testin
ng
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Double shear Guillotine test in steel frame
The purpose of this section was to assess the single shear strength capacity of fibreglass dowels using
a double Shear Testing Apparatus, which is conveniently named as Double Shear Guillotine test. The
test produces steel on dowel interaction, whereas in in situ it would be the strata on grout on dowel
interaction. However this test was carried out to compare test results with the single shear strength
values using the single shear method.

Figure 7 shows the double shear test apparatus used for the study. It consists of two steel pieces. The
bottom piece or ‘U’ shaped piece measured 143 mm x 83 mm x 70 mm. The top piece or ‘T’ shaped
piece is inserted into the ‘U’ shaped piece. It measures 131 mm x 92 mm x 70 mm. The dowel was
inserted through the middle of the combined apparatus and sheared up to a maximum depth of 30 mm.
Each tested dowel rod cut into 300 mm specimen length. The shear testing was carried out using the
500 kN capacity Instron Universal Testing Machine, at a rate of 1mm/min.

Figure 7: Double shear guillotine apparatus set up
The shear strength of the dowel was determined using;



F 2 Peak load

2A
D 2

(1)

Where:
= shear strength
= Peak load at failure
= dowel cross sectional area
D = Dowel Diameter
Table 2 shows the results of double shear guillotine test, four dowel sections were tested and the
average failure load and shear strength of the dowels were 50.48 kN and 123.79 MPa respectively.
These results compare favourably with the single shear test results as reported in Table 1. The pattern
of the shear failures was similar to the single shear test, but less pronounced as is shown in Figure 8.
11 –13 February 2015
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Table 2: Double shear guillotine test results
Sam
ple

Peak shear
Load (kN)

1
2
3
4

103.77
98.03
111.04
90.99
Average

Single face
Peak Load (kN)

Shear Stress (single
face) (MPa)

51.88
49.01
55.52
45.50
50.48

136.49
128.94
146.06
119.69
132.79

Figure 8: failure pattern of dowels in guillotine
Double shear test in concrete
Double shear strength of fibre glass dowels was investigated in three piece concrete blocks consisting of
a 300 mm long prism block, sandwiched between two 150 mm side cubes. 40 MPa, Uniaxial
Compressive Strength (UCS) mortar blocks were prepared with sand: cement ratio of 3:1. Once mixed
the mortar was poured into the internally greased marine plywood mould, measuring 150 mm x 150 mm
x 600 mm. The mould was divided into three compartments separated by two metal plates. A plastic
conduit, 20 mm in diameter was set through the centre of the mould lengthways to create a hole for FG
dowel installation. The cast mortar blocks were left for 24 hours to set and harden. The set blocks were
then removed from the mould assembly and kept in a moist environment for a period of 30 days to cure.
The central hole of the mortar block was then reamed rifle-shaped to 27 mm diameter, ready for the
installation of the dowel with cement grout. The strength of the concrete blocks was determined from
testing of the representative 100 mm diameter cylindrical concrete specimens, cast at the time of
concrete preparation and pouring.
Two different cementitious grouts were used when installing and encapsulating FG dowels in concrete
blocks; (a) Jennchem Top-Down 80 grout (TD80) and (b) Jennchem Bottom-Up 100 grout (BU100). The
strength of both grouts varied depending on the product composition and water content. In this study the
level of water for each grout was maintained constant at six litres per bag. The FG concrete assembly
was left for a minimum of seven days before being tested.
A total of 11 tests were conducted in this study. Dowels for each category of grout used were
pretensioned to various loads up to 22.50 kN and then tested for shear. An attempt to apply pretension
load of 25 kN was not possible as extra load torque applied to the dowel nuts caused the dowel ends to
twist, leading to lower shear loads.The applied axial tension load due to subsequent shearing load, were
monitored using two 30 t capacity load cells shown in the assembled setup in Figure 9. A 50 t capacity
Instron universal testing machine was used for shearing study. Clearly there are variations to the shear
370
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strength properties of the FG dowels based on the level of pretension loads and grout type as shown in
Table 2 and Figure 8 t was found that;
a)
b)

c)

d)

The shear values of dowels were higher with increased pretension loads.
Increased pretension loads greater than 22.5 kN caused dowel ends to twist thus affecting
double shear strength values as is evident from the lower value shear load of the dowel
pre-tensioned at 25 kN,
Shear load values of dowels are affected by the grout type, with average shear values obtained
from FG dowels tested with grout TD80 being higher than test results with BU100 grout, despite
the fact that BU100 grout has relatively superior strength in comparison with TD80 grout.
The shear value of each tested dowel was determined taking into consideration the shear strength
contribution from 150 mm2 concrete joint planes.

Figure 9: An assemble FG dowel with load cells for double shear testing in 50 t Instron testing
machine
Table 3: Single and double shear test results with different grouts
a) Encapsulation Grout: BU100

* Sample 6 - twisted dowel
11 –13 February 2015
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b) Encapsulation Grout: TD80

Figure 10- Shear pretention loads versus vertical displacement of double shear testing of 11
dowels
Impact of concrete strength
Further studies on the impact of the concrete strength on the double shear strength value of the dowel, a
series of tests were undertaken in 40 MPa and 60 MPa concrete strength respectively. Four double
shear tests were carried in 60 MPa strength concrete assemblies. Each double shear test was made in
different pretension load of 2.5, 5, 10 and 15 kN respectively. Tests were made using 40 mm hexagonal
nut with spherical ends. Another set if three tests were also made in 40 MPa concrete.
Table 4 shows initial axial loads, the peak axial loads, the peak shear loads and the equivalent single
shear strength of four 22 mm dowels double shear tested in 60 MPa concrete blocks.
Figure 1 shows graphically the combined results from all four tests. The figure shows both the shear
load and axial pretension loads for all samples. The shear strength values of the dowel appears to be
influenced by the level of pretension loads, which is an expected variation and in agreement with various
tests undertaken in both solid rebar and cable bolts. In general, the shear strength of the dowel was
increased with increasing pretension loads.
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Table 4: Double shear axial and shear loads of dowels tested in 60 MPa concrete
Sample
1B

Initial Axial
Load (kN)
2.5

Peak Axial
Load 1 (kN)
15.91

Peak Axial
Load 2 (kN)
13.64

Peak Shear
Load (kN)
220.74

Shear Strength
(MPa)
290.34

2B

5

25.73

22.39

213.03

280.20

3B

10

22.60

27.79

242.70

319.23

4B

15

29.83

44.14

262.48

345.25

Figure 11: Double shear load–displacement profile of dowels axial and shear loads in 60 MPa
concrete blocks
Punch shear test
Using the punch shear box, shown in Figure 12a, a series of punch shear tests were carried out on FG
dowel samples to determine the shear strength of FG dowels. 3 mm thick discs were sliced
perpendicular to the dowel axis to examine the shear strength properties of dowels parallel to the
strands or FG elements lay, while 3 mm strips were cut parallel to the dowel axis to evaluate the shear
strength of the FG elements bonding. Figure 12 b shows typical samples prepared for testing in punch
shear apparatus. Tables 5 and 6 show results of punch shear tests. Values of the shear strength were
determined by using the following equation;
(2)

.

where;
F = applied load,

=

11 –13 February 2015
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( b ) FG dowel samples perpendicular and parallel dowel axis

Figure 12: (a) Punch shear apparatus and (b) 33 samples FG strip cut out (i) perpendicular and
(ii) parallel to dowel axis, for shear testing
From Table 5, the average shear strength value of six samples punch tested parallel to the direction of
the dowel is shown to be 22.35 MPa, and the average shear strength value of testing three samples
perpendicular to the direction of the dowel axis as shown in Table 6 is 104.01 MPa. It is clear that there
is an obvious difference in shear strength in the ration of 4.7:1 in favour of perpendicular to dowel axis or
dowel strands compared with parallel to dowel axis. The low shear strength values parallel to the dowel
axis may be due to the resin strength holding the fibres together, which is resisting the shear force. The
average shear strength value shown in Table 5 strikingly similar to the average shear strength value of
21 days old standard oil based bolting as reported by Gilbert (2014)
Table 5: Punch test results of samples cut parallel to dowel axis
Sample

MN

T (m)

D (m)

(MPa)

A

0.0021

0.00249

0.0127

21.12

B

0.0022

0.00253

0.0128

21.70

C

0.0023

0.00279

0.0126

20.64

D

0.0028

0.00336

0.0126

20.98

E

0.0040

0.00363

0.0127

27.97

F

0.0011

0.00178

0.0127

15.38

G

0.0039

0.00342

0.0127

28.67

Average

22.35

Table 6: Punch test results of samples cut perpendicular to dowel axis
Sample
A
B
C

Punch
load (MN)
0.012
0.012
0.013

T
(m)
0.00297
0.00302
0.00302

D
(m)
0.0128
0.0127
0.0129
Average

(MPa)
102.22
102.30
107.50
104.01

CONCLUSIONS
This study demonstrated that the guillotine method of testing dowels yields lower shear values than
results obtained from testing dowels by double shear testing in concrete. Double shear testing in
concrete represent a realistic way of simulating the strength property of the composite material in rock
and in situ. The study also found that:
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a)
b)
c)

d)

The University of Wollongong

Shear strength values of the FG dowels were higher with higher pretension loads.
Increased pretension loads greater than 22.5 kN caused dowel ends to twist, affecting double
shear strength values.
Shear load values of dowels are affected by the grout type, with average shear values
obtained from testing FG dowels tested with grout TD80 was higher than test results with
BU100 grout, despite the fact that BU100 grout has relatively superior strength in comparison
with TD80 grout.
Low shear strength results of testing dowel parallel to the dowel axis in comparison to the
shear values perpendicular to FG strands lay may be indicative of the resin strength holding
the fibres together and resisting the shear force. Shear strength values shown in Table 3 are
comparable to the shear strength of a typical oil based standard chemical resin used for bolting
installation.
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